Great Hearts Academies
Standard School Policies Guide

What follows are Great Hearts academy policies that apply to all Arizona Network
Schools. The enclosed policies are to be reviewed and considered for adoption as
needed by the Governing Board of Directors for each academy. This Guide is to be
used in conjunction with the Family Handbook for each Academy which is reviewed
and adopted by the Governing Board of Directors each academic year
All policies referred to are incorporated here by reference and have been reviewed and adopted by
the Governing Board of Directors of each academy pursuant to Arizona Revised Statute (“A.R.S.”) §15183 (E)(8).
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ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNANCE
OUR CHARTER, ACCREDITATION, AND AFFILIATIONS
All 22 Great Hearts academies (“GH Academies”) are public charter schools authorized by the State
Board for Charter Schools.
All GreatHearts schools are accredited by the North Central Association Commission on Accreditation
and School Improvement (NCA CASI), the Northwest Accreditation Commission (NWAC) and the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Council on Accreditation and School Improvement (SACS
CASI) approved by the Cognia Global Commission.
GH Academies are individual non-profit 501(c)(3) corporations governed by a Governing Board of
Directors (“Governing Board”) and each is a part of the Great Hearts network of schools. The Governing
Board approve policies, budgets, and other requirements as established by law. Great Hearts Arizona, a
private non-profit organization, supports each Arizona public 501(c)(3) charter academy in the Great
Hearts network. Each academy receives a set of professional management services in areas including
curriculum development, human resources, data management, business management (such as
accounting), finance, legal, facilities, development/fundraising, enrollment/admissions, and special
education. Professional services fees ranging from 8-10% of each academy’s state aid will be included
each year in the individual academy’s approved annual budget. In 2022-2023, Great Hearts will operate
22 classical, liberal arts academies in the metropolitan Phoenix area.

OFFICIAL GREAT HEARTS WEBSITE
The GH Academies websites are an important tool for communication. Families are encouraged to visit
the website regularly to view communiqués, faculty contact information, updates on athletic and extracurricular schedules and locations, and other academy related events and information. GH Academies
are committed to making their websites usable by all people, including those with disabilities, by
meeting or exceeding the requirements of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 Level AA (WCAG
2.0 AA).
GH Academies strive to make their sites an equal playing field for everyone and continually monitor the
site to make sure that all content provided is accessible to all visitors. To assist in this process, GH
Academies have engaged an accessibility consulting company to help ensure their web presence is in
conformance with the WCAG 2.0 AA. The efforts to improve the website are ongoing.

GOVERNING BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Governing Board for each academy is responsible for adopting policies, adoption of yearly budgets,
and oversees disciplinary proceedings for each academy.
Each Governing Board member serves without compensation for their services.

Open Meeting Law
The Governing Board is subject to Open Meeting Law and complies with all requirements including but
not limited to the following:
• Posting of Meeting Notices and Agendas
• Holding Public Meetings
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•

Availability of Meeting Minutes/Recordings

During its Open Public Meetings, the Governing Board welcomes public commentary during the agenda
item “Call to the Public.” Those wishing to address the Governing Board need not request permission in
advance. The Governing Board members may not discuss any issues with the public or amongst
themselves, or take legal action, on any issue that was not previously part of the public agenda. Action
taken as a result of public comment on issues not part of the public agenda will be limited to directing
staff to study the matter and/or scheduling the matter for further consideration and action at a later
date.
Members of the public may request that an issue be placed on the published agenda of a Governing
Board meeting by sending a written request to the Chairman of the Governing Board at least 7 calendar
days prior to the date of the meeting. The Governing Board sets the agenda and has the discretion to
accept or reject requests for inclusion on the agenda. A calendar of the Governing Board meetings for
each academic year is available on each academy’s website.

Conflict of Interest
Our Conflict-of-Interest Policy exists to protect the Great Hearts network of schools, and to assist the
Governing Board members, Great Hearts Lead Office, Faculty, and Staff in making ethical decisions that
benefit the GH Academies as a whole.
A conflict of interest arises when someone associated with our institution does not place the
institution’s interest above their own interests or those of a third party. Everyone associated with Great
Hearts should place the well-being, reputation, and health of our academies and community above
other interests.
Each employee shall avoid any activity, business interest or relationship that would create, or might
appear to create, a conflict of interest with Great Hearts.
The Great Hearts Conflict of Interest policy applies to everyone associated with our academies,
including:
• Governing Board Members, including Committee and Sub-Committee Members
• Administration
• Faculty
• Staff Members (including contractors)
As a person associated with Great Hearts, all persons listed above are required to disclose, on an annual
basis or as a situation arises, other obligations that might prevent them from acting in the best interest
of Great Hearts. Reports of potential Conflicts of Interest should be reported to the Headmaster, or to
the Great Hearts Director of Faculty/Staff Services and Training, or to the Great Hearts CEO, as
appropriate to the situation. The appropriate parties will investigate the circumstances and make a
determination. Depending upon the determination, the individual may be asked to remove themselves
from participation in discussions, decisions, actions, votes, or other activities related to the conflict or
potential conflict.
Examples of Potential Conflicts:
• A relative’s company or other business that benefits the individual personally, bids on a contract
from Great Hearts or otherwise gains financially from Great Hearts.
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•
•
•

An opportunity exists to further the interests of or give preference to another institution over
our institution.
A familial or personal relationship exists with someone else in the Great Hearts community.
An action in which the individual stands to personally gain, directly or indirectly from the results.

These are just a few examples – please seek guidance from the Headmaster or Great Hearts Lead Office
Staff for clarification. Governing Board members of the academies are subject to additional specific State
statutes regarding conflict of interest. Please refer to A.R.S. §38-501 through §38-511 for more
information.
Post-Employment Contact with Great Hearts Students, Parents/Guardians, and Staff:
Parents/guardians, students, and GH Academies staff are advised that once a GH Academies employee
has separated from employment, the separated employee no longer represents GH Academies in any
personal, political, or professional activities or relationships. Great Hearts responsibility for monitoring
background checks and fingerprint clearances terminates with the employee’s separation from GH
Academies.

STUDENTS AND PARENTS
See Appendix 1 for the Enrollment Policies and Procedures

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Policy on Non-Discrimination
GH Academies does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, immigration status, sex,
disability, sexual orientation, age or McKinney-Vento eligibility in its programs and activities and
provides equal access to the Scouts and other designated youth groups. The following person has been
designated to handle complaints regarding the non- discrimination policies:
Disabilities:
Thomas Doebler
Exceptional Student Service Director
Great Hearts Arizona
4801 East Washington Street, Suite 250
Phoenix, Arizona 85034
(602) 438-7045 EXT 345
All Other:
Executive Director of Upper/Lower Schools
Great Hearts Arizona
4801 East Washington Street, Suite 250
Phoenix, Arizona 85034
(602) 438-7045
See Appendix 2 for the Title IX Policy and Form
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Policy on Harassment, Intimidation, or Bullying of Students
Each GH Academy prohibits acts of harassment, intimidation, or bullying of students. “Harassment,
intimidation, or bullying” means any gesture or written, verbal or physical act toward a student that
takes place on academy property, on social media, or at a school-sponsored activity and that: Is
motivated by any actual or perceived characteristic of the student, such as race, ethnicity, religion,
ancestry, sex or sexual orientation, socio- economic status, or disability; or
1. Harms the student or damages the student’s property or threatens personal harm or damage to
his property; or
2. Insults, demeans, or intimidates the student or a group of students in such a way as to
substantially interfere with the student or students’ educational or social activities at academy
or cause a substantial disruption of the orderly operation of the academy.
Each GH Academy expects students to conduct themselves in keeping with their levels of development,
maturity and demonstrated capabilities with a proper regard for the rights and welfare of other students
and academy staff, the educational purpose underlying all academy activities, and the care of academy
facilities, and equipment.
The Dean of Students is the first person responsible for receiving complaints alleging violations of this
policy. All academy employees are required to report alleged violations of this policy to the Dean of
Students. All other members of the academy community, including students, parents/guardians,
volunteers, and visitors, are encouraged to report any act that may be a violation of this policy. Oral
reports also shall be considered official reports. Reports may be made anonymously, but formal
disciplinary action may not be based solely on the basis of an anonymous report.
The Dean of Students, in consultation with the Headmaster, will determine whether an alleged act
constitutes a violation of this policy. In so doing, the Dean of Students shall conduct a prompt and
thorough investigation of the alleged incident. The Dean of Students may conclude that the alleged
violation occurred or did not occur, or that the evidence is inconclusive. If the Dean of Students
concludes that the alleged violation did not occur or that the evidence is inconclusive, no written report
of the matter will be maintained in a student’s file.
In advising the Headmaster on the appropriate response to students who commit one or more acts of
harassment, intimidation or bullying, the Dean of Students will consider the following factors: the
developmental and maturity levels of the parties involved, the levels of harm, the surrounding
circumstances, the nature of the behaviors, past incidences or past or continuing patterns of behavior,
the relationships between the parties involved and the context in which the alleged incidents occurred.
Concluding whether a particular action or incident constitutes a violation of this policy requires a
determination based on all of the facts and surrounding circumstances. It is only after meaningful
consideration of these factors that an appropriate consequence should be determined, consistent with
the academy’s policies and applicable law.
Consequences and appropriate remedial action for students who commit acts of harassment,
intimidation or bullying may range from positive behavioral interventions up to and including
suspension or expulsion. Some acts of harassment, intimidation or bullying may be isolated incidents
requiring that the academy respond appropriately to the individuals committing the acts. Other acts
may be so serious that they require a response by law enforcement officials. Any act of harassment,

intimidation or bullying that may constitute sexual abuse or any other form of child abuse, and threats
of violence against students, teachers, or staff, shall be reported to law enforcement officials as required
by state law.
Each GH Academy prohibits retaliation against any person who reports an act of harassment,
intimidation, or bullying. The consequence and appropriate remedial action for a person who engages in
reprisal or retaliation shall be determined by the Headmaster after consideration of the nature and
circumstances of the act, in accordance with applicable academy policies and law.

Policy on Hazing
Hazing, solicitation to engage in hazing, and aiding and abetting another person who is engaged in
hazing is strictly prohibited. A person is considered a “student” who has enrolled, who has been
accepted for enrollment, or intends to enroll within the next 12 calendar months. This policy applies to
all students until graduation, transfer, promotion, or withdrawal from the academy.
“Hazing” is defined as any intentional, knowing, or reckless act committed by a student, whether
individually or in convert with other persons, against another student, and in which both of the
following apply:
1. The act is committed in connection with an initiation into, an affiliation with or the maintenance
of membership in any organization that is affiliated with an educational institution; and
2. The act contributes to a substantial risk of potential physical injury, mental harm or degradation
or causes physical injury, mental harm, or personal degradation.
“Organization” means an athletic team, association, order, society, corps, cooperative, club or other
similar group that is affiliated with an educational institution and whose membership consists primarily
of students enrolled at that educational institution. Violations of this policy do not include customary
athletic events, contests or competitions that are sponsored by an educational institution or any activity
or conduct that furthers the goals of a legitimate educational curriculum or legitimate extracurricular
program.
It is no defense to a violation of this policy if the victim consented or acquiesced to hazing. All students,
teachers, and staff shall take reasonable measures within the scope of their individual authority to
prevent violations of this policy.
Students and others should report hazing to the Headmaster but may also report hazing to another
professional staff member. If an individual besides the Headmaster receives the report, the individual
receiving the report will submit a report of the incident to the Headmaster. The individual shall respect
the confidentiality of those involved, disclosing the incident only to those with a need to know or as
required by law. Any incident of hazing that includes possible violation of state or federal statutes shall
be treated as required by statutory requirements and reported to law enforcement.
A professional staff member who fails to inform the Headmaster of an incident of hazing no less than
the next school day after the member becomes aware of the incident may be subject to discipline.
All violations of this policy shall be treated in accordance with the discipline procedures and penalties in
effect for violation of the academy’s Behavior Code and Discipline.

If an organization knowingly permitted, authorized, or condoned hazing activity, its permission to
conduct operations at the academy may be revoked or suspended.

Policy on Privacy Practice and Accommodations
1. GH Academies will comply with all settled law (statute, controlling case law and administrative
regulations) for the jurisdictions in which it operates schools;
2. GH Academies will take into account each student’s privacy and safety;
3. EVERY STUDENT entrusted to our academies is to be educated with exactly the same level of
care and respect for his/her dignity.
4. At the request of the parents/guardians, accommodations and/or modifications to standard
policies and procedures will be considered through a formal process.

Student Enrollment and Instruction
1. GH Academies will record and identify each enrolled student as required by state law.
2. GH Academies will record and report the legal name of the student as recorded in enrollment
documents submitted by the family. academy staff will upon request refer to the student by a
variant name or nickname sanctioned by the student and both his/her custodial parents or
guardians.

Use of Academy Facilities
1. GH Academies shall maintain single sex restroom and locker room facilities and shall also
provide single-occupant restroom and changing facilities. Students may use the single-sex
facilities that correspond to their current academy records described above, and singleoccupant restrooms and locker/changing rooms that are open to use by all students.
2. This section shall not apply to a person or persons who enter a single-sex facility for purposes of:
a. Maintenance
b. Providing medical assistance
c. Protecting a student/students from a threat to good order or safety
d. Shelter in an emergency
3. No student shall be compelled to use a single-sex restroom or locker/changing room facility
against their wishes; access to private, single occupant facilities will be provided.

Participation in Academy Activities
Students are eligible to participate in athletic activities based on requirements of the specific league or
ruling body for the athletic activity.

Policy on Book Deposits
Textbooks will be issued to each student for use during the academic year, but they remain the property
of the academy. A one-time book deposit fee is required upon enrollment to the academy and is
refunded when the student graduates or withdraws from the academy as long as all textbooks have
been returned in good condition each year. If a student misplaces a book, he or she will be charged for
the full replacement cost of the book, which is significantly more than the per-book deposit amount.
(Students may also be charged a return fee by the reception desk to return assigned textbooks found by
staff on the campus.). Deposit is due when you submit your completed registration packet to the
school. Financial assistance for book deposits is available in certain circumstances. Please speak with
the Headmaster or Front Office staff for information.

In addition to textbooks, which are and remain the property of the academy, each student is required to
have a set of consumable books (workbooks, paperbacks, etc.). Because these consumable books, unlike
the textbooks, will be the student’s to keep and will grow to create an impressive library of classic
literature over the course of his/her academic career with Great Hearts, families are invited to purchase
these materials for their students in order to offset the expense to the academy, but are not required to
do so; these materials will be provided on the first day of school to any student who has not purchased
them already. Families may purchase the consumable books from a variety of local or online vendors,
after first obtaining the ISBN#s of the books from their academy’s Office Manager to ensure purchase of
the correct editions.

Official Transcripts
To request a school transcript, please submit a request to your academy’s Office Manager. Please make
note of whether an unofficial or official transcript is needed. Unofficial transcripts are given directly to
the family. However, official transcripts will be sent directly to the institution. Exceptions may be made
in extenuating circumstances, but official transcripts are usually requested to be sent directly from the
school.

Policy on Official Social Media Accounts
Great Hearts recognizes the importance and benefits of communicating through social media. Social
media is a powerful vehicle through which Great Hearts may disseminate relevant news to its
community, listen to voices and perceptions of the Great Hearts community, connect, and build
goodwill. Social networks and other online media are great tools for engagement and two-way
communication, but there is the potential for significant risks associated with inappropriate use. Existing
legal responsibilities and policies remain in place when Great Hearts employees use social media.

Audience for this Policy
•

•

This policy is intended for all students, staff, and parent volunteers who manage or contribute to
official Great Hearts social media channels, which are defined as channels that speak on behalf
of Great Hearts and have some oversight by Great Hearts staff. These include, but are not
limited to, channels for academies, athletic and extracurricular departments, and offices at
Great Hearts. Social media channels can include blogs, wikis, and social networks such as
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Tumblr, and LinkedIn, but are not limited to these.
This policy DOES NOT pertain to student groups or to the personal and private use of social
media by students, parents/guardians, and staff. The Employee Social Media Policy is contained
in the Employee Handbook.

Policy
This policy ONLY applies to people who are authorized to speak on behalf of Great Hearts through social
media including students, faculty, staff, and parent volunteers. This includes anyone managing or
contributing to a social media channel on behalf of an academy, academic department, office or other
official entity at Great Hearts. Social media channels can include blogs, wikis, social networks (e.g.,
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, etc.), and other media yet to be developed in a dynamic
communications field. This policy only applies to those individuals when they are posting on such official
sites and/or when they otherwise speak as an authorized representative of the Great Hearts. It does not
apply to other social media communications and postings that such individuals may make on personal

social media sites so long as such communications do not indicate that the individual is speaking on
behalf of Great Hearts.
This is intended to be a living document, which will reflect Great Hearts’ current needs and may adjust
to future changes in social media.

Authorized Communications
Before creating any official social media account at Great Hearts, you must fill out and submit the Social
Media Account Request Form. If applicable, the communications lead at your academy will meet with
you to discuss communications strategies specific to your academy or department. If any social media
channels are approved by your communications lead, you will then meet with the Digital
Communications team to discuss social media policies at Great Hearts as well as strategy, goals,
messaging, and best practices. All official social media accounts at Great Hearts, with the name and
contact information for the account manager, must be registered with Great Hearts. You should only
post on behalf of Great Hearts or its affiliates in an official capacity where you have been explicitly
authorized to do so. You should only create an account in the name of a recognized Great Hearts entity
if you are authorized to represent that entity. Discuss with your supervisor whether you are empowered
to respond directly to users and when you may need approval to respond, or when you have questions
about the appropriateness of content for posting. Take a moment to think about what you are posting
before you hit the publish/post button.

Confidentiality
Do not post confidential or proprietary information about Great Hearts, or Great Hearts employees,
students, parents/guardians, affiliates, or alumni that would violate such persons’ rights to privacy
under applicable federal and state laws and regulations such as the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Family Educational Rights Privacy Act (FERPA) and Great
Hearts policies. Non-disclosure agreements that prohibit the Great Hearts from disclosing information
also bind its employees from disclosing such information.

Privacy
Do not post anything to an official social media channel that should not be shared publicly. In particular,
do not discuss a situation involving named or pictured individuals on a social media site without their
knowledge or permission. This does not include photos from the Great Hearts Digital Collections and
Archives or photos in which individuals are not clearly recognizable. Keep in mind that for reasons of
privacy or security some students may not want it publicly known that they attend Great Hearts. Never
share Social Security numbers, addresses or other private information.
Remember that whatever you share may be public for an indefinite period of time, even if you attempt
to modify or delete it.

Responsibility
Use of social media on an official Great Hearts channel must be managed responsibly because it reflects
on Great Hearts, its faculty, students, parents/guardians, alumni, and its employees.
• Emergencies and Crisis Situations: In the event of an emergency or crisis situation, managers of
official Great Hearts accounts are asked to share only official information provided by the main
Great Hearts social media accounts and shared in official Great Hearts messages. Sharing
information found online or not approved by Great Hearts may lead to false or confusing

•

•

•

•

information reaching the community and spreading online. Official accounts are also asked to
delete or postpone any previously scheduled tweets or posts during an emergency or crisis
situation.
HIPAA/FERPA Violation: Social media account managers should take steps in advance to prevent
the exposure of confidential medical or student information. Confidential information should
never be posted online. Photos should also be inspected closely before publication to make sure
no confidential, personal information, such as Social Security numbers, addresses, or academic
records, can be seen. Never publish a name or photo without that individual’s permission.
Other Users: Other users, including student groups at Great Hearts, may have different
interests, attitudes and opinions than official Great Hearts social media accounts. Before
retweeting or sharing content posted by others on official Great Hearts channels, be careful that
such content is accurate and reflects Great Hearts’ position.
Fake Accounts: Employees should never create fake social media accounts (i.e., an account that
seems to be the work of a third party) or share false or misleading information through a Great
Hearts account.
Correcting Information: If you unintentionally post something online that is incorrect, correct it
visibly and publicly as quickly as possible. Doing so will earn you respect in the online
community.

Transparency
To both protect the Great Hearts name and build trust with users, social media such as blogs, Facebook
pages, Twitter feeds, etc. that are established on behalf of Great Hearts entities should be explicit
regarding the nature of the relationship of such media to Great Hearts. Similarly, in keeping with Great
Hearts’ non-profit status, social media should not be used for any private business or financial
transactions including revenue from advertising, nor should any staff with administrative responsibilities
realize any personal monetary profit from Great Hearts-related social media.
Social media may be used for fundraising as long as a transaction does not occur on the social media
platform itself.
Content shared via official Great Hearts social media channels, as well as pages or accounts that these
channels like or follow, should reflect the mission and values of Great Hearts. Official Great Hearts
accounts should refrain from posting content and liking or following users or pages that reflect personal
interests or that may be in conflict with Great Hearts’ mission or values
Official Great Hearts accounts should encourage engagement and interaction with and among followers;
however, they should reserve the right to remove content that is spam, commercial, obscene, harassing
or derogatory. If the social network allows for it in the “Bio” or “About” section, official accounts should
post a disclaimer similar to this: “Third- party posts on this wall do not imply endorsement of that
content by Great Hearts. We reserve the right to remove content that is spam, commercial, obscene,
harassing, and/or derogatory.”

Use of the Great Hearts Name
In addition to meeting the requirements set forth in the Guidelines on use of Great Hearts names and
insignias/crests, there are unique challenges associated with using the Great Hearts name in social
media, such as the potential need to abbreviate a program or entity name for a Twitter account.

•
•

Use of the Great Hearts seal or wordmark as a profile photo on Facebook, Twitter, or other
social media account is not allowed.
Be as clear as possible when naming your social media accounts, while keeping in mind
character limits. Avoid using acronyms that may not be universally recognized.

Copyright
Great Hearts official accounts must follow the Great Hearts Policy on Fair Use of Copyrighted Materials
when posting intellectual property, including photos and videos, online.
• Materials posted online should be your property, in the public domain, have a Creative
Commons license, or fall under fair use. For all other instances, you should seek permission from
the copyright holder.
• Photos from Great Hearts. Photo should only be posted with permission.
• Where possible, best practice is to include credit/attribution.
o Due to character limitations and platform norms, credit is not necessary on Twitter or
Instagram.
o On Facebook and YouTube/Vimeo, Great Hearts Photo and the Great Hearts Digital
Collections and Archives (DCA) ask that you include a credit.
• Please see the Multimedia Production Guide details on fair use and tips for locating royalty free
music, and images and photographs that permit re-use with Creative Commons licenses.

Terms of Service
Official social media accounts (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Tumblr, Instagram, Vimeo) at Great Hearts
must follow the Terms of Service set forth by the social media channels they are using.

Best Practices
Great Hearts has created best practices and guidelines for the most popular social media platforms.
Official channels should follow the best practices for each platform. In some cases, deviation from best
practices is warranted, but failure to follow best practices to the detriment of the Great Hearts may
result in, but not be limited to, exclusion from official Great Hearts social media lists or platforms, lack of
promotion from the main Great Hearts channels, and possible deactivation or deletion of the offending
account. Deactivation and deletion will be carried out by contacting and working with the academy’s
communications director or the Headmaster

Inactive Accounts
Social media channels at Great Hearts must be continually updated and monitored. Accounts that have
been inactive for more than one month may be subject to deactivation or deletion. Deactivation and
deletion will be carried out by contacting and working with the academy’s communications director or
the Headmaster.

Accessibility
Great Hearts is committed to ensuring effective access to communications materials for all members of
the Great Hearts community, including individuals with disabilities.
• Visually impaired individuals and those with other disabilities may confront significant barriers
when accessing certain information through social media. Accordingly, individuals who maintain
social media on behalf of the Great Hearts should take steps to reduce barriers to access for
individuals with disabilities. For example, enabling screen reader compatibility, captioning and

•

descriptive tags on images can help reduce barriers to accessing information for individuals with
disabilities. Most major social media platforms (including Facebook, YouTube and Twitter)
provide access solutions for individuals with disabilities, including application programming
interfaces (API) that enable the creation of applications that enhance accessibility of content.
It is important to keep in mind that APIs do not eliminate or resolve all accessibility challenges.
For additional and more current resources on improving access to Great Hearts-related social
media and Great Hearts websites for individuals with disabilities, please contact Great Hearts
directly at Feedback@GreatHeartsAmerica.org.

Personnel Recruitment
While social media continues to evolve and develop as an effective tool for advertising jobs at the Great
Hearts and for recruiting candidates, it does not replace or otherwise eliminate the need to use the
Great Hearts’ existing recruitment systems and processes for posting positions, collecting applications,
conducting background checks, making offers of employment and other related activities. Offers of
employment should only be extended through existing and accepted processes and should not be
communicated through social media.

STUDENT DISCIPLINE
Discipline Policy
All of the information that you will find below is directed toward the common good of the Academy and
its maintenance as a place of learning and moral development. At the Academy, we believe that habits
of behavior play a significant part in forming habits of mind. The Academy’s teachers will make every
effort to enforce the rules below consistently, informatively, and with a heart of mercy for the student’s
overall well-being.
Students at the Academy strive to make the most of their educational opportunities. No less than their
parents/guardians and the faculty, our students appreciate the overall environment that they help
maintain for the good of the entire school community. It does not take long for our students to
recognize the benefits of mutual encouragement, respect, courtesy, and helpfulness. As many students
and parents/guardians will gratefully attest, the Academy is a very good place to be.
Nevertheless, our students are young and human, and they will make mistakes in speech or behavior—
they are still learning how appropriately to comport themselves. Many such behavioral mistakes, while
requiring correction, need not be punished. Sometimes, however, their mistakes can be disruptive to
other students and to our teachers. Therefore, for the sake of orderly and productive community life, it
is necessary to discuss school expectations and sanctions so that students and families can have a
blueprint for conduct which contributes to a wholesome academic environment and to each student’s
self-esteem and success.
The philosophy of the Academy is that students are young adults in the making who will learn civil,
polite and respectful conduct by the example of their teachers and other adults. Consequently, students
will be treated with respect and courtesy by the Academy staff and will be expected to treat not only all
adults on campus with such respect, but one another as well. Several very obvious signs of such respect
are a student's willingness to refrain from talking in class when others have the floor; a respect for the
property of the school and of other students; a willingness to refrain from sarcastic or critical comments
towards others; and a willingness to ask (and give) forgiveness when someone has been wronged.

In conjunction with parents/guardians, the Academy has the goal of developing not only habits of good
scholarship and critical inquiry, but the character traits of courtesy, promptness, forgiveness, selfcontrol, responsibility, diligence, courage, generosity, and magnanimity. Good behavior is expected of all
students and will not be specially rewarded at school. It is its own reward in the esteem the student
earns from his teachers and his fellow students.
The Academy’s guiding policy is to be fair, firm, and consistent in the application of discipline for
inappropriate behavior. However, the following guidelines for discipline are not intended to be
exhaustive. The school reserves the right to exercise reasonable judgment as an individual circumstance
might dictate.
Please note that a student may be disciplined for violating the behavior code while off campus in the
neighborhood of the Academy.

Detention
Students may be assigned detention, or lose the privilege of lunch-time recess or extra-curricular
activity, or be required to perform some work detail, such as cleaning, depending on the nature and
frequency of offenses such as: littering; possession and/or chewing of gum on campus; being late to
class; talking out of turn or otherwise disrupting class; use of profanity or disrespectful speech toward
other students; uniform and dress code violations; or other inappropriate behaviors. If a student
repeatedly violates any of the above, the parent may be contacted, and other disciplinary measures may
be taken.
Students may not skip detention. Any student who fails to report to detention at the scheduled time will
receive additional penalties (typically an additional detention). Students should not ordinarily ask to
have a detention rescheduled; detentions are by their very nature inconvenient, and students should
view the inconvenience that detention causes to be a direct result of the misbehavior that incurred the
punishment in the first place. Exceptions may be made in the event of a family emergency or serious
scheduling conflict. All matters pertaining to the scheduling and serving of detentions should be directed
to the Dean of Students, or the faculty member designated as the Detention supervisor.
Detentions can be serious in nature and a high number of detentions can indicate a student’s general
unwillingness to cooperate with the school. If a student has received five detentions for any reason in a
school year, then he or she may be suspended for a duration determined by the Headmaster. If a
student has received six detentions for any reason in a quarter, then he or she will be suspended for a
duration determined by the Headmaster. A student may be suspended for a lesser number of
detentions if many of the detentions are received for the same offense (such as tardiness), or if the
Headmaster and Dean determine that the accumulated detentions are of a serious nature and warrant
immediate action.
In the case of more serious misbehavior, such as forging a parent's signature, lying to an adult, cheating
on exams and/or academic assignments, fighting, theft, willful destruction of property, defiance of
authority, disrespect of adults, leaving campus without permission, skipping class, etc., the parent will
be contacted, and other disciplinary measures taken.
Please see the Academy Honor Code above for special information on academic dishonesty.

Threats of violence and physical, verbal or sexual harassment are illegal and will result in parent contact
and, depending on the nature of the offense, may result in other disciplinary measures, including
notification of law enforcement authorities, suspension, and expulsion.

Suspension
The Headmaster or Assistant Headmaster may suspend any student for up to 10 school days for serious
cause, including, but not limited to the following:
• Defiance of authority of Academy staff
• Disregard or disobedience of school rules and regulations as outlined in the Family Handbook
• Verbal abuse of adults or students
• Disruptive or disorderly behavior
• Violent or threatening behavior
• Bullying or harassment
• Fighting
• Destruction or theft of school property or personal property
• Truancy
• Persistent absenteeism that is not due to certifiable medical illness or disability
• Persistent tardiness
• Excessive accumulation of infractions
The school officials involved shall make reasonable efforts to verify facts and statements prior to
recommending a discipline.
In cases of suspension for students in grades K-4th, academies will only suspend a student in the
aforementioned grades under the specified circumstances identified in A.R.S. §15-843(K).
In cases of suspension from school, the Headmaster shall present the family with the reasons and
evidence for suspension and provide the family with an informal opportunity to respond. The
parent/guardian will receive a formal written notice of suspension. Depending on the severity of the
offense, the student’s past behavior, and other circumstances, the school may choose to impose inschool or out-of-school suspension. There is no right to appeal a short-term (less than 10 days)
suspension imposed by the school. There will be no corporal punishment of students at the Academy,
though staff may use reasonable, necessary force to restrain a violent, disruptive, or disobedient
student.
If the school is unable to contact the parent/guardian to inform them of a suspension, a suspended
student will be held in school until the end of the day. The parent/guardian shall be held liable for all
damages caused by a student.

Long-Term Suspension and Expulsion
The Headmaster may recommend to the Disciplinary Hearing Committee suspension for over 10 days
and/or expulsion of a student for serious cause. The parent/guardian will be notified of the intent to
suspend for over 10 school days or expel the student, and a hearing shall be held in accordance with the
Academy’s policies and procedures. If a student is being recommended for a long-term suspension or
expulsion, the parent/guardian will be provided with a complete copy of the Academy’s Long-Term
Suspension and Expulsion Policy and Procedure regarding these discipline procedures.

The Academy has the right to deny admission of a student who has been expelled or is in the process of
being expelled from another educational institution.
In cases of suspension for students in grades K-4th, academies will only long-term suspend or expel a
student in the aforementioned grades under the specified circumstances identified in A.R.S. §15-843(K).
The Academy will meet all requirements of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, the IDEA, and state
laws regarding disciplining of students with disabilities.

Policy on Long-Term Suspension and Expulsion
Background
Every student is entitled to due process before he/she may be long-term suspended or expelled from
school. Such action requires a reasonable basis for the imposition of discipline.
An action concerning discipline, suspension, or expulsion of a student is not subject to title 38, chapter
3, article 3.1 (A.R.S. §38-431 et seq. “Public Meetings and Proceedings”) except that the Governing
Board of Directors (“Board”) shall post regular notice and shall take minutes of any hearing held by the
Board concerning the discipline, suspension, or expulsion of a student.
Pursuant to Arizona law, the Board may either:
1. Decide in executive session, whether to hold a hearing or to designate one or more hearing
officers to hold a hearing and bring a recommendation to the board for action and whether the
hearing shall be held in executive session; or
2. By policy, provide that all hearings concerning the expulsion of a pupil will be conducted before
a hearing officer(s) selected from a list of hearing officers approved by the Board.
On November 21, 2019, the Board of all 21 Great Hearts schools in Arizona approve the following
hearing officers to sit as the Disciplinary Hearing Committee (“Committee”) for all Great Hearts schools:
Disciplinary Hearing Committee Board Members:
• Mac Esau, Executive Director of Upper Schools
• Leanne Fawcett, Executive Director of Lower Schools
• Thomas Doebler, National Director of Exceptional Student Services
• Silvia Hayakawa, Online Platform Manager
• Jerome Garrison, Athletic Director at Glendale Preparatory Academy

Long-Term Suspension Procedures
A long-term suspension is defined as the exclusion of a student from class for a period of more than ten
(10) school days.
Due Process Rights
If it is determined by the administration that the alleged student misconduct is serious enough to
recommend a suspension of than ten (10) school days, notification of a formal due process hearing shall
be made to the parent(s) or guardian(s) at least five (5) school days prior to the hearing.
The parent(s) or guardian(s) shall be notified by certified and regular mail of:
• The time, date, and location of the hearing;
• A description of the alleged misconduct;

•
•
•

The Board Policy or administrative regulation violated, and discipline prescribed therein;
A copy of A.R.S. §15-843;
A statement that they shall have a right to present witnesses and cross-examine witnesses

The students and parent(s) or guardian(s) shall also be advised that:
• They have a right to be represented by legal counsel;
• Notice must be given to the appropriate campus administrator at least 48 hours before the
hearing if the student or his/her parent(s) or guardian(s) shall have an attorney or other
representative present.
• There shall be no more than two (2) representatives present in a student discipline hearing.
Notice of Decision
At the conclusion of the hearing, the Committee or hearing officer may render a decision immediately or
notify the parents/guardians and student within 48 hours. In either event, written notification must be
made within 48 hours. The notification shall be made by certified and regular mail.
During the period of time between the alleged misconduct and the day of the hearing, the student may
remain in school unless it has been determined by the appropriate administrator that he/she is a clear
and present danger to him/herself or other persons.
The Board shall be notified of all long-term suspensions within five days of the decision.
Appeal Process for Long-Term Suspension
Parents/guardians have five (5) school days to appeal a long-term suspension.
Step One Appeal: Headmaster
The first appeal should be written to the Headmaster of the school indicating any violations of due
process during the long-term suspension hearing or any new evidence not presented during the hearing.
Pending the resolution of such appeal(s), the student shall be returned to class or placed on In-School
Suspension and required to complete assignments unless it is determined that he/ she is a clear and
present danger to self or others.
The Headmaster shall review the evidence and respond to the parents/guardians appeal within five (5)
school days after receipt of the appeal letter.
Step Two Appeal: Executive Director
Parents/guardians may appeal long-term student suspensions to the Executive Director or designee. This
may be done only after the Headmaster has made a determination.
Appeals to the Executive Director designee must be made within five (5) school days after receipt of a
decision regarding long-term suspension from the Headmaster.
The appeal letter must describe any objections to the hearing process, or the decision rendered to date.
Upon reviewing the student file, the Disciplinary Hearing Committee or designated Hearing Officer may
decide to conference with the student and parent/guardian or to hold a new hearing if the review
determines that the student was not afforded his/her due process rights.
The decision or modifications of the Committee or designated Hearing Officer occurring as a result of
this appeal are final and not subject to further review.

A decision for long term suspension made by the Board is not subject to appeal.

Expulsion Procedure
Expulsion is defined as the exclusion of a student from school permanently.
Due Process Rights
Student due process procedures regarding expulsion hearing notification, right to legal counsel, right to
cross examine and present witnesses, are the same as for long term suspension and detailed below.
Notification of a formal due process hearing shall be made to the parents/guardians at least five (5)
school days prior to the hearing.
The student, parents/guardians shall be notified by certified and regular mail of the hearing including
specifically:
• The time, date, and location of the hearing;
• If the expulsion hearing is to be held in Executive session, the written notice must contain a
statement that the parents/guardians or emancipated student may object to the decision to
have the hearing held in executive session. The objection must be in writing to the Board
• A description of the alleged misconduct;
• The Board Policy or administrative regulation violated, and discipline prescribed therein;
• A copy of A.R.S. §15-843;
The students and parents/guardians shall also be advised that:
• They have a right to be represented by legal counsel;
• A statement that they shall have a right to present witnesses and cross-examine witnesses;
• Notice must be given to the appropriate campus administrator at least 48 hours before the
hearing if the student or his/her parent(s) or guardian(s) shall have an attorney or other
representative present.
• There shall be no more than two (2) representatives for the parents/guardians and student
present in a student discipline hearing.
• If the services of an interpreter are needed at the hearing, the parents/guardians shall contact
the school and request an interpreter at least 48 hours before the hearing.
Notice of Decision
At the conclusion of the hearing, the Committee or designated hearing officer may render a decision
immediately or notify the parents/guardians and student within 48 hours. In either event, written
notification of the decision reached must be made within 48 hours. The notification shall be made by
certified and regular mail.
During the period of time between the alleged misconduct and the day of the hearing, the student may
remain in school unless it has been determined by the appropriate administrator that he/she is a clear
and present danger to him/herself or other persons.
If a pupil withdraws from school after receiving notification of possible action concerning discipline,
expulsion or suspension, the Board may continue with the action after the withdrawal and may record
the results of such action in the pupils permanent file pursuant to A.R.S. §15-843(E).

The Committee, either collectively or individually have the authority to conduct an expulsion hearing to
consider evidence, prepare a record, and bring a recommendation to the Board for action.
The Committee or one of its designated hearing shall make any recommendations to expel a student to
the Board based upon the results of a student due process hearing. The Board may meet by properly
noticed telephonic meeting to render the decision on discipline.
The final decision to expel or reinstate a student rests with the Board. There is no administrative appeal
from the Board’s decision to impose discipline.

Alternative to Suspension or Expulsion Program
Alternative to suspension or expulsion may include removing a student from a regular school setting and
providing educational services in an alternative setting.
Such a program is discipline intensive and requires academic work, and may require community service,
grounds keeping, and litter control, parent/guardian supervision, and evaluation or other appropriate
activities, which could include, but are not limited to, parent conference, behavior plan, behavioral
contract, interventions to include probation which will include weekly meeting with a social worker or
counselors, or assignment to a mentor.
For a student who is determined to have threatened an education institution, the School and Board may
modify the expulsion requirement on a case-by-case basis.
The student may be transferred to an alternative to suspension or expulsion program at a location on
school premises that is isolated from other students or transferred to a location that is not on school
premises.
The student may participate in mediation, community service, restitution, or other programs in which
the student takes responsibility for the results of the threat.
The School may require the student’s parent/guardian to participate in mediation, community service,
restitution, or other programs in which the parent/guardian takes responsibility with the student for the
threat, as a condition of student participation in this alternative program.
Discipline for students with disabilities
All students should expect to be disciplined pursuant to the same standards of conduct and due process
procedures. When misconduct occurs by a student with a disability, the district will comply with the
requirements of the IDEA and/or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act as they relate to disciplinary
measures taken with a student with a disability.
For information pertaining to student discipline for a student protected under Section 504 contact your
student’s school counselor.
For questions regarding student discipline for a student who is considered to have a disability and
receiving special education services on an IEP, contact National Exceptional Student Services Director,
Thomas Doebler.
Primary Language Other Than English

If the student’s parents/guardians inform the Executive Director that the primary language used in the
home is other than English, all documents pertaining to student discipline sent the student or
parents/guardians shall be in both English and, if practicable, the primary language used in the home.
If the services of an interpreter are needed at the hearing, the parents/guardians shall contact the
school and request an interpreter at least 48 hours before the hearing.

Definitions
Attendance: Attendance: A student is to be counted present if (a) he/she is in attendance more than half
a class period or (b) if he/she is participating in a school-authorized activity. Types of Absences:
Excused: A health care professional (doctor, dentist, health plan, etc.) or parent/guardian or person
responsible for a student must verify student absences, with submittal of a signed excuse stating the
reason for the absence upon the student’s return to school. Parents/guardians are to call the school’s
attendance office, if possible, on or before the day of the absence.
Explained: An explained absence (not due to illness, doctor’s appointment, serious illness, or death of a
family member) is when a parent/guardian takes the student out of school with the school’s prior
knowledge and approval. Parents/guardians are to call the school’s attendance office, if possible, on or
before the day of the absence.
Extra-Curricular Activity Absences: Students are allowed an excused absence for a school related or
school sponsored event. Extra-curricular activities include, but are not limited to field trips, athletic
games and student activities.
Unexcused: An absence in which the student is out of school that does not qualify as excused or
explained. When a parent or guardian does not call in to report an absence, the absence will be marked
unexcused.
Discipline: Clear and Present Danger: The term clear and present danger means a threat to the health,
safety, or welfare of the public. “Clear” means that the threat of danger is real or actual, not speculative
or imagined. “Present” means that which currently exists as opposed to what does not yet exist or has
ceased to exist.
Due Process: Due process consists of a set of constitutionally required procedures designed to ensure
that every student is treated fairly in determining whether or not the student’s conduct justifies
discipline.
Gun-Free Schools Act (“GSFA”): Requires that each state or outlying area receiving federal funds under
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) have a law that requires all local educational
agencies (LEAs) in the state or outlying area to expel from school for at least one year any student found
bringing a firearm to school or possessing a firearm at school. State laws must also authorize the LEA
chief administering officer to modify, in writing, any such expulsion on a case-by-case basis. In addition,
the GFSA states that the law must be construed so as to be consistent with the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).
Notification to Law Enforcement: Arizona law requires school officials to notify law enforcement for: (1)
any suspected crime against a person or property that is a serious offense as defined by ARS 13604(W)(4); (2) any suspected crime against a person or property that involves a deadly weapon or

dangerous instrument or serious physical injury as defined by ARS 13-604(W)(4); (3) any conduct that
poses a threat of death or serious physical injury to employees, students or anyone on the property of
the school as defined by ARS 13-604(W)(4); (4) any violation of ARS 13-3102 (A) (12) (Possessing a
deadly weapon on school grounds) or A.R.S. 13-3111 (a minor in possession of a firearm); (5) any
possession, use, sale or transfer of marijuana, peyote, prescription drugs, dangerous drugs or narcotic
drugs or manufacture of dangerous drugs in a drug free school zone to local law enforcement as defined
by ARS 13-3411(F); (6) any situation in which school personnel reasonably believe that a minor is or has
been a victim of physical injury, abuse, child abuse, a reportable offense or neglect that appears to have
been inflicted by other than accidental means or that is not explained by the available medical history as
defined by A.R.S. 13-3620.
Off-Campus Suspensions (OCS): Temporary removal of a student from the school building for a specified
period of time. A suspended student shall be ineligible to participate in school-related activities
including but not limited to graduation ceremonies, athletic events, after-school organizations or schoolsponsored activities. Off-campus suspension should be used as a last resort and only when no other inschool interventions are available.
Restitution: Repaying or compensating for loss or damage.
Substance Assessment: Screening survey involving a series of questions which help identify warning
signs of substance abuse. Substance assessment can be self-administered and/or administered by a
social worker and looks for/assesses frequency of use (i.e. daily, monthly, or yearly) or duration of use
(i.e. how long abuse may have occurred).
Suspension: Suspension is defined as the temporary withdrawal of the privilege of attending a school for
a specified period of time. Long-term: the exclusion of a student from class for a period of more than ten
(10) school days.
Threat Assessment: A gathering of available information to determine relevant causal factors via a multi
phased procedure as adopted by the School Safety and Prevention Division of the Arizona Department
of Education including initial incident investigation to be followed-up (as deemed necessary) with a
collection of education records, interviews, with others involved or knowledgeable of the situation, a
possible brief screen and/or full clinical risk and protective factors assessment. Information is reviewed
by the Threat Management Team to determine the degree of potential danger posed and the
appropriate recommendations to manage the student and/or situation.

HEALTH AND WELFARE
See Appendix 3 for the Health Policy and Appendix 4 for the Health Services Manual

Policy on Medication Administration
Overview
Medication administration at academy is a delegated request from the parent/guardian. School
personnel may include a school nurse, health assistant, or other unlicensed school employee.
The School Health Personnel will designate appropriate academy employees for medication
administration in the event of an emergency. A list identifying all delegated medication administration

personnel will be posted in the medication binder in the health office on each campus. A List of
Designated Medication Administration Personnel form is available in the Medication Folder on the
Regional Drive.
Health assistants and medication administration personnel are unable to exercise clinical judgment and
are performing a ministerial task only.
Medications will be administered according to manufacturer’s dosage recommendations.
Medications will be administered according to the Five Rights of Medication Administration.
• Right student
• Right medication
• Right dosage
• Right time
• Right route
Each instance will be documented in the student’s health record in Schoolmaster and will include the
following information: the student’s name, the name of the medication, the date and time, the amount
given, the route (i.e. by mouth or left eye), and any observable reactions.
Medications should be returned to a locked cabinet.
The parent/guardian will be immediately contacted if student refuses medication. Event will be
documented in PowerSchool.
School nurses will review a student’s response to medications given for chronic conditions, especially
newly prescribed medications.

Emergency Medication Administration
Statute allows school staff to administer certain prescription medications to minors without parental
authorization in the case of a medical emergency. These medications are:
1. Epinephrine auto-injectors
2. Inhalers
3. Naloxone hydrochloride or any other opioid antagonist drugs that are approved by the Food and
Drug Administration.
See Appendix 5 for the Medical Information and Consent to Dispense Medication Form

Medications on Field Trips
Only prescription medications should be allowed on field trips.
Emergency medications and emergency action plans provided by parent/guardian should be available
on field trips. The School Health Personnel shall ensure appropriate delegated personnel are available to
administer the prescription and emergency medication.
A Fieldtrip Medication form should be provided by the School Health Personnel. The form should be
placed in a Ziploc bag along with the medication in its original container provided by the pharmacy. If
health services staff is not employed at the school, the Headmaster shall assign a designee to perform
this task.

The medication must be transported and secured by the designated school personnel.
In the event a dose is missed or refused by the student, the school nurse and parent/guardian should be
contacted immediately and notified.
The person administering the medication on the field trip shall complete all required information on the
form and return all supplies to the school health personnel upon return to school.
After receiving the completed fieldtrip form from the returning designated school personnel, the school
health personnel will document in PowerSchool the student’s medication, dosage, time, route, and the
name of the person who administered the medication on the fieldtrip.

Medication Errors
A medication error is present when a student:
• is given the wrong medicine
• is given a wrong dose
• is given the medication by the wrong route
• is given the medication more than 30 minutes before or after the scheduled time
• does not receive a scheduled dose
If a medication error is made, the following procedure should be followed:
• The Headmaster should be notified immediately. The school health personnel shall make a
judgment as to the threat to the student. The school health personnel may consider consulting
the student’s physician, pharmacy, poison control center (1-800-222-1222). If at any time, the
student appears to be in imminent danger, 911 should be called and then the
parents/guardians. After the student has received appropriate medical care, the Headmaster
will be notified of the outcome, if not already consulted.
• After it has been determined there is no imminent threat, the Headmaster and school health
personnel will notify the parents/guardians and together a determination will be made as to the
immediate course of action.
• The person giving the medication in error will complete a Medication Administration Error and
Student Incident Report.
• The report should be signed by the Headmaster following the guidelines of the process for the
Student Accident flow process.
• The reports should be kept on file at the school health office, to be retained for three years.

Adverse Drug Reactions
Adverse reactions are defined by the National Institute of Health (NIH) as “any noxious or unintended
reaction to a drug that is administered in standard doses by the proper route for the purpose of
prophylaxis, diagnosis, or treatment.”
In the case of an allergic reaction, school health personnel should follow standard procedure as directed
in the Department of Health Safety Flip Chart. Click here to view flip chart.
A Student Accident Report should be completed, following the guidelines of the process for the Student
Accident flow process and signed by the Headmaster. Consult with the Headmaster as to which Incident
Report form your school uses.

The event will be documented, and a health alert will be indicated on the student’s health record in
Power School to prevent further occurrences.

Medication Storage, Access and Disposal
Storage, Access and Maintenance Protocol:
1. There must be written authorization by a parent/guardian to allow the school the school health
personnel to administer the medication. The Parental Consent to Dispense Medications form
will be updated yearly.
2. The medication consent must include the medication, dosage, route, approximate time to be
administered, indication for use, and any known drug allergies, and must be in accordance with
the manufacturer’s instructions or the prescription
3. A written or faxed order from a physician will be accepted by the health office.
4. The medication sent from home must come to the school office in its original manufacturer’s
packaging, with directions and warnings intact, and labeled with the student’s name.
5. Expired medication should not be administered.
6. Parents/guardians of students with Health Care Plans shall submit an updated plan yearly.
Upon receipt of the medication, by designated personnel, the medication label will be checked against
the signed consent. If there is a discrepancy, the medication should NOT BE ACCEPTED.
The medication should be counted upon receipt (example: number of pills, capsules, amount of liquid)
and documented on the Medication Supply Log Excel Sheet.
The medication should be secured in a locked cabinet.
Medications classified as controlled substances should be stored according to the Controlled Substance
Act. A complete list of substances can be obtained at www.dea.gov/pubs/scheduling.html or by calling
a pharmacist. Rules and regulations for storage of these drugs (Schedule II and IV drugs that are
commonly given during the school day), include:
• drugs stored in a fixed and stationary, secure and substantially constructed locked cabinet
• cabinet located in a room or office not accessible to the general public or students
• Keys should be kept in control of an authorized person at all times.
Proper temperature and storage conditions applicable to individual prescription medications should be
maintained and monitored.
Medications that are recommended or required to be refrigerated should be separated from food items
in a secure, separate container. Controlled medications that are required to be refrigerated should be
double-locked. Refrigerator temperatures should be maintained at 38-42o F.
Parents/guardians should be informed of the medication disposal policy in the family handbook.
Disposal of medications should occur after the parents/guardians have failed to pick up medications
after the specified time or at the end of each school year. The health office may contact
parents/guardians before disposal, but not required. The following procedure should be followed in
destroying medications:
Read label for appropriate disposal instructions.

If no instructions are provided, take medications out of their original packaging, place them in an
impermeable and non-descriptive bag or can with used coffee grounds or kitty litter. Any preparation
that includes a needle should be disposed of in an approved sharps container.
All identifiable information on the containers should be scratched out to protect a student’s identity and
personal health history.
Empty inhaler containers may be disposed in regular trash.
Additional information regarding medication disposal may be obtained at https://azdeq.gov/Sharps.

Medication Theft
If the medication cabinet is broken into potentially resulting in stolen medications, the police or local
law enforcement should be notified immediately.
Allow police or local law enforcement to conduct an investigation prior to the school nurse or
medication administration personnel counting the medications and assessing the loss.
The parent/guardian shall be notified of the incident and requested to replenish the medication supply.

Emergency Information Card
Parents/guardians must fill out an Emergency Information Card that will remain on file in the front
office. This form will also allow parents/guardians to indicate permission for the student to take specific
standard over the counter (OTC) drugs (acetaminophen or ibuprofen) as well as prescription
medications.

Non-Prescription or Over-the-Counter (“OTC”) Medications
Some schools may choose to have OTC stock medications available. The stock supply will be limited to
cough drops, ibuprofen, antacids, acetaminophen, and antibiotic ointment. If parents/guardians would
like to have school stock medications available to their child as an option to manage intermittent minor
illnesses during the school day, a written parental consent form must be on file. The designated school
personnel or school nurse should call and consult the parent/guardian before administering the
medication.
If a student must take prescription or regular doses of non-prescription (OTC) drugs while at school, the
parent/guardian must bring the non-prescription/OTC medication to the academy office and complete
an additional Consent to Dispense Form with signed instructions for administration. Dosage requested
by the parent/guardian shall be in keeping with the manufacturer’s recommendations. Each instance of
administration of a non-prescription or OTC drug shall be documented in the academy’s database by the
administering office staff. The academy will maintain a limited supply of OTC medications in the office
for dispensation to students in acute need (not chronic). This includes cough drops, ibuprofen, antacids,
acetaminophen, and antibiotic ointment. Written permission to take specific OTC medications must be
on file in the office before a student will be administered any by staff. If front office staff reasonably
believe that a student is misusing school-stocked OTC medications, such as seeking them every day, staff
may refuse to issue requested OTC meds to a student.
Students are not permitted to keep prescription or OTC medications on their person or in their lockers
on campus (all drugs, including cough drops, are kept locked in the front office). Academy

administration must be notified immediately of students suspected of breaching these regulations.
Violation of these policies places the student and others at great risk of personal harm, and as such, will
result in disciplinary action.

Prescription, Patent or Proprietary Medications
The administration of prescription, patent or proprietary medications to minor children by academy
employees shall only occur on the written request or authorization of a parent/guardian, except for an
emergency administration pursuant to A.R.S. §15-157 (epi-pin) or A.R.S. §15-158 (inhalers and
bronchodilators) or the emergency exception pursuant to A.R.S. §15-341, subsection A, paragraph 43
(opioid antagonist).
For the purposes of this policy, “administration of a prescription medication or a patent or proprietary
medication” means the giving of a single dose of medication or the giving of a treatment package in its
original container.
The prescription medication must be prescribed by a licensed practitioner. Licensed practitioners
include an Arizona physician, registered nurse practitioner, physician’s assistant, or dentist in
conformance with A.R.S. §32-1901 and §32-1921.
The prescription label should be affixed to the container provided by the pharmacist. The prescription
medication label should include the pharmacy name, student’s name, drug name, and dosage,
instructions for use, date prescribed and expiration date.
Prescriptions must have been prescribed within the last 2 weeks. Exceptions are made for chronic
conditions only.
No more than a 30-day supply of the medication should be brought to the school office at one time.
All unused medications are to be picked up by parents/guardians at the end of the prescribed date or at
the end of each school year. Parents/guardians will be notified of expired medications, the medication
should then be picked up by a parent/guardian. Medications not taken home within a week of being
notified will be disposed of in accordance with federal guidelines.
It is the responsibility of the parent/guardian to update the health office if there are changes in
medication dosage and/or frequency, and the parent/guardian should request a new label from the
pharmacy.
Controlled substances must come to the school office by the parent/guardian, where both the school
personnel and parent/guardian verify the count and sign for the quantity delivered.

Alternative Medications (Herbal or Homeopathic Medication)
Alternative medications are not tested by the US Food and Drug Administration for safety and
effectiveness. The lack of safety information limits its appropriateness in the school environment.
Alternative medications may only be administered if authorized by a physician.

Experimental Medications or Medications at Doses in Excess of Manufacturer Guidelines
Experimental medications or those to be administered in excess of manufacturer guidelines will be
reviewed by administration in consultation with a medical professional. The administration should be
provided information regarding the protocol or a study summary from the research organization, and

written authorization from a physician. If administration of the medication is approved by
administration additional requirements may be set as recommended by a medical professional.

Policy on Asthma and Anaphylaxis (life-threatening allergies)
It is the responsibility of an anaphylactic/potentially anaphylactic child’s parents/guardians to inform the
academy health personnel of their child’s allergy. Anaphylactic children who have been cleared by their
physician to carry their own auto-injector (EpiPen) may do so. The physician will need to provide the
academy with an Action Plan to support the self-carry instructions.
In order to protect all students with asthma, each student at our GH Academies who has been identified
as having asthma must have an Asthma Action Plan on file that is signed by a physician or healthcare
provider. An Asthma Action Plan is a self- management tool that is used to help the academy health
personnel assist a child diagnosed with asthma to better control his or her condition. The plan is
completed by a physician or healthcare provider and includes information on a student’s medications
and dosing requirements, asthma triggers, how to handle worsening symptoms and what to do during a
breathing emergency. It is a critical element in our academy’s overall wellness plan and will support
school health personnel identify in tracking those students who are most at risk for having an asthma
emergency. A sample form is available online or at the Front Office for use in communicating with your
health care provider.
Any decision regarding the necessity of administration of medications shall be the responsibility of the
academy nurse or other properly trained person assigned by the Headmaster. This shall be based on
professional assessment of the student and the presenting health problem.
Use of alternate methods of care or treatment before use of medications may be used at the nurse’s or
other properly trained person assigned by the Headmaster’s discretion.
The stock supply of non-prescription (OTC) drugs shall be kept in their original containers in locked
storage in the academy health office.
Written permission from the parent/guardian for the administration of standard non-prescription (OTC)
drugs, such as cough drops, ibuprofen, antacids, acetaminophen and antibiotic ointment, shall be on file
and valid for the school year. If written permission is not available, then verbal permission shall be
acceptable for one day only and noted in the health record. Specific Additional written permission will
be required for administration of OTC or Prescription medication brought in by the
parent/guardian/student. Such medication will be kept at the academy health office or front office in
locked storage. Dosage requested by the parent/guardian shall be in keeping with the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
Parent/guardian shall list the student’s known medication allergies or indicate “No known medication
allergies” on these permission slips. If this section of the form is not completed or if verbal permission is
being obtained, information regarding the student’s known medication allergies shall be requested from
the parent/guardian.
Each instance of administration of a prescription or non-prescription (OTC) drug shall be documented by
the office staff, including:
1. student’s name, date, and time of administration
2. presenting complaint/assessment

3. name and dosage of drug administered
4. name of administrating party
Non-medical use or on-campus possession of OTC or prescription medication (all drugs are kept locked
in the front office) is strictly forbidden by academy policy. Headmaster must be notified immediately of
students suspected to violate these regulations.
See Appendix 6 for Asthma Action Plan

Policy on Epinephrine
Pursuant to A.R.S. §15-189.04, the Governing Board of the academy prescribes and enforces the
following policies and procedures for the emergency administration of auto-injectable epinephrine
(hereinafter called unassigned or stock epinephrine) by a trained employee of the academy pursuant to
A.R.S. §15-157.

Applicability
These policies and procedures shall apply if:
1. The academy voluntarily chooses to stock two (2) adult doses and two (2) juvenile doses of autoinjectable epinephrine pursuant to A.R.S. §15-157.
2. The academy is required to stock two (2) adult doses and two (2) juvenile doses of autoinjectable epinephrine pursuant to A.R.S. §15-157.

Definitions
The following definitions are applicable to these policies and procedures:
1. “Anaphylactic shock” is a severe systemic allergic reaction, resulting from exposure to an
allergen, which may result in death. Common allergens include but are not limited to animal
dander, fish, latex, milk, shellfish, tree nuts, eggs, insect venom, medications, peanuts, soy, and
wheat. A severe allergic reaction usually occurs quickly; death has been reported to occur within
minutes. An anaphylactic reaction can occur up to one to two hours after exposure to the
allergen.
2. “Auto-injectable epinephrine” means a disposable drug delivery device that is easily
transportable and contains a premeasured single dose of epinephrine used to treat anaphylactic
shock.
3. ”Standing order” means a prescription protocol or instructions issued by the Chief Medical
Officer of the Department of Health Services, the Chief Medical Officer of a County Health
Department, a doctor of medicine licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 13, or a doctor of
osteopathy licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 17, for non-individual specific epinephrine.

Policy
Pursuant to a standing order issued by the Chief Medical Officer of the Department of Health Services,
the Chief Medical Officer of a County Health Department, a doctor of medicine licensed pursuant to title
32, chapter 13 or a doctor of osteopathy licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 17, an employee of the
academy who is trained in the administration of auto-injectable epinephrine may administer or assist in
the administration of auto-injectable epinephrine to a pupil or an adult whom the employee believes in
good faith to be exhibiting symptoms of anaphylactic shock while at school or at school-sponsored
activities. Pursuant to A.R.S. §15-157, the Chief Medical Officer of the Department of Health Services,

the Chief Medical Officer of a County Health Department, a doctor of medicine licensed pursuant to title
32, chapter 13 or a doctor of osteopathy licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 17, GH Academies, the
academy, and employees of Great Hearts Arizona and the academy are immune from civil liability with
respect to all decisions made and actions taken that are based on good faith implementation of the
requirements of A.R.S. §15-157, except in cases of wanton or willful neglect.

Policy Limitations
Parents/guardians of students with known life-threatening allergies and/or anaphylaxis shall provide the
academy with written instructions from the students’ health care provider for handling anaphylaxis and
all necessary medications for implementing the student specific order on an annual basis. This
anaphylaxis policy is not intended to replace student specific orders or parent/guardian provided
individual medications. This policy does not extend to non-school-sponsored activities.
• Symptoms of Anaphylaxis
• Shortness of breath or tightness of chest; difficulty in or absence of breathing
• Sneezing, wheezing or coughing
• Difficulty swallowing
• Swelling of lips, eyes, face, tongue, throat or elsewhere
• Low blood pressure, dizziness and/or fainting
• Heartbeat complaints: rapid or decreased
• Blueness around lips, inside lips, eyelids
• Sweating and anxiety
• Itching, with or without hives; raised red rash in any area of the body
• Skin flushing or color becomes pale
• Hoarseness
• Sense of impending disaster or approaching death
• Loss of bowel or bladder control
• Nausea, abdominal pain, vomiting and diarrhea
• Burning sensation, especially face or chest
• Loss of consciousness
Although anaphylactic reactions typically result in multiple symptoms, reactions may vary. A single
symptom may indicate anaphylaxis. Epinephrine should be administered promptly at the first sign of
anaphylaxis. It is safer to administer epinephrine than to delay treatment for anaphylaxis.

Annual Training in the Administration of Auto-Injectable Epinephrine
1. The Headmaster of the academy shall designate at least two academy personnel, in addition to
the academy nurse (RN or LPN), who shall be required to receive annual training in the proper
administration of auto -injectable epinephrine in cases of anaphylactic shock pursuant to a
standing order.
2. Training in the administration of auto-injectable epinephrine shall be conducted in accordance
with minimum standards and curriculum developed by the Department of Health Services in
consultation with the Department of Education.
3. At a minimum, training shall include procedures to follow when responding to anaphylactic
shock, including direction regarding summoning appropriate emergency care, and documenting,
tracking and reporting of the event.

4. Training shall also include standards and procedures for acquiring a supply of at least two (2)
juvenile doses and two (2) adult doses of auto-injectable epinephrine, restocking autoinjectable epinephrine upon use or expiration, and storing all auto-injectable epinephrine at
room temperature and in secure, easily accessible locations on academy sites.
5. Training shall be conducted by a regulated health care professional, whose competencies
include the administration of auto-injectable epinephrine, including but not limited to a licensed
academy nurse, certified emergency medical technician or licensed athletic trainer.
6. The academy shall maintain and make available upon request a list of those academy personnel
authorized and trained to administer auto-injectable epinephrine pursuant to a standing order,
along with the date on which the annual training took place.

Annual Training on the Recognition of Anaphylactic Shock Symptoms and Procedures to Follow
When Anaphylactic Shock Occurs
1. The academy shall require all academy site personnel to receive an annual training on the
recognition of anaphylactic shock symptoms and procedures to follow when anaphylactic shock
occurs.
2. Training shall be conducted in accordance with minimum training standards developed by the
Department of Health Services in consultation with the Department of Education and shall
follow the most current guidelines issue by the American Academy of Pediatrics.
3. Training shall be conducted by a regulated health care professional whose competencies include
the recognition of anaphylactic shock symptoms and procedures to follow when anaphylactic
shock occurs, including but not limited to a licensed academy nurse, certified emergency
medical technician or licensed athletic trainer.
4. The academy shall maintain and make available upon request a log of the personnel who
received the annual training, along with the date on which the training took place.

Procedures for Annually Requesting a Standing Order for Auto-Injectable Epinephrine
Standing orders are written to cover multiple people as opposed to individual-specific orders, which are
written for one person.
1. The academy shall obtain a standing order from its designated academy physician licensed
pursuant to title 32, chapter 13 (medical physician) or chapter 17 (osteopathic physician), and if
no such physician is available to provide a standing order, from the Chief Medical Officer of the
Department of Health Services, the Chief Medical Officer of a County Health Department
Standing orders shall be renewed annually and upon the change of any designated academy
physician.
2. Standing orders shall identify the appropriate dosage of auto-injectable epinephrine to
administer based upon weight and the frequency at which auto-injectable epinephrine may be
administered if symptoms persist or occur.

Procedures for the Administration of Auto-injectable Epinephrine in Emergency Situations
1. Determine if symptoms indicate possible anaphylactic shock.
2. Act quickly. It is safer to give epinephrine than to delay treatment.
3. Select the appropriate dosage of auto-injectable epinephrine to administer pursuant to a
standing order.

4. Inject the epinephrine via the auto-injector pursuant to a standing order, noting the time, date,
and dose given.
5. Direct someone to call 911 and request medical assistance. Advise the 911 operator that
anaphylaxis is suspected, and that epinephrine has been given.
6. Stay with the person and keep the person stable, until emergency responders arrive.
7. Monitor the person’s airway and breathing.
8. Reassure and calm the person as needed.
9. Call Front Office and Academy Administration and advise them of the situation.
10. Direct someone to call parents/guardians and advise them to promptly alert student’s primary
care physician of the incident.
11. If symptoms continue and EMS is not on the scene, administer a second dose of epinephrine
pursuant to a standing order. Note the time.
12. Administer CPR if needed.
13. Emergency responders shall transport the person to the emergency room. Give the emergency
responders the used epinephrine auto-injector labeled with the person’s name and the date and
time the epinephrine was administered.
14. Even if symptoms subside, 911 must still respond and individual must be evaluated by a
physician. A delayed or secondary reaction may occur.
15. Document the incident in writing detailing who administered the injection(s), the rationale for
administering the injection(s), the approximate time of the injection(s), and notifications made
to academy administration, emergency responders, the student’s parents/guardians, and the
doctor or chief medical officer who issued the standing order, and complete required incident
reports.
16. Order replacement dose(s) of stock auto-injectable epinephrine as appropriate.
17. Review the incident involving the emergency administration of epinephrine to determine the
adequacy of the response.

Reporting of the Incident
The academy shall report to the Department of Health Services all incidents of use of auto- injectable
epinephrine pursuant to this rule in the format prescribed by the Department of Health Services.

Post Event Actions
1. Once epinephrine is administered, local Emergency Medical Services (911) shall be activated and
the student transported to the emergency room for follow up care. In some reactions, the
symptoms go away, only to return one to three hours later. This is called a “biphasic reaction.”
Often these second-phase symptoms occur in the respiratory tract and may be more severe
than the first-phase symptoms. Therefore, follow up care with a health care provider is
necessary. The student will not be allowed to remain at school or return to school on the day
epinephrine is administered.
2. Document the event.
3. Complete incident report.
4. Replace epinephrine stock medication immediately.

Storage, Access, and Maintenance
Epinephrine should be stored in a safe, unlocked, and accessible location, in a dark place at room
temperature (between 59-86 degrees F). Epinephrine should not be maintained in a locked cabinet or
behind locked doors. Staff should be made aware of the storage location in each academy. It should be
protected from exposure to heat, cold or freezing temperatures. Exposure to sunlight will hasten
deterioration of epinephrine more rapidly than exposure to room temperatures. The expiration date of
epinephrine solutions should be periodically checked; the drug should be replaced if it is approaching
the expiration date. The contents should periodically be inspected through the clear window of the
auto-injector. The solution should be clear; if it is discolored or contains solid particles, replace the unit.
Each academy should maintain documentation that stock epinephrine has been checked on a monthly
basis to ensure proper storage, expiration date, and medication stability.
The academy shall maintain a sufficient number of extra doses of epinephrine for replacement of used
or expired school stock on the day it is used or discarded. Expired auto- injectors or those with
discolored solution or solid particles should not be used. Discard them in a sharps container.
See Appendix 7 for Allergy and Food Allergy Action Plan with addendum

Policy on the Administration of Naloxone Hydrochloride or other FDA approved
opioid antagonist in Emergency Situations
Pursuant to A.R.S. §15-341 (A)(43) and A.R.S. §36-2267, in the event of an emergency, trained school
personnel shall follow approved policies and procedures for the emergency administration by an
employee of a school of naloxone hydrochloride or any other opioid antagonist approved by the United
States food and drug administration as described below.
GH Academies shall require all nurses, health staff and head coaches to be trained in the administration
of opioid antagonists by July 2020.
Emergency Procedures for the Administration of Naloxone Hydrochloride or other FDA approved opioid
antagonist in Emergency Situations
1. Determine if symptoms indicate possible opioid overdose/depression.
2. Select the appropriate dosage of the opioid antagonist to administer pursuant to a standing
order.
3. Inject the opioid antagonist pursuant to a standing order, noting the time, date, and dose given.
4. Direct someone to call 911 and request medical assistance. Advise the 911 operator that opioid
overdose is suspected, and which opioid antagonist has been given.
5. Stay with the person and keep the person stable, until emergency responders arrive.
6. Monitor the person’s airway and breathing.
7. Reassure and calm the person as needed.
8. Call Front Office and Academy Administration and advise them of the situation.
9. Direct someone to call parents/guardians and advise them to promptly alert student’s primary
care physician of the incident.
10. Administer CPR if needed.
11. Emergency responders shall transport the person to the emergency room. Give the emergency
responders the used opioid antagonist labeled with the person’s name and the date and time
the opioid antagonist was administered.

12. Even if symptoms subside, 911 must still respond and individual must be evaluated by a
physician. A delayed or secondary reaction may occur.
13. Document the incident in writing detailing who administered the injection(s), the rationale for
administering the injection(s), the approximate time of the injection(s), and notifications made
to academy administration, emergency responders, the student’s parents/guardians, and the
doctor or chief medical officer who issued the standing order, and complete required incident
reports.
14. Order replacement dose(s) of stock as appropriate.
15. Review the incident involving the emergency administration of the opioid antagonist to
determine the adequacy of the response.

Reporting of the Incident
The academy shall report to the Department of Health Services all incidents of use of any opioid
antagonist pursuant in the format prescribed by the Department of Health Services or other relevant
state, county or federal agency.

Post Event Actions
1. Once any opioid antagonist is administered, local Emergency Medical Services (911) shall be
activated and the student transported to the emergency room for follow up care. with a health
care provider is mandatory.
2. Document the event.
3. Complete incident report.
4. Replace stock medication immediately.

Policy on Students with Chronic Health Conditions
The academies will act in accordance to A.R.S. §15-346 in order to provide continuous learning
opportunities for our students with chronic health conditions when they are absent. Per the statute,
students with chronic health conditions are defined as those who:
• are not homebound, but
• are unable to attend classes for intermittent periods of one or more consecutive days, because
of illness, disease, pregnancy complications or accident.
• suffer from a condition requiring management on a long-term basis; or
• have an infant with a severe health problem
• Health conditions eligible under this policy must be certified by a health professional who is
licensed pursuant to tile 32, chapter 7, 8, 13, 14, 17 or 25 or a registered nurse practitioner who
is licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 15.
Parents/guardians must notify the Headmaster or the assistant Headmaster to initiate the process under
this policy. Within 2 business days after notification, the administration will initiate a meeting with
parents/guardians and at least one health l professional to create a plan for the student based on the
student’s individual needs.
GH academies shall ensure that homework is available to students with chronic health problems so that
all students have the opportunity to keep up with assignments and avoid losing credit because of their
absences from school.

GH academies shall ensure flexibility in physical education activity requirements so that pupils with
chronic health problems may participate in regular physical education programs to the extent their
health permits.
Nothing in this policy shall be construed to obstruct, interfere with, or override the rights of
parents/guardians concerning the education and healthcare of students with chronic health conditions.
See Appendix 8 for Chronic Health forms, samples, and process documents and Appendix 9 for Seizure
Care Plan

Policy on Use of Temporary Orthopedic Devices on School Property Unrelated to
Chronic Health Condition/Illness
Before a student with an orthopedic device unrelated to a chronic health condition arrives on school
property, they are required to obtain from the physician, or other appropriate medical personnel,
documentation of the following:
1. That the use of the orthopedic device (crutches, boot, splint, etc.) has been authorized by the
physician or other medical personnel.
2. The diagnosis and the duration of the authorized use of the orthopedic device.
3. Anticipated length of time the student will be excused from P.E./recess.
4. The use of the elevator has been authorized by the physician or other appropriate medical
personnel.
5. Footwear that is not part of the uniform policy has been authorized by the physician or other
appropriate medical personnel if it is to be worn for an extended period of time.
6. See Chronic Health Condition/Illness Process listed above.

Policy on Mandatory Reporting of Suspected Child Abuse
Pursuant to A.R.S. §13-3620, school personnel, or any person who has responsibility for the care or
treatment of a minor, who reasonably believes that a minor has been the victim of physical injury,
abuse, child abuse, a reportable offense or neglect that appears to have been inflicted on the minor by
other than accidental means or that is not explained by the available medical history as being accidental
in nature or who reasonably believes there has been a denial or deprivation of necessary medical
treatment or surgical care or nourishment with the intent to cause or allow the death of an infant shall
immediately report or cause reports to be made of this information to a peace officer or to Child
Protective Services in the Department of Economic Security.
This means that if there are any facts from which one could reasonably conclude that a child has been
the victim of one of the below listed offenses, the person knowing those facts is required to report
those facts to the appropriate authorities. This immediate report is to be made regardless of who the
alleged perpetrator is. The duty is to report, not to investigate. Failure to report known or suspected
child abuse or neglect is a crime under Arizona state law.

Definitions of Abuse:
"Abuse" pursuant to A.R.S. §8-201(2) means the infliction or allowing of physical injury, impairment of
bodily function or disfigurement or the infliction of or allowing another person to cause serious
emotional damage as evidenced by severe anxiety, depression, withdrawal or untoward aggressive

behavior and which emotional damage is diagnosed by a medical doctor or psychologist and is caused by
the acts or omissions of an individual who has the care, custody and control of a child. Abuse includes:
a) Inflicting or allowing sexual abuse pursuant to section A.R.S. §13-1404, sexual conduct with a
minor pursuant to section A.R.S. §13-1405, sexual assault pursuant to section A.R.S. §13-1406,
molestation of a child pursuant to section A.R.S. §13-1410, commercial sexual exploitation of a
minor pursuant to section A.R.S. §13-3552, sexual exploitation of a minor pursuant to section
A.R.S. §13-3553, incest pursuant to section A.R.S. §13-3608 or child sex trafficking pursuant to
section A.R.S. §13-3212.
b) Physical injury that results from permitting a child to enter or remain in any structure or vehicle
in which volatile, toxic or flammable chemicals are found or equipment is possessed by any
person for the purpose of manufacturing a dangerous drug as defined in section A.R.S. §133401.
c) Unreasonable confinement of a child.

Physical Abuse
"Physical Injury" pursuant to A.R.S. §13-3623(4) means the impairment of physical condition and
includes any skin bruising, pressure sores, bleeding, failure to thrive, malnutrition, dehydration, burns,
fracture of any bone, subdural hematoma, soft tissue swelling, injury to any internal organ or any
physical condition that imperils health or welfare.
"Serious Physical Injury" pursuant to A.R.S. §13-3623(5) means physical injury that creates a reasonable
risk of death or that causes serious or permanent disfigurement, serious impairment of health or loss or
protracted impairment of the function of any bodily organ or limb.

Neglect
“Neglect” or “Neglected” pursuant to A.R.S. §8-201 (25)(A), means the inability or unwillingness of a
parent, guardian or custodian of a child to provide that child with supervision, food, clothing, shelter or
medical care if that inability or unwillingness causes unreasonable risk of harm to the child's health or
welfare, except if the inability of a parent, guardian or custodian to provide services to meet the needs
of a child with a disability or chronic illness is solely the result of the unavailability of reasonable
services.

Sexual Abuse
“Sexual Abuse” pursuant to A.R.S. §13-1404(A), a person commits sexual abuse by intentionally or
knowingly engaging in sexual contact with any person who is fifteen or more years of age without
consent of that person or with any person who is under fifteen years of age if the sexual contact
involves only the female breast.
“Sexual Conduct with a Minor” pursuant to A.R.S. §13-1405(A), a person commits sexual conduct with a
minor by intentionally or knowingly engaging in sexual intercourse or oral sexual contact with any
person who is under eighteen years of age (This statute has been interpreted by the courts to include attempts
to engage in this behavior, even if the attempt is only verbal).

“Sexual Assault” pursuant to A.R.S. §13-1406(A), a person commits sexual assault by intentionally or
knowingly engaging in sexual intercourse or oral sexual contact with any person without consent of such
person.
“Molestation of a child” pursuant to A.R.S. §13-1410(A), a person commits molestation of a child by
intentionally or knowingly engaging in or causing a person to engage in sexual contact, except sexual
contact with the female breast, with a child who is under fifteen years of age.
“Child Sex Trafficking” pursuant to A.R.S. §13-3212(A), a person commits child sex trafficking by
knowingly:
1. Causing any minor to engage in prostitution.
2. Using any minor for the purposes of prostitution.
3. Permitting a minor who is under the person's custody or control to engage in prostitution.
4. Receiving any benefit for or on account of procuring or placing a minor in any place or in the
charge or custody of any person for the purpose of prostitution.
5. Receiving any benefit pursuant to an agreement to participate in the proceeds of prostitution of
a minor.
6. Financing, managing, supervising, controlling or owning, either alone or in association with
others, prostitution activity involving a minor.
7. Transporting or financing the transportation of any minor with the intent that the minor engage
in prostitution.
8. Providing a means by which a minor engages in prostitution.
9. Enticing, recruiting, harboring, providing, transporting, making available to another or otherwise
obtaining a minor with the intent to cause the minor to engage in prostitution or any sexually
explicit performance.
10. Enticing, recruiting, harboring, providing, transporting, making available to another or otherwise
obtaining a minor with the knowledge that the minor will engage in prostitution or any sexually
explicit performance.
“Commercial Sexual Exploitation of a Minor” pursuant to A.R.S. §13-3552(A), a person commits
commercial sexual exploitation of a minor by knowingly:
1. Using, employing, persuading, enticing, inducing or coercing a minor to engage in or assist
others to engage in exploitive exhibition or other sexual conduct for the purpose of producing
any visual depiction or live act depicting such conduct.
2. Using, employing, persuading, enticing, inducing or coercing a minor to expose the genitals or
anus or the areola or nipple of the female breast for financial or commercial gain.
3. Permitting a minor under the person's custody or control to engage in or assist others to engage
in exploitive exhibition or other sexual conduct for the purpose of producing any visual
depiction or live act depicting such conduct.
4. Transporting or financing the transportation of any minor through or across this state with the
intent that the minor engage in prostitution, exploitive exhibition or other sexual conduct for
the purpose of producing a visual depiction or live act depicting such conduct.
5. Using an advertisement for prostitution as defined in section 13-3211 that contains a visual
depiction of a minor.

“Sexual Exploitation of a Minor” pursuant to A.R.S. §13-3553(A), a person commits sexual exploitation
of a minor by knowingly:
1. Recording, filming, photographing, developing or duplicating any visual depiction in which a
minor is engaged in exploitive exhibition or other sexual conduct.
2. Distributing, transporting, exhibiting, receiving, selling, purchasing, electronically transmitting,
possessing or exchanging any visual depiction in which a minor is engaged in exploitive
exhibition or other sexual conduct.
“Incest” pursuant to A.R.S. §13-3608, means persons who are eighteen or more years of age and are
within the degrees of consanguinity within which marriages are declared by law to be incestuous and
void, who knowingly intermarry with each other, or who knowingly commit fornication or adultery with
each other.

Emotional Abuse

A.R.S. §8-821 permits a CPS Specialist or peace officer to take temporary custody of a child who is
suffering serious emotional damage which can only be diagnosed by a medical doctor or psychologist.
The child shall be immediately examined and after the examination the child shall be released to the
custody of the parent, guardian, or custodian unless the examination reveals abuse.
The legal definition of emotional abuse is contained in A.R.S. §8-201(2) “…..serious emotional damage as
evidenced by severe anxiety, depression, withdrawal or untoward aggressive behavior and which
emotional damage is diagnosed by a medical doctor or psychologist and is caused by the acts or
omissions of an individual who has the care, custody and control of a child.

Responsibilities of school personnel:
1. Record the information provided by the child. ONLY these exact questions should be asked as
needed to complete the information:
a. What happened?
b. Who did it?
c. Where were you when it happened?
d. When did it happen?
2. Meet with your school’s Child Abuse Coordinator (Headmaster, Dean of Students, etc.) to share
the information and document on the report form.
3. Phone in report to DCS Hotline at 1-888-767-2445 or make an online report
4. Call your local Police Department, if you are reporting sexual abuse OR the child is in imminent
danger.
Avondale PD...............................................................................................(623)932-3660
Buckeye PD.................................................................................................(623)386-4421
Chandler PD...............................................................................................(480)782-4130
El Mirage PD.............................................................................................(623)933-1341
Gilbert PD.................................................................................................(480)503-6500
Glendale PD.............................................................................................(623)930-3000
Goodyear PD............................................................................................(623)932-1220
Mesa PD..................................................................................................(480)644-2211
Paradise Valley PD..................................................................................(480)948-7410
Peoria PD................................................................................................(623)773-7061

Phoenix PD.............................................................................................(602)262-6151
Scottsdale PD.........................................................................................(480)312-5000
Surprise PD.............................................................................................(623)583-1085 x3
Tempe PD...............................................................................................(480)966-6211
Tolleson PD............................................................................................(623)936-7186
5. Child Abuse Report form is submitted within 72 hours to:
DCS Phone Intake P.O. Box 44240 Phoenix, Arizona 85064-4240
Or fax a copy to: (602) 530-1832
6. Be available to work with DCS and police who come to the school to investigate
7. Follow these additional guidelines:
a. Refer all inquiries to police and DCS do not contact or provide information to
parents/guardians
b. Maintain confidentiality of all information regarding issue
c. Treat the child with respect and support and do not be judgmental
d. Make no promises to the victim- let them know you are reporting for their safety
8. Also, to access training on mandatory reporting, please click --here.

Policy on Vision Screening
Pursuant to A.R.S. §36-899.10 and the rules promulgated by the Department of Health Services, all GH
Academies shall provide vision screening services as follows:
1. Entry to School. All students upon initial entry to school and not more than two additional grade
levels as prescribed by the Department of Health Services by rule shall receive vision screening.
A school, at the school’s discretion, may provide vision screening services to students who are in
grade levels that are not prescribed by rule.
Beginning in academic year 2019-2020, all entering kindergarten students shall be provided
vision screening.
2. Special Education Students. Beginning in academic year 2019-2020, all students who receive or
are being considered for special education services and who have not been screened in the last
year shall receive vision screening.
3. Students Referred by Teachers. Students for whom a teacher has requested a screening and
who have not been screened in the last year pursuant to this section shall receive vision
screening.
4. Students not Reading at Grade Level. Students who are not reading at grade level by the third
grade pursuant to the state assessment required in A.R.S. §15-741, if the rules adopted by the
Department of Health Services do not require screening in the third grade shall receive vision
screening.
A academy nurse, a volunteer, or other academy personnel, who have undergone training developed or
approved by the Department of Health Services shall administer the vision screenings, except that those
individuals who are trained to administer vision screenings before the effective date of this section are
not required to retrain.

A vision screening conducted pursuant to this policy does not satisfy a requirement for a medical
professional to complete a vision screening of a child according to established guidelines for pediatric
care.
GH Academies shall provide the vision screening results to the parent/guardian of each student who did
not pass the vision screening within forty-five days after the vision screening and shall comply with all
applicable privacy laws. The results shall identify that the student did not pass the vision screening and
the need for a comprehensive eye and vision examination. The results shall state that a vision screening
is not equivalent to a comprehensive eye and vision examination.
All GH Academies that are providing vision screening services shall provide to the Department of Health
Services annual data submissions in a department-approved format that complies with student privacy
laws.
A student is not required to submit to any vision screening required by this policy if a parent or guardian
of the student objects and submits a statement of the objection to the academy for any reason including
that the student received a comprehensive eye and vision examination in the last year or if the student
has a current diagnosis of permanent vision loss.
For the purposes of this policy:
1. “Comprehensive eye and vision examination” mean a vision examination performed by an
optometrist or ophthalmologist.

Policy on Head Lice
GH Academies are committed to utilizing best practice for lice management in a manner that respects
the privacy of students and families. Lice exclusions are viewed as necessary when active live lice are
present or there is lack of follow up with treating lice. We are committed to taking appropriate
measures ensuring the health and safety of all our students and staff members.
Great Hearts “No Live Lice” policy shall be implemented, requiring a student with a confirmed case of
live head lice to be treated and majority of nits removed prior to returning to school. Additionally,
majority of nits removed means:
• Those more than ¼ inch from the scalp
• Not viable and very unlikely to hatch to become active lice, or
• may in fact be empty shells, also known as “casings”
Upon confirmation of live lice, the parent/guardian will be contacted to pick-up their student so that
treatment may be expedited. Siblings of the student with live head lice will also be checked. In the
event there is a second finding of live lice in an individual classroom, letters will be sent to the
parents/guardians of children in that classroom.

Head Lice Procedure Purpose:
1. GH Academies recognize that head lice are not responsible for spreading or causing disease but
do cause unrest in our community.
2. Lice are typically not spread within the school setting. Lice transmission requires close head-tohead contact or the sharing of personal hair related items.

3. In general, exclusions from school due to nits are no longer considered best practice, supported
by the US Center for Disease Control, Department of Health, American Academy of Pediatrics,
and National Association of School Nurses.
4. While minor cases, nits, do not necessitate exclusion, excessive infestations of live lice will
disrupt the school setting and therefore exclusions will be implemented in these cases.
5. Health office staff, experienced with lice recognition, can greatly assist families with needed lice
education and be supportive of families’ treatment efforts.
6. Health office and all school staff will assure student’s and family’s right to privacy.

SUPPORTS AND RELATED SERVICES FOR ELIGIBLE STUDENTS
McKinney-Vento Act
The McKinney-Vento Act is to ensure that homeless children and youth have access to a free,
appropriate public education, comparable to that provided to the children of any Arizona resident and
consistent with Arizona’s mandatory school attendance laws.
GH Academies supports and provides services under the McKinney-Vento Act. GH Academies will work
with existing families to provide the required and necessary transportation to and from the academy.

Homeless Education
The Arizona Homeless Education Program is to ensure that homeless children and youth have access to
a free, appropriate public education, comparable to that provided to the children of any Arizona
resident and consistent with Arizona’s mandatory school attendance laws and requires:
• Children and youths experiencing homelessness are immediately enrolled in the academy and
have educational opportunities equal to those of their non-homeless peers.
• Every public charter holder to designate a Homeless Liaison to ensure that homeless students
are identified, and their needs are being met.

McKinney-Vento Act
The McKinney-Vento Act defines homeless children as “individuals who lack a fixed, regular, and
adequate nighttime residence.”
Who are they?
• Children and youth sharing housing due to loss of housing, economic hardship, or a similar
reason
• Children living in motels, trailer parks, or campgrounds due to lack of alternative
accommodations
• Children and youth living in emergency or transitional shelters
• Children and youth abandoned in hospitals
• Children and youth whose primary nighttime residence is not ordinarily used as a regular
sleeping accommodation (e.g. park benches, etc.)
• Children and youth living in cars, parks, public spaces, abandoned buildings, substandard
housing, bus, or train stations
• Migratory children and youth living in any of the above situations
Definitions

The school of origin is the school the child or youth attended when permanently housed or the school in
with the child or youth was last enrolled.
The terms enroll and enrollment mean attending school and participating fully in school activities.
The term unaccompanied youth includes a youth not in the physical custody of a parent or guardian.
This includes runaway shelters, abandoned buildings, cars, on the streets, or in other inadequate
housing and children, youth denied housing by their families.

McKinney-Vento Academy Liaisons
The McKinney-Vento Liaisons are Local Educational Agency (LEA) or academy staff responsible for
ensuring the identification, academy enrollment, attendance, and opportunities for academic success of
students in homeless situations. Some of these activities may be performed by the local liaison himself
or herself, while others are accomplished by coordinating the efforts of other staff.
Responsibilities
• Serve as a point of contact for academy faculty, parents, and guardians regarding homeless
issues.
• Post informational materials (posters) at your academy and ensure informational brochures are
available in your academy’s front office.
• Keep a current list/file of identified homeless students available. This should include all
residency questionnaires that indicate homelessness.
• Design a procedure for your registrar, front office staff, and teachers to keep you informed of
any student that becomes homeless during the year.
• Coordinate services for the identified homeless children and youth at your school. You will need
to work with all appropriate personnel e.g. classroom teacher, school nurse, school counselor
etc.

Homeless Education Procedures
Homeless children and youth will be provided the opportunity to receive a free and appropriate public
education and receive comparable services regardless of their residency status. The program will
provide procedural guidelines to ensure that homeless students are not denied enrollment due to the
lack of registration documentation at the time of enrollment.
• Homeless children and youth will be enrolled immediately.
• Seeks to remove barriers and provide exemptions as need to the enrollment and retention of
homeless children and youth.
• Ensures homeless children and youth are not stigmatized, segregated, or separated in another
education programs, based on their status as homeless.
• Follows the requirements of the McKinney-Vento Assistance Act.
Identification of Students
1. The academy will use a Residency Questionnaire to facilitate the identify of homeless children.
2. The parent or guardian will complete the questionnaire at the beginning of the school year or
when enrolling their child or when they become homeless during the academic school year.

3. The McKinney-Vento Academy Liaison will maintain a HIPPA/FERPA compliant file folder of all
Residency Questionnaires that indicate homelessness. Under no circumstances should these
questionnaires be maintained in the student cumulative folder.
4. Students can attend their school of origin, the academy, and remain there for the duration of
homelessness. If the child or youth becomes permanently housed during an academic year, the
student has the right to continue in the academy, their school of origin.
Enrollment
1. Children and youth have the right to enroll in school immediately, based on the waitlist and seat
availability, even if they do not have required documents, such as school records, medical
records, proof of residency, birth certificate, social security number, proof of guardianship or
other documents.
2. Unaccompanied youth must also be immediately enrolled in school. They may either enroll
themselves or be enrolled by a parent, non-parent caretaker, or liaison.
3. If a student does not have immunizations, or immunization or medical records, the liaison must
immediately assist in obtaining them, and the student must be enrolled in the interim.
Services
Homeless students shall be provided all rights and services comparable to those offered to other Great
Hearts students including but not limited to, transportation services; school lunch; programs for
students with limited English proficiency, and educational services for which students meet eligibility
criteria, such as programs for students with disabilities, Title I targeted assistance programs, and before
and after school programs, if their living circumstance meets the definition of “homeless” (page 1).
Each academy shall determine how best to support students needing uniforms, meals, transportation,
supplies, field trips etc. related to homelessness. Funding may be available through Title I Targeted
Assistance Funds and the academy liaison will need to speak with their headmaster and Melissa
Penniman, Executive Director of Data, Intervention, and Title I Education regarding the use of these
funds to support homeless students. The academy PSO’s may also be able to help with uniforms, meals,
supplies, and field trips etc.
1. Options for Uniforms- uniform company vouchers, clothing closets (used uniforms), or PSO. The
academy shall determine the quantity and limit of uniforms per year, per student.
2. The academy shall determine how best to provide meals to homeless students.
3. The academy shall determine how best to provide homeless student’s with school supplies and
required materials, clubs, and sports fees.
4. The academy shall determine how best to provide transportation for homeless students at cost
to the academy. The academy may:
a. Ask the parent or guardian if they can provide transportation for the student.
b. Coordinate transportation with the homeless shelter.
c. Coordinate shared transportation with the school district in which the child resides (see
Great Hearts Transportation Request Form).
d. Purchase gas cards for the parent or guardian to use for the purpose of drop- off and
pick- up (to and from the academy). The gas card must be used on school days, not
exceed the per gallon cost of gas associated with the mileage from the student’s
residence to the academy and return trip from the academy to the student’s residence.
The academy must receive, retain, and file the gas receipts.

e. Purchase bus passes for the student and for the parent or guardian to accompany the
child or youth to drop-off or pick-up the student at the academy.
Access to Services
1. Once a student has been identified as homeless, he/she has access to services for one academic
school year.
2. If students experience homelessness beyond one academic school year, the services are still
accessible to these students, and:
a. Students must be re-identified and coded into PowerSchool; and
b. Access to services must be repeated.
3. If the homeless student becomes permanently housed during the school year, in general, all
rights and services remain for the full academic school year except in cases in which the parent
or guardian requests termination of services.
4. The following year in which a student is permanently housed, students no longer meet the
definition of “homeless”.
5. When applying any policy regarding tardiness or absences, any tardiness or absence related to a
child’s or youth’s living situation shall be excused.
6. The Academy McKinney-Vento Liaison shall refer children and youth to appropriate health care
services, including dental and mental health services.
7. Academy personnel must also inform the parent or guardian of all educational and related
opportunities available to their child.
8. The academy must provide the parent or guardian with meaningful opportunities to participate
in their child’s education.
9. All parent or guardian information regarding “Services” must be provided in a form, manner,
and language understandable to each parent or guardian.
Individual Education Plan (IEP)
1. If the child or youth has an IEP the enrolling academy shall immediately implement it.
2. Any necessary IEP meetings or re-evaluations shall then be conducted expeditiously.
3. If complete records are not available, IEP teams must use good judgement in choosing the best
course of action.
4. In all cases, the goal will be to avoid any disruption in appropriate services.
Placement
Placement in a Great Hearts Academy shall, according to the child’s best interest:
1. Continue the child’s or youth’s education in the school or origin for the duration of
homelessness, in any case in which the family becomes homeless between academic years or
during and academic year, if the child or youth becomes permanently housed during an
academic year.
2. Enroll the child or youth in the academy that non-homeless students are eligible to attend.
3. In the case of unaccompanied youth, assist with placement or enrollment decisions considering
the requests of the unaccompanied youth. The choice regarding placement shall be made
regardless of the whether the child or youth lives with the homeless parents or guardian or has
been temporarily places elsewhere.

4. The academy will immediately enroll the student and begin instruction, even if the student,
parent, or guardian is unable to produce records normally required for enrollment. However,
the academy may require the parent or guardian to submit contact information.
5. The academy will request records from the previous charter or school district.
6. If the academy is unable to determine the student’s grade level due to missing or complete
records, the academy shall administer tests or utilize appropriate means to determine the
student’s placement.

Point of Contact
Melissa Penniman, Executive Director of Data, Intervention, and Title I Education;
mpenniman@greatheartsaz.org.
See Appendix 10 for the Homeless Dispute Process

Foster Care Children and Youth
Foster Care Guidance
The passage of the Fostering Connections Act (2008) and Every Student Succeeds Act (2015) supports
the importance of school and educational stability for children in foster care in Federal and State law.
The purpose of this handbook is to provide guidance and outline responsibilities academies have with
collaborating with local child welfare agencies regarding school stability for children in foster care and
successfully implementing state and federal provisions in the Fostering Connections Act and Every
Student Succeeds Act.

Foster Care Children and Youth
Who are they?
“Foster Care” means 24-hour substitute care for children placed away from their parents/guardians and
for whom the child welfare agency (Department of Child Safety (“DCS”), tribal, or local) has placement
and care responsibility.
Children in foster care are no longer McKinney-Vento except for children or youth living in transitional
shelters or motels.
School Stability Rationale
Foster Care youth are more likely to experience adverse educational outcomes including:
• High mobility (frequent school changes),
• Lack of friendships,
• Educational discontinuity that results from placement and school changes,
• Poor attendance,
• Academic achievement gaps,
• Grade retention; and
• Low graduation rates (high school and college).

Terms Related to Foster Care Guidance and Procedures
Acronyms
• ADE-Arizona Department of Education
• DCS- Department of Child Safety

•
•
•
•
•

CWA- Child Welfare Agency (in Arizona, DCS or tribal)
POC- Point of Contact
LEA- Local Education Agency (the Great Hearts academies are the LEA)
ESSA- Every Student Succeeds Act (2015)
POC- Point of Contact

Definitions
• The Point of Contact is the LEA/Academy designee assigned to collaborate and work with DCS or
child welfare agencies if the agency has given notice of designating its own point of contact.
• The school of origin is the school a child is enrolled at the time of placement in foster care. If a
child’s foster care placement changes, the school of origin would then be considered the school
in which the child is enrolled at the time of the placement change.
• The term Immediate Enrollment and Records Transfer means a foster youth must be enrolled
even in the absence of required enrollment documents like transcripts, immunization records,
etc. and provide all of the child’s education records to the new school, if remaining in the same
school is not in the child’s best interest.
• Notice to Provider is a document serving to confirm a child or youth is in the care, custody, and
control of DCS or another out-of-home provider. The notice is used by DCS or out-of-home
provider to enroll a foster care child in school.
• Best Interest Determination is a process of collaboration that includes the academy POC, DCS or
child welfare agency and should include the child, out-of-home caregiver, parent, guardian,
and/or custodian, if appropriate and is completed each time a student comes into placement or
changes placement.

Foster Care Academy Point of Contacts
The Foster Care Point of Contact serves as the academy child welfare education liaison and collaborates
with DCS and child welfare agencies to support school stability for foster children. The Headmaster will
designate the Foster Care POC (the McKinney-Vento may serve as the POC).
Responsibilities
In collaboration with DCS or CWA to maintain school stability:
• Establish procedure to continue student’s education in the school of origin,
• Ensure the best interest of the child in determining best school placement,
• Ensure immediate enrollment and records transfer,
• Ensure school transportation (when necessary) is provided, arranged, and funded in
collaboration with DCS or CWA.
• Collaborate with headmaster and appropriate academy personnel to report annually on
academic achievement and graduation rates for children in foster care.

Best Interest Determination
DCS or CWA will work in collaboration with the Academy in determining the best interest of a child in
foster care. The DCS or CWA is the final decision maker regarding a foster child’s school selection if any
conflict cannot be resolved. The cost of transportation cannot be considered when determining the best
interest of the child.
The BID process covers:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Placement in school of origin,
School placement,
Immediate enrollment
Records and transcripts
Course placement; and
Transportation needs

BID factors include the following:
• Wishes of the parent/guardian and caregiver,
• Student’s preferences and feelings of connectivity in their existing school,
• Safety of the child,
• Projected duration of out-of-home placement,
• Distance and time for the child to travel to and from the school the child is attending at the time
of placement, the toll of the commute,
• Child’s age, connections, social, and emotional state,
• The child’s academic, developmental, language, and socialization needs,
• Anticipated length of stay in the current living arrangement,
• Effect a school change will have on the child’s learning, academic strength, and grade
placement; and
• Any potential loss of credits due to changing schools in the middle of a term or semester.

School Enrollment
A school-aged child placed in foster care should be maintained in the home school (where they were
enrolled prior to entering foster care) unless it is in their best interests to enroll in a new school. The
child’s Service Team (including the DCS Specialist, Academy, parents/guardians, Foster Caregivers, and
IDEA parent, if different from the biological parents and if applicable, and others) should complete the
Best Interests Determination/Transportation Plan to guide the decision-making process. If it is a child’s
best interests to be enrolled in a new school, enroll the child as soon as possible or within five days of
the date of placement.
Great Hearts will enroll a school-aged child in foster care as soon as possible based on waitlist and seat
availability. Great Hearts will work to address capacity issues by assisting the parent/guardian with the
application process, enrollment procedures, and placing the student on the waitlist, as appropriate.
The Notice to Providers (Out-of-home, Education, and Medical) is provided to Foster Caregivers at the
time of placement or within five days of the date of placement. The Notice to Providers contains
information that is necessary to enroll the child in school. Foster Caregivers may enlist the help of the
DCS Specialist with enrollment if necessary. A school aged child should be enrolled in public school
unless alternative education arrangements, such as private, charter, or home schooling, have been
approved by DCS. A school must immediately enroll the child even if documents or supplies (such as a
school uniform) are not readily available.

Transportation
The Academy must collaborate with DCS or CWA to develop and implement clear written procedures
governing how transportation to maintain children in foster care in their schools or origin, when in their
best interest, will be provided, arranged, and funded for the duration of the child’s time in foster care.

Providing school transportation when necessary is a shared responsibility between the Academy and DCS
or CWA.
These procedures must ensure that children in foster care needing transportation to the schools of
origin will promptly receive that transportation in a cost-effective manner and in accordance with
section 475 (4)(A) of the Social Security Act.
The Best Interests Determination/Transportation Plan provides several areas to consider when
discussing what is in the child’s best interest, including:
• the safety of the child,
• the wishes of the child and parent/guardian,
• the distance and time for the child to travel to and from the school he/she is attending at the
time of placement,
• the child’s academic, developmental, and socialization needs,
• the effect a school change will have on the child's learning; and for
• any potential for loss of credits which may occur due to changing schools in the middle of a term
or semester, etc.
Transportation to school should provide for normalcy and safety of the individual child. The DCS
Specialist will work cooperatively with the school and foster caregiver to select the best option for the
child. The Academy should first pursue existing and low or no-cost options for transportation. Options
may include:
• the school providing the transportation,
• the Foster Caregiver (or another approved adult) providing transportation,
• or DCS using a contract service (cab, vouchers, etc.) or providing bus tickets (for a high school
student),
• Transportation already provided by other programs i.e. if a child in foster care has an IEP that
requires they be transported; that transportation would already be covered by IDEA,
• If a child is placed in a foster group home, the group home is contractually obligated to
transport up 50 miles one way.
If there are additional costs incurred in providing transportation to the school of origin, the academy will
provide such transportation if:
• The DCS or local CWA agrees to reimburse the academy for the cost of such transportation,
• The academy agrees to pay for the cost: or
• The academy and DCS or local CWA agree to share the cost.

School Breakfasts and Lunches
Children in foster care are eligible for free meals through their school. The schools accept the “Notice to
Provider” as verification of a child’s foster care status. There is no income testing for the foster child or
for the foster family. If the school does ask about income, the child's annual income is usually “$0.”

Appointments not During School
DCS, foster parents and kinship caregivers are to make every reasonable effort not to remove a child
from school during regular school hours for appointments, visitation or activities not related to school.
Visitation between the child and his/her family including parents and siblings should be scheduled

during non-school hours. Medical and dental appointments should be scheduled before or after school,
on early release days or dates school is out for a break. Health care providers and other service
providers who have extended office hours may be identified on dcs.az.gov/cmdp. For a child who wishes
to attend a court hearing (particularly older youth), consult with the DCS Specialists or child’s attorney
to make a request that the court schedule the hearing after the child’s school hours.
Special Education
Generally, foster children retain all legal rights to access to a FAPE under IDEA that any other child has.
This section clarifies the process for selecting and designating the special education parent/educational
advocate member of the evaluation or IEP team, in cooperation with DCS or CWA.
If a child enrolled at an academy requires a special education evaluation and/or services, it is the
responsibility of the academy to determine who will act as the special education parent. The DCS
Specialist cooperates with and assists the academy in meeting this obligation.
When the identity and whereabouts of the biological or adoptive parent are known, the academy must
contact the parent to ensure the parent’s consent for special education evaluation and/or services.
The biological or adoptive parent has parental decision-making authority for special education
evaluation and/or services for a foster child, except when:
• parental rights have been terminated,
• a parent cannot be identified or located; and/or
• a court has suspended the parent’s education rights or appointed a guardian or issued an order
permitting others to serve.
When the foster child’s parent does not attempt to serve as the special education parent for a child in
out-of-home care, the DCS Specialist ensures that the academy obtains a special education parent for
the child. DCS’s preference order for a special education parent for a foster child is: a court appointed
legal guardian but not the State or an employee of a contractor of the State kinship caregiver or licensed
foster parent with whom the child resides; and surrogate parent.

Point of Contact
Melissa Penniman, Academy Support Specialist, mpenniman@GreatHeartsaz.org

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
IDEA is a federal law that protects the rights of students with disabilities. In addition to standard
academy records, for children with disabilities education records could include evaluation and testing
materials, medical and health information, Individualized Education Programs and related notices and
consents, progress reports, materials related to disciplinary actions, and mediation agreements. Such
information is gathered from a number of sources, including the student’s parents/guardians and staff
of the academy of attendance. Also, with parental permission, information may be gathered from
additional pertinent sources, such as doctors and other health care providers. This information is
collected to assure the child is identified, evaluated, and provided a Free Appropriate Public Education in
accordance with state and federal special education laws.
Each agency participating under Part B of IDEA must assure that at all stages of gathering, storing,
retaining and disclosing education records to third parties that it complies with the federal

confidentiality laws. In addition, the destruction of any education records of a child with a disability
must be in accordance with IDEA regulatory requirements.
For additional information or to file a complaint, you may call the federal government at (202) 260-3887
(voice) or 1-800-877-8339 (TDD), or the Arizona Department of Education (ADE/ESS) at (602) 542-4013.
Or you may contact:
Family Policy Compliance Office
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20202-5901
Arizona Department of Education
Exceptional Student Services
1535 West Jefferson, BIN 24
Phoenix, AZ 85007
This notice is available in English and Spanish on the ADE website at
http://www.ade.az.gov/ess/resources under forms.
For assistance in obtaining this notice in other languages, contact the ADE/ESS at the above
phone/address.

Procedural Safeguards Notice Parents/Guardians’ Rights under IDEA
IDEA, the Federal law concerning the education of students with disabilities, requires schools to provide
parents/guardians of a child with a disability with a notice containing a full explanation of the procedural
safeguards available under the IDEA and U.S. Department of Education regulations. A copy of this notice
must be given to parents/guardians only one time a school year, except that a copy must be given to the
parents/guardians: (1) upon initial referral or parent request for evaluation; (2) upon receipt of the first
State complaint under 34 CFR §§300.151 through 300.153 and upon receipt of the first due process
complaint under §300.507 in a school year; (3) when a decision is made to take a disciplinary action that
constitutes a change of placement; and (4) upon parent request. [34 CFR §300.504(a)]
This procedural safeguards notice must include a full explanation of all of the procedural safeguards
available under §300.148 (unilateral placement at private school at public expense), §§300.151 through
300.153 (State complaint procedures), §300.300 (consent), §§300.502 through 300.503, §§300.505
through 300.518, and §§300.530 through 300.536 (procedural safeguards in Subpart E of the Part B
regulations), and §§300.610 through 300.625 (confidentiality of information provisions in Subpart F).
This document uses the term “school district” to mean the educational agency in which your child is
enrolled. In Arizona, that might be a public school district, public charter school, state supported
institution, or secure care facility.

General Information
Prior Written Notice, 34 CFR §300.503
Your school district must give you written notice (provide you certain information in writing), whenever
it:

1. Proposes to initiate or to change the identification, evaluation, or educational placement of your
child, or the provision of a FAPE to your child; or
2. Refuses to initiate or to change the identification, evaluation, or educational placement of your
child, or the provision of FAPE to your child.
Content of Notice
The written notice must:
1. Describe the action that your school district proposes or refuses to take;
2. Explain why your school district is proposing or refusing to take the action;
3. Describe each evaluation procedure, assessment, record, or report your school district used in
deciding to propose or refuse the action;
4. Include a statement that you have protections under the procedural safeguards provisions in
Part B of the IDEA;
5. Tell you how you can obtain a description of the procedural safeguards if the action that your
school district is proposing or refusing is not an initial referral for evaluation;
6. Include resources for you to contact for help in understanding Part B of the IDEA;
7. Describe any other choices that your child's individualized education program (IEP) Team
considered and the reasons why those choices were rejected; and
8. Provide a description of other reasons why your school district proposed or refused the action.
Notice in Understandable Language
The notice must be:
1. Written in language understandable to the general public; and
2. Provided in your native language or other mode of communication you use, unless it is clearly
not feasible to do so.
If your native language or other mode of communication is not a written language, your school district
must ensure that:
1. The notice is translated for you orally by other means in your native language or other mode of
communication;
2. You understand the content of the notice; and
3. There is written evidence that 1 and 2 have been met.

Native Language, 34 CFR §300.29
Native language, when used with an individual who has limited English proficiency, means the following:
1. The language normally used by that person, or, in the case of a child, the language normally
used by the child's parents/guardians;
2. In all direct contact with a child (including evaluation of the child), the language normally used
by the child in the home or learning environment.
For a person with deafness or blindness, or for a person with no written language, the mode of
communication is what the person normally uses (such as sign language, Braille, or oral communication).

Electronic Mail, 34 CFR §300.505
If your school district offers parents/guardians the choice of receiving documents by e-mail, you may
choose to receive the following by e-mail:
1. Prior written notice;

2. Procedural safeguards notice; and
3. Notices related to a due process complaint.

Parental Consent – Definition, 34 CFR §300.9
“Consent” means, you have been fully informed in your native language or other mode of
communication (such as sign language, Braille, or oral communication) of all information about the
action for which you are giving consent.
1. You understand and agree in writing to that action, and the consent describes that action and
lists the records (if any) that will be released and to whom; and
2. You understand that the consent is voluntary on your part and you may withdraw your consent
at any time.
Your withdrawal of consent does not negate (undo) an action that has occurred after you gave your
consent and before you withdrew it.

Parental Consent, 34 CFR §300.300
Consent for Initial Evaluation
Your school district cannot conduct an initial evaluation of your child to determine whether your child is
eligible under Part B of the IDEA to receive special education and related services without first providing
you with prior written notice of the proposed action and without obtaining your consent as described
under the heading Parental Consent.
Your school district must make reasonable efforts to obtain your informed consent for an initial
evaluation to decide whether your child is a child with a disability.
Your consent for initial evaluation does not mean that you have also given your consent for the school
district to start providing special education and related services to your child.
If your child is enrolled in public school or you are seeking to enroll your child in a public school and you
have refused to provide consent or failed to respond to a request to provide consent for an initial
evaluation, your school district may, but is not required to, seek to conduct an initial evaluation of your
child by utilizing the Act's mediation or due process procedures. Your school district will not violate its
obligations to locate, identify and evaluate your child if it does not pursue an evaluation of your child in
these circumstances.
Special Rules for Initial Evaluation of Wards of the State
If a child is a ward of the State and is not living with his/her parent, the school district does not need
consent from the parent for an initial evaluation to determine if the child is a child with a disability if:
1. Despite reasonable efforts to do so, the school district cannot find the child’s parent;
2. The rights of the parents/guardians have been terminated in accordance with State law; or
3. A judge has assigned the right to make educational decisions and to consent for an initial
evaluation to an individual other than the parent.
Ward of the State, as used in the IDEA, means a child who, as determined by the State where the child
lives, is:
1. A foster child;
2. Considered a ward of the State under State law; or
3. In the custody of a public child welfare agency.

Ward of the State does not include a foster child who has a foster parent.
Parental Consent for Services
Your school district must obtain your informed consent before providing special education and related
services to your child for the first time.
The school district must make reasonable efforts to obtain your informed consent before providing
special education and related services to your child for the first time.
If you do not respond to a request to provide your consent for your child to receive special education
and related services for the first time, or if you refuse to give such consent, your school district may not
use the procedural safeguards (i.e., mediation or an impartial due process hearing) in order to obtain
agreement or a ruling that the special education and related services (recommended by your child's IEP
Team) may be provided to your child without your consent.
If you refuse to give your consent for your child to receive special education and related services for the
first time, or if you do not respond to a request to provide such consent and the school district does not
provide your child with the special education and related services for which it sought your consent, your
school district:
1. Is not in violation of the requirement to make a free appropriate public education (FAPE)
available to your child for its failure to provide those services to your child; and
2. Is not required to have an individualized education program (IEP) meeting or develop an IEP for
your child for the special education and related services for which your consent was requested.
Parental Consent for Reevaluations
Your school district must obtain your informed consent before it reevaluates your child, unless your
school district can demonstrate that:
1. It took reasonable steps to obtain your consent for your child's reevaluation; and
2. You did not respond.
If you refuse to consent to your child's reevaluation, the school district may, but is not required to,
pursue your child's reevaluation by using the mediation or impartial due process hearing procedures to
seek to override your refusal to consent to your child's reevaluation. As with initial evaluations, your
school district does not violate its obligations under Part B of the IDEA if it declines to pursue the
reevaluation in this manner.
Documentation of Reasonable Efforts to Obtain Parental Consent
Your school must maintain documentation of reasonable efforts to obtain parental consent for initial
evaluations, to provide special education and related services for the first time, to reevaluate and to
locate parents/guardians of wards of the State for initial evaluations. The documentation must include a
record of the school district’s attempts in these areas, such as:
1. Detailed records of telephone calls made or attempted and the results of those calls;
2. Copies of correspondence sent to the parents/guardians and any responses received; and
3. Detailed records of visits made to the parent’s home or place of employment and the results of
those visits.

Revocation of Consent
If, at any time after the school district’s initial provision of special education and related services, you
revoke consent in writing for the continued provision of special education and related services, the
school:
1. May not continue to provide special education and related services to your child, but must
provide prior written notice before ceasing provision of special education and related services;
2. May not utilize mediation or the due process procedures in order to obtain agreement or a
ruling that the services may be provided to your child;
3. Will not be considered to be in violation of the requirement to make FAPE available to your child
because of the failure to provide your child with further special education and related services;
and
4. Is not required to convene an IEP Team meeting or develop an IEP for your child for further
provision of special education and related services.
Other Consent Requirements
Your consent is not required before your school district may:
1. Review existing data as part of your child's evaluation or a reevaluation; or
2. Give your child a test or other evaluation that is given to all children unless, before that test or
evaluation, consent is required from all parents/guardians of all children.
Your school district may not use your refusal to consent to one service or activity to deny you or your
child any other service, benefit, or activity.
If you have enrolled your child in a private school at your own expense or if you are home schooling your
child, and you do not provide your consent for your child's initial evaluation or your child's reevaluation,
or you fail to respond to a request to provide your consent, the school district may not use its consent
override procedures (i.e., mediation or impartial due process hearing procedures) and is not required to
consider your child as eligible to receive equitable services (services made available to parentally-placed
private school children with disabilities).

Independent Educational Evaluations, 34 CFR §300.502
General
As described below, you have the right to obtain an independent educational evaluation (IEE) of your
child if you disagree with the evaluation of your child that was obtained by your school district.
If you request an independent educational evaluation, the school district must provide you with
information about where you may obtain an independent educational evaluation and about the school
district’s criteria that apply to independent educational evaluations.
Definitions
“Independent educational evaluation” means, an evaluation conducted by a qualified examiner who is
not employed by the school district responsible for the education of your child.
“Public expense” means, that the school district either pays for the full cost of the evaluation or ensures
that the evaluation is otherwise provided at no cost to you, consistent with the provisions of Part B of
the IDEA, which allow each State to use whatever State, local, Federal and private sources of support
available in the State to meet the requirements of Part B of the Act.

Parent right to evaluation at public expense
You have the right to an independent educational evaluation of your child at public expense if you
disagree with an evaluation of your child obtained by your school district, subject to the following
conditions:
1. If you request an independent educational evaluation of your child at public expense, your
school district must, without unnecessary delay, either: (a) File a due process complaint to
request a hearing to show that its evaluation of your child is appropriate; or (b) Provide an
independent educational evaluation at public expense, unless the school district demonstrates
in a hearing that the evaluation of your child that you obtained did not meet the school district’s
criteria.
2. If your school district requests a hearing and the final decision is that your school district’s
evaluation of your child is appropriate, you still have the right to an independent educational
evaluation, but not at public expense.
3. If you request an independent educational evaluation of your child, the school district may ask
why you object to the evaluation of your child obtained by your school district. However, your
school district may not require an explanation and may not unreasonably delay either providing
the independent educational evaluation of your child at public expense or filing a due process
complaint to request a due process hearing to defend the school district’s evaluation of your
child.
You are entitled to only one independent educational evaluation of your child at public expense each
time your school district conducts an evaluation of your child with which you disagree.
Parent-initiated Evaluations
If you obtain an independent educational evaluation of your child at public expense or you share with
the school district an evaluation of your child that you obtained at private expense:
1. Your school district must consider the results of the evaluation of your child, if it meets the
school district’s criteria for independent educational evaluations, in any decision made with
respect to the provision of a free appropriate public education (FAPE) to your child; and
2. You or your school district may present the evaluation as evidence at a due process hearing
regarding your child.
Requests for Evaluations by Hearing Officers
If a hearing officer requests an independent educational evaluation of your child as part of a due process
hearing, the cost of the evaluation must be at public expense.
If an independent educational evaluation is at public expense, the criteria under which the evaluation is
obtained, including the location of the evaluation and the qualifications of the examiner, must be the
same as the criteria that the school district uses when it initiates an evaluation (to the extent those
criteria are consistent with your right to an independent educational evaluation).
Except for the criteria described above, a school district may not impose conditions or timelines related
to obtaining an independent educational evaluation at public expense.

Confidentiality of Information
Definitions, 34 CFR §300.611
As used under the heading Confidentiality of Information:

•
•

•

Destruction means physical destruction or removal of personal identifiers from information so
that the information is no longer personally identifiable.
Education records means the type of records covered under the definition of ‘‘education
records’’ in 34 CFR Part 99 (the regulations implementing the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974, 20 U.S.C. 1232g (FERPA)).
Participating agency means any school district, agency or institution that collects, maintains, or
uses personally identifiable information, or from which information is obtained, under Part B of
the IDEA.

Personally Identifiable, 34 CFR §300.32
Personally identifiable means information that has:
1. Your child's name, your name as the parent, or the name of another family member;
2. Your child's address;
3. A personal identifier, such as your child’s social security number or student number; or
4. A list of personal characteristics or other information that would make it possible to identify
your child with reasonable certainty.

Notice to Parents, 34 CFR §300.612
The school district must give notice that is adequate to fully inform parents/guardians about
confidentiality of personally identifiable information, including:
1. A description of the extent to which the notice is given in the native languages of the various
population groups in the State;
2. A description of the children on whom personally identifiable information is maintained, the
types of information sought, the methods the State intends to use in gathering the information
(including the sources from whom information is gathered), and the uses to be made of the
information;
3. A summary of the policies and procedures that agencies must follow regarding storage,
disclosure to third parties, retention, and destruction of personally identifiable information; and
4. A description of all of the rights of parents/guardians and children regarding this information,
including the rights under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and its
implementing regulations in 34 CFR Part 99.
Before any major identification, location, or evaluation activity (also known as “child find”), the notice
must be published or announced in newspapers or other media, or both, with circulation adequate to
notify parents/guardians throughout the State of the activity to locate, identify, and evaluate children in
need of special education and related services.

Access Rights, 34 CFR §300.613
The school district must permit you to inspect and review any education records relating to your child
that are collected, maintained, or used by your school district under Part B of the IDEA. The district must
comply with your request to inspect and review any education records on your child without
unnecessary delay and before any meeting regarding an individualized education program (IEP), or any
impartial due process hearing (including a resolution meeting or a hearing regarding discipline), and in
no case more than 45 calendar days after you have made a request.
Your right to inspect and review education records includes:

1. Your right to a response from the school district to your reasonable requests for explanations
and interpretations of the records;
2. Your right to request that the school district provide copies of the records if you cannot
effectively inspect and review the records unless you receive those copies; and
3. Your right to have your representative inspect and review the records.
The school district may presume that you have authority to inspect and review records relating to your
child unless advised that you do not have the authority under applicable State law governing such
matters as guardianship, or separation and divorce.

Record of Access, 34 CFR §300.614
The school district must keep a record of parties obtaining access to education records collected,
maintained, or used under Part B of the IDEA (except access by parents/guardians and authorized
employees of the school district), including the name of the party, the date access was given, and the
purpose for which the party is authorized to use the records.

Records on More than One Child, 34 CFR §300.615
If any education record includes information on more than one child, the parents/guardians of those
children have the right to inspect and review only the information relating to their child or to be
informed of that specific information.

List of Types and Locations of Information, 34 CFR §300.616
On request, the school district must provide you with a list of the types and locations of education
records collected, maintained, or used by the agency.

Fees, 34 CFR §300.617
The school district may charge a fee for copies of records that are made for you under Part B of the
IDEA, if the fee does not effectively prevent you from exercising your right to inspect and review those
records. The school district may not charge a fee to search for or to retrieve information under Part B of
the IDEA.

Amendment of Records at Parent’s Request, 34 CFR §300.618
If you believe that information in the education records regarding your child collected, maintained, or
used under Part B of the IDEA is inaccurate, misleading, or violates the privacy or other rights of your
child, you may request the school district that maintains the information to change the information.
The school district must decide whether to change the information in accordance with your request
within a reasonable period of time of receipt of your request.
If the school district refuses to change the information in accordance with your request, it must inform
you of the refusal and advise you of the right to a hearing for this purpose as described under the
heading Opportunity For a Hearing.

Opportunity for a Hearing, 34 CFR §300.619
The school district must, on request, provide you an opportunity for a hearing to challenge information
in education records regarding your child to ensure that it is not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in
violation of the privacy or other rights of your child.

Hearing Procedures, 34 CFR §300.621
A hearing to challenge information in education records must be conducted according to the procedures
for such hearings under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).

Result of Hearing, 34 CFR §300.620
If, as a result of the hearing, the school district decides that the information is inaccurate, misleading or
otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the child, it must change the information
accordingly and inform you in writing. If, as a result of the hearing, the school district decides that the
information is not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of your
child, it must inform you of your right to place in the records that it maintains on your child a statement
commenting on the information or providing any reasons you disagree with the decision of the school
district.
Such an explanation placed in the records of your child must:
1. Be maintained by the school district as part of the records of your child as long as the record or
contested portion is maintained by the school district; and
2. If the school district discloses the records of your child or the challenged portion to any party,
the explanation must also be disclosed to that party.

Consent for Disclosure of Personally Identifiable Information, 34 CFR §300.622
Unless the information is contained in education records, and the disclosure is authorized without
parental consent under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), your consent must be
obtained before personally identifiable information is disclosed to parties other than officials of
participating agencies. Except under the circumstances specified below, your consent is not required
before personally identifiable information is released to officials of participating agencies for purposes
of meeting a requirement of Part B of the IDEA.
Your consent, or consent of an eligible child who has reached the age of majority under State law, must
be obtained before personally identifiable information is released to officials of participating agencies
providing or paying for transition services.
If your child is in, or is going to go to, a private school that is not located in the same school district you
reside in, your consent must be obtained before any personally identifiable information about your child
is released between officials in the school district where the private school is located and officials in the
school district where you reside.

Safeguards, 34 CFR §300.623
The school district must protect the confidentiality of personally identifiable information at collection,
storage, disclosure, and destruction stages.
One official at the school district must assume responsibility for ensuring the confidentiality of any
personally identifiable information.
All persons collecting or using personally identifiable information must receive training or instruction
regarding your State’s policies and procedures regarding confidentiality under Part B of the IDEA and the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).

The school district must maintain, for public inspection, a current listing of the names and positions of
those employees within the agency who may have access to personally identifiable information.

Destruction of Information, 34 CFR §300.624
Your school district must inform you when personally identifiable information collected, maintained, or
used is no longer needed to provide educational services to your child.
The information must be destroyed at your request. However, a permanent record of your child’s name,
address, and phone number, his or her grades, attendance record, classes attended, grade level
completed, and year completed may be maintained without time limitation.

State Complaint Procedures
Difference Between Due Process Hearing Complaint and State Complaint Procedures
The regulations for Part B of IDEA set forth separate procedures for State complaints and for due
process complaints and hearings. As explained below, any individual or organization may file a State
complaint alleging a violation of any Part B requirement by a school district, the Department of
Education, or any other public agency. Only you or a school district may file a due process complaint on
any matter relating to a proposal or a refusal to initiate or change the identification, evaluation or
educational placement of a child with a disability, or the provision of a free appropriate public education
(FAPE) to the child. While staff of the Department of Education generally must resolve a State complaint
within a 60-calendar-day timeline, unless the timeline is properly extended, an impartial due process
hearing officer must hear a due process complaint (if not resolved through a resolution meeting or
through mediation) and issue a written decision within 45-calendar-days after the end of the resolution
period, as described in this document under the heading Resolution Process, unless the hearing officer
grants a specific extension of the timeline at your request or the school district's request. The State
complaint and due process complaint, resolution and hearing procedures are described more fully
below.

Adoption of State Complaint Procedures, 34 CFR §300.151
General
The Arizona Department of Education must have written procedures for:
1. Resolving any complaint, including a complaint filed by an organization or individual from
another State;
2. The filing of a complaint with the Arizona Department of Education;
3. Widely disseminating the State complaint procedures to parents/guardians and other interested
individuals, including parent training and information centers, protection and advocacy
agencies, independent living centers, and other appropriate entities.
Remedies for Denial of Appropriate Services
In resolving a State complaint in which the Arizona Department of Education has found a failure to
provide appropriate services, the Arizona Department of Education must address:
1. The failure to provide appropriate services, including corrective action appropriate to address
the needs of the child; and
2. Appropriate future provision of services for all children with disabilities.

Minimum State Complaint Procedures, 34 CFR §300.152
Time Limit; Minimum Procedures
The Arizona Department of Education must include in its State complaint procedures a time limit of 60
calendar days after a complaint is filed to:
1. Carry out an independent on-site investigation, if the Arizona Department of Education
determines that an investigation is necessary;
2. Give the complainant the opportunity to submit additional information, either orally or in
writing, about the allegations in the complaint;
3. Provide the school district or other public agency with the opportunity to respond to the
complaint, including, at a minimum: (a) at the option of the agency, a proposal to resolve the
complaint; and (b) an opportunity for a parent who has filed a complaint and the agency to
agree voluntarily to engage in mediation;
4. Review all relevant information and make an independent determination as to whether the
school district or other public agency is violating a requirement of Part B of the IDEA; and
5. Issue a written decision to the complainant that addresses each allegation in the complaint and
contains: (a) findings of fact and conclusions; and (b) the reasons for the Arizona Department of
Education’s final decision.
Time Extension; Final Decision; Implementation
The Arizona Department of Education’s procedures described above also must:
1. Permit an extension of the 60 calendar-day time limit only if: (a) exceptional circumstances exist
with respect to a particular State complaint; or (b) the parent and the school district or other
public agency involved voluntarily agree to extend the time to resolve the matter through
mediation or alternative means of dispute resolution, if available in the State.
2. Include procedures for effective implementation of the Arizona Department of Education’s final
decision, if needed, including: (a) technical assistance activities; (b) negotiations; and (c)
corrective actions to achieve compliance.
State Complaints and Due Process Hearings
If a written State complaint is received that is also the subject of a due process hearing as described
below under the heading Filing a Due Process Complaint, or the State complaint contains multiple issues
of which one or more are part of such a hearing, the State must set aside the State complaint, or any
part of the State complaint that is being addressed in the due process hearing until the hearing is over.
Any issue in the State complaint that is not a part of the due process hearing must be resolved using the
time limit and procedures described above.
If an issue raised in a State complaint has previously been decided in a due process hearing involving the
same parties (you and the school district), then the due process hearing decision is binding on that issue
and the Arizona Department of Education must inform the complainant that the decision is binding.
A complaint alleging a school district’s or other public agency’s failure to implement a due process
hearing decision must be resolved by the Arizona Department of Education.

Filing a Complaint, 34 CFR §300.153
An organization or individual may file a signed written State complaint under the procedures described
above. The State complaint must include:

1. A statement that a school district or other public agency has violated a requirement of Part B of
the IDEA or its regulations;
2. The facts on which the statement is based;
3. The signature and contact information for the complainant; and,
4. If alleging violations regarding a specific child:
a. The name of the child and address of the residence of the child;
b. The name of the school the child is attending;
c. In the case of a homeless child or youth, available contact information for the child, and
the name of the school the child is attending;
d. A description of the nature of the problem of the child, including facts relating to the
problem; and,
e. A proposed resolution of the problem to the extent known and available to the party
filing the complaint at the time the complaint is filed.
The complaint must allege a violation that occurred not more than one year prior to the date that the
complaint is received as described under the heading Adoption of State Complaint Procedures.
The party filing the State complaint must forward a copy of the complaint to the school district or other
public agency serving the child at the same time the party files the complaint with the Arizona
Department of Education.

Due Process Complaint Procedures
Filing a Due Process Complaint, 34 CFR §300.507
General
You or the school district may file a due process complaint on any matter relating to a proposal or a
refusal to initiate or change the identification, evaluation or educational placement of your child, or the
provision of a free appropriate public education (FAPE) to your child.
The due process complaint must allege a violation that happened not more than two years before you
or the school district knew or should have known about the alleged action that forms the basis of the
due process complaint.
The above timeline does not apply to you if you could not file a due process complaint within the
timeline because:
1. The school district specifically misrepresented that it had resolved the issues identified in the
complaint; or
2. The school district withheld information from you that it was required to provide you under Part
B of the IDEA.
Information for Parents/guardians
The school district must inform you of any free or low-cost legal and other relevant services available in
the area if you request the information, or if you or the school district file a due process complaint.

Due Process Complaint, 34 CFR §300.508
General

In order to request a hearing, you or the school district (or your attorney or the school district's
attorney) must submit a due process complaint to the other party. That complaint must contain all of
the content listed below and must be kept confidential.
You or the school district, whichever one filed the complaint, must also provide the Arizona Department
of Education with a copy of the complaint.
Content of the Complaint
The due process complaint must include:
1. The name of the child;
2. the address of the child’s residence;
3. the name of the child’s school;
4. if the child is a homeless child or youth, the child’s contact information and the name of the
child’s school;
5. a description of the nature of the problem of the child relating to the proposed or refused
action, including facts relating to the problem; and
6. a proposed resolution of the problem to the extent known and available to you or the school
district at the time.
Notice Required Before a Hearing on a Due Process Complaint
You or the school district may not have a due process hearing until you or the school district (or your
attorney or the school district's attorney), files a due process complaint that includes the information
listed above.
Sufficiency of Complaint
In order for a due process complaint to go forward, it must be considered sufficient. The due process
complaint will be considered sufficient (to have met the content requirements above) unless the party
receiving the due process complaint (you or the school district) notifies the hearing officer and the other
party in writing, within 15 calendar days of receiving the complaint, that the receiving party believes
that the due process complaint does not meet the requirements listed above.
Within five calendar days of receiving the notification the receiving party (you or the school district)
considers a due process complaint insufficient, the hearing officer must decide if the due process
complaint meets the requirements listed above, and notify you and the school district in writing
immediately.
Complaint Amendment
You or the school district may make changes to the complaint only if:
1. The other party approves of the changes in writing and is given the chance to resolve the due
process complaint through a resolution meeting, described below; or
2. By no later than five days before the due process hearing begins, the hearing officer grants
permission for the changes.
If the complaining party (you or the school district) makes changes to the due process complaint, the
timelines for the resolution meeting (within 15 calendar days of receiving the complaint) and the time
period for resolution (within 30 calendar days of receiving the complaint) start again on the date the
amended complaint is filed.

Local Educational Agency (LEA) or School District Response to a Due Process Complaint
If the school district has not sent a prior written notice to you, as described under the heading Prior
Written Notice, regarding the subject matter contained in your due process complaint, the school
district must, within 10 calendar days of receiving the due process complaint, send to you a response
that includes:
1. An explanation of why the school district proposed or refused to take the action raised in the
due process complaint;
2. A description of other options that your child's individualized education program (IEP) Team
considered and the reasons why those options were rejected;
3. A description of each evaluation procedure, assessment, record, or report the school district
used as the basis for the proposed or refused action; and
4. A description of the other factors that are relevant to the school district’s proposed or refused
action.
Providing the information in items 1-4 above does not prevent the school district from asserting that
your due process complaint was insufficient.
Other Party Response to a Due Process Complaint
Except as stated under the sub-heading immediately above, Local educational agency (LEA) or school
district response to a due process complaint, the party receiving a due process complaint must, within
10 calendar days of receiving the complaint, send the other party a response that specifically addresses
the issues in the complaint.

Model Forms, 34 CFR §300.509
The Arizona Department of Education has developed model forms to help you file a due process
complaint and a State complaint. However, you are not required to use these model forms. In fact, you
can use this form or another appropriate model form, so long as it contains the required information for
filing a due process complaint or a State complaint. Model forms can be found at www.azed.gov/specialeducation/dispute/

Mediation, 34 CFR §300.506
General
The school district must make mediation available to allow you and the school district to resolve
disagreements involving any matter under Part B of the IDEA, including matters arising prior to the filing
of a due process complaint. Thus, mediation is available to resolve disputes under Part B of the IDEA,
whether or not you have filed a due process complaint to request a due process hearing as described
under the heading Filing a Due Process Complaint.
Requirements
The procedures must ensure the mediation process:
1. Is voluntary on your part and the school district's part;
2. Is not used to deny or delay your right to a due process hearing, or to deny any other rights you
have under Part B of the IDEA; and
3. Is conducted by a qualified and impartial mediator who is trained in effective mediation
techniques.

The school district may develop procedures that offer parents/guardians and schools that choose not to
use the mediation process, an opportunity to meet, at a time and location convenient to you, with a
disinterested party:
1. Who is under contract with an appropriate alternative dispute resolution entity, or a parent
training and information center or community parent resource center in the State; and
2. Who would explain the benefits and encourage the use of the mediation process to you. The
State has a list of people who are qualified mediators and know the laws and regulations
relating to the provision of special education and related services. The Arizona Department of
Education selects mediators on a random, rotational, or other impartial basis.
The State is responsible for the cost of the mediation process, including the costs of meetings.
Each meeting in the mediation process must be scheduled in a timely manner and held at a place that is
convenient for you and the school district.
If you and the school district resolve a dispute through the mediation process, both parties must enter
into a legally binding agreement that sets forth the resolution and that:
1. States that all discussions that happened during the mediation process will remain confidential
and may not be used as evidence in any subsequent due process hearing or civil proceeding; and
2. Is signed by both you and a representative of the school district who has the authority to bind
the school district.
A written, signed mediation agreement is enforceable in any State court of competent jurisdiction (a
court that has the authority under State law to hear this type of case) or in a district court of the United
States.
Discussions that happened during the mediation process must be confidential. They cannot be used as
evidence in any future due process hearing or civil proceeding of any Federal court or State court of a
State receiving assistance under Part B of IDEA.
Impartiality of the Mediator
The mediator:
1. May not be an employee of the Arizona Department of Education or the school district that is
involved in the education or care of your child; and
2. Must not have a personal or professional interest which conflicts with the mediator’s objectivity.
A person who otherwise qualifies as a mediator is not an employee of a school district or State agency
solely because he or she is paid by the agency or school district to serve as a mediator. Attorney fees
may not be awarded for mediation.

The Child’s Placement while the Due Process Complaint and Hearing are Pending, 34 CFR
§300.518
Except as provided below under the heading PROCEDURES WHEN DISCIPLINING CHILDREN WITH
DISABILITIES, once a due process complaint is sent to the other party, during the resolution process time
period, and while waiting for the decision of any impartial due process hearing or court proceeding,
unless you and the State or school district agree otherwise, your child must remain in his or her current
educational placement.

If the due process complaint involves an application for initial admission to public school, your child,
with your consent, must be placed in the regular public school program until the completion of all such
proceedings.
If the due process complaint involves an application for initial services under Part B of the IDEA for a
child who is transitioning from being served under Part C of the IDEA to Part B of the IDEA and who is no
longer eligible for Part C services because the child has turned three, the school district is not required
to provide the Part C services that the child has been receiving.
If the child is found eligible under Part B of the IDEA and you consent for the child to receive special
education and related services for the first time, then, pending the outcome of the proceedings, the
school district must provide those special education and related services that are not in dispute (those
which you and the school district both agree upon).

Resolution Process, 34 CFR §300.510
Resolution Meeting
Within 15 calendar days of receiving notice of your due process complaint, and before the due process
hearing begins, the school district must convene a meeting with you and the relevant member or
members of the individualized education program (IEP) Team who have specific knowledge of the facts
identified in your due process complaint.
The meeting:
1. Must include a representative of the school district who has decision-making authority on behalf
of the school district; and
2. May not include an attorney of the school district unless you are accompanied by an attorney.
You and the school district determine the relevant members of the IEP Team to attend the meeting. The
purpose of the meeting is for you to discuss your due process complaint, and the facts that form the
basis of the complaint, so that the school district has the opportunity to resolve the dispute.
The resolution meeting is not necessary if:
1. You and the school district agree in writing to waive the meeting; or
2. You and the school district agree to use the mediation process, as described under the heading
Mediation.
Resolution Period
If the school district has not resolved the due process complaint to your satisfaction within 30 calendar
days of the receipt of the due process complaint (during the time period for the resolution process), the
due process hearing may occur.
The 45-calendar-day timeline for issuing a final decision begins at the expiration of the 30-calendar-day
resolution period, with certain exceptions for adjustments made to the 30-calendar-day resolution
period, as described below.
Except where you and the school district have both agreed to waive the resolution process or to use
mediation, your failure to participate in the resolution meeting will delay the timelines for the resolution
process and due process hearing until you agree to participate in a meeting.

If after making reasonable efforts and documenting such efforts, the school district is not able to obtain
your participation in the resolution meeting, the school district may, at the end of the 30-calendar-day
resolution period, request that a hearing officer dismiss your due process complaint. Documentation of
such efforts must include a record of the school district’s attempts to arrange a mutually agreed upon
time and place, such as:
1. Detailed records of telephone calls made or attempted and the results of those calls;
2. Copies of correspondence sent to you and any responses received; and
3. Detailed records of visits made to your home or place of employment and the results of those
visits.
If the school district fails to hold the resolution meeting within 15 calendar days of receiving notice of
your due process complaint or fails to participate in the resolution meeting, you may ask a hearing
officer to order that the 45-calendar-day due process hearing timeline begin.
Adjustments to the 30-calendar-day Resolution Period
If you and the school district agree in writing to waive the resolution meeting, then the 45-calendar-day
timeline for the due process hearing starts the next day.
After the start of mediation or the resolution meeting and before the end of the 30-calendar-day
resolution period, if you and the school district agree in writing that no agreement is possible, then the
45-calendar-day timeline for the due process hearing starts the next day.
If you and the school district agree to use the mediation process, at the end of the 30-calendar-day
resolution period, both parties can agree in writing to continue the mediation until an agreement is
reached. However, if either you or the school district withdraws from the mediation process, then the
45-calendar-day timeline for the due process hearing starts the next day.
Written Settlement Agreement
If a resolution to the dispute is reached at the resolution meeting, you and the school district must enter
into a legally binding agreement that is:
1. Signed by you and a representative of the school district who has the authority to bind the
school district; and
2. Enforceable in any State court of competent jurisdiction (a State court that has authority to hear
this type of case) or in a district court of the United States or by the Arizona Department of
Education, if your State has another mechanism or procedures that permit parties to seek
enforcement of resolution agreements.
Agreement Review Period
If you and the school district enter into an agreement as a result of a resolution meeting, either party
(you or the school district) may void the agreement within three (3) business days of the time that both
you and the school district signed the agreement.

Hearing on Due Process Complaints
Impartial Due Process Hearing, 34 CFR §300.511
General

Whenever a due process complaint is filed, you or the school district involved in the dispute must have
an opportunity for an impartial due process hearing, as described in the Due Process Complaint and
Resolution Process sections.
Impartial Hearing Officer
At a minimum, a hearing officer:
1. Must not be an employee of the Arizona Department of Education or the school district that is
involved in the education or care of the child. However, a person is not an employee of the
agency solely because he/she is paid by the agency to serve as a hearing officer;
2. Must not have a personal or professional interest that conflicts with the hearing officer’s
objectivity in the hearing;
3. Must be knowledgeable and understand the provisions of the IDEA, and Federal and State
regulations pertaining to the IDEA, and legal interpretations of the IDEA by Federal and State
courts; and
4. Must have the knowledge and ability to conduct hearings, and to make and write decisions,
consistent with appropriate, standard legal practice.
Subject Matter of Due Process Hearing
The party (you or the school district) that requests the due process hearing may not raise issues at the
due process hearing that were not addressed in the due process complaint, unless the other party
agrees.
Timeline for Requesting a Hearing
You or the school district must request an impartial hearing on a due process complaint within two years
of the date you or the school district knew or should have known about the issue addressed in the
complaint.
Exceptions to the Timeline
The above timeline does not apply to you if you could not file a due process complaint because:
1. The school district specifically misrepresented that it had resolved the problem or issue that you
are raising in your complaint; or
2. The school district withheld information from you that it was required to provide to you under
Part B of the IDEA.

Hearing Rights, 34 CFR §300.512

General
Any party to a due process hearing (including a hearing relating to disciplinary procedures) has the right
to:
1. Be accompanied and advised by a lawyer and/or person with special knowledge or training
regarding the problems of children with disabilities;
2. Present evidence and confront, cross-examine, and require the attendance of witnesses;
3. Prohibit the introduction of any evidence at the hearing that has not been disclosed to that
party at least five business days before the hearing;
4. Obtain a written, or, at your option, electronic, word-for-word record of the hearing; and
5. Obtain written, or, at your option, electronic findings of fact and decisions.
Additional Disclosure of Information

At least five business days prior to a due process hearing, you and the school district must disclose to
each other all evaluations completed by that date and recommendations based on those evaluations
that you or the school district intend to use at the hearing.
A hearing officer may prevent any party that fails to comply with this requirement from introducing the
relevant evaluation or recommendation at the hearing without the consent of the other party.
Parental Rights at Hearings
You must be given the right to:
1. Have your child present;
2. Open the hearing to the public; and
3. Have the record of the hearing, the findings of fact and decisions provided to you at no cost.

Hearing Decisions, 34 CFR §300.513
Decision of Hearing Officer
A hearing officer’s decision on whether your child received a free appropriate public education (FAPE)
must be based on substantive grounds.
In matters alleging a procedural violation, a hearing officer may find that your child did not receive FAPE
only if the procedural inadequacies:
1. Interfered with your child’s right to a free appropriate public education (FAPE);
2. Significantly interfered with your opportunity to participate in the decision-making process
regarding the provision of a free appropriate public education (FAPE) to your child; or
3. Caused a deprivation of an educational benefit.
Construction Clause
None of the provisions described above can be interpreted to prevent a hearing officer from ordering a
school district to comply with the requirements in the procedural safeguards section of the Federal
regulations under Part B of the IDEA (34 CFR §§300.500 through 300.536)
Separate Request for a Due Process Hearing
Nothing in the procedural safeguards section of the Federal regulations under Part B of the IDEA (34 CFR
§§300.500 through 300.536) can be interpreted to prevent you from filing a separate due process
complaint on an issue separate from a due process complaint already filed.
Findings and decision to advisory panel and general public
The Arizona Department of Education after deleting any personally identifiable information, must:
1. Provide the findings and decisions in the due process hearing or appeal to the State special
education advisory panel; and
2. Make those findings and decisions available to the public.

Appeals
Finality of Decision; Appeal; Impartial Review, 34 CFR §300.514
Finality of Hearing Decision
A decision made in a due process hearing (including a hearing relating to disciplinary procedures) is final,
except that any party involved in the hearing (you or the school district) may appeal the decision by
bringing a civil action, as described below.

Timelines and Convenience of Hearings and Reviews, 34 CFR §300.515
The Arizona Department of Education must ensure that not later than 45 calendar days after the
expiration of the 30-calendar-day period for resolution meetings or, as described under the sub-heading
Adjustments to the 30-calendar-day resolution period, not later than 45 calendar days after the
expiration of the adjusted time period:
1. A final decision is reached in the hearing; and
2. A copy of the decision is mailed to each of the parties.
A hearing officer may grant specific extensions of time beyond the 45-calendar-day time period
described above at the request of either party. Each hearing must be conducted at a time and place that
is reasonably convenient to you and your child.

Civil Actions, Including the Time Period in Which to File Those Actions, 34 CFR §300.516
General
Any party (you or the school district) who does not agree with the findings and decision in the due
process hearing (including a hearing relating to disciplinary procedures) has the right to bring a civil
action with respect to the matter that was the subject of the due process hearing. The action may be
brought in a State court of competent jurisdiction (a State court that has authority to hear this type of
case) or in a district court of the United States without regard to the amount in dispute.
Time Limitation
The party (you or the school district) bringing the action shall have 35 calendar days from the date of the
decision of the hearing officer to file a civil action.
Additional Procedures
In any civil action, the court:
1. Receives the records of the administrative proceedings;
2. Hears additional evidence at your request or at the school district's request; and
3. Bases its decision on the preponderance of the evidence and grants the relief that the court
determines to be appropriate.
Jurisdiction of District Courts
The district courts of the United States have authority to rule on actions brought under Part B of the
IDEA without regard to the amount in dispute.
Rule of Construction
Nothing in Part B of the IDEA restricts or limits the rights, procedures, and remedies available under the
U.S. Constitution, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
(Section 504), or other Federal laws protecting the rights of children with disabilities, except that before
the filing of a civil action under these laws seeking relief that is also available under Part B of the IDEA,
the due process procedures described above must be exhausted to the same extent as would be
required if the party filed the action under Part B of the IDEA. This means that you may have remedies
available under other laws that overlap with those available under the IDEA, but in general, to obtain
relief under those other laws, you must first use the available administrative remedies under the IDEA
(i.e., the due process complaint, resolution meeting, and impartial due process hearing procedures)
before going directly into court.

Attorney’s Fees, 34 CFR §300.517
General
In any action or proceeding brought under Part B of the IDEA, if you prevail, the court, in its discretion,
may award reasonable attorneys’ fees as part of the costs to you.
In any action or proceeding brought under Part B of the IDEA, the court, in its discretion, may award
reasonable attorneys’ fees as part of the costs to a prevailing Arizona Department of Education or school
district, to be paid by your attorney, if the attorney: (a) filed a complaint or court case that the court
finds is frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation; or (b) continued to litigate after the litigation
clearly became frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation; or
In any action or proceeding brought under Part B of the IDEA, the court, in its discretion, may award
reasonable attorneys’ fees as part of the costs to a prevailing Arizona Department of Education or school
district, to be paid by you or your attorney, if your request for a due process hearing or later court case
was presented for any improper purpose, such as to harass, to cause unnecessary delay, or to
unnecessarily increase the cost of the action or proceeding.
Award of Fees
A court awards reasonable attorneys’ fees as follows:
1. Fees must be based on rates prevailing in the community in which the action or hearing arose
for the kind and quality of services furnished. No bonus or multiplier may be used in calculating
the fees awarded.
2. Fees may not be awarded and related costs may not be reimbursed in any action or proceeding
under Part B of the IDEA for services performed after a written offer of settlement to you if:
a. The offer is made within the time prescribed by Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure or, in the case of a due process hearing or State-level review, at any time
more than 10 calendar days before the proceeding begins;
b. The offer is not accepted within 10 calendar days; and
c. The court or administrative hearing officer finds that the relief finally obtained by you is
not more favorable to you than the offer of settlement.
Despite these restrictions, an award of attorneys’ fees and related costs may be made to you if
you prevail and you were substantially justified in rejecting the settlement offer.
3. Fees may not be awarded relating to any meeting of the individualized education program (IEP)
Team unless the meeting is held as a result of an administrative proceeding or court action.
A resolution meeting, as described under the heading Resolution meeting, is not considered a meeting
convened as a result of an administrative hearing or court action, and also is not considered an
administrative hearing or court action for purposes of these attorneys’ fees provisions.
The court reduces, as appropriate, the amount of the attorneys’ fees awarded under Part B of the IDEA,
if the court finds that:
1. You, or your attorney, during the course of the action or proceeding, unreasonably delayed the
final resolution of the dispute;
2. The amount of the attorneys’ fees otherwise authorized to be awarded unreasonably exceeds
the hourly rate prevailing in the community for similar services by attorneys of reasonably
similar skill, reputation, and experience;

3. The time spent and legal services furnished were excessive considering the nature of the action
or proceeding; or
4. The attorney representing you did not provide to the school district the appropriate information
in the due process request notice as described under the heading Due Process Complaint.
However, the court may not reduce fees if the court finds that the State or school district unreasonably
delayed the final resolution of the action or proceeding or there was a violation under the procedural
safeguards provisions of Part B of the IDEA.

Procedures When Disciplining Children with Disabilities
Authority of School Personnel, 34 CFR §300.530
Case-by-Case Determination
School personnel may consider any unique circumstances on a case-by-case basis, when determining
whether a change of placement, made in accordance with the following requirements related to
discipline, is appropriate for a child with a disability who violates a school code of student conduct.
General
To the extent that they also take such action for children without disabilities, school personnel may, for
not more than 10 school days in a row, remove a child with a disability who violates a code of student
conduct from his or her current placement to an appropriate interim alternative educational setting
(which must be determined by the child's individualized education program (IEP) Team), another setting,
or suspension. School personnel may also impose additional removals of the child of not more than 10
school days in a row in that same school year for separate incidents of misconduct; as long as those
removals do not constitute a change of placement (see Change of Placement Because of Disciplinary
Removals for the definition, below).
Once a child with a disability has been removed from his or her current placement for a total of 10
school days in the same school year, the school district must, during any subsequent days of removal in
that school year, provide services to the extent required below under the sub-heading Services.
Additional Authority
If the behavior that violated the student code of conduct was not a manifestation of the child’s disability
(see Manifestation determination, below) and the disciplinary change of placement would exceed 10
school days in a row, school personnel may apply the disciplinary procedures to that child with a
disability in the same manner and for the same duration as it would to children without disabilities,
except that the school must provide services to that child as described below under Services. The child’s
IEP Team determines the interim alternative educational setting for such services.
Services
The services that must be provided to a child with a disability who has been removed from the child’s
current placement may be provided in an interim alternative educational setting.
A school district is only required to provide services to a child with a disability who has been removed
from his or her current placement for 10 school days or less in that school year, if it provides services to
a child without disabilities who has been similarly removed.
A child with a disability who is removed from the child’s current placement for more than 10 school days
must:

1. Continue to receive educational services, so as to enable the child to continue to participate in
the general education curriculum, although in another setting, and to progress toward meeting
the goals set out in the child’s IEP; and
2. Receive, as appropriate, a functional behavioral assessment, and behavioral intervention
services and modifications, that are designed to address the behavior violation so that it does
not happen again.
After a child with a disability has been removed from his or her current placement for 10 school days in
that same school year, and if the current removal is for 10 school days in a row or less and if the removal
is not a change of placement (see definition below), then school personnel, in consultation with at least
one of the child’s teachers, determine the extent to which services are needed to enable the child to
continue to participate in the general education curriculum, although in another setting, and to progress
toward meeting the goals set out in the child’s IEP.
If the removal is a change of placement (see definition below), the child’s IEP Team determines the
appropriate services to enable the child to continue to participate in the general education curriculum,
although in another setting, and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in the child’s IEP.
Manifestation Determination
Within 10 school days of any decision to change the placement of a child with a disability because of a
violation of a code of student conduct (except for a removal that is for 10 school days in a row or less
and not a change of placement), the school district, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP Team
(as determined by the parent and the school district) must review all relevant information in the
student’s file, including the child’s IEP, any teacher observations, and any relevant information provided
by the parents/guardians to determine:
1. If the conduct in question was caused by, or had a direct and substantial relationship to, the
child’s disability; or
2. If the conduct in question was the direct result of the school district’s failure to implement the
child's IEP.
If the school district, the parent, and relevant members of the child’s IEP Team determine that either of
those conditions was met, the conduct must be determined to be a manifestation of the child’s
disability.
If the school district, the parent, and relevant members of the child’s IEP Team determine that the
conduct in question was the direct result of the school district’s failure to implement the IEP, the school
district must take immediate action to remedy those deficiencies.
Determination that Behavior was a Manifestation of the Child's Disability
If the school district, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP Team determine that the conduct was
a manifestation of the child’s disability, the IEP Team must either:
1. Conduct a functional behavioral assessment, unless the school district had conducted a
functional behavioral assessment before the behavior that resulted in the change of placement
occurred, and implement a behavioral intervention plan for the child; or
2. If a behavioral intervention plan already has been developed, review the behavioral intervention
plan, and modify it, as necessary, to address the behavior.

Except as described below under the sub-heading Special Circumstances, the school district must return
the child to the placement from which the child was removed, unless the parent and the district agree
to a change of placement as part of the modification of the behavioral intervention plan.
Special Circumstances
Whether or not the behavior was a manifestation of the child’s disability, school personnel may remove
a student to an interim alternative educational setting (determined by the child’s IEP Team) for up to 45
school days, if the child:
1. Carries a weapon (see the definition below) to school or has a weapon at school, on school
premises, or at a school function under the jurisdiction of the Arizona Department of Education
or a school district;
2. Knowingly has or uses illegal drugs (see the definition below), or sells or solicits the sale of a
controlled substance, (see the definition below), while at school, on school premises, or at a
school function under the jurisdiction of the Arizona Department of Education or a school
district; or
3. Has inflicted serious bodily injury (see the definition below) upon another person while at
school, on school premises, or at a school function under the jurisdiction of the Arizona
Department of Education or a school district.
Definitions
Controlled substance means a drug or other substance identified under schedules I, II, III, IV, or V in
section 202(c) of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 812(c)).
Illegal drug means a controlled substance; but does not include a controlled substance that is legally
possessed or used under the supervision of a licensed health-care professional or that is legally
possessed or used under any other authority under that Act or under any other provision of Federal law.
Serious bodily injury has the meaning given the term ‘‘serious bodily injury’’ under paragraph (3) of
subsection (h) of section 1365 of title 18, United States Code.
Weapon has the meaning given the term ‘‘dangerous weapon’’ under paragraph (2) of the first
subsection (g) of section 930 of title 18, United States Code.
Notification
On the date it makes the decision to make a removal that is a change of placement of the child because
of a violation of a code of student conduct, the school district must notify the parents/guardians of that
decision, and provide the parents/guardians with a procedural safeguards notice.

Change of Placement Because of Disciplinary Removals, 34 CFR §300.536
1. A removal of a child with a disability from the child’s current educational placement is a change
of placement if:
2. The removal is for more than 10 school days in a row; or
a. The child has been subjected to a series of removals that constitute a pattern because:
b. The series of removals total more than 10 school days in a school year;
c. The child’s behavior is substantially similar to the child’s behavior in previous incidents
that resulted in the series of removals; and

d. Of such additional factors as the length of each removal, the total amount of time the
child has been removed, and the proximity of the removals to one another;
Whether a pattern of removals constitutes a change of placement is determined on a case-by-case basis
by the school district and, if challenged, is subject to review through due process and judicial
proceedings.

Determination of Setting, 34 CFR § 300.531
The individualized education program (IEP) Team must determine the interim alternative educational
setting for removals that are changes of placement, and removals under the headings Additional
authority and Special circumstances, above.

Appeal, 34 CFR § 300.532
General
The parent of a child with a disability may file a due process complaint (see above) to request a due
process hearing if he or she disagrees with:
1. Any decision regarding placement made under these discipline provisions; or
2. The manifestation determination described above.
The school district may file a due process complaint (see above) to request a due process hearing if it
believes that maintaining the current placement of the child is substantially likely to result in injury to
the child or to others.
Authority of Hearing Officer
A hearing officer that meets the requirements described under the sub-heading Impartial Hearing
Officer must conduct the due process hearing and make a decision. The hearing officer may:
1. Return the child with a disability to the placement from which the child was removed if the
hearing officer determines that the removal was a violation of the requirements described
under the heading Authority of School Personnel, or that the child’s behavior was a
manifestation of the child’s disability; or
2. Order a change of placement of the child with a disability to an appropriate interim alternative
educational setting for not more than 45 school days if the hearing officer determines that
maintaining the current placement of the child is substantially likely to result in injury to the
child or to others.
These hearing procedures may be repeated, if the school district believes that returning the child to the
original placement is substantially likely to result in injury to the child or to others.
Whenever a parent or a school district files a due process complaint to request such a hearing, a hearing
must be held that meets the requirements described under the headings Due Process Complaint
Procedures, Hearings on Due Process Complaints except as follows:
1. The Arizona Department of Education must arrange for an expedited due process hearing, which
must occur within 20 school days of the date the hearing is requested and must result in a
determination within 10 school days after the hearing.
2. Unless the parents/guardians and the school district agree in writing to waive the meeting, or
agree to use mediation, a resolution meeting must occur within seven calendar days of receiving
notice of the due process complaint. The hearing may proceed unless the matter has been

resolved to the satisfaction of both parties within 15 calendar days of receipt of the due process
complaint.
3. A State may establish different procedural rules for expedited due process hearings than it has
established for other due process hearings, but except for the timelines, those rules must be
consistent with the rules in this document regarding due process hearings.
A party may appeal the decision in an expedited due process hearing in the same way as they may for
decisions in other due process hearings (see Appeals, above).

Placement During Appeals, 34 CFR §300.533
When, as described above, the parent or school district has filed a due process complaint related to
disciplinary matters, the child must (unless the parent and the Arizona Department of Education or
school district agree otherwise) remain in the interim alternative educational setting pending the
decision of the hearing officer, or until the expiration of the time period of removal as provided for and
described under the heading Authority of School Personnel, whichever occurs first.

Protections for Children Not Yet Eligible for Special Education and Related Services, 34 CFR
§300.534
General
If a child has not been determined eligible for special education and related services and violates a code
of student conduct, but the school district had knowledge (as determined below) before the behavior
that brought about the disciplinary action occurred, that the child was a child with a disability, then the
child may assert any of the protections described in this notice.
Basis of Knowledge for Disciplinary Matters
A school district must be deemed to have knowledge that a child is a child with a disability if, before the
behavior that brought about the disciplinary action occurred:
1. The parent of the child expressed concern in writing that the child is in need of special education
and related services to supervisory or administrative personnel of the appropriate educational
agency, or a teacher of the child;
2. The parent requested an evaluation related to eligibility for special education and related
services under Part B of the IDEA; or
3. The child’s teacher, or other school district personnel, expressed specific concerns about a
pattern of behavior demonstrated by the child directly to the school district’s director of special
education or to other supervisory personnel of the school district.
Exception
A school district would not be deemed to have such knowledge if:
1. The child’s parent has not allowed an evaluation of the child or refused special education
services; or
2. The child has been evaluated and determined to not be a child with a disability under Part B of
the IDEA.
Conditions that Apply if There is no Basis of Knowledge
If prior to taking disciplinary measures against the child, a school district does not have knowledge that a
child is a child with a disability, as described above under the sub-headings Basis of knowledge for

disciplinary matters and Exception, the child may be subjected to the disciplinary measures that are
applied to children without disabilities who engaged in comparable behaviors
However, if a request is made for an evaluation of a child during the time period in which the child is
subjected to disciplinary measures, the evaluation must be conducted in an expedited manner.
Until the evaluation is completed, the child remains in the educational placement determined by school
authorities, which can include suspension or expulsion without educational services.
If the child is determined to be a child with a disability, taking into consideration information from the
evaluation conducted by the school district, and information provided by the parents/guardians, the
school district must provide special education and related services in accordance with Part B of the IDEA,
including the disciplinary requirements described above.

Referral to and Action by Law Enforcement and Judicial Authorities, 34 CFR §300.535
Part B of the IDEA does not:
1. Prohibit an agency from reporting a crime committed by a child with a disability to appropriate
authorities; or
2. Prevent State law enforcement and judicial authorities from exercising their responsibilities with
regard to the application of Federal and State law to crimes committed by a child with a
disability.
Transmittal of Records
If a school district reports a crime committed by a child with a disability, the school district:
1. Must ensure that copies of the child’s special education and disciplinary records are transmitted
for consideration by the authorities to whom the agency reports the crime; and
2. May transmit copies of the child’s special education and disciplinary records only to the extent
permitted by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).

Requirements for Unilateral Placement by Parents/guardians of Children in Private Schools at
Public Expense
General, 34 CFR §300.148
Part B of the IDEA does not require a school district to pay for the cost of education, including special
education and related services, of your child with a disability at a private school or facility if the school
district made a free appropriate public education (FAPE) available to your child and you choose to place
the child in a private school or facility. However, the school district where the private school is located
must include your child in the population whose needs are addressed under the Part B provisions
regarding children who have been placed by their parents/guardians in a private school under 34 CFR
§§300.131 through 300.144.
Reimbursement for Private School Placement
If your child previously received special education and related services under the authority of a school
district, and you choose to enroll your child in a private preschool, elementary school, or secondary
school without the consent of or referral by the school district, a court or a hearing officer may require
the agency to reimburse you for the cost of that enrollment if the court or hearing officer finds that the
agency had not made a free appropriate public education (FAPE) available to your child in a timely
manner prior to that enrollment and that the private placement is appropriate.

A hearing officer or court may find your placement to be appropriate, even if the placement does not
meet the State standards that apply to education provided by the Arizona Department of Education and
school districts.
Limitation on Reimbursement
The cost of reimbursement described in the paragraph above may be reduced or denied:
1. If: (a) At the most recent individualized education program (IEP) meeting that you attended
prior to your removal of your child from the public school, you did not inform the IEP Team that
you were rejecting the placement proposed by the school district to provide FAPE to your child,
including stating your concerns and your intent to enroll your child in a private school at public
expense; or (b) At least 10 business days (including any holidays that occur on a business day)
prior to your removal of your child from the public school, you did not give written notice to the
school district of that information;
2. If, prior to your removal of your child from the public school, the school district provided prior
written notice to you of its intent to evaluate your child (including a statement of the purpose of
the evaluation that was appropriate and reasonable), but you did not make the child available
for the evaluation; or
3. Upon a court’s finding that your actions were unreasonable.
However, the cost of reimbursement:
1. Must not be reduced or denied for failure to provide the notice if: (a) The school prevented you
from providing the notice; (b) You had not received notice of your responsibility to provide the
notice described above; or (c) Compliance with the requirements above would likely result in
physical harm to your child; and
2. May, in the discretion of the court or a hearing officer, not be reduced or denied for the
parents/guardians’ failure to provide the required notice if: (a) The parent is not literate or
cannot write in English; or (b) Compliance with the above requirement would likely result in
serious emotional harm to the child.

Arizona Early Intervention Program’s (“AzEIP”) – Child Find
AzEIP intent is to ensure that all children from birth through 21 with delays or disabilities are identified,
located and evaluated with minimal cost to parents.
Anyone who has contact with the child may refer him or her to AzEIP. Contact AzEIP if you have
concerns about how a child plays and interacts with others, learns, communicates, moves, sees or hears.
When children are “found”, they are referred to a specialist to screen their development. The screening
helps “identify” any areas of concern that need to be evaluated further. In order to receive early
intervention or special education services, a child must be evaluated to confirm they have a delay or
disability that falls under state definitions.
If needed, the child is evaluated using state criteria for specific delays or disabilities. If eligible, the AzEIP
or a public-school system will offer early intervention or special education services according to the
child’s needs:
• Early intervention supports and services assist families of children who are eligible by helping
children ages birth to three years develop to their full potential. In Arizona, early intervention
services are provided through the AzEIP.

•
•

Preschool special education services for children ages 3 to 5 provide special strategies to help
children reach their developmental milestones.
Special education services for school-aged children in kindergarten through the age of 21
provide specialized instruction and services to assist children in the educational environment.
Contact information:
Parent Information Network Exceptional Student Services; Arizona Department of Education
Becky Raabe, Child Find Coordinator
2384 North Steves Boulevard, Flagstaff, AZ 86004
Tel: (928) 679-8106 or (800) 352-4558 Fax: (928) 679-8124
For older children, aged 2 years, 9 months to 5 years, you may also contact the local school district

See Appendix 11 for the Special Education Policies and Procedures
See Appendix 12 for the Section 504 Handbook

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL
Transportation
For issues of safety and liability, students may not be transported by the academy (or through academy
arranged carpooling) in 15-passenger vans.
Excepting rare situations like the ones noted below, it is GH policy that faculty and staff members do not
transport students in their personal vehicles. Furthermore, faculty and staff may not drive a school
vehicle, leased or owned by the school, without a valid driver’s license, a good driving record and an
unrestricted Fingerprint Clearance Card. Faculty and staff who transport students in school owned or
leased vehicles must also notify the school if their driver’s license or driving record changes. This policy
is not intended to prohibit a teacher from driving his or her own children to and from school or school
functions, nor is it intended to prohibit faculty and staff from transporting students when they are acting
in some other non-Great Hearts capacity (for example, as a camp counselor or church leader) and
parental permission for such transportation is freely and explicitly granted.

Field Trips
GH Academies understands that students involved in extra-curricular activities will travel in state for
events.
Students will have the opportunity to take field trips from time to time. Students involved in clubs and
sports will also have the opportunity to travel; in some cases, trips will extend overnight and even take
students out of the state. Some trip guidelines for families are:
1. all families must sign a liability waiver before the student travels;
2. all students must have the proper insurance and have submitted proof of that insurance to the
trip director prior to leaving campus; and
3. the student traveling must follow all the rules established by the school and trip director.

For its part, the academy will maintain the safest travel conditions possible and provide appropriate
supervision by the chaperones. On all trips, the Academy maintains a reasonable student-teacher
chaperone ratio. For overnight trips, the chaperones will engage in periodic room checks to ensure that
the travelers are adhering to the set curfew; students and adult chaperones will never share rooms.
Parents/guardians who agree to be chaperones on trips must follow the guidelines established by the
trip director and have their fingerprint clearance on file with the front office. Students may not drive on
trips off campus.

Inter-state and International Travel
The Headmaster and Governing Board must approve all trips out of state that are associated with the
academy, led by the academy, marketed at the academy, and/or which include a staff member traveling
with one or more students (other than a staff member who is traveling with his or her own children who
are also students.)
For the board to approve an out of state trip within the United States, the following conditions must be
met first by the submission of a Trip Request Application Packet at least 7 days prior to a regularly
convened board meeting.
The Headmaster must submit the following:
1. A one-page narrative with a clear articulation of how the trip furthers the academic and cultural
mission of the academy for a significant number of students.
2. A signed affirmation that no administrator, staff member, student, or parent/guardians, is
benefiting financially through the execution of the trip in anyway.
3. A signed affirmation that the trip is financially viable and self-sufficient and will not impact the
academy budget in any way. All funds and deposits are paid in advance of the trip. Very strict
rules are outlined for record-keeping and financial accountability.
4. A detailed chaperone plan for the trip with a minimum chaperone ratio of 1 authorized and
fingerprinted chaperone for every 10 students and a day-by-day student mobility plan of how
the students will be chaperoned in the specific circumstances that this trip presents.
5. In a binder, the Headmaster must submit for each staff member, chaperone, or student who will
travel:
• Participant’s application, with all relevant contact information
• Permission to treat form
• Prescription Drug Policy form
• Permission and Behavioral Contract
• Trip requirements checklist
• Roommate request/fulfillment process
International Travel: Due to matters of significant liability that could threaten the overall wellbeing of
the academy, there are very limited opportunities for international travel of any kind. In addition to the
requirements for out of state travel outlined above, ANY international travel associated with any GH
academy must meet all requirements for insurance coverage established by the network administration.
Proof of insurance coverage must be approved by the Great Hearts Arizona Finance Department and
timely submitted to the Governing Board of the Academy as part of the Trip Request Application Packet.

SECURITY/SAFETY AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Policy on Anonymous Reports of Suspicious Activity
Parents/guardians or students who would like to provide an anonymous report to the academy
regarding bullying, illegal activity, or suspected abuse can do so by mailing a note to the academy,
addressing it to the attention of the Headmaster. We encourage anyone who has such concerns to
report them, either anonymously or in person.

Policy on Emergency Evacuation Drills
Pursuant to the State Fire Code, the Governing Board of the academy prescribes and enforces the
following policies and procedures for emergency evacuation drills:
• First emergency evacuation drill: The first emergency evacuation drill of each school year shall
be conducted within 10 days of the beginning of classes.
• Frequency: Required emergency evacuation drills shall be held monthly or more frequently
where necessary to familiarize all occupants with the drill procedure.
• Time of day: Emergency evacuation drills shall be conducted at different hours of the day or
evening, during the changing of classes, when the academy is at assembly, during the recess or
gymnastic periods, or during other times to avoid distinction between drills and actual fires.
• Assembly Points: Outdoor assembly points shall be designated and shall be located a safe
distance from the building being evacuated so as to avoid interference with fire department
operations. The assembly areas shall be arranged to keep each class separate to provide
accountability of all individuals.
• Leadership: Responsibility for the planning and conduct of drills shall be assigned to competent
persons designated to exercise leadership.
• Time: Drills shall be held at unexpected times and under varying conditions to simulate the
unusual conditions that occur in case of fire.
• Record Keeping: Records shall be maintained of required emergency evacuation drills and
include the following information:
1. Identity of the person conducting the drill
2. Date and time of the drill
3. Notification method used
4. Staff members on duty and participating
5. Number of occupants evacuated
6. Special conditions simulated
7. Problems encountered
8. Weather conditions when occupants were evacuated
9. Time required to accomplish complete evacuation
• Notification: Where required by the fire code official, prior notification of emergency
evacuation drills shall be given to the fire code official.
• Initiation: Where a fire alarm system is provided, emergency evacuation drills shall be initiated
by activating the fire alarm system.
• Accountability: As building occupants arrive at the assembly point, efforts shall be made to
determine if all occupants have been successfully evacuated or have been accounted for.

•

Recall and Reentry: An electrically or mechanically operated signal used to recall occupants
after an evacuation shall be separate and distinct from the signal used to initiate the evacuation.
The recall signal initiation means shall be manually operated and under the control of the
person in charge of the premises or the official in charge of the incident. No one shall reenter
the premises until authorized to do so by the official in charge.

PERSONNEL PRACTICES
POLICY ON MANDATORY REPORTING OF SUSPECTED SERIOUS CRIME AGAINST A
PERSON OR PROPERTY
1.

2.
3.

4.

All academy personnel must report to local law enforcement any suspected crime against a
person or property that:
a. is a “serious offense” or involves a “deadly weapon” or “dangerous instrument” or
“serious physical injury;” and
b. any conduct that poses a threat of death or “serious physical injury” to an employee,
student or other person on academy property.
All academy personnel must notify the parent/guardian of each student who is involved in a
suspected crime or any conduct described above.
Definition of Serious Offense or Crime pursuant to A.R.S. §13-706: “Serious offense” which
requires mandatory reporting under this policy means any of the following offenses if
committed in this state or any offense committed outside this state that if committed in this
state would constitute one of the following enumerated offenses, or that involves a deadly
weapon or serious physical injury, and any conduct that poses a threat of death or serious
physical injury to any employee, student or other person on the academy property:
a. First degree murder
b. Second degree murder
c. Manslaughter
d. Aggravated assault resulting in serious physical injury or involving the discharge, use or
threatening exhibition of a deadly weapon or dangerous instrument
e. Sexual assault
f. Any dangerous crime against children
g. Arson of an occupied structure
h. Armed robbery
i. Burglary in the first degree
j. Kidnapping
k. Sexual conduct with a minor under fifteen years of age
l. Child sex trafficking
“Violent or aggravated felony” means any of the following offenses:
a. First degree murder
b. Second degree murder
c. Aggravated assault resulting in serious physical injury or involving the discharge, use or
threatening exhibition of a deadly weapon or dangerous instrument
d. Dangerous or deadly assault by prisoner
e. Committing assault with intent to incite to riot or participate in riot

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

5.

Drive by shooting
Discharging a firearm at a residential structure if the structure is occupied
Kidnapping
Sexual conduct with a minor that is a class 2 felony
Sexual assault
Molestation of a child
Continuous sexual abuse of a child
Violent sexual assault
Burglary in the first degree committed in a residential structure if the structure is
occupied
o. Arson of an occupied structure
p. Arson of an occupied jail or prison facility
q. Armed robbery
r. Participating in or assisting a criminal syndicate or leading or participating in a criminal
street gang
s. Terrorism
t. Taking a child for the purpose of prostitution
u. Child sex trafficking
v. Commercial sexual exploitation of a minor
w. Sexual exploitation of a minor
x. Unlawful introduction of disease or parasite as prescribed by A.R.S. §13-2912,
subsection A, paragraph 2 or 3.
Additional Duties of Supervisor or Administrator to file Report: Any person who is employed
as the immediate or next higher-level supervisor to or administrator of any academy
personnel is a MANDATORY REPORTER and has additional reporting responsibilities.
Specifically,
a. If in the course of the supervisor’s or administrator’s employment, the administrator or
supervisor develops a reasonable belief that a minor is or has been:
i. the victim of physical injury, abuse, child abuse, a reportable offense or neglect
that appears to have been inflicted on the minor by other than accidental
means or that is not explained by the available medical history as being
accidental in nature; or
ii. who reasonably believes there has been a denial or deprivation of necessary
medical treatment or surgical care or nourishment with the intent to cause or
allow the death of an infant who is protected under A.R.S. §36-2281;
b. The administrator or supervisor must immediately report or cause reports to be made
of this information to;
i. a peace officer;
ii. to the Department of Child Safety;
iii. or to a tribal law enforcement or social services agency for any Indian minor
who resides on an Indian reservation; except if the report concerns a person
who does not have care, custody or control of the minor, the report shall be
made to a peace officer only.

6.
7.

8.

c. If the supervisor or administrator reasonably believes that the report has been made by
a person who is required to report, the supervisor or administrator is not required to
independently report.
All GH Academies personnel must comply with reporting requirements as described in this
policy.
All GH Academies shall maintain a record regarding any employee who is disciplined under
this policy, and on request, make that record available to any public school that is considering
hiring the individual who was disciplined for non-compliance with the policy.
Conduct that is considered to be bullying, harassment or intimidation shall be addressed
according to Great Hearts Anti Bullying, Anti-Hazing, Anti-Harassment, and AntiDiscrimination Policies.

POLICY ON TEACHER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEMS & HEADMASTER AND
ASSISTANT HEADMASTER EVALUATION
1. Each GH Academy’s Governing Board shall establish a system to evaluate the performance of
teachers in the charter school that results in at least one evaluation of each teacher by a
qualified evaluator each school year.
a. The teacher performance evaluation system must meet all of the following criteria:
i. Are designed to improve teacher performance and student achievement.
ii. Include the use of quantitative data on the academic progress for all students,
which shall account for between twenty percent and thirty-three percent of the
evaluation outcomes.
iii. Include four performance classifications, designated as highly effective,
effective, developing and ineffective.
iv. Pursuant to ADE rules, the teacher performance policy shall also allow for
certification for substitute teachers who can demonstrate primary teaching
responsibility in a classroom as defined by the state board of education to use
the time spent in that classroom toward the required capstone experience for
standard teaching certification.
2. Each GH Academy’s Governing Board shall establish a system to evaluate the performance of
each charter school’s instructional leaders whose primary responsibility is to oversee the
academic performance of the charter school. This does not apply to an officer, director, member
or partner of the charter holder.
a. The policies for evaluation of Headmasters and Assistant Headmasters shall be adopted
by the Governing Board in a public meeting.
b. Before adopting Headmaster and Assistant Headmaster evaluation policies, the
Governing Board will provide opportunities for public discussion on the proposed
policies.
c. The evaluation process for Headmaster and Assistant Headmasters shall require at least
one evaluation of each instructional leader by a qualified evaluator each school year.
d. The policies and evaluation must meet the following criteria:
i. Are designed to improve principal performance and student achievement.

ii. Include the use of quantitative data on the academic progress for all students,
which shall account for between twenty percent and thirty-three percent of the
evaluation outcomes.
iii. Include four performance classifications, designated as highly effective,
effective, developing and ineffective.
iv. Describe both of the following:
1. The methods used to evaluate the performance of principals, including
the data used to measure student performance and job effectiveness.
2. The formula used to determine evaluation outcomes.

POLICY ON SUICIDE PREVENTION TRAINING
In compliance with A.R.S. §15-119, the Arizona health care cost containment system administration
suicide prevention training, and the list of state approved training materials, all GH Academies shall
provide training in suicide awareness and prevention for school guidance counselors, teachers,
principals and other academy personnel who work with pupils in grades six through twelve.
1. Each person who is required to obtain training pursuant to this policy shall complete that
training at least once every three years.
2. The training must include:
a. Training in suicide prevention.
b. Training to identify the warning signs of suicidal behavior in adolescents and teens.
c. Appropriate intervention and referral techniques.
3. The training:
a. Must use evidence-based training materials.
b. May be provided within the framework of existing in-service training programs offered
by the school district or charter school or as part of professional development activities.
4. School personnel, entities or any other persons are not civilly liable for any actions taken in good
faith pursuant these requirements except in cases of gross negligence, willful misconduct or
intentional wrongdoing.
5. The auditor general shall classify any costs incurred by school districts in implementing this
section as classroom spending for the purposes of the annual report prepared pursuant to A.R.S.
§41-1279.03, subsection A, paragraph 9.

POLICY FOR WHISTLEBLOWERS
Great Hearts requires all its directors, officers, and employees to observe high standards of business and
personal ethics in the conduct of their duties and responsibilities. As employees and representatives of
Great Hearts, we must practice honesty and integrity in fulfilling our responsibilities and comply with all
applicable laws and regulations.

Reporting Responsibility
This Whistleblower Policy is intended to encourage and enable employees and others to raise serious
concerns internally so that Great Hearts can address and correct inappropriate conduct and actions. It is
the responsibility of all board members, officers, employees and volunteers to report concerns about
violations of Great Hearts’ code of ethics or suspected violations of law or regulations that govern Great
Hearts’ operations.

No Retaliation
It is contrary to the values of Great Hearts for anyone to retaliate against any board member, officer,
employee, or volunteer who in good faith reports an ethics violation, or a suspected violation of law,
such as a complaint of discrimination, or suspected fraud, or suspected violation of any regulation
governing the operations of Great Hearts. An employee who retaliates against someone who has
reported a violation in good faith is subject to discipline up to and including termination of employment.

Reporting Procedure
Great Hearts has an open-door policy and suggests that employees share their questions, concerns,
suggestions or complaints with their supervisor. If you are not comfortable speaking with your
supervisor or you are not satisfied with your supervisor’s response, you are encouraged to speak with
Robert Wagner, Chief Administrative Officer of Great Hearts Arizona. Supervisors and managers are
required to report complaints or concerns about suspected ethical and legal violations in writing to
Robert Wagner, who has the responsibility to investigate all reported complaints. Employees with
concerns or complaints may also submit their concerns in writing directly to their supervisor or Robert
Wagner. Robert Wagner is responsible for ensuring that all complaints about unethical or illegal conduct
are investigated and resolved. Robert Wagner will advise the CEO of Great Hearts America and/or the
Board of Directors of Great Hearts Arizona of all complaints and their resolution and will report at least
annually to the Governing Board of each Academy on compliance activity relating to accounting or
alleged financial improprieties.

Accounting and Auditing Matters
Robert Wagner shall immediately notify the Finance Committee of any concerns or complaint regarding
corporate accounting practices, internal controls, or auditing and work with the committee until the
matter is resolved.
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Non-Discrimination Policy
Great Hearts Academies does not discriminate based on race, color, national origin, sex, disability, age, or immigration in its
programs and activities and provides equal access to the Boy Scouts and other designated youth groups. The following person
has been designated to handle inquiries regarding the non-discrimination policies:
o

o

504 Coordinator:
Thomas Doebler, Exceptional Student Service Director
Great Hearts Academies
4801 E. Washington St. STE 250
Phoenix, AZ 85034
602.438.7045 EXT 345
Title IX Coordinator:
Lauri Myracle, HR Director
Great Hearts Academies
4801 E. Washington St. STE 250
Phoenix, AZ 85034
602.438.7045 EXT 414

General enrollment overview
Enrollment of a student is different from admission of a student. When a school admits a student, it offers the student a seat at
the school; the student can decide to accept the seat and attend the school or not. When a school enrolls a student, the student
is indicating his or her intention to attend the school and be included in the school’s student count. Although a public charter
school may offer admission to students simply upon submission of an application, before a student may be enrolled in and
attend school, schools must obtain certain documentation from each student’s parent or guardian. Please note, by signing
enrollment documents, the guardian/parent represents they have the legal authority and have obtained all necessary
agreements and documents from other guardians/parents to authorize Great Hearts to enroll, transfer or withdraw a student.
Great Hearts Academies, as a public charter in Arizona, are subject to open enrollment laws. In the Fall, any current and
eligible waitlisted student can rollover in advance of newly submitted open enrollment applications to the following school
year and waitlist. In addition, Great Hearts Academies offers an Open Enrollment period that allows new applications for the
next year to be submitted during a limited time. Typically, academies receive more applications for enrollment than seats
available for each grade. If this is the case for any grade level at an academy, a lottery will be held for the open enrollment
applications.

Any students who submit their applications after the completion of the Open Enrollment period will be ordered on a firstcome first-served prioritized basis as a Post Open Enrollment application. Students who do not receive an offer after Rollover,
Open Enrollment and the lottery will be placed on a waitlist and may be offered enrollment throughout the year if a seat
becomes available.

Enrollment Periods and Process
Rollover Period: previous year’s waitlisted applications electing to remain on the next academic school year’s waitlist
(not all applications are eligible)
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Open Enrollment Period: applications submitted during the open enrollment period that are eligible for the
randomized lottery drawing
Post Open Enrollment Period: applications submitted after the open-enrollment period, not eligible for lottery and
processed on first-come, first-served basis
Re-enrollment Period: current students attending a Great Hearts academy who plan on returning in the next
academic school year for the next grade level at the same academy (does not apply to students in exit grades)
Waitlist: a waitlist is apprised of the following things that cause the application number to fluctuate either higher or
lower: application date, priority status, application type, cancelation of applications, offers given/accepted, or lottery
number (if applicable)

Enrollment Timeline

Listed in this section is a general timeline for each enrollment period and process to apply for enrollment for the next
academic school year. Specific dates will be added to the main GHA website (greatheartsaz.org) by July 31st before the new
school year begins.

Rollover Policy and Period

If a student is not offered a spot for the current school year and the student’s application is still on the waitlist the
parents/guardians have the option to roll the application over to the following year if the application is eligible*. The
academy/enrollment department will contact the parents/guardians before and during the Rollover Period to encourage the
parent/guardian to roll over. The family will then receive an email confirming the rollover occurred with the student
information of academy, rollover grade, and student name and DOB.

If parents/guardians elect to rollover the student(s) application, they will not have to reapply for the next school year, and/or
the application will move down the waitlist with other rollover applications. These rollover applications will be ahead of new,
incoming, non-prioritized applications submitted for the next school year during the open enrollment and post open
enrollment period. It is crucial that families do not miss the rollover period and deadline set by the Great Hearts Lead Office to
ensure the student’s application is moved to the next year’s wait list.

If, after a family chooses to roll over an application to the next school year, the student receives an offer from an academy in
the current school year, the roll over application will be canceled from the next year’s waitlist. Per Great Hearts policies, offers
are continuously extended as seats become available at an academy and grade level. When an offer is given to a family from
the waitlist, even after the school year has begun, the family must accept at that time to attend a Great Hearts academy.
*Applications cannot roll over to a different academy. For example, waitlisted 5th grade applications for Archway Veritas cannot be
rolled over to 6th grade at Veritas Prep since they are separate academies. Furthermore, applications received after August 15th of the
current school year are NOT eligible to roll over onto the waitlist for the next school year.

Open Enrollment Policy and Period

Any application submitted during the open enrollment period is eligible for the lottery drawing. When academies receive more
applications than there are seats available, a lottery is held to help order a waitlist and keep the offers given for grade
positions fair. The lottery assigns a random number to each application and then the applications are ordered on the waitlist
based on the lottery number, application type and any possible priority status. Each academy and grade level complete an
independent lottery. The family will receive an email confirming the open enrollment application was received with the
student information of academy, application grade, and student name and DOB.

Post Open Enrollment Policy and Period

Any applications submitted after the open enrollment period through the next school year. These applications are not eligible
for the lottery and processed on a first-come, first-served basis on the waitlist (submitted date). The family will receive an
email confirming the post open enrollment application with the student information of academy, application grade, and
student name and DOB.
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Re-enrollment Policy and Period

Any guardian/parent of a current student attending a Great Hearts academy who plans to return for the next school year at the
same academy must fill out re-enrollment paperwork to confirm the student’s intent to return. During the re-enrollment
period, once a parent/guardian withdraws from the enrollment system, a withdrawal email is sent from the parent/guardian,
or a withdrawal form is turned into the front office of the academy, the academy can offer that position to another student on
the waitlist for that grade and academy. The family will receive an email confirming the re-enrollment completion or
withdrawal after the online re-enrollment registration is e-signed and submitted by the parent and accepted by the academy;
it will include the name of academy, re-enrollment grade, student name and DOB.
Students who are in exit grades at an academy do not fill out re-enrollment paperwork but will need to fill out a new
enrollment application during Open Enrollment to attend another Great Hearts academy.

Enrollment Priority Statuses and Waitlist Order
Priority Status Order and Waitlist Order

Each academy waitlist is ordered based on priority status (if applicable) and then application type. There are eight priority
statuses: (Archway Graduate Student, Employee Child, Arizona Online Graduate, Sibling, Returning Graduate Student, School
Governing Board Child, Archway Trivium East Transfer and Transfer) and three application types (Open Enrollment, Post
Open Enrollment, and Rollover).

When a position becomes available, it is offered to the first applicant on the waitlist. The offer is sent via the Parent Portal by
both email and text (if parent opts in) and possible phone call from the academy Office Manager or Registrar.

When academies receive more applications than there are seats available during the Open Enrollment period, a lottery is held
to prioritize and keep the offers given for grade positions fair. The lottery assigns a random number to each application and
then the applications are numbered on the waitlist based on the lottery number, application type and priority status.

Priority Status Order

Priority status is given to applications in the order listed below. After applying a priority status, applications are ordered by
application type- Rollover, Open Enrollment, and Post Open Enrollment.
1. Archway graduate applying to entry level grade at designated recipient* Prep academy
2. *GH Faculty/Administrator or **Retiree child or grandchild (full-time, benefits-eligible)
3. Arizona Online Graduate- Arizona Online students who have promoted to 9th grade and applying to any AZ GH
Prep
4. Applicants with siblings attending, or alumni siblings of, the same academy or designated feeder/recipient*
academy
5. Returning archway graduate applying to any non-entry level grade at designated recipient* Prep academy
6. School Governing Board member child or grandchild
7. Archway Trivium East Transfer- currently attending Archway Trivium East students wanting to transfer to
Archway Trivium West and valid for 2022-23 ONLY
8. Transfer student – from one GH academy to another after completing one academic school year
*3/4 time or more
** 10 years or more with Great Hearts

Waitlist Order

Applications are ordered by type within each below status- Rollover, Open Enrollment, and then Post-open Enrollment.
1. Archway graduate applying to entry level grade at designated recipient* Prep academy
2. GH Faculty / Administrator or Retiree child or grandchild (full-time, benefits-eligible)
3. Arizona Online Exit- Arizona Online students who have promoted to 9th grade and applying to any AZ GH Prep
4. Applicants with siblings attending, or alumni siblings of, the same academy or designated feeder/recipient*
academy
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5.
6.
7.

Returning archway graduate applying to any non-entry level grade at designated recipient* Prep academy
School Governing Board member child or grandchild
Archway Trivium East Transfer- currently attending Archway Trivium East students wanting to transfer to
Archway Trivium West and valid for 2022-23 ONLY
8. Transfer student – from one GH academy to another
9. Confirmed rollover applicant from the previous school year
10. Non-priority Open Enrollment applicants (by original lottery number)
11. Non-priority Post Open Enrollment applicants (by submission date of application)

Please note: Any false statement on an application, including falsely indicating priority eligibility, may result in revocation of
enrollment or offer of enrollment. Also, priority status does not guarantee an offer of enrollment for any grade or academy.

Archway Graduate Student Priority (AG)

Archway Graduate priority status is provided for Archway Graduates applying to the entry level grade of their designated
feeder/recipient Great Hearts prep academy. Archway Graduate priority status does not guarantee placement at the desired
academy.
1. Archway graduates that wish to enroll in the entry level grade at their designated feeder/recipient* academy should
apply during the Open Enrollment period for the upcoming school year.
a. Archway Graduate priority cannot be used for any other application grade to the Prep other than the
entry grade. Ex: Cannot give AG priority for a student who graduated from Archway Arete, doesn’t
continue to Arete Prep for 6th but decides to return and apply to Arete Prep for 8th grade.
2. These applicants should indicate on their application to the designated recipient academy that they are currently
attending a Great Hearts academy and need to indicate the name of their current GH academy.
3. These Archway Graduate applications will be marked for Archway Graduate priority status.
4. Once marked as an “Archway Graduate” application, these priority applications are ordered by original lottery
number.
a.
If the student/applicant does not apply during Open Enrollment to be in the lottery, the application will be a
post-open application and be organized after the prioritized open enrollment applications by time/date stamp.
If an offer is made to an applicant due to having the Archway Graduate status prior to the years end and they withdraw from
their Archway before graduating, their offer will be rescinded. The offer of enrollment will be withdrawn, and they will be
placed back on the waitlist, using their original lottery number or date of application, without a seating priority.

Great Hearts Faculty / Administrator or Retiree Child Priority (EC)

Children or Grandchildren of Full-time benefits-eligible Great Hearts Lead Office, Academy Faculty, Administrators or Retirees.
1. The employee must have a signed offering sheet with Great Hearts Academies before the enrollment priority will be
applied to employee child application(s).
2. The employee must be currently employed and benefits eligible with working at least ¾ time,
a. The retiree must have been with Great Hearts Academies for at least 10 years.
3. The employee/retiree must be the parent /legal guardian or grandparent of applicant.
4. The eligible applicant will receive priority status at any academy within the Great Hearts network, including Texas.
5. The employee is responsible for notifying the academy(s) to which they apply of their submitted application and of
their priority status eligibility.
6. If employment is terminated by employee or employer before applicant is offered enrollment or attends one day of
school at a Great Hearts academy, priority status will be rescinded.
7. If employee priority status results in an offer of enrollment and employment is terminated by employee or employer
before employment contract is signed, offer of enrollment will be rescinded.
8. Once marked as an “employee” application, these priority applications are ordered by original lottery number.
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a.

9.

If the student/applicant does not apply during Open Enrollment to be in the lottery, the application will be a
post-open application and be organized after the prioritized open enrollment applications by time/date
stamp.
Priority status does not guarantee placement.

Arizona Online Exit Priority (AOE)

Priority status is provided for Arizona Online graduated 8th grade students applying to 9th grade Great Hearts academy.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Arizona Online 8th grade promoted students that wish to enroll in a Great Hearts Prep academy needs to apply to be
included on the waitlist.
a. Can only move to 9th grade AZ Prep academy for the following year.
These applicants should indicate on their application to the GH prep academy that they attended and completed the
8th grade year for Arizona Online.
These Online student applications will be marked for Arizona Online Exit priority status.
Once marked as a “Arizona Online Exit” application, these priority applications are ordered by original lottery
number.
a. If the student/applicant does not apply during Open Enrollment to be in the lottery, the application will be a
post-open application and be organized after the prioritized open enrollment applications by time/date
stamp.
Priority status does not guarantee placement at the desired academy.

Sibling Priority (SI)

Sibling priority only applies when the incoming applicant has a sibling that is officially enrolled, currently attending, or has
graduated from, the same academy or designated feeder / recipient academy to which the applicant is applying.
1. A “sibling” is defined as an immediate family member of the applicant, or a blended family member of the applicant
through marriage or guardianship including foster children and those awaiting adoption. Birth certificate, marriage
certificate, approved court documentation or Arizona Department of Child Safety (DCS) paperwork is necessary to
approve the sibling priority.
a. Sibling priority does not apply to extended family of sibling (ex: cousins) unless legal documentation of
guardianship is provided from the courts of AZ.
2. The sibling must be currently enrolled at, or alumni of, the same academy or designated feeder/recipient* academy to
which the applicant is applying.
3. The applicant can only receive priority status for the same academy or designated feeder/recipient* academy at
which their sibling is currently enrolled or from which they have graduated.
4. If the sibling withdraws from the academy before applicant is offered enrollment, priority status will be rescinded.
5. If the sibling withdraws from the academy before attending at least one day of attendance for the year they are
registered, the priority status and any offer/registration of the applicant will be rescinded.
6. Once marked as a “sibling” application, these priority applications are ordered by original lottery number.
a. If the student/applicant does not apply during Open Enrollment to be in the lottery, the application will be a
post-open application and be organized after the prioritized open enrollment applications by time/date
stamp.
7. Priority status does not guarantee placement.
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Returning Archway Graduate Priority (RGS)
Returning Archway Graduate Student priority is for any student who graduated from an Archway academy, didn’t continue
onto the entry level grade the next school year, and would like to apply to a non-entry level grade at the designated
feeder/recipient* Great Hearts prep academy.
1. Returning Archway Graduate Students that wish to enroll in a non-entry level grade at their designated
feeder/recipient* academy should apply during the Open Enrollment or Post Open Enrollment period for the
upcoming school year.
a. Ex: Student graduated from Archway Chandler, didn’t continue the following year for entry grade to
attend Chandler Prep but would like to apply for 9th grade.
2. These students/applicants should indicate on their application to the designated recipient academy that they
graduated from an archway academy and must indicate the academy they graduated from.
3. These Returning Archway Graduate Students applications will be marked with Returning Archway Graduate Students
priority status.
4. Once marked as a “Returning Archway Graduate Students” application, these priority applications are ordered by
original lottery number.
a. If the student/applicant does not apply during Open Enrollment to be in the lottery, the application will
be a post-open application and be organized after the prioritized open enrollment applications by
time/date stamp.
5. Priority status does not guarantee placement at the desired academy.

School Governing Board Priority (BC)

School Governing Board priority is for a child/grandchild of an official member of the Network School Governing Board, the AZ
School Governing Board, or the TX School Governing Board. Advisory Board members are not eligible for the Board
Priority.
1. The governing board member must be the parent, legal guardian, or legal grandparent of applicant.
2. The governing board member must be an active participant and serve on the academy site board for a minimum of 6
months before the student can receive the “board child” priority.
3. The governing board member must be an official, board-approved member.
4. The eligible applicant will receive priority status at any academy within the Great Hearts network.
5. The governing board member is responsible for notifying the academy/s to which they apply of their submitted
application and of their priority status eligibility.
6. If the governing member’s service on the board ends before the applicant is offered enrollment at a Great Hearts
academy, priority status will be rescinded.
7. Once marked as a “board” application, these priority applications are ordered by original lottery number.
a. If the student/applicant does not apply during Open Enrollment to be in the lottery, the application will
be a post-open application and be organized after the prioritized open enrollment applications by
time/date stamp.
8. Priority status does not guarantee placement.

Archway Trivium East Transfer Priority (ETS)

Archway Trivium East Transfer priority is for students currently attending Archway Trivium East and would like to transfer to
Archway Trivium West for 2022-23 ONLY.
1. Students eligible for transfer are required to start attending Archway Trivium East in semester one or by the
beginning of the second semester and must successfully complete the academic year at the academy to be eligible
to transfer to Archway Trivium West for the next school year.
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a.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

In the case of siblings, all transfer requests submitted must be for Archway Trivium West or Trivium Prep
academy as transfer requests submitted for all other siblings.
b. Must not be in the process of being expelled from Archway Trivium East.
Students requesting a transfer must also:
a. Complete an application for the next school year to Archway Trivium West.
b. Complete and submit a Transfer Request form to the front office of their desired transfer academy for each
individual school year.
If a student is being retained at Archway Trivium East, their transfer application and any other enrollment
applications will be changed to the retained grade level.
a. Waitlist number could be affected with a retention.
Once Archway Trivium West approves the transfer, the application will be marked for transfer priority status for
the upcoming school year.
i. Once marked as a “transfer” application, these priority applications are ordered by original
lottery number.
b. If the student/applicant does not apply during Open Enrollment to be in the lottery, the application will
be a post-open application and be organized after the prioritized open enrollment applications by
time/date stamp.
Priority status does not guarantee placement at Archway Trivium West, but rather it places the transfer
application in a prioritized position on the waitlist for Archway Trivium West.
If the student filled out a transfer form and application for the upcoming next school year and stated they are
withdrawing for next school year at Archway Trivium East via re-enrollment, Transfer priority will only be valid
until the completion of the current school year.
a. Transfer priority and forms are only given to current enrolled students. After the completion of the
current school year, the student is no longer enrolled, and the transfer priority is not valid.

Transfer Priority (TS)

Transfer priority is for students who are currently attending a Great Hearts academy and would like to transfer to another
Great Hearts academy.
1. Students eligible for transfer are required to start attending their current academy in semester one or by the
beginning of the second semester and must successfully complete the academic year at that academy to be eligible
to transfer to their new academy of choice for the next school year.
c. In the case of siblings, all transfer requests submitted must be for the same academy or feeder/recipient
academy as transfer requests submitted for all other siblings.
d. Must not be in the process of being expelled from their current academy.
2. Students requesting a transfer must also:
a. Complete an application for the next school year to their desired transfer academy.
b. Complete and submit a Transfer Request form to the front office of their desired transfer academy for each
individual school year.
3. Great Hearts Preparatory students who transfer within the GH network must sit out a season of sport per
AIA (Arizona Interscholastic Associate) rules.
a. Reach out to the Athletic Director at the academy you are applying to for further information and
clarification.
4. If a student is being retained at their current academy, their transfer application and any other enrollment
applications will be changed to the retained grade level.
5. Once the desired academy approves the transfer, the application will be marked for transfer priority status for the
upcoming school year.
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6.

7.

8.

i. Once marked as a “transfer” application, these priority applications are ordered by original
lottery number.
b. If the student/applicant does not apply during Open Enrollment to be in the lottery, the application will
be a post-open application and be organized after the prioritized open enrollment applications by
time/date stamp.
Priority status does not guarantee placement at the desired academy, but rather it places the transfer application
in a prioritized position on the waitlist for the desired academy / grade.
If the student filled out a transfer form and application for the upcoming next school year and stated they are
withdrawing for next at their current academy via re-enrollment, Transfer priority will only be valid until the
completion of the current school year.
a. Transfer priority and forms are only given to currently enrolled students. After the completion of the
current school year, the student is no longer enrolled, and the transfer priority is not valid.
Students attending a Great Hearts Texas school may submit a transfer form and priority to an eligible Great
Hearts Arizona academy but must meet and follow above criteria (specifically bullet points 1 and 2).

Transfer for Retention Students
Students currently attending a Great Hearts academy that would like to transfer to different Great Hearts academy, but are in
the process of being retained or have been retained for the next school year must follow the guidelines outlined below:
1. Complete steps 1-3 above.
a. Transfers for Retained Students between Archway and Prep.
If a student is currently enrolled in an Archway academy and has applied on the waitlist to transfer and
receive an offer at a prep academy but it is determined the student will be retained to the Archway academy
again the next year, the student/parents must cancel the Prep application. The student may stay at their
current Archway but may also apply to another Archway academy waitlist for a possible offer.

If the student has received an offer at a prep academy but it has subsequently been determined that the
student will be retained to the Archway academy the next year, the student/parents must decline the Prep
offer (or the offer can be rescinded) and the student may stay at their current Archway but may also apply to
another Archway academy for a possible transfer offer.

Enrollment Application Submission Policies
Incorrect submission grade

Parents/guardians of the student must submit an enrollment application through the enrollment Parent Portal to be eligible
for an offer from an individual academy. The parent/guardian must apply for the correct grade for the enrollment year to
which they are applying since each grade level for each academy’s waitlist is independent from other waitlists.
Great Hearts cannot change the application grade for a student after the original application has been submitted due to
Arizona Charter laws. If the parent/guardian applies for the wrong grade, the parent must cancel the original enrollment
application and apply again for the correct grade and be given a new submission date and waitlist number.

Editing/Adding an Academy

Separately, if a parent/guardian wants to edit or add an additional academy to the original application, the new academy's
application will be submitted with the current date and added to the waitlist. Editing an application or adding an academy will
not affect the wait list position of previously submitted academies.

Duplicate applications

Great Hearts does not allow duplicate applications for an individual student at the same academy for the same/multiple
grades since it is against policy of fair and equitable enrollments practices to have more than one application per
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student. If the front office finds a duplicate application, the application is canceled, and the parent will be notified via email if
necessary. Academies must be mindful of original application dates and edits when canceling applications.

Offer/Registration Policies
Initial Offer of Enrollment

Every family will receive an email or a possible phone call from the academy or text message if opted in via Enrollment Parent
Portal to which they applied when an offer is extended to their child. Please contact the main office of the specific academy if
you have any questions concerning the initial offer of enrollment.
If a family declines or does not respond to an offer of enrollment by the deadline date determined by that specific academy,
they are removed from the waitlist and must reapply if they wish to be considered again for enrollment in the current or
future school years.

Registration Packet

Completion of an online application or acceptance of an offer of enrollment does not constitute official registration. Offered
applicants will receive access to a registration packet via the enrollment Parent Portal to finalize their registration at the
academy. Parents must complete the registration packet and turn the documents into the front office by the academy’s packet
deadline to be registered in the academy. Failure to submit that registration packet by the academy’s deadline will result in the
offer being rescinded.
Please note, by signing enrollment documents, the guardian/parent represents they have the legal authority and have
obtained all necessary agreements and documents from other guardians/parents to authorize Great Hearts to enroll, transfer
or withdraw a student.
Here is a list of documentation that the parent/guardian can start gathering to have it all ready when you receive your packet.
1.

All Arizona schools must obtain age and identity documentation from students when they enroll. Specifically, within
30 days of enrollment, the person enrolling the student must provide the school with ONE of the following:
• A certified copy of the pupil’s birth certificate.
• Other reliable proof of the pupil’s identity and age, including the pupil’s baptismal certificate, an application for a
social security number or original school registration records and an affidavit explaining the inability to provide a
copy of the birth certificate; or
• A letter from the authorized representative of an agency having custody of the pupil pursuant to a juvenile court
proceeding, certifying that the pupil has been placed in the custody of the agency as prescribed by law. A.R.S. §15828(A)(1)-(3).

Any of the documents listed above are acceptable to verify a student’s age or identity.
2.

As with all public schools in Arizona, charter schools are required to obtain and maintain verifiable documentation of
a student’s Arizona state residency upon enrollment (no P.O. Boxes) A.R.S. § 15-802(B). Residency documents are
different from citizenship or immigration documents. Great Hearts does not request or require documentation
regarding a student’s citizenship or immigration status in connection with enrollment or at any other time.

1.

*Proof of Arizona residency (one item from the list below):
a. Valid Arizona driver’s license, Arizona identification card
b. Valid Arizona motor vehicle registration
c. Valid Arizona Address Confidentiality Program authorization card
d. Property deed/Mortgage documents
e. Property tax bill
f. Rental agreement or lease (including Section 8 agreement or off-base military housing)
g. Utility bill (water, electric, gas, cable, phone)
h. Bank or credit card statement
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i.

W-2 wage statement

j. Payroll stub
k. Certificate of tribal enrollment (506 Form) or other identification issued by a recognized Indian tribe

located in Arizona
Other documentation from a state, tribal, or federal agency (Social Security Administration, Veterans’
Administration, Arizona Department of Economic Security, etc.)
m. Temporary on-base billeting facility (for military families)

l.

*Proof of residency must match the address on file in registration documents and be dated within 11 months or most current date
of registration date.

3. Immunization Records
Immunization records are required unless there is a valid exemption pursuant A.R.S 15-872.

Enrollment Start Date

Upon acceptance of an offer, the student will be scheduled to start on the first date of school or academies will set the
anticipated start date if student receives offer after the school year begins. Academies cannot indefinitely hold a position
without a clear anticipated start date (within a reasonable number of days of the accepted offer after school begins) for the
student or the accepted offer can be rescinded. Should a student not have positive attendance within 10 days of the anticipated
start date, the offer may be rescinded, or the student may be withdrawn from the academy.
Current students who completed last year at their academy and are returning for the new school year are considered preregistered and must start within 10 days per A.R.S. 15-901(a)(2) of the start date or else they will be automatically withdrawn
and must apply to the academy again for a possible offer and enrollment.

Admissions Standards

Great Hearts Academies have no admissions standards, as Great Hearts is a publicly funded network of charter academies.
However, students in the Prep academies may be required to attend summer school to meet graduation requirements.

Kindergarten Enrollment Policy

Great Hearts Academies follows state guidelines which stipulate that a child must turn 5 years old before September 1st in the
year in which they are enrolled for kindergarten. The Archway academies do adhere to the state guidelines regarding the
minimum age for kindergarten, and do not offer early Kindergarten admittance or enrollment or any early entrance testing for
students not 5 years old by the deadline date. Great Hearts does not allow exceptions to this policy, except in the rare case
where an academy will face a Kindergarten enrollment shortage.

Great Hearts Academies Kindergarten offering is a ½ day program, which is funded in full by the State of Arizona and meets all
state requirements. Great Hearts Academies also offers a tuition-based, extended-day Kindergarten program, which allows us
to provide a full day of instruction to kindergarten students. Tuition for the extended-day program is at a cost and will be
determined no later than November. The tuition will begin for new families in August to May for the following locations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Anthem Prep
Archway Arete
Archway Chandler
Archway Cicero
Archway Glendale
Archway Lincoln
Archway North Phoenix
Archway Scottsdale
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9. Archway Trivium
10. Archway Veritas
11. Roosevelt Prep

Please contact the academy directly for more information if parents have any questions.

Early-Kindergarten Funding for Second Year Enrollees

Under Arizona law (A.R.S 15-821 (C)), a child is eligible for enrollment to kindergarten at a Great Hearts academy if the child is
five years of age before September 1st of the current application school year. If a child who has not reached five years old
before September 1st in a school year is admitted to kindergarten and is then readmitted to kindergarten in the next school
year, a school district or charter school is not eligible to receive basic state aid on behalf of that child during the child's second
year of kindergarten.

As a result, early-entrance kindergarten students (turning 5 years old between Sept 1st-Dec. 31st) who have successfully
completed and passed their Kindergarten program in an Arizona public school in the previous school year cannot apply to
Great Hearts Academies Kindergarten program but must apply to the 1st grade at the academy they are interested in attending.

If a student receives an offer of enrollment for kindergarten at an academy and it has been determined that the
student already successfully passed and completed Kindergarten as an early-entrance kindergarten student in the
previous year, the student will be withdrawn from kindergarten and the parent will need to apply again to be on the
1st grade waitlist for a possible offer.

Early-First Grade Enrollment Policy
Under Arizona law (A.R.S 15-821 (C)), a child is eligible for enrollment to 1st grade if the child is six years old before September
1st of the current application school year. Great Hearts Academies may enroll children who have not reached the required age
if it is determined to be in the best interest of the children.
To determine whether entering 1st grade is in the student’s best interest, Great Hearts Academies have implemented the
following procedure to comply with Arizona law (A.R.S. § 15-821(C)).
1. They turn 6 years old before January 1st of the 2021-2022 school year for which they are applying.
2. Parent/guardian must show the student’s successful completion of a Kindergarten program.
3. Such determination shall be based upon one or more consultations with the parent, parents, guardian or guardians,
the children, the teacher, and the academy Headmaster.

Enrollment for Possible Expelled Students/Expelled Students

A.R.S. §15-184 (I) allows a charter academy to refuse to admit any pupil who has been expelled from another educational
institution or who is in the process of being expelled from another educational institution.

Foreign Exchange Students Policy

All foreign exchange students applying to attend a Great Hearts academy must meet the following requirements:
1.

The student must be on a J-1 visa, issued through an accredited foreign exchange program.
a. Great Hearts Academies does not accept students on an F-1 visa. The (international student on A F-1 visa
must apply for a visa outside the country and must receive an I-20 Form prior to coming to the United States.
The I-20 Form must be from a school approved by the Department of Homeland Security. Such schools are
said to be “Form I-17 approved,” as the authority to issue I-20 Forms is gained by Form I-17 approval. It is
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very important to note that, currently, no Great Hearts schools are I-17 approved, and therefore can neither
issue I-20 Forms, nor can they receive transfer students on F-1 visas.
2. Great Hearts allows for Foreign Exchange students in 10th or 11th grade only; Great Hearts Academies does not
accept exchange students in any other grade.
3. Foreign exchange students must enroll for a minimum of one semester and a maximum of two semesters, providing
that a two-semester stay does not extend their stay into 12th grade.
4. Acceptance of the student must not cause the academy to exceed the maximum number of foreign exchange students
allowed (currently up to two foreign exchange student per academic year).

Foreign Exchange Student Priority Status
1. In order to receive a priority status on the waiting list, foreign exchange students must be hosted by a current
Great Hearts family, or by the family of Great Hearts alumni.
2. Foreign exchange students who meet the requirements outlined in the above section may receive Sibling priority
status according to the Priority Status Order for the academic year for which that student is applying.
3. Foreign exchange students who are not being hosted by a current/alumni family may still apply but will not
receive priority status on the waiting list.

McKinney-Vento Act and students

The McKinney-Vento Act is to ensure that homeless children and youth have access to a free, appropriate public education,
comparable to that provided to the children of any Arizona resident and consistent with Arizona’s mandatory school
attendance laws.

Great Hearts Academies supports and provides services under the McKinney-Vento Act. Great Hearts Academies will work
with existing families to provide the required and necessary transportation to and from the academy.
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TITLE IX POLICY AND FORM

Hearts
TITLE IX
SEXUAL DISCRIMINATION POLICY AND SEXUAL HARASSMENT
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
Updated September 2020

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and the Title IX regulations prohibit
discrimination on the basis of sex, including gender-based and sexual harassment
discrimination, in the Academy’s educational programs and activities, including employment.
The Academy is committed to maintaining an educational and working environment free from
sex discrimination and harassment and encourages any student or employee who believes they
have been subjected to discrimination on the basis of sex, whether by students or by
GreatHearts employees, to utilize this procedure.

Title IX Coordinator
The Academy’s designated and authorized Title IX Coordinator can be reached as follows:
Missy Penniman, Title IX Coordinator
Great Hearts Academies
4801 East Washington Street, Suite 250
Phoenix, AZ 85034
(480) 297-7676
mpenniman@greatheartsaz.org
The Title IX Coordinator is designated and authorized to coordinate the Academy’s compliance
with Title IX.

Notification
The contact information for the Title IX Coordinator and the Academy’s nondiscrimination
notice (indicated above) will be prominently posted on the Academy’s website and in any
student or employee handbooks. Any documents used to train the Title IX Coordinator,
Academy employees or others who may be involved in the Title IX grievance process will be
posted on the Academy’s website.
In addition, the Academy will notify students, parents or guardians of students, employees,
applicants for admission and employment, and employee professional organizations that have
an agreement with the Academy of this Policy and the grievance procedures included in this
Policy, including how to report sexual harassment and how the Academy will respond to such
2

reports. The required notification may be accomplished in any way that the Academy deems
appropriate and effective.

Reports of Sex Discrimination
Any person may report sex discrimination, including sexual harassment, regardless of whether
the person is the alleged victim of the conduct, in person, by mail, by telephone or by email to
the Title IX Coordinator at any time. Complaints of sex discrimination that is not sexual
harassment will be handled pursuant to the Academy’s regular procedures for resolving student
or employee grievances promptly and equitably. Complaints of sexual harassment will be
handled using the grievance procedures set forth below.

Definition of “Sexual Harassment” and Other Terms
For purposes of this policy, “sexual harassment” is any one or more of the following:
• Conduct of a GreatHearts employee that expressly or impliedly conditions the provision
of an aid, benefit, or service of the Academy on an individual’s participation in
unwelcome sexual conduct.
• Conduct that a reasonable person would deem to be unwelcome and that is so severe,
pervasive, and objectively offensive that it effectively denies a student equal access to
the Academy’s educational programs or activities.
• Conduct that constitutes sexual assault, dating violence, domestic violence or stalking
under the Clery Act, 20 U.S.C. § 1092(F)(6)(A)(v), or the Violence Against Women Act of
1994, 34 U.S.C. § 12291(a)(10).
The Academy’s “educational programs or activities” include events and circumstances where
the Academy exercises substantial control over the individual engaging in the alleged harassing
behavior and the context in which the alleged harassment occurs, but applies only those
educational programs or activities that occur within the United States. All other terms relevant
to a Title IX complaint shall be construed in accordance with the current Title IX regulations and
any relevant case law.

Formal Complaints of Sexual Harassment
Any person, including a person who is alleged to be the victim of sexual harassment (a
“Complainant”) may report sexual harassment, in person, by mail, by telephone or by email to
the Title IX Coordinator at any time. The report must include the nature of alleged violation;
names of persons responsible for the alleged violation (when known) (a “Respondent”), and
any other relevant background information. A Complainant (or their parent/guardian) or the
Title IX Coordinator, but not a third-party reporter, may sign a formal complaint. The
Complainant and the Respondent are the parties to any formal complaint, even if it is signed by
the Title IX Coordinator. At the time of filing a formal complaint, a Complainant must be
participating in or attempting to participate in the Academy’s educational program or a
Academy activity.
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Actual Knowledge Reports of Sexual Harassment
The Academy will also respond to alleged sex discrimination whenever any GreatHearts
employee has actual knowledge of potential sex discrimination or allegations of sex
discrimination. Employees must report such knowledge immediately to the Title IX
Coordinator.

Initial Contact with Complainant
Upon receiving notification of alleged sexual harassment, whether through a report, a formal
complaint or an actual knowledge report from a Great Heart’s employee, the Title IX
Coordinator shall promptly and confidentially contact the Complainant to discuss the
availability of supportive measures, consider the Complainant’s wishes with respect to
supportive measures, inform the Complainant of the availability of supportive measures with or
without the filing of a formal complaint, and explain the process for filing a formal complaint, if
applicable.

Supportive Measures
The Title IX Coordinator shall offer supportive measures to both the Complainant and alleged
Respondent, either before or after the filing of a formal complaint or following a report where
no complaint has been filed. The supportive measures are non-disciplinary, non-punitive,
individualized services and shall be designed to restore or preserve equal access to the
Academy’s educational program and activities, without unreasonably burdening the other
party, and shall be offered without charge. Supportive measures may include counseling, class
modifications or class schedule changes, and/or increased monitoring and supervision, as
deemed appropriate by the Title IX Coordinator.

Emergency Removal/Administrative Leave
The Academy may remove a student who is a Respondent from the Academy’s educational
program or activity on an emergency basis, provided that removal is necessary to protect the
student or another individual from an immediate threat to physical health or safety. If a
student has an IEP or a Section 504 Plan, the decision to remove the student on an emergency
basis must be coordinated with the Academy’s special education staff and in compliance with
relevant IDEA or Section 504 requirements.
The Academy may place an employee who is a Respondent on administrative leave while
allegations are investigated and resolved in accordance with this Policy.

General Principles Governing Grievance Process for Responding to Formal Complaints
Following the filing of a formal complaint, the Title IX Coordinator or an assigned investigator
who has had training in Title IX investigations will conduct an investigation of the allegations,
unless they are summarily dismissed in accordance with Section 12 below. The investigation
will include an evaluation of all available evidence, and may include witness interviews, review
of relevant documents, and consultation with other staff members as necessary. The Title IX
Coordinator or investigator must be free from any conflicts of interest or bias.
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The investigation will be premised on a presumption that the Respondent is not responsible for
the alleged act(s) of sexual harassment, and both parties will be treated equitably during the
investigation. The burden of proof is on the Academy to prove a violation of this Policy by a
preponderance of the evidence, which means that it is more likely than not that the
Respondent engaged in the prohibited behavior.
Upon a determination that the Respondent engaged in prohibited behavior (pursuant to the
procedures set forth below), the Academy may:
• Offer the Complainant any remedies that will restore or preserve the Complainant’s
access to the Academy’s educational program and activities, including any supporting
measures. These remedies may be kept confidential to the extent deemed necessary by
the Academy.
• Impose any disciplinary sanctions on a Respondent student, including participation in
counseling services; revocation of privileges related to extra-curricular programs
including sports; no-contact orders; schedule changes; short-term or long-term
suspension; or expulsion.
• Impose any disciplinary sanctions on a Respondent employee, including participation in
counseling services; no-contact orders; reassignment; suspension without pay; or
termination of employment.
This Policy prohibits the Complainant, the Respondent and any witnesses from knowingly
making a false statement or providing false evidence in connection with a Title IX investigation.
The Academy may take disciplinary action under the Student Code of Conduct or Employee
Handbook against individuals who make such false statements.

Written Notice of Formal Complaint
The Title IX Coordinator or investigator will provide written notice to the Complainant and the
Respondent of the allegations of a formal complaint and the grievance process, including any
informal resolution process. The notice of the allegations must include:
• Sufficient detail to allow the Respondent to prepare a response, including a description
of the conduct alleged, the date and location of the conduct and the names of the
Complainant and other involved parties, if any.
• A statement that the Respondent is presumed not to be responsible for the conduct and
that responsibility will be determined at the conclusion of the process.
• A notice of the Complainant’s and Respondent’s rights to have an attorney or nonattorney advisor.
• The right of Complainant and Respondent to inspect and review any evidence.
• The prohibition on providing false statements or evidence in connection with the
investigation of the complaint.
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If additional allegations arise during an investigation and will be investigated, the Title IX
Coordinator or investigator will provide written notice of those additional allegations to the
Complainant and Respondent.

Summary Dismissal
If the Title IX Coordinator or investigator determines that the allegations in a formal complaint
do not meet the definition of “sexual harassment” under the applicable Title IX regulations, did
not occur in the Academy’s educational program or activity, or did not occur in the United
States, the Title IX Coordinator or investigator shall summarily dismiss the formal complaint.
The Title IX Coordinator or investigator may dismiss a formal complaint if the Complainant
requests withdrawal of the complaint, the Respondent withdraws from the Academy or
terminates their employment with the Academy, or specific circumstances prevent the
Academy from gathering appropriate evidence to make a determination regarding the
allegations. Upon dismissal of a formal complaint or any allegations contained in a formal
complaint, the Title IX Coordinator or investigator will promptly and simultaneously provide
written notice of the dismissal and the reason(s) for the dismissal to the Complainant and
Respondent. If a complaint is summarily dismissed, the Academy may nevertheless take
whatever additional disciplinary action it deems appropriate against the Respondent under its
Student Code of Conduct or Employee Handbook and procedures related thereto.

Submission of Evidence to Title IX Coordinator or Investigator
Both the Complainant and the Respondent will have a reasonable opportunity to present
witnesses and other evidence to the Title IX Coordinator or investigator, provided, however,
that such evidence must be submitted within 21 calendar days of the date on which written
notice of the formal complaint is provided to the Complainant and Respondent. The Title IX
Coordinator or investigator will meet with each party and give them at least 24 hours’ advance
written notice of the date, time, location, and purpose of the meeting.
Before the Title IX Coordinator or investigator prepares the final investigation report, the
Complainant, the Respondent and their advisors (if any) will be provided with an equal
opportunity to review all evidence that is directly related to the allegations in the formal
complaint. If possible, the evidence will be provided to the parties in an electronic format and
manner that does not permit copying or downloading of the evidence. The evidence provided
must include any evidence that the Title IX Coordinator or investigator does not intend to rely
upon, and any exculpatory or inculpatory evidence from any source. Within 10 calendar days of
the date on which they were provided with access to the evidence, the parties may prepare and
submit to the Title IX Coordinator or investigator a written response to the evidence, which the
Title IX Coordinator or investigator must consider before preparing a final, written investigation
report. Following the expiration of the date on which the parties may provide responses to the
evidence, the Title IX Coordinator or investigator will promptly prepare and issue a written
investigation report that fairly summarizes the relevant evidence discovered during the
investigation.
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The Academy will not restrict the ability of either party to discuss the allegations and gather
evidence related to the allegations of the formal complaint.

Determination of Responsibility
The Academy will not hold a live hearing in connection with determining responsibility for any
violations of this Policy. The written investigation report and any responses submitted by the
Complainant and/or Respondent will be provided to the Academy’s Headmaster or designee
(the “Decision Maker”), who will make the determination regarding responsibility. This
individual must be someone different than the Title IX Coordinator or investigator. The
Decision Maker will provide each party with an opportunity to submit written, relevant
questions for any party or witness within 5 calendar days of the date on which the Decision
Maker is provided with a copy of the final written investigation report and any responses to the
report. If written questions are submitted to the Decision Maker, the Decision Maker will
promptly provide the questions to the appropriate party so that the party can provide answers
to the questions. Answers to the questions must be provided to the Decision Maker within 5
calendar days of the date on which they are provided to a party. The Decision Maker will
promptly provide each party with the answers to the questions and allow for additional, limited
follow-up questions in writing from both the Complainant and Respondent within 3 calendar
days. If written follow-up questions are submitted to the Decision Maker, the Decision Maker
will promptly provide the questions to the appropriate party so that the party can provide
answers to the questions. Any answers to those additional questions must be submitted to the
Decision Maker within 3 calendar days of the date on which they are provided to a party. The
Decision Maker will promptly provide the responses to the additional questions to both parties.
Any questions regarding a Complainant’s prior sexual behavior or sexual predisposition will be
deemed irrelevant unless they are offered to provide that someone other than the Respondent
committed the alleged misconduct or are offered to prove consent.
No sooner than 10 calendar days after receiving the investigation report but no later than 45
calendar days after receiving the investigation report, the Decision Maker will issue a written
determination (the “Determination”) that includes:
• A statement of the allegations;
• A description of the procedures used to investigate the allegations;
• The findings of fact;
• A determination of responsibility for each allegation;
• Any sanctions that will be imposed on the Respondent for violations;
• Whether remedies to restore or preserve the Complainant’s and/or others’ equal access
to the Academy’s educational program or activities will be provided; and
• A description of the right to an appeal, how to request and appeal, and the permitted
bases for an appeal.
The deadline for the Decision Maker to issue the Determination may be extended for good
cause at the Decision Maker’s sole discretion.
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The Determination must be based upon a preponderance of the evidence (i.e., whether it is
more likely than not that the violation occurred). The Complainant and the Respondent will be
notified concurrently of the Determination.
Students found to have violated Title IX will be referred for potential disciplinary action.
Employees found to have violated Title IX will be subject to employment actions, including
discipline or termination of employment.

Timing of Resolution of Formal Complaints
The Academy will attempt to resolve all formal complaints alleging a violation of this Policy
within 120 days, not including any time for an appeal of the Determination. However, the
Academy may modify this presumptive deadline and any related deadlines for grievance
procedures as required by the circumstances of the report and equity to the parties, so long as
the matter is resolved in a timely manner. The Title IX Coordinator or investigator will not wait
for the conclusion of any law enforcement investigation or criminal proceeding to begin the
Title IX investigation, but the Title IX Coordinator or investigator may consider such
investigations or proceedings in determining an appropriate timeline in which to resolve a
formal complaint. Any extensions of the deadlines will be explained in writing to both parties.

Appeals
Either the Complainant or the Respondent may appeal from: (a) the Determination regarding a
formal complaint, (b) the Academy’s handling of a report, or (c) the dismissal of a formal
complaint, by submitting a notice of appeal that includes the bases of the appeal to the
Decision Maker within 10 calendar days of the date of the Determination. Written notice of the
appeal will be provided to both parties by the Academy. Either party may file a written
response in support of or challenging the Determination and the bases for the appeal within 5
calendar days of the date on which written notice of the appeal was provided to all parties.
An appeal may be filed on the following bases only:
• A procedural irregularity affected the outcome of the matter,
• There is newly discovered evidence that could affect the outcome of the matter and
that was not available at the time the Determination was made, and/or
• The Title IX Coordinator, the investigator, or the Decision Maker had a conflict of
interest or bias that affected the outcome of the matter.
The appeal will be decided by the Executive Director on written submissions from the parties
only. No hearing will be held for an appeal.
The Executive Director will simultaneously provide the parties with a written decision regarding
the appeal, which will describe the result of the appeal and the rationale for the decision.

Informal Resolution
Allegations may be resolved informally only if a formal complaint is filed and only if the
complaint does not allege that a Academy employee harassed a student. Both parties to a
formal complaint must voluntarily agree in writing to participate in a potential informal
8

resolution. As part of the informal resolution process, the Title IX Coordinator or investigator
may engage in interviews and other fact finding. Available methods of informal resolution
include arbitration, mediation, and restorative justice procedures. Either party may withdraw
for an informal resolution at any time before agreeing to a resolution and resume the grievance
process. Once an informal resolution is agreed to by the parties, it becomes binding. The Title
IX Coordinator or the investigator has the discretion to decline informal resolution for some
complaints, including complaints of sexual violence, and instead require their formal
investigation.

Retaliation
Title IX prohibits retaliation for reporting or participating in an investigation of a report
regarding sex discrimination or harassment. No person shall be retaliated against by the
Academy in any way or subjected to discharge, suspension, discipline, harassment, or any form
of discrimination for having participated in any proceeding under this Policy. In addition, it shall
be a violation of this Policy for any person to retaliate against another individual for the
purposes of interfering with that individual’s Title IX rights or because an individual has
participated or refused to participate in proceedings under this Policy. Individuals may be
subject to actions under this Policy and/or under the Student Code of Conduct or the employee
handbook for retaliation in violation of this Policy.

Recordkeeping
The Academy will maintain all documents related to allegations of sexual harassment for at
least seven years. The records maintained by the Academy will document that the Academy’s
response to allegations of sexual harassment was not deliberately indifferent and that
measures were taken to restore or preserve equal access to the Academy’s educational
program or activity. If the Academy did not offer supportive measures in response to a report
made under this Policy, the Academy’s records will document why that response was not
clearly unreasonable under the circumstances known at the time.

Training
The Academy will provide training on the definition of sexual harassment, the Academy’s
grievance procedures, how to serve impartially in their roles, and any other required or
appropriate subjects to the Title IX Coordinator, any investigators, the Decision Maker, anyone
who facilitates informal resolution of formal complaints, and anyone involved in the appeal
process at least as often as required by the Title IX regulations.
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Clear Form

GreatHearts
Title IX
Complaint Form
Under Title IX, any person, including a person who is alleged to be the victim of sexual
harassment (a “Complainant”) may report sexual harassment, in person, by mail, by telephone,
or by email to the Title IX Coordinator at any time. At the time of filing a formal complaint, a
person making the complaint must be participating in or attempting to participate in the
Academy’s educational program or an Academy activity.
The Complainant (the person making the complaint) and the Respondent (the person against
whom the complaint is made) are the parties to any formal complaint, even if it is signed by the
Title IX Coordinator.
The Arizona Network Title IX Coordinator is:
Missy Penniman, Title IX Coordinator
Great Hearts Academies
4801 East Washington Street, Suite 250
Phoenix, AZ 85034
(480) 297-7676
mpenniman@greatheartsaz.org
Under Title IX, the report must include specific information
This form is designed to assist in providing the required information. You do not need to use
this specific form so long as the required information is provided.

1. The nature of alleged violation
(What happened, When did it happen, Where did it happen?)

Continue, if needed

2. Names of persons responsible for the alleged violation (when known)
This person will be called the “Respondent” during an investigation.

3. Any other relevant background information

Submitted by:

Date:

A Complainant (or their parent/guardian) or the Title IX Coordinator, but not a third-party reporter, may sign a
formal complaint.

Notice of Complaint Processes and Right to Review and Submit Evidence
This information is provided so that those involved in a Title IX investigation understand the
Title IX process. A copy of the full Title IX Policy is available on the GreatHearts website and is
attached to this document.

Outreach to Complainant
Upon receiving notification of alleged sexual harassment, whether through a report, a formal
complaint, or an actual knowledge report from a Great Heart’s employee, the Title IX
Coordinator shall:
1. Promptly and confidentially contact the Complainant to discuss the availability of
supportive measures. The Title IX Coordinator will explain types of supportive measures
and consider the Complainant’s wishes with respect to supportive measures.
The supportive measures are non-disciplinary, non-punitive, individualized services and
shall be designed to restore or preserve equal access to the Academy’s educational
program and activities, without unreasonably burdening the other party, and shall be
offered without charge. Supportive measures may include counseling, class
modifications or class schedule changes, and/or increased monitoring and supervision,
as deemed appropriate by the Title IX Coordinator.
2. As part of this initial outreach to Complainant, the Title IX Coordinator will inform the
Complainant that supportive measures are available with or without the filing of a
formal complaint, and can be put into place at any time during the process if requested
by either party.
3. If the Complainant want to proceed, explain the process for filing a formal complaint.
(See Complaint Form)

Receipt of Formal Complaint and Notice to All Parties
Promptly after receipt of a formal complaint, the Title IX Coordinator or investigator will
provide written notice to the Complainant and the Respondent of the allegations of a formal
complaint and the grievance process, including any informal resolution process.
The notice of the allegations must include:
1. Sufficient detail to allow the Respondent to prepare a response, including:
a. A description of the conduct alleged, the date and location of the conduct and
the names of the Complainant and other involved parties, if any.
b. A statement that the Respondent is presumed not to be responsible for the
conduct and that responsibility will be determined at the conclusion of the
process.
c. A notice of the Complainant’s and Respondent’s rights to have an attorney or
non-attorney advisor.

d. The right of Complainant and Respondent to inspect and review any evidence.
e. The prohibition on providing false statements or evidence in connection with the
investigation of the complaint and that retaliation is strictly prohibited.
If additional allegations arise during an investigation and will be investigated, the Title IX
Coordinator or investigator will provide written notice of those additional allegations to the
Complainant and Respondent

Submission of Evidence to Title IX Coordinator or Investigator by All Parties
Both the Complainant and the Respondent will have a reasonable opportunity to present
witnesses and other evidence to the Title IX Coordinator or investigator, provided, however,
that such evidence must be submitted within 21 calendar days of the date on which written
notice of the formal complaint is provided to the Complainant and Respondent. The Title IX
Coordinator or investigator will meet with each party and give them at least 24 hours’ advance
written notice of the date, time, location, and purpose of the meeting.
Before the Title IX Coordinator or investigator prepares the final investigation report, the
Complainant, the Respondent and their advisors (if any) will be provided with an equal
opportunity to review all evidence that is directly related to the allegations in the formal
complaint. If possible, the evidence will be provided to the parties in an electronic format and
manner that does not permit copying or downloading of the evidence.
The evidence provided must include any evidence that the Title IX Coordinator or investigator
does not intend to rely upon, and any exculpatory or inculpatory evidence from any source.
Within 10 calendar days of the date on which they were provided with access to the evidence,
the parties may prepare and submit to the Title IX Coordinator or investigator a written
response to the evidence, which the Title IX Coordinator or investigator must consider before
preparing a final, written investigation report. Following the expiration of the date on which
the parties may provide responses to the evidence, the Title IX Coordinator or investigator will
promptly prepare and issue a written investigation report that fairly summarizes the relevant
evidence discovered during the investigation.
The Academy will not restrict the ability of either party to discuss the allegations and gather
evidence related to the allegations of the formal complaint.

APPENDIX 3
HEALTH POLICY

Hearts
Health Policy for Students and Staff
A scholar or staff member who is sick will not be able to perform well in school or after-school
activities and is likely to spread the illness to other students and staff. We suggest making a plan
for childcare ahead of time so you will not be without a comforting place for your child to stay if
they are ill.
 We respectfully ask that your child is picked up as soon as possible once you have been
notified that your child is sick and needs to go home.
 We ask this to prevent the spread of illness to our faculty, staff, and other students.
Call your healthcare provider for advice if you are unsure about your child’s illness. You can
always bring your child to school a little late if your child’s healthcare provider states it is safe to
attend school. When it comes to your child’s health and the health of all the other children,
faculty, and staff at school, it is better to be safe.
Please see the below symptom guidelines for keeping students/staff home and when to
return to school:
Fever
Stay Home:
Temperature of 100.0 degrees Fahrenheit or
higher. *
Return to School:
Must be fever free, without taking fever reducing
medication, for 24 hours before returning to
school. Unless presenting with respiratory or
COVID-19 symptoms, see below.
*Many authorities use either 100.0 (37.8 degrees
Celsius) or 100.4 F (38.0 degrees Celsius) as a
cut-off for fever, but this number can vary
depending on factors such as the method of
measurement and the age of the person (CDC
4/2020).

Fever with Respiratory Symptoms

If you have a fever and respiratory symptoms
and have tested negative for COVID-19, you
should: Stay home and away from others until 24
hours after your fever and symptoms of
respiratory infection are gone, without using
fever-reducing medications. Once symptoms
have been gone for 24 hours, you can resume
normal activities.

Cough
Mild infrequent cough

Come to School:
A person with a mild infrequent cough, stuffy
nose with clear drainage, and sneezing may go to
school if able to take part in school activities.

Productive cough

Stay Home:
A frequent, moist, productive cough, chest
congestion, and/or nasal discharge that is not
clear in color may be contagious and require
treatment and rest at home.

Coughing that won’t stop -- or anything
different about your child’s breathing

Stay Home:
Difficult or rapid breathing, and wheezing (if
associated with difficult breathing). Uncontrolled
coughing not only makes it hard to learn or play,
it also warrants a call to the doctor, as does
breathing that sounds or looks different from
usual breathing.
Stay Home:
With a fever and/or swollen neck glands.
Return to School:
Individual with a positive strep test may return to
school after 24 hours of antibiotics. Notify health
office staff of a positive strep test.

Sore throat

Vomiting/diarrhea

Stay Home:
Persons with vomiting and/or diarrhea will not be
able to attend school or remain at school.
Return to School:

24 hours after last incidence of vomiting and/or
diarrhea.

Eyes

Rash

Stay Home:
Thick mucus or pus draining from the eye may be
pink eye. With pink eye you may see white or
yellow discharge, matted eyelids after sleep, eye
pain, redness or itching.
Return to School:
Must receive 24 hours of antibiotics before
returning to school. Notify the health office if
diagnosed with pink eye.
Undiagnosed, new and/or untreated rash or skin
conditions. Follow up with a healthcare provider
to determine that the illness is not a
communicable disease.

Lice

May not return to school until treated for
infestation and are free of LIVE lice. A visual
inspection of the hair by school personnel is
required prior to re-admittance. Inspection will
be done privately and with respect. Notify the
health office of individual with lice.

Flu

Stay Home:
Flu signs and symptoms usually come on
suddenly. People who are sick with flu often feel
some or all of these symptoms:
• Fever or feeling feverish (it’s important to
note that not everyone with flu will have a
fever)
• Chills
• Cough,
• Sore throat
• Runny or stuffy nose
• Muscle or body aches
• Headaches
• Fatigue (tiredness)
• Some people may have vomiting and
diarrhea which is more common in
children than adults

Notify the health office of a positive flu test.
Return to School:
Must be fever free, without taking fever reducing
medication, for 24 hours before returning to
school. A fever is defined as 100°F (37.8°C). *

*Many authorities use either 100.0 (37.8 degrees Celsius) or 100.4 F (38.0 degrees Celsius) as a
cut-off for fever, but this number can vary depending on factors such as the method of
measurement and the age of the person (CDC 4/2020).
Communicable Disease Reporting- State Mandated
The state requires that certain communicable diseases are to be reported by the school to the
State Health Department who will provide community assistance if necessary. Please notify the
health office if your child has been diagnosed with any of the following common communicable
diseases: COVID-19, strep throat, pink eye (conjunctivitis), flu, measles, and chicken pox. Refer
to the full list of Reportable Communicable Diseases at this website:
https://azdhs.gov/documents/preparedness/epidemiology-disease-control/communicabledisease- reporting/reportable-diseases-list.pdf
Calling in Your Child Sick or Absent:
Please provide specific symptoms your child is experiencing such as fever, cough, nausea, etc.
Please let us know if the child has seen a doctor or will be seeing a doctor.
What Can I Do to Help Prevent Illness?
•
•
•
•
•

Stay home when you are sick. You will help prevent others from catching your
illness.
Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth. Germs spread this way.
Cover coughs and sneezes. Use a tissue to cover coughs and sneezes, then
dispose of the tissue. When a tissue is not available, cough or sneeze into your
elbow. Wash hands or use hand sanitizer after coughing/sneezing.
Clean and disinfect surfaces or objects. Clean and disinfect frequently touched
surfaces, especially when someone is ill.

•

•

Wash hands for 20 seconds. Washing hands often under clean, running water
can help prevent the spread of germs. For more guidance see the CDC: When and
How to Wash Your Hands. If you cannot wash your hands, use alcohol-based
hand sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol.
Seasonal flu vaccines are available
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I. Introduction
The purpose of the Great Hearts Academies Health Services Manual is to assist heath assistants, designated,
unlicensed school personnel in policy and procedure, guidance in “Best Practices”, and additional resources to
provide for the health and safety of students and school staff. The information contained in the manual
includes:
o The role of the Health Assistant or designated staff personnel, School Nurse, and Director of Nursing.
Resources to assist in running the school health office
o Items and procedures to support student health.
o Health and safety policies of Great Hearts Academies
o Services and reports that are mandated for all Arizona schools
o Reports/forms that are required by Great Hearts Academies
Although this manual has been intended for the health assistant or designated, unlicensed school personnel,
the school nurse will also use this as a resource. The school nurse is held to a higher set of practice standards as
required by their nursing license and may perform additional duties within their scope of practice.
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II. School Health Personnel
o

o

o

o

o

“Health Assistants” are hired by the Headmaster. Health Assistants are required to be CPR and First
aid certified. Health Assistants usually assist on the Archway campuses. Health Assistants performing
hearing screenings are required by the state to obtain certification of training, and may be required by
their Headmaster to obtain vision screening certification (that is required by the state).
“Unlicensed School Personnel” are hired by the Headmaster and are designated to perform
specific health services tasks. The designated, unlicensed school personnel are not required to be CPR and
First aid certified however it is recommended. Designated personnel are usually hired mainly for the
school front office. Preparatory campuses are usually found to utilize delegated, unlicensed school
personnel.
“School Nurses” are hired by the Headmaster. A School Nurse must have a current RN Arizona license
and CPR certification. The School Nurse is usually utilized on the Archway campuses. School Nurses
performing hearing screenings are required by the state to obtain certification of training and may be
required by their Headmaster to obtain vision screening certification (that is required by the state).
School Nurses and Health Assistants are required by their Headmaster to have a state-issued
certificate of training for conducting hearing and vision screenings.

“Director of Nursing” is hired by Great Hearts Academies and must have a current RN Arizona
license. The Director of Nursing provides resources as well support to health assistants, designated
school personnel, school nurses and Headmasters. The Director of Nursing also coordinates with the
Great Hearts administration to develop, update, and implement health services policies and
procedures. The Director of Nursing, Ava Williams-Cornelius, R.N., may be contacted at 623-920 0603.
“School Health Office IT” for Power School questions and updates.” has been
designated to assist school health personnel with all Power School questions.
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III. Health Services Overview
o

Basic Health Services that should be provided by all Great Hearts schools:
Identify, refer, and follow up with acute and chronic health conditions and produce health care plans
located on the Regional Drive.
Identify Health Alerts found in the Enrollment Information and update as necessary.
Maintain a safe and healthy environment to promote learning.
Provide first aid as needed, and notify emergency services when indicated.
Maintain student medication administration and document according to the Medication guidelines.
Maintain and monitor student immunizations in accordance to Arizona law and file the annual report
by November 15.
ASIR (Arizona State Immunization Records) should be current and placed in the student’s Cum folder.
Conduct hearing screening on students in accordance to Arizona law; make referrals and follow up as
indicated; within 45 days. An annual Hearing Report will be by June 30.
Conduct vision screenings if desired; make referrals and follow up as indicated. It is not a State
mandate to conduct vision exams however inform faculty to refer students in the event a student is
struggling with their vision and they do not have glasses.
Notify the Maricopa County Health Department of cases of reportable communicable diseases. Refer
to the list of Reportable Communicable Diseases on the Regional Drive or at this website:
https://www.azdhs.gov/documents/preparedness/epidemiology-disease-control/communicabledisease-reporting/school-childcare-reporting-requirements.pdf.
Recognize and report possible physical, sexual, and/or psychological abuse of students. Review the
Child Find mandates on a yearly basis. New faculty will be required to attend a Child Find In service.
Maintain confidentiality of all student health information in accordance to FERPA and HIPAA
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IV. Duties and Guidelines for School Health Personnel
o

Aids in the implementation of the above and below listed health services.

o

Communicable Disease Reporting- State Mandated
Whenever the School Health Personnel becomes aware of a case, a suspected case, or an outbreak of
a communicable disease, the School Health Personnel should consult with the Maricopa County
Health Department. If the information provided confirms a reportable event, the School Health
Personnel will work with the Maricopa County Health Department. The Headmaster will be notified
with the recommendations on how to proceed with parent notification.
The complete list can also be found in the Community Diseases Reporting on the ADHS website at
https://azdhs.gov/documents/preparedness/epidemiology-disease-control/communicable-diseasereporting/reportable-diseases-list.pdf
The report shall be submitted to the local health agency within the time limitation as specified in
Table 2. The document may be submitted by telephone, fax, or mail at:
The Maricopa County Department of Health
Community Health Nursing
Telephone: 602.506.6767
Fax: 602.506.8444
Street Address: 4041 N. Central Ave. Phoenix, AZ 85012

o

Documentation
♦:♦

♦:♦

o

A student’s visit to the Health Office should be documented in PowerSchool and should include
■
Date
■
Time
■
Problem or reason for the visit (sickness/injury)
■
Your observations/assessment
■
Tasks performed to aid the student
■
Medications administered
■
Student outcome (i.e. student sent home or student sent back to class). All parent contact must
be documented.
In the case of an injury or incident where additional medical services are needed (i.e. EMS, urgent
care), a Student Incident Report form should be completed. Please see the Student Accident Report
Process Flow Chart on the Regional Drive, located in the First Aide and Safety Folder.

Health Care Plans
Identify students with asthma, diabetes, anaphylaxis (severe allergy), migraine, or seizure disorders
on the emergency medical form completed by the parent. In cases where a student is newly
diagnosed during the school year, parents will provide written or verbal notification of a change in
student health status.
Request parents to complete the appropriate Health Care Plan in collaboration with their physician.
Physician’s own action plan may be accepted.
Proper documentation is needed before emergency medications are to be administered by school
personnel.
Request that the proper supplies and medications be provided by the parent. DO NOT EXCEPT
expired medications.
Expired medications must be properly disposed of or given back to the parents.
If a parent does not supply proper documentation or medications, document this in Power School in
detail with your requests and the parent’s response. Notify the Headmaster with noncompliance
issues. Health Care Plans are available in the Health Care Plans Folder on the Regional Drive. It is also
recommended that the Health Care Plans be available on the academy website for parents to access.
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o

First Aid & Safety
Follow the health and safety guidelines provided by the Arizona Department of Health Services at:

https://azdhs.gov/documents/prevention/womens-childrens-health/reports-factsheets/emsc/safety.pdf
Health assistants and unlicensed personnel should only perform those tasks that are described in this
flip-chart or from a first aid resource from which they have been trained by the Director of nursing
and/or certified personnel.

o

Health Office Supplies
♦:♦

♦:♦

o

Stocking and maintenance of the health office equipment and supplies. Medical supplies can be
purchased on Amazon.com or http://schoolnursesupplyinc.com
Discuss with the Headmaster or Office Manager how they would prefer to pay for supplies.

Hearing and Vision
♦:♦

♦:♦

New legislation requiring schools to comply with the following:
✓
Provide vision screenings to all kindergarten students and provide screening results to
parent for students not passing.
✓
Providing screenings for students with an IEP are referred for special education during the
year.
✓
Any student recommended for screening by a teacher who has not been screened in the last
year.
✓
Any student who is not reading at grade level by third grade, if they are not otherwise
screened in the third grade. https://www.azleg.gov/legtext/54leg/1r/bills/sb1456s.pdf
T-3 Sensory Training and Certification is required to rescreen students who have failed the initial
screening. This certification is also required in order to complete the ADHS Hearing Screening Report
and to reserve audiometers for the screening process. For more information regarding hearing and
vision training and certification, please visit the Arizona Department of Health Services Hearing and
Vision Sensory Program at:

https://azdhs.gov/documents/prevention/womens-childrens-health/reports-factsheets/hearing-vision/sensory_pp.pdf
Hearing and Vision Screening Guidelines are found in the Hearing and Vision folder on the Regional
Drive.
Conduct hearing and vision screenings prior to the 45 day screening process. According to the state
guidelines vision is not mandated to be completed. Some schools may choose to contract with a
service to conduct all screenings. Student Vision and Hearing Screening forms are available on the
Regional Drive. The Hearing and Vision Referral Letters are also in the Hearing and Vision folder on
the Regional Drive.
The Office Manager and the School Health Personnel will select a time to complete Hearing and
Vision Screenings.
Volunteers may assist with the initial hearing and vision screenings. A training period prior to the day
of the screenings is recommended. A good resource to assist in screenings is the PSO at your
academy.
All screenings will be recorded in Power School. This system will generate a report supporting School
Health Personnel with the annual Hearing Report.
The ADHS hearing screening report form due between April 1 and June 30 annually is available at:

https://www.azdhs.gov/documents/prevention/womens-childrens-health/ocshcn/hearingvision-screening/hearing-screening-report-form.pdf

o Immunizations - Monitor and maintain student immunization records.
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The 2019-2020 Arizona School Immunization Requirements, K-12 grade can be found at:

https://www.azdhs.gov/documents/preparedness/epidemiology-diseasecontrol/immunization/school-childcare/school-immunization-requirements.pdf
An electronic version of the child’s immunization record can be generated by an immunization
registry. The Arizona State Immunization Information System may be utilized at

https://www.azdhs.gov/preparedness/epidemiology-diseasecontrol/immunization/asiis/index.php
Immunizations for new students and for students who have updated their immunizations are input
into the school management system (Power School.)
The ASIR card will be generated through Power School once immunizations are recorded.
All updated ASIR cards will be filed in the student’s Cum Folder.
The Request for Exemption to Immunization form will be available at the Health Office or at

https://azdhs.gov/documents/preparedness/epidemiology-diseasecontrol/immunization/school-childcare/personal-belief-exemption.pdf
An example of the Arizona School Immunization Record can be viewed at:

https://azdhs.gov/documents/preparedness/epidemiology-diseasecontrol/immunization/school-childcare/asir-109r.pdf
Inadequate Immunization Records
If a parent attempts to enroll a student in a Great Hearts academy without adequate immunization
records, the school shall provide the parent or guardian with:
Written notification that the student is not in compliance with immunization requirements;
A list of the immunizations that the student must obtain in order to comply with state
requirements; and
Written notification that the parent or guardian is to send the student to a physician or local
health agency to obtain written proof of immunizations before entry. This documentation must
be copied and stored in the students cum file.
Appropriate forms can be found on the Regional Drive in the Immunization Folder or at:
https://azdhs.gov/documents/preparedness/epidemiology-diseasecontrol/immunization/school-childcare/school-immunization-toolkit.pdf

o Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria
Follow Great Hearts Illness Guidelines –when to keep your child home from school
Follow the inclusion/exclusion criteria guidelines provided by Caring for our Children: National Health
and Safety Standards, Third Edition at:

http://nrckids.org/CFOC
These standards are supported by the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Public Health
Association, and the National Resource Center for Health and Safety in Child Care and Early
Education. Due to copyright laws, we are unable to print the guidelines, but your school may choose
to purchase Managing Infectious Diseases in Child Care and Schools, Second Edition by the American
Academy of Pediatrics. The guidelines are available in this resource. The resource can be found at:
http://www.ecels-healthychildcarepa.org/publications/manuals-pamphlets-policies/item/292managing-infectious-diseases-in-child-care-and-schools-a-quick-reference-guide.html

o Medical Emergencies
Notify EMS when indicated
Guidelines available at:
http://nrckids.org/CFOC
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Safety Information Flip Chart
https://azdhs.gov/documents/prevention/womens-childrens-health/ocshcn/nursing/emergencyschool-guidelines.pdf

o Medication Policies
Follow medication policy as stated in the School Family Handbook. Medication administration consent
forms are available at the front office. The following guidelines should be followed regarding medication
administration.
Recent changes to the Consent to Administer Medication document allows school staff to administer certain
prescription medications to minors without parental authorization in the case of a medical emergency. These
medications are: 1 Epinephrine auto-injectors, 2. Inhalers 3. Naloxone hydrochloride or any other opioid antagonist
drug that are approved by the FDA.

Emergency Medication Administration
Pursuant to Arizona Revised Statutes §15-189.04 the governing body of the school prescribes and
enforces the following policies and procedures for the emergency administration of auto-injectable
epinephrine (hereinafter called unassigned or stock epinephrine) by a trained employee of the school
pursuant to Arizona Revised Statutes §15-157.

Applicability
These policies and procedures shall apply if:

1.
2.

The school voluntarily chooses to stock two (2) adult doses
and two (2) juvenile doses of auto-injectable epinephrine
pursuant to A.R.S. §15-157.
The school is required to stock two (2) adult doses and two
(2) juvenile doses of auto-injectable epinephrine pursuant
to A.R.S. §15-157.

Definitions
The following definitions are applicable to these policies and procedures:

1.

2.

3.
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“Anaphylactic shock” is a severe systemic allergic reaction, resulting
from exposure to an allergen, which may result in death. Common
allergens include but are not limited to animal dander, fish, latex,
milk, shellfish, tree nuts, eggs, insect venom, medications, peanuts,
soy, and wheat. A severe allergic reaction usually occurs quickly;
death has been reported to occur within minutes. An anaphylactic
reaction can occur up to one to two hours after exposure to the
allergen.
“Auto-injectable epinephrine” means a disposable drug
delivery device that is easily transportable and contains a
premeasured single dose of epinephrine used to treat
anaphylactic shock.
3.“Standing order” means a prescription protocol or
instructions issued by the chief medical officer of the
department of health services, the chief medical officer of a
county health department, a doctor of medicine licensed
pursuant to title 32, chapter 13, or a doctor of osteopathy

licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 17, for non-individual
specific epinephrine.
Policy
Pursuant to a standing order issued by the chief medical officer of the department of health services,
the chief medical officer of a county health department, a doctor of medicine licensed pursuant to
title 32, chapter 13 or a doctor of osteopathy licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 17, an employee
of the school who is trained in the administration of auto-injectable epinephrine may administer or
assist in the administration of auto-injectable epinephrine to a pupil or an adult whom the employee
believes in good faith to be exhibiting symptoms of anaphylactic shock while at school or at schoolsponsored activities. Pu
Pursuant to A.R.S. §15-157, the chief medical officer of the department of health services, the chief
medical officer of a county health department, a doctor of medicine licensed pursuant to title 32,
chapter 13 or a doctor of osteopathy licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 17, Great Hearts
academies, the school, and employees of Great Hearts Arizona and the school are immune from civil
liability with respect to all decisions made and actions taken that are based on good faith
implementation of the requirements of A.R.S. §15-157, except in cases of wanton or willful neglect.

Policy Limitations
Parents of students with known life-threatening allergies and/or anaphylaxis shall provide the
school with written instructions from the students' health care provider for handling
anaphylaxis and all necessary medications for implementing the student specific order on an
annual basis. This anaphylaxis policy is not intended to replace student specific orders or
parent provided individual medications. This policy does not extend to non-school-sponsored
activities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Symptoms of Anaphylaxis
Shortness of breath or tightness of chest; difficulty in or absence of
breathing
Sneezing, wheezing or coughing
Difficulty swallowing
Swelling of lips, eyes, face, tongue, throat or elsewhere
Low blood pressure, dizziness and/or fainting
Heart beat complaints: rapid or decreased
Blueness around lips, inside lips, eyelids
Sweating and anxiety
Itching, with or without hives; raised red rash in any area of the body
Skin flushing or color becomes pale

Hoarseness
Sense of impending disaster or approaching death
Loss of bowel or bladder control
Nausea, abdominal pain, vomiting and diarrhea
Burning sensation, especially face or chest
Loss of consciousness

Although anaphylactic reactions typically result in multiple symptoms, reactions
may vary. A single symptom may indicate anaphylaxis. Epinephrine should be
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administered promptly at the first sign of anaphylaxis. It is safer to administer
epinephrine than to delay treatment for anaphylaxis.
Annual Training in the Administration of Auto-Injectable Epinephrine

1.

2.

3.

4.

The Headmaster of the school shall designate at least two school
personnel, in addition to the school nurse (RN or LPN), who shall be
required to receive annual training in the proper administration of auto injectable epinephrine in cases of anaphylactic shock pursuant to a
standing order.
Training in the administration of auto-injectable epinephrine shall be
conducted in accordance with minimum standards and curriculum
developed by the Arizona Department of Health Services in consultation
with the Arizona Department of Education.
At a minimum, training shall include procedures to follow when
responding to anaphylactic shock, including direction regarding
summoning appropriate emergency care, and documenting,
tracking and reporting of the event.
Training shall also include standards and procedures for acquiring a supply of
at least two
(2) juvenile doses and two (2) adult doses of auto-injectable epinephrine, restocking autoinjectable epinephrine upon use or expiration, and storing all auto-injectable epinephrine
at room temperature and in secure, easily accessible locations on school sites.

5.

6.

Training shall be conducted by a regulated health care professional,
whose competencies include the administration of auto-injectable
epinephrine, including but not limited to a licensed school nurse,
certified emergency medical technician or licensed athletic trainer.
The school shall maintain and make available upon request a list of
those school personnel authorized and trained to administer autoinjectable epinephrine pursuant to a standing order, along with the
date on which the annual training took place.

Annual Training on the Recognition of Anaphylactic Shock Symptoms and Procedures to Follow
When Anaphylactic Shock Occurs

1.

2.

3.
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The school shall require all school site personnel to receive an annual
training onthe recognition of anaphylactic shock symptoms and procedures
to follow when anaphylactic shock occurs.
Training shall be conducted in accordance with minimum training
standards developed by the Arizona Department of Health Services in
consultation with the Arizona Department of Education and shall follow
the most current guidelines issue by the American Academy of Pediatrics.
Training shall be conducted by a regulated health care professional
whose competencies include the recognition of anaphylactic shock
symptoms and procedures to follow when anaphylactic shock occurs,

4.

including but not limited to a licensed school nurse, certified
emergency medical technician or licensed athletic trainer.
The school shall maintain and make available upon request a log of
the personnel who received the annual training, along with the
date on which the training took place.

Procedures for Annually Requesting a Standing Order for Auto-Injectable Epinephrine
Standing orders are written to cover multiple people as opposed to individual-specific orders, which
are written for one person.

1.

2.
3.

The school shall obtain a standing order from its designated school
physician licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 13 (medical physician)
or chapter 17 (osteopathic physician) , and if no such physician is
available to provide a standing order, from the chief medical officer of
the department of health services or the chief medical officer of a
country health department.
Standing orders shall be renewed annually and upon the
change of any designated school physician.
Standing orders shall identify the appropriate dosage of autoinjectable epinephrine to administer based upon weight and the
frequency at which auto-injectable epinephrine may be
administered if symptoms persist or occur.

Procedures for the Administration of Auto-injectable Epinephrine in Emergency Situations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Determine if symptoms indicate possible anaphylactic shock.
Act quickly. It is safer to give epinephrine than to delay treatment.

Select the appropriate dosage of auto-injectable epinephrine to
administer pursuant to a standing order.
Inject the epinephrine via the auto-injector pursuant to a
standing order, noting the time, date, and dose given.
Direct someone to call 911 and request medical assistance.
Advise the 911 operator that anaphylaxis is suspected and that
epinephrine has been given.
Stay with the person and keep the person stable, until emergency responders
arrive.
Monitor the person’s airway and breathing.
Reassure and calm the person as needed.
Call Front Office and School Administration and advise them of the situation.
Direct someone to call parents/guardians and advise them to promptly alert
student’s
primary care physician of the incident.

11.
12.
13.
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If symptoms continue and EMS is not on the scene, administer a second
dose of epinephrine pursuant to a standing order. Note the time.
Administer CPR if needed.
Emergency responders shall transport the person to the emergency
room. Give the emergency responders the used epinephrine auto-

15.

16.

17.
18.

injector labeled with the person’s name and the date and time the
epinephrine was administered.
Even if symptoms subside, 911 must still respond and individual
must be evaluated by a physician. A delayed or secondary reaction
may occur.
Document the incident in writing detailing who administered the
injection(s), the rationale for administering the injection(s), the
approximate time of the injection(s), and notifications made to school
administration, emergency responders, the student’s parents/guardians,
and the doctor or chief medical officer who issued the standing order,
and complete required incident reports.
Order replacement dose(s) of stock auto-injectable epinephrine as
appropriate.
Review the incident involving the emergency administration of
epinephrine to determine the adequacy of the response.

Reporting of the Incident
The school shall report to the Arizona Department of Health Services all incidents of use of
auto- injectable epinephrine pursuant to this rule in the format prescribed by the Arizona
Department of Health Services.

Post Event Actions

1.

Once epinephrine is administered, local Emergency Medical Services
(911) shall be activated and the student transported to the emergency
room for follow up care. In some reactions, the symptoms go away,
only to return one to three hours later. This is called a "biphasic
reaction." Often these second-phase symptoms occur in the respiratory
tract and may be more severe than the first-phase symptoms.
Therefore, follow up care with a healthcare provider is necessary. The
student will not be allowed to remain at school or return to school on the day
epinephrine is administered.

2.
3.
4.

Document the event
Complete incident report
Replace epinephrine stock medication immediately

Storage, Access and Maintenance
Epinephrine should be stored in a safe, unlocked and accessible location, in a dark place at room
temperature (between 59-86 degrees F). Epinephrine should not be maintained in a locked cabinet or
-behind locked doors. Staff should be made aware of the storage location in each school. It should be
protected from exposure to heat, cold or freezing temperatures. Exposure to sunlight will hasten
deterioration of epinephrine more rapidly than exposure to room temperatures. The expiration date of
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epinephrine solutions should be periodically checked; the drug should be replaced if it is approaching the
expiration date. The contents should periodically be inspected through the clear window of the autoinjector. The solution should be clear; if it is discolored or contains solid particles, replace the unit. Each
school should maintain documentation that stock epinephrine has been checked on a monthly basis to
ensure proper storage, expiration date, and medication stability.
The school shall maintain a sufficient number of extra doses of epinephrine for replacement of used
or expired school stock on the day it is used or discarded. Expired auto-injectors or those with
discolored solution or solid particles should not be used. Discard them in a sharps container.

Policy for the Administration of prescription, patent or proprietary
medications by school employees.
The administration of prescription, patent or proprietary medications to minor children by school
employees shall only occur on the written request or authorization of a parent or legal guardian,
except for an emergency administration pursuant to section 15–157 (epi-pin as explained above) or
15–158 (inhalers and bronchodilators as explained above) or the emergency exception pursuant to
section 15–341, subsection A, paragraph 43 (opioid antagonist) as detailed below.
B.

For the purposes of this policy, “administration of a prescription medication or a patent or
proprietary medication” means the giving of a single dose of medication or the giving of a treatment
package in its original container.

C. Pursuant to ARS 15-341 (a)(43) and, ARS 36-2267, in the event of an emergency, trained school
personnel shall follow approved policies and procedures for the emergency administration by an
employee of a school of naloxone hydrochloride or any other opioid antagonist approved by the
United States food and drug administration as described below.

D. Each Great Hearts school shall require all nurses, health staff and head coaches to be
trained in the administration of opioid antagonists by July 2020.
Emergency Procedures for the Administration of Naloxone Hydrochloride or other FDA approved
opioid antagonist in Emergency Situations

1. Determine if symptoms indicate possible opioid overdose/depression..
2. Select the appropriate dosage of the opioid antagonist to administer
pursuant to a standing order.
3. Inject the opioid antagonist pursuant to a standing order, noting the
time, date, and dose given.
4. Direct someone to call 911 and request medical assistance. Advise the 911
operator that opioid overdose is suspected, and which opioid antagonist
has been given.
5. Stay with the person and keep the person stable, until emergency responders arrive.
6. Monitor the person’s airway and breathing.
7. Reassure and calm the person as needed.
8. Call Front Office and School Administration and advise them of the situation.
9. Direct someone to call parents/guardians and advise them to promptly alert student’s
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primary care physician of the incident.
10. Administer CPR if needed.
11. Emergency responders shall transport the person to the emergency room. Give
the emergency responders the used opioid antagonist labeled with the
person’s name and the date and time the opioid antagonist was administered.
12. Even if symptoms subside, 911 must still respond and individual must be
evaluated by a physician. A delayed or secondary reaction may occur.
13. Document the incident in writing detailing who administered the injection(s), the
rationale for administering the injection(s), the approximate time of the
injection(s), and notifications made to school administration, emergency
responders, the student’s parents/guardians, and the doctor or chief medical
officer who issued the standing order, and complete required incident reports.
14. Order replacement dose(s) of stock as appropriate.
15. Review the incident involving the emergency administration of the opioid
antagonist to determine the adequacy of the response.

Reporting of the Incident
The school shall report to the Arizona Department of Health Services all incidents of use
of any opioid antagonist pursuant in the format prescribed by the Arizona Department of
Health Services or other relevant state , county or federal agency.
F. Post Event Actions

1. Once any opioid antagonist is administered, local Emergency Medical

Services (911) shall be activated and the student transported to the
emergency room for follow up care. with a health care provider is
mandatory.

2. Document the event
3. Complete incident report
4. Replace stock medication immediately
G. Storage, Access and Maintenance
Need protocol
There must be written authorization by a parent or guardian to allow the school the school health
personnel to administer the medication. The Parental Consent to Dispense Medications form will be
will be updated yearly.
The medication consent must include the medication, dosage, route, approximate time to be
administered, indication for use, and any known drug allergies, and must be in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions or the prescription
A written or faxed order from a physician will be accepted by the health office.
The medication sent from home must come to the school office in its original manufacturer’s
packaging, with directions and warnings intact, and labeled with the student’s name.
Expired medication should not be administered.
Parents of students with Health Care Plans shall submit an updated plan yearly.
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o Physical, sexual, and/ psychological abuse - Mandatory reporting
Definitions

Definitions of Abuse
fhe following material was adapted by th e lnteragency Council from CPS training materials.
f his material is inte nded simply to provide guidelines and is not to be considered legal advice.
Emphasis has been added in some sections.

"Abuse" per A.RS. 8-201 means the infliction of or allowing of physical injury,
impairment of bodily function, or disfigurement or the infliction of or allowing another
person to cause serious emotional damage as evidence by severe anxiety, depression ,
Nithdrawal or untoward aggressive behavior and which emotional damage is diagnosed by a
med ical doctor or psychologist pursu ant to section 8-821 and is caused by the acts or
omissions of an individual having care, custody and control of a child. Abuse shall
Include inflicting or allowing sexual abuse pursuant to section 13-1404, sexual conduct
Nith a minor pursuant to section 13-1405, sexual assault pursuant to section 13-1406,
molestation of a ch ild pursuan t to section 13-1410, commercial sexual exploitation of a minor
pursuant to section 13-3552, sexual exploitation of a minor pursuant to 13-3553, incest
pursuant to section 13-3608 or child prostitution pursuant to section 13-3212.

PHYSICAL ABUSE

" PHYSICAL INJURY" per A .RS. 13-3623 means the impairment of physical condition and
includes any:
a.

b.
C.

d.
e.
f.

skin bruising
pressure sores
bleeding
fa ilure to thrive
malnutrition
dehydration

g.
h.
i.
j.
le

I.

burns
fracture of any bone
subdural hematoma
soft tissue swelling
injury to any internal organ
physical condition which imperils
hea lth or welfare

"SERIOUS PHYSICAL INJURY" means physica l injury wh ich creates:

a.
b.
c.
d.
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a reasonable risk of death or
that causes seriou s or permanent disfigurement,
serio us im pairm ent of health or
loss or protracted impai rmen t of the function of any bodily limb or organ.

o Physical, sexual, and/ psychological abuse - Mandatory reporting
Definitions

NEGLECT
" NEGLECT OR NEGLECTED" means the inability or unwillingness of a PARENT,
GUARDIAN OR CUSTODIAN of a child to provide that child with supervision , food , cloth ing,
shelter or medical care IF that inab ility or unwillingness CAUSES SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF
HARM to the chil d's health or welfare, except if the inability of a parent or guard ian to provide
services to meet the needs of a child with a disability or chronic illness is solely the re sult of the
unavailability of reasonable services.

"Substantial Risk of Harm" means actual, tangible and measu rable harm or risk of harm to
the child which may include phys ical , emotional, medical , sexual or other types of harm to the
child.

SEXUAL ABUSE
SEXUAL ABUSE (A .R.S. § 13-1404) A person commits sexual abuse by intentionally or
knowingly engag ing in sexual CONTACT with any person fifteen or more years of age
without the consen t of th at person, or with any person who is under fifteen years of age if
the sexual CONTACT involves only the female breast.

SEXUAL CONDUCT WITH A MINOR (A.R.S. § 13-1405) A person commi ts sexual
CONDUCT with a minor by intentionally or know ingly engag ing in sexual intercourse or oral
sexual CONTACT with any person who is under eighteen years of age . (This statute has
been inte rpreted by the courts to include attempts to engage in this behavior, eve n if the
attempt is only verbal.)

SEXUAL ASSAULT (A.R.S. § 13-1406) A person commits sexual assault by intentiona lly or
knowing ly engaging in sexual intercourse or oral sexual CONT ACT with any person
without consent of such person.

MOLESTATION OF A CHILD (A .R.S. § 13-1410) A person commits molestation of a child by
intentiona lly or knowingly engaging in or causing a person to engage in sexual contact, except
sexual co ntact with the female breast, with a child under fifteen years of age.

CHILD PROSTITUTION (A.R.S. § 13-3212) A person comm its child prostitution by knowingly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Causing any minor to engage in prostitution;
Using a minor fo r purposes of prostitution;
Permilli ng a minor und er such person's custody or control to engage in prostitution;
Receiving any benefit fo r or on accoun t of procuring or placing a minor in any place or in
the cha rge or custody of any person for the purposes of prostituti on;

5.
6.
7.

Receiving any benefit pursuant to an agreement to participate in the proceeds of
prostitution of a minor;
Financing, managing, supervising, controlling, or owni ng, either alone or in association
with others, prostitution activity involving a minor;
Transportin g or fin ancing the transportation of any minor th rou gh or across this state
wi th th e intent tha t such minor engage in prostitution.

COMMERCIAL SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF A MINOR (A.R.S , § 13-3552) A pe rson
commits commercia l sexu al exp loitati on of a mi nor by knowi ngly:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Using, employing, persuad ing, enticing, ind ucing, or coercing a minor to engage in or
assist othe rs to engage in exploitive exhib ition or other sexual CONDUCT for the
purpose of prod ucing any depictio n or live act depicting such con duct;
Using, employing, persuading, enticing, or coercing a minor to expose the genitals or
anus or areola or nipple of the female breast for fin ancial or commercia l gai n;
Perm itting a minor under such perso n's custody or control to engage in or assist others
to engage in exploitive exhibition or other sexual CONDUCT for the purpose of
producing any visua l depiction or live act depicting such conduct;
Transporting or financing the transportation of any minor through or across this state
with the intent that such min or engage in prostitution, exploitive exhibition or other
sexual CONDUCT for the pu rpose of producing a vis ual depiction or live act depicting
such conduct.

SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF A MINOR (A ,R.S. § 13-3553) A person commits sexual
exploitation of a mino r by know ing ly:
1.
2.

Recording, fil ming , photographing, develop ing , or dup licating any visual depiction in
which a minor is engaged in exploitive exhibition or other sexual CONDUCT;
Distributing , transporting, exhibiting, receivi ng, selling, purchasing, electronically
transmitting , possessing , or exchanging any visual depiction in which a minor is
engaged in exp loitive exhibition or other sexua l CONDUCT.

INCEST (A. R S.§ 13-3608 ) Persons who are eighteen o r more yea rs of age and are within
the degree of consan guini ty within wh ich marriag es are dec lared by law to be inc estuous
and void, who knowingly intermarry with each other, or who knowing ly commit forn ication or
ad ulte ry with each other.

Ad dit io nal Defini tions :
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1.

"Sex ual con tact" means any direct or indirect touching, fondling, or man ipu lating of any
part of the genitals, anus or fema le breast by any part of the body or by any object or
ca using a person to engage in such conduct.

2.

"With out consent" includes any of the fo llowing:

a.
b.

c.
d.

The victim is coerced by the immed iate use or threatened use of force
against a person or property;
The victim is incapable of consent by reason of mental disorder, mental
defect, drugs, alcohol, sleep, or any other similar impairment of cognition
and such condition is known or should have reasonably been known to the
defendant;
The victim is intentionally deceived as to the nature of the act;
The victim is intentionally deceived to erroneously believe that the person is
the victim's spouse.

3.

"Spouse" means any pe rson who is legally married and cohabiting.

4.

"Sexual intercourse" means penetration into the penis, vulva, or anus by any part of the
body or by any object or masturbatory contact with the penis or vulva.

5.

"Oral sexual contact" means oral contact with the penis, vulva or anus.
a. "Exp loitive exhibition" means the actual or simulated exhibition of the genitals
or pubic or rectal areas or any person for the purpose of sexual stimulation of
the viewer.
b. "Producing" means financing, directing, manufactu ring, issuing, publishing,
or advertising for pecuniary gain .

6.

"Sexual conduct" means actual or simulated:
a.

Sexual intercourse including genital-genital, oral-genital, anal-genital or oralanal, whether between persons of the same or opposite sex;
b. Penetration of the vagina or rectum by any object except one does as part of
a recognized medical procedure;
c. Sexual bestiality;
d. Masturbation for the purposes of the sexual stimulation of the viewer;
e . Sadomasochistic abuse for th e purpose of sexual stimulation of the viewer;
f. Defecation or urination for the purpose of sexua l stimulation of the viewer.
7.

"Simu lated" means any depicting of the genitals or rectal areas that give the appearance
of sexual contact or incipie nt sexual conduct.

8.

"Visua l depiction" incl udes each visual image that is contained in an undeveloped film,
videotape or photograph or data stored in any form and that is capable of conversion into
a visual image .

9.

"Prostitution" means engag ing in or agreeing or offering to engage in sexual conduct with
any person under a fee arrangeme nt with Iha person or any other person.

10. "Sexual conduct" means sexual contact, sexua l in tercourse, or oral sexual con tact, or
sadomasochistic abuse.
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11. "Sadomasochistic abuse" means flagellation or torture by or upon a person who is nude or
clad in undergarments or in revealing or bizarre costu me or the cond ition of being fettered ,
bound or otherwise physically retrained on the part of one so clothed .

EMOTIONAL ABUSE
A.R.S. § 8-821 permits a CPS Specia list or peace officer to take temporary cu stody of a ch ild
who is suffering serious emotional damage which can ONLY BE DIAGNOSED by a medical
doctor or psychologist. The child shall be immediately examined and after the examination
the child shall be released to the custody of the parent, guardian, or custodian unless th e
examination revea ls abuse .
The lega l definition of emotio nal abuse is contained in A.R.S. § 8-201. " ... serious emotional
damage as evidenced by severe anxiety, depression, withdrawal or untoward aggressive
behavior and which emotional damage is diagnosed by a medical doctor or psychologist
pursu ant to section 8-821 and which is CAUSED by the acts or omissions of an individual
having care , custody and control of a child ."
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SCHOOL PROTOCOL FOR REPORTING SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE
The Arizona mandatory reporting law, A.R.S. 13-3620 requires that school personnel, or any person who
has responsibility for the care or treatment of a minor, who reasonably believes that a minor has been
the victim of physical injury, abuse, child abuse, a reportable offense or neglect shall immediately report
or cause a report to be made of this information. This means that if there are any facts from which one
could reasonably conclude that a child has been the victim of one of the above listed offenses, the
person knowing those facts is required to report those facts to the appropriate authorities. This
immediate report is to be made regardless of who the alleged perpetrator is. Your duty is to report, not
to investigate. If school personnel fail to report known or suspected child abuse or neglect, then they
have committed a crime that is punishable under Arizona state law.
Responsibilities of school personnel
1. Record the information provided by the child. ONLY these exact questions should be asked as
needed to complete the information:
a. What happened?
b. Who did it?
c. Where were you when it happened?
d. When did it happen?
2. Meet with your school’s Child Abuse Coordinator (headmaster, dean etc.) to share the
information and document on the report form.
3. Phone in report to DCS Hotline at 1-888-767-2445 or make an online report
4. Call your local PD IF you are reporting sexual abuse OR the child is in imminent danger.
Avondale PD...........................................................................................623-932-3660
Buckeye PD............................................................................................623-386-4421
Chandler PD...........................................................................................480-782-4130
El Mirage PD...........................................................................................623-933-1341
Gilbert PD................................................................................................480-503-6500
Glendale PD..........................................................................................623-930-3000
Goodyear PD.........................................................................................623-932-1220
Mesa PD................................................................................................480-644-2211
Paradise Valley PD................................................................................480-948-7410
Peoria PD...............................................................................................623-773-7061
Phoenix PD............................................................................................602-262-6151
Scottsdale PD.........................................................................................480-312-5000
Surprise PD.......................................................................................623-583-1085 x3
Tempe PD...............................................................................................480-966-6211
Tolleson PD.............................................................................................623-936-7186
5. Child Abuse Report form is submitted within 72 hours to:
DCS Phone Intake P.O. Box 44240 Phoenix, Arizona 85064-4240
Or fax a copy to: 602-530-1832
6. Be available to work with DCS and police who come to the school to investigate
7. Follow these additional guidelines:
a. Refer all inquiries to police and DCS do not contact or provide information to parents
b. Maintain confidentiality of all information regarding issue
c. Treat the child with respect and support and do not be judgmental
d. Make no promises to the victim- let them know you are reporting for their safety
Also, here is a link to a training on mandatory reporting that I always provide to the schools
Mandatory Reporting Link: https://dcs.az.gov/report-child-

abuse#:~:text=Arizona%20law%20requires%20certain%20persons,possibility%20of%20abus
e%20or%20neglect.
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o Additional Services
After identifying students with a health problem (i.e. diabetes, asthma, severe allergic reaction, and
seizure disorder), if you believe they may need additional services, please consult with your
Exceptional Student Services Coordinator (ESSC) to help determine if the student is in need of a 504
Accommodation Plan or Special Education Services.
Crisis Counseling

•
•
•

SliidlincScale c-eling
Fees are based on IIICllffll! Level
Many prapams are acressecl through Magellan
l-800-564-5465

• This list is provided as a munesy; 1111! do not endor3e or remmmend any of the providers on this list.
This is solll!lv DrOVide for...,.. information
1602-2444357
► !Banner 'Thu nderbird
1602-256-2948
► IEJlad IFamil!I & Children's Services
,602-9!n-61D5
c.rtholic
Charities
f
iDmmunitv·
Servi(les
►
1602-257-0700
► OhiEanos P,oo la Ca u:s;a
1602-256-0528
► Jewish !Fami ly & Children's Servioes
1602-331-5817
► IMarty Ho111Se fsso20-asoe1 zip ,codes)
480--944!--4!407
► !Mental Hearth Asscciatioo,
I
J\lative
American
Beh:a,..ioral
He-alth
1
602-4'24!-2000
►
1602-248-924'7
► !Phoenix Interfaith
► 555 W . 1Gleooa'le Ave
160(2-93!Hj51 6
► !Phoenix Interfaith
► 444 W . Northern,
1602-9in-2233,
► South west lllehaviora'l Health
160(2-68,5--GOOO
► Terro5
160(2-258-6797
Valle
Dell
Sol
►

Cammunitv lll!fenall l11fm.alian
602.-263--8856,or 800-352-3792

Community l nfon:n!iltion & Referral
► ILinlc: between peopl'e who need help·and
the org;mraationsWihi c:h provid'e that hellp
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Crisis Hotline

24-Hour Suicide/ Behavioral Health/ Crisi.s Hotlines
Em pact' s Suki de/ ( 1risiis Hotlin e
480-784-1500
Pmvi des 24 hour teleiphon e
interv,e nrtion to peop Ie ,exiperi"enci ng
suiicida l criiSis or cnisiiis teams to
schools who h ave experi enced
recent su ioide .
Cirisis Responsie•N ,e tworlk, Inc.- IMairicopa
602-222...!9444
1

County
· Teilepho n e t riage a d intervention
· Mobile•t eams
Orisiis tra n51portatim1
Hos1pitall rap:id r,esponse
iClhi d P1rot eotive Se:rvices {CPS:~crisiiS
prQgrams
1

Teen Life, Line

602-248--,83.37

· Pmvi des t roubled yo utlh t he
op;po:rtiu nity t o access im mediate
help from a trained Peer Counselor
Ho[!e Li ne Suiici de Hotlli ne-Natiio na I

800-SUliCIDE
Community Referral Information
602-263,-,8856 from
Comm u nity !Information & Refer ral
· I.Jinll!c b etween 1p eo 1p le wiho need heilp, 800-352-3792
and the o rgain iz;atio ns wihiclh !Provid e
that heilp,.

Suicide Prevention Traini nc and Counselinc Resources
Empact's Preve nrti:o n De1pa1rtlment
Prnvid e-s firee trai ning to

Sandra McNal ly: 480-784- 1514
Ext 1219

school s on suioide pr evention
CathoUc Social Servi"ces
A community basied
o:rganization tlhat provides
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El Mirage : 6,2 3-87.5,-,0519
M e-sa : 480-964-8771

prevention education to the
community.
Church of the Beatitudes

Peor1ia: 623486--9868
Pboeni1x: 602--99'7 --16105
GI endalle: 602--264--1221

► A oommunirty ba~dl

organization that provides
parish nu1rses that wo:rk w it lh
suici de prevention. P1rovi des
on e--0n--one coU111 se! i ng,
classroom instructi" o:n and
om.Jnse! ing groups.
Glendalle Human Servi"oes ,Council

Glendalle: 623--937--9034

► 1Descr1iption: A community

based orga111 ization th at
provides 1p,hone and yo uitlhbased prog1rams.
Pboenilx Interfaith Counseli ng

GI endalle: 623--939--6516

A oounseling se:rvioe that

ILitchfi•e ld Park: 623-326--8642

provides one-on-one
counsel i~g and com1p uter

North Phoenix: '602--992-7521

based ~.rviioes ..

Pboenilx: 602-248-- 9247

Glendalle: 602--532--0777
Tempe::48~317--9868
Scottsdale: 480--367-11660

T enrns, lin e.

Mesa:: 602...!685--6000

A oommunirty ba~d

Pihoenilx :602...!685--6075

organization that provides
one--0n--one coU111dl and a

Glendalle: 602--685--6000

mobil e orisis lli ne.. Also,
provides on--go:·ng ,crisis
intervention tlraining.
Arizona Adolesoent Health
Coaliitiion
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602--265--968:6

► P ovide tallks wiidl teens

about de1pressfon and su icide
tlh rough the Adolescent
Hea Ith T a i1n inig !Institute .. Also
provides training for adull ts
wihoworlk: with teens. The
or ganization does not
provide any di1rect serviices. ll
provides training.,
Tee n Choi,c e !Leadership Academy
602-243-1773
and Black Famillly an:d Children
Se:rvioe,s
A school! base d program that
provides 11>hone, d as9room
and one-on-one a n:d
cm.Jnse!in,g groups.
Arizona Alli iance for tlh e M:entallly 1111 Pih oeni1x: 602-244-81'66
(NAMIII Arizona),
1

►

A oommuniily bas,e d
organization that provides
se:rvioes via a variety of
mediums inc'I ,ding vide o.,
radio, 1phon:e,, dassmom and
co'IJ nse!ing groups. Provides
t rain ing t o 1JJolllice, oommuniify
groups, ind ivid ua Is with
mental illllness, re igiious
outreach se:rvi" ces, d actors
and schoo'ls.

St. Lu kes Behavioral Health Center
A me dical bas,e d behavioral
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Pihoeni1x: 602-251-87'99

V.

Medication Administration
o

Non-Prescription or Over-the-Counter (OTC) Medication:
Medications not taken home will be disposed of in accordance with federal guidelines.
Stock Medications: Some schools may choose to have OTC stock medications available. The stock
supply will be limited to Tylenol, Advil, Benadryl, hydrocortisone, and antibiotic ointment/Neosporin.
If parents would like to have school stock medications available to their child as an option to manage
intermittent minor illnesses during the school day, a written parental consent form must be on file.
The designated school personnel or school nurse should call and consult the parent before
administering the medication.

o

Prescription Medication:
The medication must be prescribed by a licensed practitioner. Licensed practitioners include an
Arizona physician, registered nurse practitioner, physician’s assistant or dentist in conformance with
A.R.S. 32-1901 and 32-1921.
The prescription label should be affixed to the container provided by the pharmacist. The prescription
medication label should include the pharmacy name, student’s name, drug name, and dosage,
instructions for use, date prescribed and expiration date.
Prescriptions must have been prescribed within the last 2 weeks. Exceptions are made for chronic
conditions only.
No more than a 30 day supply of the medication should be brought to the school office at one time.
All unused medications are to be picked up by parents at the end of the prescribed date or at the end
of each school year. Parents will be notified of expired medications, the medication should then be
picked up by a parent. Medications not taken home within a week of being notified will be disposed
of in accordance with federal guidelines.
It is the responsibility of the parent or guardian to update the health office if there are changes in
medication dosage and/ or frequency, and the parent should request a new label from the pharmacy.
Controlled substances must come to the school office by the parent or guardian, where both the
school personnel and parent verify the count and sign for the quantity delivered.

o

Alternative Medications (herbal or homeopathic medication):
Alternative medications are not tested by the US Food and Drug Administration for safety and
effectiveness. The lack of safety information limits its appropriateness in the school environment.
Alternative medications may only be administered if authorized by a physician.

o

Experimental medications or medications at doses in excess of manufacturer
guidelines:
Experimental medications or those to be administered in excess of manufacturer guidelines will be
reviewed by administration in consultation with a medical professional. The administration should be
provided information regarding the protocol or a study summary from the research organization, and
written authorization from a physician. If administration of the medication is approved by
administration additional requirements may be set as recommended by a medical professional.

o

Medication Administration by School Personnel
Medication administration at school is a delegated request from the parent. School personnel may
include a school nurse, health assistant, or other unlicensed school employee.
The School Health Personnel will designate appropriate school employees for medication
administration in the event of an emergency. A list identifying all delegated medication
administration personnel will be posted in the in the medication binder in the health office on each
campus. A List of Designated Medication Administration Personnel form is available in the Medication
Folder on the Regional Drive.
Health assistants and medication administration personnel are unable to exercise clinical judgment
and are performing a ministerial task only.
Medications will be administered according to manufacturer’s dosage recommendations.
Medications will be administered according to the Five Rights of Medication Administration.
■
Right student
■
Right medication
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Right dosage
Right time
■
Right route
Each instance will be documented in the student’s health record in Schoolmaster and will include the
following information: the student’s name, the name of the medication, the date and time, the
amount given, the route (i.e. by mouth or left eye), and any observable reactions.
Medications should be returned to a locked cabinet.
The parent will be immediately contacted if student refuses medication. Event will be documented in
Power School.
School nurses will review a student’s response to medications given for chronic conditions, especially
newly prescribed medications.
■
■

♦:♦

♦:♦
♦:♦

♦:♦

o

Medications on Field Trips
Only prescription medications should be allowed on field trips.
Emergency medications and emergency action plans provided by parent/guardian should be available
on field trips. The School Health Personnel shall ensure appropriate delegated personnel are available
to administer the prescription and emergency medication.
A Fieldtrip Medication form should be provided by the school. Health personnel. The form should be
placed in a Ziploc bag along with the medication in its original container provided by the pharmacy. If
health services staff is not employed at the school, the headmaster shall assign a designee to perform
this task.
The medication must be transported and secured by the designated school personnel.
In the event a dose is missed or refused by the student, the school nurse and parent should be
contacted immediately and notified.
The person administering the medication on the field trip shall complete all required information on
the form and return all supplies to the school health personnel upon return to school.
After receiving the completed fieldtrip form from the returning designated school personnel, the
school health personnel will document in Power School the student’s medication, dosage, time,
route, and the name of the person who administered the medication on the fieldtrip.

o

Medication Errors
A medication error is present when a student:
■
is given the wrong medicine
■
is given a wrong dose
■
is given the medication by the wrong route
is given the medication more than 30 minutes before or after the scheduled time
does not receive a scheduled dose
If a medication error is made, the following procedure should be followed:
■
The Headmaster should be notified immediately. The school health personnel shall make a
judgment as to the threat to the student. The school health personnel may consider consulting
the student’s physician, pharmacy, poison control center (1-800-222-1222) If at any time, the
student appears to be in imminent danger, 911 should be called and then the parents. After the
student has received appropriate medical care, the Headmaster will be notified of the outcome,
if not already consulted.
■
After it has been determined there is no imminent threat, the Headmaster and school health
personnel will notify the parents and together a determination will be made as to the immediate
course of action.
The person giving the medication in error will complete a Medication Administration Error and
Student Incident Report.
The report should be signed by the Headmaster following the guidelines of the process for the
Student Accident flow process.
■
The reports should be kept on file at the school health office, to be retained for three years.
■
■

■

o

Adverse Drug Reactions
Adverse reactions are defined by the National Institute of Health (NIH) as “any noxious or unintended
reaction to a drug that is administered in standard doses by the proper route for the purpose of
prophylaxis, diagnosis, or treatment.”
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In the case of an allergic reaction, school health personnel should follow standard procedure as
directed in the Arizona Department of Health Safety Flip Chart.
https://webcms.pima.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_6/File/Health/Resources%20for%20Professionals
/Child%20Care%20Consultants/az-safety-information-flipchart.pdf
A Student Accident Report should be completed, following the guidelines of the process for the
Student Accident flow process and signed by the Headmaster. Consult with the Headmaster as to
which Incident Report form your school uses.
The event will be documented and a health alert will be indicated on the student’s health record in
Power School to prevent further occurrences.

o

Medication Storage and Disposal
Upon receipt of the medication, by designated personnel, the medication label will be checked
against the signed consent. If there is a discrepancy, the medication should NOT BE ACCEPTED.
The medication should be counted upon receipt (example: number of pills, capsules, amount of
liquid) and documented on the Medication Supply Log Excel Sheet.
The medication should be secured in a locked cabinet.
Medications classified as controlled substances should be stored according to the Controlled
Substance Act. A complete list of substances can be obtained at www.dea.gov/pubs/scheduling.html
or by calling a pharmacist. Rules and regulations for storage of these drugs (Schedule II and IV drugs
that are commonly given during the school day), include:
■
drugs stored in a fixed and stationary, secure and substantially constructed locked cabinet
■
cabinet located in a room or office not accessible to the general public or students
■
Keys should be kept in control of an authorized person at all times.
Proper temperature and storage conditions applicable to individual prescription medications should
be maintained and monitored.
Medications that are recommended or required to be refrigerated should be separated from food
items in a secure, separate container. Controlled medications that are required to be refrigerated
should be double-locked. Refrigerator temperatures should be maintained at 38-42o F.
Parents should be informed of the medication disposal policy in the family handbook. Disposal of
medications should occur after the parents have failed to pick up medications after the specified time
or at the end of each school year. The health office may contact parents before disposal, but not
required. The following procedure should be followed in destroying medications:
Read label for appropriate disposal instructions.
If no instructions are provided, take medications out of their original packaging, place them in an
impermeable and non-descriptive bag or can with used coffee grounds or kitty litter. Any preparation
that includes a needle should be disposed of in an approved sharps container.
All identifiable information on the containers should be scratched out to protect a student’s identity
and personal health history.
Empty inhaler containers may be disposed in regular trash.
Additional information regarding medication disposal may be obtained in the Medication Folder on
the Regional Drive or at www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/Consumerupdates/ucm101653.htm.
The disposal process should be witnessed and documented on the Medication Supply Log form.

o

Medication Theft
If the medication cabinet is broken into potentially resulting in stolen medications, the police or local
law enforcement should be notified immediately.
Allow police or local law enforcement to conduct an investigation prior to the school nurse or
medication administration personnel counting the medications and assessing the loss.
The parent or guardian shall be notified of the incident and requested to replenish the medication
supply.
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VI.

Documents
o

Communicable Disease
Reportable Diseases
Head Lice Policy and Guidelines
Letters To Parents
o Chicken Pox
o Conjunctivitis (Pink Eye)
o Hand Foot and Mouth
o Impetigo
o Scabies
o Strep Throat
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o

o

o

o

o

o
o

Health Care Plans
o Food Allergy Plan
o Asthma Plan
o Diabetes Medical Management Plan
o GI Feeding Plan
o Migraine Plan
o Seizure Plan
First Aid & Safety
Safety Flip Chart
Student Accident Report Form
Worker’s Compensation/Staff Injury Report Form
Concussion Information for School Health Personnel and Parents
Hearing and Vision
Hearing and Vision Screening Form
Hearing and Vision Guidelines
Vision Referral Letter
Vision Resources
Hearing Referral Letter
Immunizations
Referral Notice
Medical Exemption Form – English
Medical Exemption Form – Spanish
Personal Beliefs Exemption Form – English
Personal Beliefs Exemption Form - Spanish
Medication Forms
Parent Consent to Dispense Medications
List of Designated Administration Personnel
Field Trip Medication
Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria
Illness Guidelines
Mandatory Reporting To DCS
Suspected Child Abuse/Neglect Report Form
Link to a training on mandatory reporting:
(http://www.childhelpinfocenter.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=108)

o

o

Great Hearts Policies
Management of Asthma
Management of Life-Threatening Allergies
Great Hearts Head Lice Policy
Medication Administration
Counseling Information
Overview of Counseling Referral Process
Information About Counseling Services for Parents
School Counseling Permission Form
School Counseling Referral Form
Referral Process Flow Sheet
Crisis and Emergency Resources,
Grief Counseling Referral List
West Valley Counseling Referral List
East Valley Counseling Referral List
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Overview of the Counseling Referral Process for General Education Students
A referral is made to the School Counselor when a concern for a student arises. Possible sources of
referrals may include parent(s)/guardian(s), teachers, administrators, and/or other school personnel.
However, parent/guardian referrals need to come from the student’s teacher*. Emergency interventions
are required in those situations that need immediate attention, (e.g., concern about the safety of a student,
death of a student or student’s family member, or physical and/or sexual abuse). If the situation is a
crisis, please notify the headmaster, who will refer to the Emergency Response Plan (ERP). All other
referrals will need to be sent to the school counselor using the counseling referral form. In the case of
suspected abuse or neglect, all school employees have a legal mandate to make a hotline call (1-888-SOSCHILD).
If a parent has a concern about their child and inquires about counseling, let them know that you
(the teacher) will need to fill out a referral form on that student (if you agree with the parents
concern), as all referrals need to come from staff members.
Steps in the Referral Process:Concern for student arises
STEP 1. Teacher or staff member fills out referral form (Form can be found on:
Athena: Great Hearts Headmaster Curriculum: Student Life: Special Help
Athena: Office Manager Curriculum: Counseling Referral Documents: Counseling
Resources and Referral Information
Athena: ESS Curriculum: Counseling
STEP 2. Teacher or staff members gets headmaster permission and signature on the referral form.
STEP 3. Teacher or staff member sends completed form to the lead office school counselor via email
or fax.
STEP 4. Once the referral form is received, the counselor will identify whether or not the situation
warrants counseling.
STEP 5. If counseling is deemed necessary, the counselor will be in contact with the person who
referred.
STEP 6. If counseling is necessary, the information sheet on counseling as well as the permission slip
will need to be sent home by the teacher to the parents/guardians.
STEP 7. Upon return of the permission slip, the student will begin services (service time will be based
on need).
STEP 8. The student’s progress will be monitored. If necessary, interventions will be implemented
with help of the teachers. The student’s response to the intervention will be reassessed and
the intervention plan modified if needed.
STEP 9. The counselor will follow up with the referring individual. The school counselor maintains
contact with the referring individual throughout the process observing the guidelines of
confidentiality as well as family privacy as mandated by the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act.

This form can be found on:
Athena: Great Hearts Headmaster Curriculum: Student Life: Special Help
Athena: Office Manager Curriculum: Counseling Referral Documents: Counseling Resources and Referral Information
Athena: ESS Curriculum: Counseling
Created on: 08/07/14
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Information about Counseling for Parents/Guardians

From Lauren Katz, LMSW, Great Hearts Academies School Counselor
How students are "selected" for counseling: Students may be referred to the School Counselor for
individual and/or small group counseling by school faculty and staff. When a referral is received, the
School Counselor meets with the student and the classroom teacher to determine the next steps.
Who provides the counseling? Counseling is provided by a School Counselor. The School Counselor has
a Master’s degree and is licensed by the Arizona Board of Behavioral Health.
Counseling for your child is voluntary. It is your choice to consent to or decline counseling for your
child.
What counseling for your child will involve: Counseling may include small group or individual sessions.
During the sessions, your child and I will work together to help him or her understand the problem, the
present and future consequences, develop goals for change and a plan of action for change. A variety of
activities will be used, e.g., writing, role-play, art, focused discussions. School Counseling is limited in its
scope and is not a substitute for psychotherapy.
Sharing of Information: Trust is the basis for effective counseling. The ethical guidelines for school
counselors emphasize the importance of confidentiality between school counselors and students at the
same time recognizing the rights of parents. Your child must know and trust that, what is shared with
me will stay with me unless he or she gives me permission to share information or if I suspect child
abuse, if he or she is in danger of hurting himself or herself or poses a danger to others.
Confidentiality: Trust and confidentiality work together. The requirements of the Family Education
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) are enforced—information will not be released to anyone outside our
school without your written permission. I may talk with the classroom teacher about how he or she can
help your child in the classroom; however, specific information will not be shared.
Possible outcomes: Through counseling, your child may be taught strategies to help him or her make
more effective and healthier decisions, increase the ability to set and reach goals, build better
relationships with others, and be more successful in school. We all must realize that changes take time;
his or her problem did not develop overnight, nor will it disappear overnight. Counseling will be
successful when students, school counselors, teachers, and family members work as partners.
Please contact me if you want more information or have ideas about how we can better help your child.
My contact information is:
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Phone Number: 602-376-4481

E-mail: LKatz@greatheartsaz.org

GreatHearts
classical education, revolutionary schools

School Counseling Permission Form

I have read and understand the information provided by the School Counselor on the parent/guardian
information sheet and have had an opportunity to ask questions about counseling.

___ I consent for my child to participate in counseling.
I understand that participation is completely voluntary and that classroom requirements take
precedence over participation in counseling.

___ I do not consent for my child to participate in counseling.

___________________________________

_______

Student First/Last Names (please print)

___________________________

________________________
Teacher

_______________

Parent/Guardian Signature

________________________
Date

Please write any concerns or relevant information in the space below:

Please return this form to your student’s teacher by _
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________________

GreatHearts
classical education , revolutlonary schools

School Counseling Referral Form
Student Name:
Academy:

Referred by:
____________________

______________________________________

Age:

Grade:

______

Action Requested: [x] Individual Counseling [ ] Group Counseling [ ] Observation [ ] Consultation
Reason for Referral:
[ ] Friendship Problems
[ ] Peer Relationships
[ ] Inattentive
[ ] Hyperactive
[ ] Social Skills
[ ] Bullying
[ ] Lying

[ ] Anxiety/ Worry
[ ] Low Self-Esteem
[ ] Withdrawn
[ ] Stealing
[ ] Depression
[ ] Eating Disorder
[ ] Destruction of Property

[ ] Dramatic Change in
Behavior
[ ] Perfectionist
[ ] Hurts Self
[ ] Impulsive
[ ] Family Concerns
[ ] Aggression

[ ] Anger
[ ] Dishonest
[ ] Grief
[ ] Fears
[ ] Sadness
[ ] Other_________

Describe the behaviors of concern in observable and measurable terms (Where, When, How often):

How is this behavior impeding the learning of the student?

Action taken and outcomes (any accommodations and interventions attempted):

Describe the student’s strengths:
Signature of Person Referring:
Headmaster Signature:
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Date:
Date:

REFERRAL PROCESS FLOW CHART
Concern for student

Referral made to professional school counselor by:
•
•
•
•
•

Teacher
Administrator
School Nurse/
Health Assistant
Faculty Member
Other

***If
parent/guardian
wants
Seea Information
about
to refer, they must go through
Counseling,
Informed
the student’s
teacher.
Consent
Form

iiiiIIf a

Concern is identified on Referral Form(s)

t
Counselor assesses concern by collecting/reviewing data
Level and type of intervention are determined

i
Counselor Referral to Community
Resources:

Counselor In-School Interventions:
• Emergency Intervention
• Consultation/Collaboration
with Student,
Parents/Guardians, and/or
Teachers/Other School
Personnel
• Implementation of
intervention strategies
• Individual Counseling
• Small Group Counseling

• CPS Hotline
• Police
• Other Community Services
(e.g., Food Pantry, Homeless
Shelter, etc.)

I

Implementation of intervention, monitor student’s response to
the intervention, periodically re-assess as needed)
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Follow-up with the referring individual within the guidelines of confidentiality

Crisis and Emergency Resources
Crisis Response Network, Inc.- Maricopa County

602-222-9444

➢ Telephone triage and intervention
➢ Mobile teams
➢ Crisis transportation
➢ Hospital rapid response
➢ Child Protective Services (CPS) crisis
programs
*The Crisis Response Network will send a suicide
assessment team to the school free of charge if you
have a student in your school who is talking about
suicidal ideation.
Empact’s Suicide/Crisis Hotline

480-784-1500

➢ Provides 24 hour telephone intervention
to people experiencing suicidal crisis
Magellan Crisis Line

800-631-1314

Banner Behavioral Health

602-254-4357(HELP)

St. Luke's Behavioral Health

602-251-8535 OR 1-800-821-4193

Teen Lifeline

602-248-TEEN (8337) OR 1-800-248TEEN

➢ Provides troubled youth the opportunity to
access immediate help from a trained Peer
Counselor
HopeLine Suicide Hotline-National

http://www.teenlifeline.org/programs.ht
m
800-SUICIDE

Community Referral Information
Community Information & Referral
➢ Link between people who need help and the
organizations which provide that help
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602-263-8856 from
800-352-3792

Grief Counseling Resource Referral List

Groups
New Song (free grief support group for youth through Hospice of the Valley)
480-951-8985 *call for phone intake
Hospice of the Valley (free support groups for adults)
602-530-6970
Empact Survivors of Suicide (support group for youth and adults)
Call Jill McMahon 480-784-1514 ex 1108 email: empactsos.org
Banner Hospice (Grief Support Groups for families)
Cindy Darby 480-657-1167
(12 week program, $15 materials fee, west valley locations available)
Individual
Bayless Healthcare (in home and office based counseling provided for AHCCCS patients, accepts most
other insurances for office based counseling services)
602-883-4076
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East Valley Counseling Referral List
A New Leaf
1655 E University Dr.
Mesa, AZ 85203
480-969-6955
Accepts BCBS and United for Psychiatric Evaluation and medication management
Cash Pay Psych Evaluation $193.24
Cash pay only for Therapy ($20-120 based on income)
Also Accepts AHCCCS for all services
Bayless Health Care-Pediatric only
926 E McDowell RD STE 123
Phoenix AZ 85008
602-230-7373
Bayless Health Care -South- Adult and Pediatric
9014 S Central Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85042
602-230-73 73
Bayless Location accepts most private insurance and AHCCCS for both therapy and Psych Med
Management, Cash pay on sliding scale
Provides in home therapy to East and West Valley for adults and children
Touchstone
2150 S Country Club De STE 35
Mesa, AZ 85210
1-866-207-3882
Accepts AHCCCS for all services, provides individual, group and family therapy, Psych Med
Management
Cash Pay services on a sliding scale
Patient may submit bill to private insurance for reimbursement
Arizona's Children Association (Pediatric)
375 E Elliot Rd
Chandler AZ 85225
480-814-7789
AHCCCSOnly
Psych Medication Services
Individual, group and family therapy
Melmed (Parade Val!ey/N. Scottsdale area)
4848 E Cactus Rd STE 940
Phoenix AZ 85354
480-443-0050
Private Pay or Private Insurance only
o AHCCCS Accepted
*Great Hearts does not endorse nor recommend any of the above named agencies
This form can be found on Athena 2.0 by searching the title of the document.
Updated on 7/18/2017

*Great Hearts does not endorse or recommend any of the above listed agencies
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West Valley Counseling Referral List
For individuals with AHCCCS:
Touchstone
15648 N 35 th Ave
Phoenix AZ 85053
1-866-207-3882
A New Leaf Glendale
8581 N 61 st Ave Glendale, AZ
623-934-1991
Bayless Health Care
926 E McDowell Rd
Phoenix AZ 85008
602-230-7373
For individuals with private insurance:
Melmed Center
4848 E Cactus Rd #940
Phoenix AZ 85254
480-443-0050
Bayless Health Care
926 E McDowell Rd
Phoenix AZ 85008
602-230-7373
*Great Hearts does not endorse nor recommend any of the above named agencies

This form can be located on Athena 2.0 by searching for the title of the document
Updated on 7-17-2017
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APPENDIX 5
MEDICAL INFORMATION AND CONSENT TO DISPENSE MEDICATION

GreatHearts~
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Medical Information and Consent to Dispense Medications – SY 20___/20___
Student’s Name (Please Print):

Birthdate:

Known Allergies:
List All Medical Concerns:

Parent Provided Over-the-Counter Medications – These are to be furnished by the parent, in the original container with the student’s
name and dosage instructions provided. Medications to be administered more than 10 days must have a physician’s order. Medications not picked-up
within 10 days will be disposed of in accordance to federal guidelines. Expired medication or medications without proper dosage instructions will not be
administered to student.
Date

Name of
Medication

Route (by
mouth, etc.)

Dosage

Time

Indication for
treatment

Possible Side
Effects

Parent/Guardian’s
Initials

Parent Provided Prescription Medications – All medications must be furnished by the parent in the original container with affixed
prescription label. No more than a 30 days’ supply of medication should be brought to the health office. All controlled substances should be brought into
the health office by a Parent/guardian.
Date

Name of
Medication

Route (by
mouth, etc.)

Dosage

Time

Indication for
treatment

Possible Side
Effects

Parent/Guardian’s
Initials

Special Requirements (example: take with food):
I hereby authorize any hospital/doctor/EMS personnel to render immediate aid as might be required at the time for his/her health and
safety. It is understood by me that the expense of this service will be accepted by me.
By signing below, I give my consent for the school nurse or other designated school staff to dispense the medication(s) noted above to my
child. I acknowledge that Great Hearts personnel are not responsible for any ill effects which may occur. Note: The very first dose of this
medication for current condition/illness may not be given at school.
Signature of Parent/Guardian:

Date:

APPENDIX 6
ASTHMA ACTION PLAN WITH ADDENDUM

GreatHearts®
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Asthma Action Plan - SY 20___/20___
CHILD LAST NAME:
CHILD FIRST NAME:
PARENT/GUARDIAN NAME:
BEST CONTACT PHONE NUMBER:
PHYSICIAN NAME:
PHYSICIAN PHONENUMBER:
TEACHER:

□

ASTHMA TRIGGERS:
ANIMALS
MOLDS

□
□

DOB:_

ROOM #

EXERCISE
STRONG ODORS OR FUMES
RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS
□ DUST
□ TEMPERATURE
□
CHANGES
□ FOOD
□ CARPET
□ POLLENS
□
□
□ OTHER:

~Iyes.-------.I no

Does your student use a peak flow monitor?
Personal best peak flow number:

Monitoring times during the day:

□

DAILY PREVENTION/MANAGEMENT PLAN: (Breathing is good, no cough or wheeze, can sleep through the night, can work and
play OR other specific symptomssuch as
)
CONTROLLER MEDICATION
DOSE
FREQUENCY
Given to school nurse?

□

BEGINNING SYMPTOMS: (First signs of a cold, exposure to known trigger, cough, wheeze, chest tightness, coughing at night
OR other specific symptoms such as
)
RESCUE MEDICATION
DOSE
FREQUENCY
Given to school nurse?

1.
2.
3.

□

Use the rescue medications listed above or
Have student return to classif
Contact parent if

WORSENING SYMPTOMS: (Medicine is not helping, breathing is hard and fast, nose opens wide, can’t talk well, getting
nervousOR other specific symptoms such as
)
EMERGENCY MEDICATION
DOSE
FREQUENCY
Given to school nurse?

Call 9-1-1 if the student
1. Shows no improvement in 15-20 minutes after the rescue and emergency treatments are used, and the abovementioned parent-guardian cannot be reached
2. Difficulty breathing, walking ortalking
3. Lips or fingernails are blue or gray or other
I understand that school staff MUST be informed of my child’s health concerns in order to provide safe and appropriate care. I will
update the school nurse office as my child’s health conditions/treatments change throughout the year.
Parent/Guardian signature:

Date:

T

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOClATION ..

American Lung Association Asthma Action Plan

Asthma Action Plan
General Information:
Name:

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Emergency contact: _________________________________________________________ Phone number: ______________________
Physician/Healthcare Provider: ________________________________________________ Phone number: ______________________
Physician Signature: ________________________________________________________ Date: _______________________________
Severity Classification
Mild intermittent Moderate persistent
□ Mild persistent □ Severe persistent

□

□

Green Zone: Doing Well
Symptoms:
•
Breathing is good
•
No cough or wheeze
•
Can work and play
•
Sleeps all night

Triggers
Colds
Smoke Weather
Exercise Dust
Air pollution
□Animals Food
□Other: _________________________

8

~

Exercise

~

1.

2.

Pre-medication (how much and
when): _____________________
__________________________
Exercise modifications:
__________________________

Peak Flow Meter Personal Best =
Control Medications:
Medicine

How Much To Take

When To Take It

Peak Flow Meter
More than 80% of personal best or _________

Yellow Zone: Getting Worse
Symptoms:
•
Some problems breathing
•
Cough, wheeze, or chest tight
•
Problems working or playing
•
Wake at night
Peak Flow Meter
Between 50% to 80% of personal best or
__________ to ___________

Red Zone: Medical Alert
Symptoms:
•
Lots of problems breathing
•
Cannot work or play
•
Getting worse instead of better
•
Medicine is not helping

Peak Flow Meter
Between 0% to 50% of personal best or
____________ to ____________

Contact Physician if using quick relief more than 2 times per week.
Continue control medications and add:
Medicine
How Much To Take

IF your symptoms (peak flow, if used)
return to Green Zone after 1 hour of
the quick relief treatment, THEN:
-Take quick-relief medication every 4
hours for 1 to 2 days
-Change your long-term control
medicines by_____________________
-Contact your physician for follow-up
care

When To Take It

IF your symptoms (peak flow, if used)
DO NOT return to Green Zone after 1
hour of the quick relief treatment,
THEN:
-Take quick-relief treatment again
Change your long-term control
medicines by _____________________
Contact your physician/ healthcare
provider within________ hours of
modifying your medication routine

Ambulance/Emergency Phone Number:
Continue control medications and add:
Medicine
How Much To Take

Go to hospital or call for an
ambulance if:
Still in the red zone after 15minutes
If you have not been able to reach
your physician/ healthcare provider for
help
____________________________

When To Take It

Call for an ambulance immediately if
the following danger signs are
present:
Trouble walking/talking due to
shortness of breath
Lips or fingernails are blue

APPENDIX 7
ALLERGY AND FOOD ALLERGY ACTION PLAN WITH ADDENDUM

GreatHearts®
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Allergy Action Plan - SY 20___/20___
CHILD LAST NAME:
FIRST NAME:
PARENT/GUARDIAN:
BE ST CONTACT PHONE NUMBER:
P H Y SI CI A N NAME:
P HY SI CI A N PHONE NUMBER:
TEACHER:

DOB:

ROOM #

ALLERGIES:
TYPE OF REACTION:
Anaphylaxis
Nausea/Vomiting
Rash
Other reaction:
Allergic reaction may occur by:
Ingestion
Inhalation
Touch or Other:
Is the student asthmatic?
yes
no
My student will be eating food provided by local vendors for lunch
yes
no

□

□

My child may exhibit MILD symptoms with exposure to allergen
Treatment of MILD symptomsinclude:
1. Note time and occurrence of symptoms and stay with student
2. Watch closely for any sign of a serious reaction
3. Call parent/guardian listed above or communicate in writing of event
4. Give the following Medication:
Dose:
May repeat:
Other instructions:
5. Call 911 or give emergency medications if symptoms worsen

Given to nurse

yes

date

My child may exhibit SEVERE symptoms with exposure to allergen
(Exhibiting any or all of the following symptoms is considered to be a severe allergic reaction: widespread hives and flushing,
widespread tissue swelling, swelling of the tongue, throat itching or a sense of tightness in the throat, hoarseness and/or
hacking cough, vomiting, nausea, cramps, diarrhea, repetitive coughing, wheezing, trouble breathing, rapid heart rate,
lightheadedness, dizziness, loss of consciousness)
Treatment of SEVERE symptomsinclude:
1. Note time and occurrence of symptoms and stay with student
2. Call 9-1-1 and inform them of a severe allergic reaction
3. Administer according topackage instructions(circle)
EpiPen 0.3 mg intramuscularly Given to nurse
yes
EpiPen Jr. 0.15 mg intramuscularly
TwinJect 0.3 mg intramuscularly
Twinject 0.15 mg intramuscularly
4. Call parent/guardian listed above, continue monitoring student for return of severe symptoms
5. Give injection device used, packaging, and student information to emergency responders
6. Give thefollowing ANTIHISTAMINE:
Given to nurse
yes
date
Dose:
May repeat:
Other instructions:

I understand that school staff MUST be informed of my child’s health concerns in order to provide safe and appropriate care. I will
update the school nurse office as my child’s health conditions/treatments change throughout the year.
Parent/Guardian signature:

Date:

Food Allergy Action Plan
Emergency Care Plan
D.O.B.:

Name:

Place
Student's
Picture
Here

Allergy to:
Weight:

lbs.

Asthma:

□ Yes (higher risk for a severe reaction) □ No

Extremely rea,ctive to the following foods:
THEREFORE: _______________________________________________________

□ If checked, give epinephrine immediately for ANY symptoms if the allergen was likely eaten.
□ If checked, give epinephrine immediately if the allergen was definitely eaten, even if no symptoms are noted.
I

Any SEVERE SYMPTOMSafter suspected or known
ingestion:

1. INJECT EPINEPHRINE
IMMEDIATELY
2. Call 911

One or more of the following:
LUNG:
Short of breath, wheeze, repetitive cough
HEART:
Pale, blue, faint, weak pulse,dizzy,
confused
THROAT: Tight, hoarse, trouble breathing/swallowing
MOUTH: Obstructive swelling (tongue and/or lips)
SKIN:
Many hives over body

3. Begin monitoring (see box
below)
4. Give additional medications: *
-Antihistamine
-Inhaler (bronchodilator)
if asthma

Or combination of symptoms from different body areas:
SKIN:
Hives, itchy rashes, swelling (e.g., eyes, lips)
GUT:
Vomiting, diarrhea, crampy pain

1. GIVE ANTIHISTAMINE

MILD SYMPTOMS ONLY:
MOUTH:
SKIN:
GUT:

*Antihistamines& inhalers/bronchodilators
are not to be depended upon to treat a
severe reaction (anaphylaxis). USE
EPINEPHRINE.

Itchy mouth
A few hives around mouth/face, mild itch
Mild nausea/discomfort

Medications/Doses

2. Stay with student; alert
healthcare professionals and
parent
3. If symptoms progress (see
above), USE EPINEPHRINE
4. Begin monitoring (see box
below)

Epinephrine (brand and dose):
Antihistamine (brand and dose):
Other (e.g. inhaler- bronchodilator if asthmatic):

Monitoring
Stay with student; alert healthcare p rofessionals and parent. Tell rescue squad epinephrine was given;
request an ambulance with epinephrine. Note time when epinephrine was administered. A second dose of
epinephrine can be given 5 minutes or more after the first if symptoms persist or recur. For a severe reaction,
consider keeping student lying on back w ith legs raised. Treat student even if parents cannot be reached. See
back/attached for auto-injection technique.

Parent/ Guardian Signature

TURN FORM OVER

Date

Physician/HealthcareProviderSignature

Date

Form provided courtesy of the Food Allergy & Anaphylaxis Network (www.foodallergy.org) 9/2011

EPIPEN Auto-Injector and

Adrenaclick™ 0.3 mg and
Adrenaclick™ 0.15 mg Directions

EPIPEN Jr Auto-Injector Directions
• First, remove the EPIPEN Auto-Injector
from the plastic carrying case
•

-. ►

Pull off the blue safety release cap

.
- . ~ 11=a
-"(• Hold orange tip near outer thigh
(always apply to thigh)

Remove GREY caps labeled
"1" and "2."

Place RED rounded tip against
outer thigh press down hard until needle
penetrates. Hold for 10 seconds, then remove.
•
Swing and firmly push orange tip
against outer thigh. Hold on thigh for
approximately 10 seconds.
Remove the EPIPEN Auto-Injector and
massage the area for 10 more seconds

A food allergy response kit should
contain at least two doses of
epinephrine, other medications as noted
by the student's physician, and a copy of
this Food Allergy Action Plan.

DEY" and !he Dey logo, EplPcn",EplP•n 2.f>ak°,and Epil'tn Jr 2-Pak'art roglstcrtd
trJdem1riu of Dey Pharma,L.P.

A kit must accompany the student if he/she is
off school grounds {i.e., field trip).

Contacts
Call 911 (Rescue squad: (

)

-

) Doctor:

Phone: (

)

-

)

Parent/ Guardian:

_ Phone: (

)

-

)

Other Emergency Contacts
Name/ Relationship:

_

Phone: (

)

-

)

Name/ Relationship:

_

Phone: (

)

-

)

Form provided courtesy of the Food Allergy & Anaphylaxis Network (www.foodalleigv.org) 9/2011

APPENDIX 8
CHRONIC HEALTH CONDITION AND ILLNESS DOCUMENTS

GreatHearts·
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Students with Chronic Health Condition/Illness Process
Identification/Referral Process
Person(s) Responsible: School Nurse/Health Assistant, ESS Coordinator, 504 Coordinator, Attendance
Clerk, Counselor, parent/guardian, health staff, or teacher
Students with Existing Medical Certification of Student with Chronic Health/Illness Condition Forms
(Rollover, Archway Rising, Transfer, or New Enrollee)
1. At the beginning of the school year, the school nurse will review and note any studentswho
were previously identified as students with chronic health conditions.
2. The school nurse will refer all students with a Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician Referral
Form to the 504 Coordinator.
3. The 504 Coordinator will review the Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form
and determine whether to convene the 504 team to determine the student’s eligibility or amend
a current 504 Plan. See provision of Instructional Services and Instruction Plan.
Referral of Identification of Students with Chronic Health/Illness Condition
4. Attendance clerks will review and monitor attendance data. When a student‘s absences indicate
an illness, disease, accident, or severe health problems, including those of a student’s infant or
child, the attendance clerk will inform the school nurse who will assess for possible intervention
in securing the Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form.
5. Additionally, a parent or guardian, counselor, health staff, or teacher may initiate the process for
chronic health condition/illness by contacting the school nurse.
6. The school nurse will contact the parent/guardian upon request for/initiation of the Chronic
Illness support need and will provide the family with the Parent Authorization for Release of
Information, Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form and the Letter to the
Physician. These documents are located on the Regional Drive and the Chronic Health
Condition/Illness Document is in a folder labeled Health Care Plans. The School Nurse will
coordinate communication efforts in conjunction with the 504 Coordinator.
7. The Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form must be completed by a licensed
healthcare provider, including but not limited to a:
•
•
•
•

medical doctor
naturopathic physician
podiatrist
nurse practitioner

•
•
•
•

osteopathic physician
chiropractor
physician’s assistant
dentist

The Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form is returned to the school nurse. The
nurse will review the form for completeness.
8. Unless the original Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form is designated as
permanent per the healthcare provider, a new Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician
Referral Form shall be completed for each school year to verify the need for continuing
instructional modifications and ADM adjustment, if applicable. However, the student maybe
recertified at any time to reevaluate appropriate services if needed.

9. The school nurse will notify the 504 Coordinator, School Counselor, Academic Dean,
Headmaster, or Headmaster designee of the Chronic Health Condition/Illness status of the
student.
Recordkeeping
Person(s) Responsible: School Nurse/Health Assistant, Attendance Clerk
1. The Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form is part of the cumulative file but will
be kept separate as outlined in number 3 below.
2. All forms and medical information must be secured. The Chronic Health Condition/Illness and
Physician Referral Forms (all medical information) including the Chronic Health Condition/Illness
Instructional Plan must be kept separate and secure in a HIPPA and FERPA compliant location.
a) The school nurse will file the Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Parent Authorization
for Release of Information and copy of the Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician
Referral Form, in a folder labeled Chronic Health Condition/Illness Forms. Records will
be retained for a period of five (5) years.
3. The School Nurse notifies the Attendance Clerk when a student is identified with a chronichealth
condition/illness.
4. Each student absence must be coded appropriately when a chronic health condition/illness
exists. Parents/Guardians are responsible for calling in an absence due to a chronic health
condition.
5. The Attendance Clerk will communicate with the Academy Support Representative to initiatethe
Arizona attendance reporting process for Students with Chronic Health/Illness Condition.
Provision of Instructional Services and Instruction Plan
Person(s) Responsible: ESS Coordinator, 504 Coordinator, Academic Dean or Headmaster Designee,
School Nurse/Health Assistant, School Counselor, and classroom teachers
NOTE: the 504 Coordinator only needs to be involved if the student is 504 eligible.
1. The 504 Coordinator or Headmaster Designee will schedule an Instructional Services and
Instruction Plan meeting.
2. If a student has a 504 Plan for the same condition as indicated on the Chronic Health
Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form, an instructional plan may not be needed, (as
determined by the 504 Team).
3. If no 504 Plan is in place and the student does not qualify for a 504 Plan, appropriate instructional
services will be documented by the team on the Chronic Health Condition/Illness Instructional
Plan specifying:
a) the delivery and return of homework assignments.
b) the anticipated contact time with the classroom teacher(s).
c) the physical limitations affecting school activities as set forth by the healthcare
provider and any specific restrictions requiring flexibility in physical educationclasses.
4. A copy of the Instructional Plan may only be shared with other school personnel on a limited as
needed basis. Teachers should treat these documents as they would a 504 Plan or IEP.

5. The school nurse may also include suggestions to assist teachers in working with students who
have identified chronic health/illness conditions. The Headmaster designee or Academic Dean will
send the plan electronically to the teacher(s) and provide a copy to the parent/guardian.
6. On a yearly basis, the school will review the instructional needs of every student with a chronic
health condition/illness.
Homebound Services Eligibility
Person(s) Responsible: School Nurse, ESS Coordinator, 504 Coordinator, Academic Dean, or Headmaster
Designee
Note: the 504 Coordinator only needs to be involved if the student is 504 eligible.
1. If the student absences exceed three (3) school months or sixty (60) school days, a review of
services will be convened, and a process of continuous learning will be determined. If
Homebound Services are appropriate, the policies for referral shall be followed, which mayentail:
a) Obtaining parental/guardian consent to evaluate student placement for Homebound
Services.
b) Obtaining medical certification for Homebound Services.
Additional Provisions
Person(s) Responsible: ESS Coordinator, 504 Coordinator, Academic Dean, teacher(s), and physical
education teacher
Note: the 504 Coordinator only needs to be involved if the student is 504 eligible.
1. Homework assignments will be provided during the absences of students with a Chronic Health
Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form, and full credit will be given for course work completed
within established timelines. Course credit will be given for completed course requirements.
2. Physical education coursework requirements shall include flexibility and adaption for students
with chronic health conditions/illness to participate in regular program activities as much as their
health permits. A Chronic Health Condition/Illness Instructional Plan may be designed to best
meet the needs of the student if they cannot participate in physical education.
3. When creating class schedules, the school will consider a student’s chronic health/illness
condition, anticipated days of absence as noted on the Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician
Referral Form, and feasibility of completing courses with additional requirements.
4. Use of orthopedic devices on school property related to Chronic Health Condition/Illness do not
require separate authorization for intermittent use are exempt from the Protocol for Use of
Temporary Orthopedic Devices on School Property Unrelated to Chronic Health Condition/Illness.
5. In times of forced remote learning, school personnel should consider whether modifications of
the instructional plans, IEP’s and 504’s are warranted.
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Students with Chronic Health Condition/Illness Process

There are several ways to provide services for children with chronic health care needs. They are the Individual's with
Disabilities in Education Improvement Act 04; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; or the Chronic Illness
Policy covered by Arizona Revised Statute 15-346. The accommodation procedure requires an interactive process.
The request for accommodation is initiated by the parent/guardian/student. For more information contact your
child’s teacher, or your school district’s Special Education Department to find out which is the most appropriate service
for your child’s needs.
The checklist provides suggestions for accommodations but is not a mandatory or exclusive list.

Chronic Health Condition/Illness Needs: Ideas for Accommodations
Adapted from "How to Get the Best Education for Your Chronically or Seriously Ill Child"
Phoenix Children's Hospital

Arthritis



















Provide a rest period during the day
Accommodate for absences for doctor’s
appointments
Provide assistive devices for writing (i.e.
pencil grips, non-skid surfaces, computer)
Modify physical education curriculum
Administer medication
Arrange for assistance with carrying
books, lunch trays, etc.
Implement movement plan to avoid
stiffness
Allow extra time between classes
Develop healthcare plan/emergency
plan
Accommodate for writing (computer,
tape recorder, notetaker)
Teacher provided outlines for presentations and lectures
Adjust attendance policy if needed
Supply extra set of books for home
Oral reports vs. written reports
School counseling
Bathroom accommodations
Re-evaluate/update periodically/once a
year or as needed

Asthma/Allergies















Modify activity level for recess, physical
education
Use air purifier
Administer medication
Provide homebound instruction
Remover allergens “as needed” and
as possible from classroom (hairspray,
lotions, perfumes, live plants or animals,
stuffed animals, carpet, etc.)
Make field trips non-mandatory (supplement with videos, etc.)
Provide asthma education to staff/peers
Involve school nurse
Modify school day if needed
Modify attendance policy
Plan for extended absences
Extra sets of texts for home/hospital
Re-evaluate/update periodically/once a
year or as needed

Cancer




Adjust attendance policies
Provide homebound instruction
Adjust activity level and expectations in
class based on physical limitations

This article was adapted from the publication called, “How to Get the Best Education for ☐Your Chronically or Seriously Ill Child” by Phoenix Children’s Hospital.
Permission to rekey and use content was granted to the Arizona Department of Education, Parent Information Network via phone call by Phoenix Children’s Hospital
on 5/7/03 by Lori Schmidt, PCH Communications. DR24
5-4-2020
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Students with Chronic Health Condition/Illness Process

Daily monitoring or distribution of medications
Transportation accommodations if
needed
Modify school day
Provide extra set of texts for home/hospital
Involve school nurse
Education staff/peers on illness
Counseling


Re-evaluate/update periodically/once a
year or as needed

Cystic Fibrosis














Modify activity for recess/physical education if needed
Distribution of medication
Extra set of texts for home/hospital
Develop healthcare plan/emergency
medical plan
Involve school nurse
Educate peers/staff on illness
Modify school day if needed
Provide homebound instruction
Open pass to bathroom
Modify attendance policies
Modify assignments
Use air purifier if medically necessary
Re-evaluate/update periodically/once a
year or as needed

Diabetes






Establish finger poke times/location
Snacks in class (morning and afternoon
to keep adequate control of Diabetes)
“Quick Sugar” boxes in any class student
attends
Open pass to bathroom
Educate peers/staff on signs/symptoms
of high/low blood sugars

Involve school nurse
Develop health care/emergency plan
Develop communication tool between
school/home
Provide homebound instruction if
needed
Trained personnel on field trips
Re-evaluate/update periodically/once a
year or as needed

Temporarily Disabled
















Provide duplicate set of texts
Provide assignments to hospital school
Provide homebound instruction
Arrange for student to leave class early
to get to next class
Access to elevators
Counseling (trauma from accident)
Physical Therapy
Transportation needs
Provide help in carrying books, lunch
tray, etc.
Excuse from/adapt physical education
Adjust attendance policy
Shortened school day
Wheelchair accommodations
Involve school nurse
Re-evaluate if services need to be extended or adjusted

Other Health Issues to Consider







Medication- names, schedule, administration (who and where)
Medical forms
Signs/Symptoms of illness/injury
Staff education (teachers, nurse, counselor, cafeteria workers, recess assistants, teacher apprentices, bus drivers,
etc.)
Peer education

This article was adapted from the publication called, “How to Get the Best Education for ☐Your Chronically or Seriously Ill Child” by Phoenix Children’s
Hospital. Permission to rekey and use content was granted to the Arizona Department of Education, Parent Information Network via phone call by Phoenix
Children’s Hospital on 5/7/03 by Lori Schmidt, PCH Communications. DR24
5-4-2020
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Students with Chronic Health Condition/Illness Process



















Plan for substitutes
Field trips
Full-time nurse or other trained professional in school
Shortened or adapted school day
Rest periods
Clothing restrictions or special clothing
to reach certain body parts for medical
needs
Equipment (medical or physical)
Location of classes
Emergency plan (health emergency or
school related)
Health plan
Hospitalizations: who to call, phone
number of hospital teacher
Curriculum expectations
Physical education adaptations
Special diet (such as instructions for cafeteria, special foods, or snacks during
class)
Name and phone number of primary
physician and emergency contacts for all
school staff that work with this students

This article was adapted from the publication called, “How to Get the Best Education for ☐Your Chronically or Seriously Ill Child” by Phoenix Children’s
Hospital. Permission to rekey and use content was granted to the Arizona Department of Education, Parent Information Network via phone call by Phoenix
Children’s Hospital on 5/7/03 by Lori Schmidt, PCH Communications. DR24
5-4-2020
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Instructional Plan for Students with Chronic Health/Illness Condition
Student Information
Student Name (first, last)
Grade 12

I

I

IStudent ID I

I
I Dates of Absence

Parent 1
Parent/Guardian Name #1 (first, last)
Phone #1
Physical Address #1
Email Address #1

I

Phone #2

Email Address #2

I

Work #1

I

Parent 2
Parent/Guardian Name #2 (first, last)

I
Physical Address #2

I

Parent/Guardian Information

I

I

I

Work #2

I

I

Instructional Plan
Does the student have limitations affecting school activities?

I I

Does the student have physical activity limitations?

I I No l J Yes, please explain

No

I IYes, please explain

The teacher(s) will provide ongoing communication and feedback on progress during absence to the
parent/guardian. Please refer to the student’s Section 504 accommodation plan, if one exists for further
instructional agreements.

REV 02-11-2020

Instructional Plan for Students with Chronic Health/Illness Condition
The teacher (s) must provide schoolwork or homework and contact with the student
and parent/guardian during absences for the school year 2034-2035
as follows:

REV 02-11-2020

Instructional Plan for Students with Chronic Health/Illness Condition
Credit Recovery Plan (if needed):

Completed by (name [first, last] and title:

Parent/Guardian Signature (s):
Parent/Guardian Signature (s):
Date: I

Clear Form

Instructional Plan for Students with Chronic Health/Illness Condition
Additional Information (if needed):

Clear Form
REV 02-11-2020

[Insert Academy Name]
Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Parent Authorization for Release of Information
Provide to family, with the Physicians Referral form and the Letter to the Physician upon request for/initiation of
Chronic Illness support need.

Academy: [Insert Academy Name]
to enter date

Academy Phone: [Insert Academy Phone]

Academy Fax: Click to enter academy fax

Date: Click here

Point of Contact: [Academy Contact]

I hereby authorize: Click to enter physician name to release to: [Insert Academy Name]
(Physician name)
☐ Psychological Evaluation

(Academy)
☐ Developmental History

☐ Medical Summary

☐ Individual Education Plans (IEP)

☐ Audiological Evaluation

☐ Consultant’s Reports

☐ Speech & Language Evaluation
☐ Occupational Therapy, ADPE
Physical Therapy Evaluations
☐ Pertinent Educational Records
Information on:

[Insert Student Name]
(Student)

☐ Progress Reports

☐ Vocational Assessment Report and
IVEP
☐ Other:
[Insert DOB]
(Birth date)

[Insert Grade]
(Grade)

which may be of value in formulating the best plan for the education of my child.
This information is for the confidential use of the school personnel who are directly concerned with
helping this student. Great Hearts Academies’ policies regarding confidentiality conform to the Family
Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974.

Signature
Parent Phone:
Parent Email:

Relationship to Child

[Insert Academy Name]
Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Letter to Physician
Provide to family, with the Physicians Referral form and the Parent Authorization for Release of Information upon
request for/initiation of Chronic Illness support need.

Dear Physician,
[Student Name] is being referred for verification of a chronic health condition for the Click to enter school
year school year. We must have medical justification for this program; therefore, we need your specific
medical diagnosis. This information is confidential and will be used only by school personnel involved
with the student. By signing the attached Release of Records, the parent has given permission for you, as
the physician, to discuss this student’s medical condition with [Insert Academy Name] staff in order to
provide continuous learning opportunities.
Arizona School Code (ARS) 15-346 provides for educational supports for students who have a chronic
medical illness, disease, or health problem that prevents the student from attending school regularly.
Attached is the Physician Referral Form that requires completion verifying the following criteria in
accordance with ADE School Finance Manual G-3:
•

•
•

Pupils who are unable to attend regular classes for intermittent periods of one or more
consecutive days due to illness, disease, pregnancy complications, or accident as certified by a
health professional or registered nurse practitioner.
Pupils who suffer from a condition requiring management on a long-term basis as certified by a
health professional or nurse practitioner.
Pupils who have an infant with a severe health problem as certified by a health professional or
nurse practitioner.

If this student will be absent for a period of 3 months or for intermittent periods of time totaling three
school months or more during this school year, please contact the school immediately before completing
these forms.
If you have any questions when you receive the form, please contact me. If we have any questions, a
representative from the Academy will call your office for clarification and follow-up.
Sincerely,
[Academy Contact]

[Insert Academy Name]

Chronic Health Condition/Illness: Physician Referral Form
Provide to family, with the Letter to Physician form and the Parent Authorization for Release of Information upon
identification of Chronic Illness support need.

Name of Student: [Insert Student Name]

DOB: DOB

Grade: [Insert Grade]

Name of Parent: Click to enter parent name

Parent Phone: Click to enter parent phone

Academy Contact: [Academy Contact]

Academy Phone: [Insert Academy Phone]

The academies will act in accordance to ARS 15-346 in order to provide continuous learning
opportunities for our students with chronic health conditions when they are absent from school. Per the
statute, students with chronic health conditions are defined as those who:
• are not homebound,
• are unable to attend classes for intermittent periods of one or more consecutive days,
• suffer from a condition requiring management on a long-term basis, or
• have an infant with a severe health problem.
The administration will work with parents and medical professionals to create a plan for the student
based on their individual needs.
Nothing in this policy shall be construed to obstruct, interfere with, or override the rights of
parents/guardians concerning the education and healthcare of students with chronic health conditions.

Statement of Physician
Diagnosis/reason for requiring Chronic Illness need

Is this condition contagious? Yes

No

If so, when will it no longer be contagious?

In what ways does this condition affect educational performance/daily functioning? (Please attach any
medical assessment that would help us with educational services.)

Prognosis

Treatment/Medications

Initial date of current diagnosis
Next appointment

Date last examined
Frequency of follow-up appointments

Projected date for return to school (please be specific)
Are there any special instructions/conditions the school will need to be aware of related to physical
education, physical activity, or the completion of homework and/or classwork?

Certification:
This student is unable to attend regular classes for intermittent periods of one or more consecutive days
due to illness, disease, pregnancy complications, or accident.
Yes

No

This student suffers from a condition requiring management on a long-term basis as certified by a health
professional or nurse practitioner.
Yes

No

This student has an infant with a severe health problem.
Yes

No

Name of Medical Doctor (please print or type)

Signature of Medical Doctor

Phone

Address

Date

Specialty

APPENDIX 9
SEIZURE CARE PLAN
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Seizure Action Plan

Not an o ther mome nt lost to 1elzure 1

Effective Date

This student is being treated for a seizure disorder. The information below should assist you if a seizure occurs during
school hours.
Student's Name
Date of Birth
Parent/Guardian

Phone

Cell

Other Emergency Contact

Phone

Cell

Treating Physician

Phone

Significant Medical History
.

.

.

· Se izure Informatio n

-

Seizure Type

Length

Frequency

Seizure triggers or warning signs:

Description

Student's response after a seizu re:

Bas lc First A id:" Care & Comfort
Please describe basic first aid procedures:

0

Does student need to leave the classroom after a seizure?
If YES , describe process for returning student to classroom:

Yes

0

No

.

Emergency Response

A "seizure emergency" for
this student is defined as:

Seizure Eme rgency Protocol
(Check all that apply and clarify below)

□
□
□
□
□
□

..
..
.

Basic Seizure First A id

Stay calm & track time
Keep child safe
Do not restrain
Do not put anything in mouth
Stay with child until fully conscious
Record seizure in log
For tonic-clonic seizure:
Protect head
• Keep airway open/watch breathing
Turn child on side

.
.
.

A seizure is generally
co nsidered an emergency when:
Convulsive (tonic-clonic) seizure lasts
longer than 5 minutes
Student has repeated seizures without
regaining consciousness
Student is injured or has diabetes
Student has a first-time seizure
• Student has breathing difficulties
Student has a seizure in water

.

Contact school nurse at

.

Call 911 for transport to
Notify parent or emergency contact
Administer emergency medications as indicated below
Notify doctor
Other

..
.

· Treatment Protocol During School Hours (include daily and emergency medications)
Emerg.
Med. ✓

Medication

Dosage &
Time of Day Given

Does student have a Vagus Nerve Stimulator?

0

Common Side Effects & Special Instructions

Yes

O

No

If YES, describe magnet use :

Specia! Co nsiderations and Pre cautio ns (regarding school activities, sports, trips, etc.)
Describe any special considerations or precautions:

Physician Signature _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ Date
Parent/Guardian Signature _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _

Date
DPC772

Copyright 2008 Epilepsy Foundation of America, Inc.

APPENDIX 10
HOMELESS DISPUTE PROCESS AND FORM

Education of Homeless Children and Youth
Dispute Resolution Process
If a dispute arises over school selection or enrollment in for a student eligible under the
McKinney-Vento
Act –
• The child or youth shall be immediately admitted to the school in which enrollment is
sought, pending resolution of the dispute. Great Hearts Academies will provide its share
of the transportation to the school selected for the duration of the dispute resolution
process.
• The child, youth, parent, or guardian shall be referred to the Academy Homeless Liaison,
who shall carry out the dispute resolution process as expeditiously as possible after
receiving notice of the dispute. In the case of an unaccompanied youth, the Academy
Homeless Liaison shall ensure that the youth is immediately enrolled in school pending
the resolution of the dispute.
The Academy Homeless Liaison shall work through the expedited dispute resolution
process. For Great Hearts, that process involves:
A. The Academy Homeless Liaison with support from the GHAZ Homeless Liaison will
serve as the decision-makers.
B. The two parties will meet to discuss the dispute in-person, by phone, or electronic
means, review the complaint, investigate the complaint and considerations and
concerns related to the complaint, placement decision and specific point at issue.
C. The LEA Homeless Liaison and Great Hearts Homeless Liaison shall expeditiously
carry out the dispute resolution process within fifteen school business days, or thirty
calendar days, whichever is less and after a decision is made, within three school
business days notify the parent, guardian, or unaccompanied youth of the resolution.
The Academy Homeless Liaison shall provide the parent, guardian, or homeless youth with:
1. a written explanation of the school’s decision regarding school selection or
enrollment; and
2. written forms so that, if dissatisfied with the school’s decision, the parent, guardian,
or youth may appeal the decision to the state level. Link to Arizona Dispute
Resolution: https://www.azed.gov/homeless/resources-ehcy

Great Hearts Dispute Resolution Form – McKinney-Vento Homeless Education
The McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act acknowledges that disputes may arise between the Academy
and homeless students and their parents/guardians. Guidance for school selection is provided in law. The law
includes dispute resolution among the required duties of the local district liaison. For more information, consult
the Dispute Resolution Process.

LEVEL 1: HOMELESS LIAISON DETERMINATION

Date Complaint Received:
Name of District:

Telephone Number:

Student’s Name:
Area of concern (e.g. School of Origin):
Relevant Evidence:

Determination:

Liaison’s Signature:

APPEAL

Petitioner signature:

Date of Resolution:

Date:

Question at issue on appeal:

LEVEL 2: MEDIATION
Parties Present:

Attach notes from Mediation.
Determination:

Liaison’s Signature:

APPEAL

Question at issue on appeal:

Date of Resolution:

LEVEL 3: STATE COORDINATOR DETERMINATION
Date Complaint Received:

Area of concern (e.g. School of Origin):
Relevant Evidence:

Determination:

State Coordinator’s Signature:

Date of Resolution:

APPEAL

Question at issue on appeal:

LEVEL 4: FINAL STATE DETERMINATION
Area of concern:

Final Resolution:

Administrator’s Signature:

Date:
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Child Find Policy & Procedures

POLICY

Great Hearts will ensure that all children with disabilities within the boundaries of the public education agency,
including children with disabilities who are homeless or wards of the State, and children with disabilities
attending private schools or home schools, regardless of the severity of their disability, and who are in need of
special education and related services are identified, located, and evaluated.

PROCEDURES
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA ’04) 34 CFR §300.111 Child Find
Unified School Districts, Elementary School Districts, and Union High School Districts will identify, locate, and
evaluate all children with disabilities within their geographic boundaries who are in need of special education
and related services.
This must include:
Children who are homeless;
Children who are highly mobile, including migrant children;
Children who are wards of the state; and,
Children who are attending private schools or home schools.
Charter Schools will identify, locate, and evaluate all children with disabilities within the population they serve
who are in need of special education and related services.
Child find must also include children who are suspected of being children with a disability and are in need of
special education, even though:
They are advancing from grade to grade or
They are highly mobile children, including those who are migrant children.
Great Hearts will maintain a record of children who are receiving special education and related services.
AAC R7-2-401.C Public Awareness
1) Great Hearts shall inform the general public and all parents within the its boundaries of responsibility of
the availability of special education services for students aged 3 through 21 years and how to access those
services. This includes information regarding early intervention services for children aged birth through 2
years.
2) School districts are responsible for public awareness in private schools located within their boundaries of
responsibility.
AAC R7-2-401.D Child Identification and Referral
1) Great Hearts shall establish, implement, and make available (either in writing or electronically) to its
school-based personnel and all parents within its boundaries of responsibility, written procedures for the
identification and referral of all children with disabilities aged birth through 21, including children with
disabilities attending private schools and home schools, regardless of the severity of their disability.
2) Great Hearts shall require appropriate school-based personnel to review the written procedures related to
child identification and referral on an annual basis. Great Hearts shall maintain documentation of schoolbased personnel review.
3) Procedures for child identification and referral shall meet the requirements of the IDEA and its regulations,
A.R.S. Title 15, Chapter 7, and the State Board of Education rules R7-2-401.
4) The public education agency is responsible for child identification activities in the school district in which
the parents reside unless:
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a) The student is enrolled in a charter school or another public education agency that is not a school
district. In that event, the charter school or other public education agency is responsible for child
identification activities;
b) The student is enrolled in a nonprofit private school. In that event, the school district within whose
boundaries the private school is located is responsible for child identification activities.
5) Identification (screening for possible disabilities) shall be completed within 45 calendar days after:
a) Entry of each preschool or kindergarten student and any student enrolling without appropriate records
of screening, evaluation, and progress in school; or
b) Notification to Great Hearts by parents of concerns regarding developmental or educational progress
by their child (aged 3 years through 21 years).
6) Screening procedures shall include vision and hearing status and consideration of the following areas:
cognitive or academic; communication; motor; social or behavioral; and adaptive development. Screening
does not include detailed individualized comprehensive evaluation procedures.
7) For a student transferring into the school, Great Hearts shall review enrollment data and educational
performance in the prior school. If there is a history of special education for a student not currently eligible
for special education, or of poor progress, the name of the student shall be submitted to the administrator
for consideration of the need for a referral for a full and individual evaluation or other services.
8) If a concern about a student is identified through screening procedures or through a review of records,
Great Hearts shall notify the parents of the student of the concern within 10 school days and inform them
of Great Hearts’ procedures to follow up on the student’s needs.
9) Great Hearts shall maintain documentation of the identification procedures used, the dates of entry into
school or the notification by parents made pursuant to subsection (D)(5), and the dates of screening. The
results shall be maintained in the student’s permanent records in a location designated by the
administrator. In the case of a student not enrolled, the results shall be maintained in a location designated
by the administrator.
10) If the identification process indicates a possible disability, the name of the student shall be submitted to
the administrator for consideration of the need for a referral for a full and individual evaluation or other
services. A parent or a student who has reached the age of majority may request an evaluation of the
student. For parentally placed private school students, the school district within whose boundaries the
nonprofit private school is located is responsible for such evaluation.
11) If, after consultation with the parent, Great Hearts determines that a full and individual evaluation is not
warranted, Great Hearts shall provide prior written notice and procedural safeguards notice to the parent
in a timely manner.

Evaluation Policy & Procedures

POLICY

A full and individual initial evaluation will be conducted by Great Hearts before the initial provision of special
education and related services to a child with a disability in accordance with 34 CFR §§300.300–300.311 of the
IDEA regulations. A reevaluation of each child with a disability will be conducted by Great Hearts in accordance
with §§300.300–300.311 of the IDEA regulations.

PROCEDURES
§300.300 Parental Consent
1) When Great Hearts is proposing to conduct an initial evaluation to determine if a child qualifies as a child
with a disability, and after reviewing existing data with the parents and providing prior written notice, will
obtain informed consent from the parent of the child before collecting any additional data.
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2)

3)
4)
5)

6)

7)

8)
9)

a) Parental consent for initial evaluation must not be construed as consent for initial provision of special
education and related services.
b) Great Hearts must make reasonable efforts to obtain the informed consent from the parent for an
initial evaluation.
For initial evaluations only, if the child is a ward of the state and is not residing with the child’s parent,
Great Hearts is not required to obtain consent from the parent if:
a) Despite reasonable efforts to do so, Great Hearts cannot discover the whereabouts of the parents of
the child;
b) The rights of the parents of the child have been terminated by the court;
c) The rights of the parent to make educational decisions have been subrogated by a judge and consent
for an initial evaluation has been given by an individual appointed by the judge to represent the child.
Great Hearts may, but is not required to, seek informed consent through due process procedures if the
parent of a child who is enrolled or seeking to enroll in Great Hearts refuses consent for an initial
evaluation.
Great Hearts must obtain informed consent from the parent of the child before the initial provision of
special education and related services to the child and must make reasonable efforts to obtain that
consent.
If a parent refuses consent for the initial provision of special education and related services, Great Hearts
may not seek consent though due process hearing procedures. Great Hearts:
a) Will not be considered in violation for not providing FAPE;
b) Is not required to convene an IEP team meeting or develop an IEP for the child.
Great Hearts must obtain informed consent prior to conducting any reevaluation of a child with a disability.
a) If the parent refuses consent, Great Hearts may use due process hearing procedures to seek consent
but does not violate its obligation if it declines to pursue the evaluation or the reevaluation.
b) The informed parental consent for reevaluation need not be obtained if Great Hearts can demonstrate
that:
i) it made reasonable efforts to obtain such consent and has documented those attempts;
ii) the child’s parent has failed to respond.
Parental consent is not required before:
a) Reviewing existing data as part of an evaluation or reevaluation; or
b) Administering a test or other evaluation that is administered to all children unless consent is required
of parents of all children prior to administration.
Great Hearts may not use a parent’s refusal to consent to one service or activity under this section to deny
the parent or child any other service, benefit, or activity of the Great Hearts, except as required by this
part.
If a parent of a child who is home schooled or placed in a private school by the parents at their own
expense does not provide consent for the initial evaluation or the reevaluation, or the parent fails to
respond to a request to provide consent, Great Hearts may not utilize due process hearing procedures to
seek consent.
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§300.301 Initial Evaluations
1) Consistent with consent requirements of §300.300, either a parent of a child or Great Hearts may initiate a
request for an initial evaluation to determine if a child is a child with a disability.
2) The initial evaluation must:
a) Be completed within 60 days of receiving parental consent for the evaluation, unless:
i) The parents and Great Hearts agree that it is in the best interest of the child to extend the timeline
to complete the evaluation for an additional 30 days;
ii) The child enrolls in Great Hearts from another public education agency after the parent has
provided consent and before the determination of eligibility by the other agency (In that event, the
other agency will ensure prompt completion of the evaluation); or
iii) The parent of a child with a disability repeatedly fails or refuses to produce the child for the
evaluation.
b) Consist of procedures to determine if the child is a child with a disability and to determine the
educational needs of the child.
§300.303 Reevaluations
1) Great Hearts will conduct a reevaluation of a child with a disability if:
a) The agency determines that the educational or related service needs, including improved academic
achievement and functional performance, of the child warrant a reevaluation, or
b) If the child’s parents or teacher requests a reevaluation, except that
c) Great Hearts will not conduct a reevaluation more than once a year unless the parent and agency agree
otherwise.
2) Great Hearts will conduct a reevaluation at least once every 3 years, unless the parent and the agency
agree that a reevaluation is unnecessary.
§300.304 Evaluation Procedures
1) Great Hearts will provide prior written notice to the parents of a child who has or who is suspected of
having a disability that describes the evaluation procedures that the agency proposes to conduct.
2) In conducting an evaluation or reevaluation, Great Hearts will:
a) Use a variety of assessment tools and strategies to gather relevant functional, developmental, and
academic information about the child, including information provided by the parent in order to
determine:
i) Whether the child is a child with a disability; and
ii) If the child is a child with a disability, information related to enabling the child to be involved in and
progress in the general education curriculum (or for a preschool child, to participate in appropriate
activities).
b) Not use any single measure or assessment as the sole criterion for determining whether a child is a
child with a disability and for determining an appropriate educational program for the child; and
c) Use technically sound instruments that may assess the relative contribution of cognitive and behavioral
factors, in addition to physical or developmental factors.
3) Great Hearts will ensure that evaluation materials and strategies:
a) Are selected and administered so as not to be discriminatory on a racial or cultural basis;
b) Are administered in the child’s native language or other mode of communication and in the form most
likely to yield accurate information on what the child knows and can do academically, developmentally,
and functionally, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so;
c) Are used for the purposes for which the assessment(s) or measure(s) are valid and reliable;
d) Are administered by trained and knowledgeable personnel;
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e) Are administered in accordance with the instructions provided by the assessment publisher;
f) Are selected and administered so as to ensure that if administered to a child with impaired sensory,
manual, or speaking skills, the assessment results accurately reflect the child’s aptitude or achievement
level or whatever other factors the test purports to measure rather than reflecting the child’s
impairments (unless those skills are the factors being measured).
g) Assess the child in all areas related to the suspected disability, including, if appropriate, health, vision,
hearing, social and emotional status, general intelligence, academic performance, adaptive behavior,
communicative status, and motor abilities; and
h) Are sufficiently comprehensive to identify all of the child’s special education and related service(s)
needs, whether or not those needs are commonly associated with the child’s disability.
i) Provide relevant information that directly assists in determining the educational needs of the child.
4) Evaluations of children who transfer to or from another public education agency in the same school year
are coordinated with the prior and subsequent schools, in order to expedite the completion of a full
evaluation.
§300.305 Additional Evaluation Requirements
1) As part of an initial evaluation (if appropriate), and as part of any reevaluation, the IEP team and other
qualified professionals, as appropriate, will:
a) Review existing evaluation data on the child including:
i) Evaluations and information provided by the parents;
ii) Current classroom-based, local, and statewide assessments, and classroom-based observations; and
iii) Observations by teachers and related services providers.
b) On the basis of that review and input from the child’s parents, identify what additional data, if any, are
needed to determine:
i) Whether the child is or continues to be a child with a disability and if so, the educational needs of
the child;

2)
3)

4)
5)

ii) The present levels of academic achievement and related developmental needs of the child; and
iii) Whether the child needs special education and related services to enable the child to meet
measurable annual IEP goals and to participate, as appropriate, in the general education curriculum.
c) The IEP team may conduct the review without a meeting.
If additional data are needed, Great Hearts will administer the assessments required to obtain the
additional data.
If additional data are not needed to determine whether the child continues to be a child with a disability
and to determine the child’s educational needs, Great Hearts will notify the parents of:
a) The determination and the reasons for the determination; and
b) The right of the parents to request an assessment to determine whether the child continues to be a
child with a disability and to determine the child’s educational needs.
Great Hearts will evaluate a child before determining that the child is no longer a child with a disability
except when the termination is due to graduation with a regular high school diploma or the child’s reaching
age 22.
When the child’s eligibility terminates because of graduation or reaching age 22, Great Hearts will provide
a summary of the child’s academic achievement and functional performance that includes
recommendations on how to assist the child in meeting the child’s postsecondary goals.

§300.306 Determination of Eligibility
1) Upon completion of the evaluation process, Great Hearts will ensure that:
a) A group of qualified professionals and the parent of the child determine:
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i) If the child is a child with a disability under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and the
Arizona State Statutes; and
ii) If so, the educational needs of the child.
b) The parents are provided, at no cost, a copy of the evaluation report and eligibility determination.
2) A child will not be determined to be a child with a disability if the primary factor for the determination is:
a) Lack of appropriate instruction in reading, including the essential components of reading instruction (as
defined in section 1208(3) of the ESEA as such section was in effect on the day before the date of
enactment of the Every Student Succeeds Act (December 9, 2015));
b) Lack of appropriate instruction in math; or
c) Limited English proficiency.
3) The eligibility determination, including education needs, will be based on all of the information sources
used in the evaluation process, and if the child is deemed eligible and in need of special education and
related services, an IEP will be developed in accordance with §§300.320 through 300.324.
§300.307 Additional Procedures for Identifying Children with Specific Learning Disabilities
Great Hearts will establish a criteria for determining whether a child has a specific learning disability through
the identification of a severe discrepancy between intellectual ability and achievement in conformity with IDEA
Regulations §§300.307–300.311.
§300.308 Additional Group Members
1) The determination of whether a child suspected of having a specific learning disability is a child with a
disability must be made by the child’s parents and a team of qualified professionals that must include:
a) The child’s regular teacher; or
b) If the child does not have a regular teacher, then a regular teacher qualified to teach children of that
age;
c) For a child of less than school age, an individual qualified by the State to teach children of his/her age;
d) At least one person qualified to conduct individual diagnostic evaluations of children, such as a school
psychologist, speech-language pathologist, or remedial reading teacher.
§300.309 Determining the Existence of a Specific Learning Disability
1) A child may be determined to have a specific learning disability if:
a) The child does not achieve adequately for the child’s age or to meet State-approved grade-level
standards in one or more of the following areas, when provided with learning experiences and
instruction appropriate for the child’s age or meet State–approved grade-level standards:
i) Oral expression
ii) Listening comprehension
iii) Written expression
iv) Basic reading skill
v) Reading fluency skills
vi) Reading comprehension
vii) Mathematics calculation
viii) Mathematics problem solving
b) The child does not make sufficient progress to meet age or State-approved grade-level standards in one
or more of the areas in (1)(a) when using a process based on the child’s response to scientific, researchbased intervention; or
c) The child exhibits a pattern of strengths and weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both, relative
to age, State–approved grade-level standards, or intellectual development, that is determined by the
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group to be relevant to the identification of a specific learning disability, using appropriate
assessments.
2) The findings of this section are not primarily the result of:
a) A visual, hearing, or motor disability;
b) Mental retardation;
c) Emotional disturbance;
d) Cultural factors;
e) Environmental or economic disadvantage; or
f) Limited English proficiency.
3) The group must ensure that the underachievement is not due to a lack of appropriate instruction in reading
or math and must consider:
a) Data that demonstrate that prior to, or as part of, the referral process, the child was provided
appropriate instruction in regular education settings, delivered by qualified personnel; and
b) Data-based documentation of repeated assessments of achievement at reasonable intervals, reflecting
formal assessment of student progress during instruction, which was provided to the child’s parents.
4) Great Hearts must promptly request parent consent to evaluate if, prior to referral, the child has not made
adequate progress after an appropriate period of time when provided instruction described in (3)(a) and
(b).
§300.310 Observation
1) Great Hearts must ensure that the child is observed in his/her learning environment, including the regular
classroom setting, to document the child’s academic performance and behavior in the areas of difficulty.
2) In the case of a child of less than school age or who is out of school, a group member must observe the
child in an environment appropriate for a child of that age.
§300.311 Specific Documentation for the Eligibility Determination
1) For a child suspected of having a specific learning disability, the eligibility determination must contain a
statement of:
a) Whether the child has a specific learning disability;
b) The basis for making the determination, including an assurance the determination was made in
accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act;
c) The relevant behavior, if any, noted during the observation and the relationship of that behavior to the
child’s academic functioning;
d) The educationally relevant medical findings, if any;
e) Whether the child does not achieve adequately for his/her age or to meet State-approved grade-level
standards consistent with (1)(a); and does not make sufficient progress to meet age or State-approved
grade-level standards consistent with (1)(b); or
f) The child exhibits a pattern of strengths and weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both, relative
to age, State-approved grade-level standards or intellectual development consistent with (1)(c).
g) The determination of the group concerning the effects of a visual, hearing, or motor disability; mental
retardation; emotional disturbance; cultural factors; environmental or economic disadvantage; or
limited English proficiency of the child’s achievement level.
2) If the child participated in a process that assessed the child’s response to scientific, research-based
intervention, the determination must include:
a) The instructional strategies used and the student-centered data collected;
b) Documentation that the child’s parents were notified about the State’s policies regarding the amount
and nature of student performance that would be collected and the general education services that
would be provided;
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c) Strategies for increasing the rate of learning; and
d) The parent’s right to request an evaluation.
3) Each group member must certify in writing whether the report reflects the member’s conclusion. If it does
not, the group member must submit a separate statement presenting the member’s conclusions.
AAC R7-2-401.E Evaluation/Reevaluation
1) Great Hearts shall establish, implement, and make available to school-based personnel and parents within
its boundaries of responsibility written procedures for the initial full and individual evaluation of students
suspected of having a disability, and for the reevaluation of students previously identified as being eligible
for special education.
2) Procedures for the initial full and individual evaluation of children suspected of having a disability and for
the reevaluation of students with disabilities shall meet the requirements of IDEA and its regulations, state
statutes, and State Board of Education rules.
3) The initial evaluation of a child being considered for special education, or the reevaluation per a parental
request of a student already receiving special education services, shall be conducted within 60 calendar
days from Great Hearts’ receipt of the parent’s informed written consent and shall conclude with the date
of the multidisciplinary evaluation team (MET) determination of eligibility.
4) If the parent requests the evaluation, Great Hearts must, within a reasonable amount of time not to exceed
15 school days from the date it receives a parent's written request for an evaluation, either begin the
evaluation by reviewing existing data or provide prior written notice refusing to conduct the requested
evaluation. The 60-day evaluation period shall commence upon Great Hearts’ receipt of the parent’s
informed written consent.
5) The 60-day evaluation period may be extended for an additional 30 days, provided it is in the best interest
of the child and the parent and Great Hearts agree in writing to such an extension. Neither the 60-day
evaluation period nor any extension shall cause a reevaluation to exceed the timelines for a reevaluation
within three years of the previous evaluation.
6) Great Hearts may accept current information about the student from another state, public agency, public
education agency, or through an independent educational evaluation. In such instances, the
multidisciplinary evaluation team shall be responsible for reviewing and approving or supplementing an
evaluation to meet the requirements identified in subsections (E)(1) through (7).
7) For the following disabilities, the full and individual initial evaluation shall include:
a) Emotional disability: verification of a disorder by a qualified professional.
b) Hearing impairment:
i) An audiological evaluation by a qualified professional, and
ii) An evaluation of communication/language proficiency.
c) Other health impairment: verification of a health impairment by a qualified professional.
d) Specific learning disability: a determination of whether the child exhibits a pattern of strengths and
weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both, relative to age, state-approved grade-level
standards, or intellectual development that meets Great Hearts criteria through one of the following
methods:
i) A discrepancy between achievement and ability;
ii) The child’s response to scientific, research-based interventions; or
iii) Other alternative research-based procedures.
e) Orthopedic impairment: verification of the physical disability by a qualified professional.
f) Speech/language impairment: an evaluation by a qualified professional.
g) For students whose speech impairments appear to be limited to articulation, voice, or fluency
problems, the written evaluation may be limited to:
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i) An audiometric screening within the past calendar year,
ii) A review of academic history and classroom functioning,
iii) An assessment of the speech problem by a speech therapist, or
iv) An assessment of the student’s functional communication skills.
h) Traumatic brain injury: verification of the injury by a qualified professional.
i) Visual impairment: verification of a visual impairment by a qualified professional.
8) The Department shall develop a list, subject to review and approval of the State Board of Education, of
qualified professionals eligible to conduct the appropriate evaluations prescribed in subsection (E)(7).
9) The multidisciplinary evaluation team shall determine, in accordance with the IDEA and regulations,
whether the requirements of subsections (E)(7(a) through (i) are required for a student’s reevaluation.

Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) Policy & Procedures
POLICY

A free appropriate public education (FAPE) will be available to all children within the boundaries of
responsibility of Great Hearts, including children with disabilities who have been suspended or expelled from
school as provided for in §300.530(d) of the IDEA regulations.

PROCEDURES

§300.306 Determination of Eligibility, §300.308 Additional Group Members
All public education agencies will make the determination that a child is eligible for special education and
related services on an individual basis by a properly constituted team.
§300.101 Free Appropriate Public Education
1) For Preschool Children (3 to 5)
Unified districts and elementary districts will:
a) Make FAPE available no later than the child’s third birthday;
b) Ensure that an IEP or an IFSP is in effect for each child by that date;
c) Ensure that a child’s IEP team determines the date when services under the IEP or IFSP will begin if a
child’s third birthday occurs during the summer.
Union high school districts and charter schools will:
Refer any children who are suspected of having a disability to the appropriate unified district or elementary
district for evaluation and, if appropriate, for services.
2) For School-Aged Children (5 to 21)
All Public Education Agencies will make FAPE available to any child who needs special education and
related services, even though the child has not failed or been retained in a course or grade and is advancing
from grade to grade.
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ARS 15-764.A(5) Powers of the School District Governing Board or County School Superintendent
The governing board of each school district or the county school superintendent shall establish policy with
regard to allowable pupil-teacher ratios and pupil-staff ratios within the school district or county for provision
of special education services.
ARS 15-764.B Powers of the School District Governing Board or County School Superintendent
The special education programs and services established pursuant to this section and section 15-765 shall be
conducted only in a school facility which houses regular education classes or in other facilities approved by the
division of special education.
§300.105 Assistive Technology
1) Great Hearts will ensure that assistive technology devices or services or both will be available to a child
with a disability, if required, as a part of:
a) Special education,
b) Related services, and
c) Supplementary aids and services.
2) On a case-by-case basis, Great Hearts will ensure the use of school-purchased assistive technology devices
in a child’s home or other setting if the child’s IEP team determines that the child needs access to those
devices in order to receive FAPE.
§300.106 Extended School Year Services (ESY)
1) Great Hearts will make extended school year services available as necessary to provide FAPE to children
with disabilities.
a) ESY services will be provided only if a child’s IEP team determines, in accordance with §§300.320–
300.324, that the services are necessary for the provision of FAPE.
b) Services will not be:
i) Limited to a particular category of disability; or
ii) Unilaterally limited to the type, amount, or duration of services.
2) The ESY services that are provided to a child with a disability will:
a) Be provided beyond the normal school year of the agency;
b) Be provided in accordance with the child’s IEP;
c) Be provided at no cost to the parents of the child; and
d) Meet the standards of the State.
§300.107 Nonacademic Services
1) Great Hearts will afford children with disabilities an equal opportunity for participation in nonacademic and
extracurricular services and activities including, as determined appropriate and necessary by the child’s IEP
team, the provision of supplementary aids and services.
2) Nonacademic and extracurricular services and activities may include counseling services, athletics,
transportation, health services, recreational activities, special interest groups or clubs sponsored by Great
Hearts, referrals to agencies that provide assistance to individuals with disabilities, and employment of
students, including both employment by Great Hearts and assistance in making outside employment
available.
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§300.108 Physical Education
1) Great Hearts will make regular physical education services available to children with disabilities to the same
extent that the agency provides those services to children without disabilities, unless:
a) The child is enrolled full time in a separate facility; or
b) The child needs specially designed physical education as prescribed in the child’s IEP.
2) If a child is enrolled in a separate facility, Great Hearts will ensure that the child receives appropriate
physical education services.
3) If special physical education is prescribed in a child’s IEP, Great Hearts will provide for those services, either
directly or through other public or private programs.
§300.110 Program Options
1) Great Hearts will ensure that children with disabilities have available to them the variety of educational
programs and services that are available to nondisabled children, including art, music, industrial arts,
consumer and homemaking education, and vocational education.
§300.113 Routine Checking of Hearing Aids and External Components of Surgically Implanted Medical Devices
1) Great Hearts will ensure that the hearing aids worn in school by children with hearing impairments are
functioning properly; and
2) The external components of surgically implanted medical devices (e.g., cochlear implants) are functioning
properly, except that the agency will not be responsible for any post-surgical maintenance, programming,
or replacement of any component, external or internal, of the medical device.
§300.154 Methods of Ensuring Services
1) Great Hearts may use the Medicaid or other public benefits or insurance programs in which a child
participates to provide or pay for services required under IDEA, as permitted under the public benefits or
insurance program, except that Great Hearts:
a) May not require parents to sign up for or enroll in public benefits or insurance programs to receive
FAPE;
b) May not require parents to incur out-of-pocket expenses such as payment of a deductible or co-pay for
services required by IDEA, but may pay the cost that parents otherwise would be required to pay;
c) May not use a child’s public benefit if that use would:
i) Decrease lifetime benefits;
ii) Result in the family paying for nonschool services that would otherwise be paid for by public
benefits;
iii) Increase premiums or lead to discontinuation of benefits; or
iv) Risk loss of eligibility.
2) Great Hearts must notify parents that their refusal to allow access to their public benefits does not relieve
the agency of its responsibility to provide all required IDEA services.
3) Great Hearts must obtain a one-time written consent from the parent, after providing written notification
and before accessing the child’s or the parent’s public benefits for the first time. The consent must specify:
a) The personally identifiable information that may be disclosed;
b) The purpose of the disclosure; and
c) The agency to which the disclosure may be made.
4) Great Hearts must provide a written notification to the child’s parents before accessing the child’s or
parent’s public benefits or insurance for the first time and prior to obtaining the one-time parental consent
and annually thereafter.
AAC R7-2-401.F Parental Consent
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1) Great Hearts shall obtain informed written consent from the parent of the child with a disability before the
initial provision of special education and related services to the child.
2) If the parent of a child fails to respond to a request for, or refuses to consent to, the initial provision of
special education and related services, Great Hearts may not use mediation or due process procedures in
order to obtain agreement or a ruling that the services may be provided to the child.
3) If the parent of the child refuses to consent to the initial provision of special education and related services,
or the parent fails to respond to a request to provide consent for the initial provision of special education
and related services, Great Hearts:
a) Will not be considered to be in violation of the requirement to make available FAPE to the child
because of the failure to provide the child with the special education and related services for which the
parent refuses to or fails to provide consent, and
b) Is not required to convene an IEP team meeting or develop an IEP in accordance with these rules.
4) If, at any time after the initial provision of special education and related services, the parent of a child
revokes consent in writing for the continued provision of special education and related services, Great
Hearts:
a) May not continue to provide special education and related services to the child, but shall provide prior
written notice before ceasing the provision of special education and related services;
b) May not use the mediation procedures or the due process procedures in order to obtain agreement or
a ruling that the services may be provided to the child;
c) Will not be considered to be in violation of the requirement to make FAPE available to the child
because of the failure to provide the child with further special education and related services; and
d) Is not required to convene an IEP team meeting or develop an IEP for the child for further provision of
special education and related services.
5) If a parent revokes consent in writing for the child’s receipt of special education services after the child is
initially provided special education and related services, Great Hearts is not required to amend the child’s
education records to remove any references to the child’s receipt of special education and related services
because of the revocation of consent.

Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) Policy & Procedures
POLICY

Children with disabilities, including children in public or private institutions or other care facilities, will be
educated to the maximum extent appropriate with children who are not disabled in accordance with
§§300.114–300.117 of the IDEA regulations.

PROCEDURES

§300.114 LRE Requirements
Great Hearts will ensure that special classes, separate schooling, or other removals of children with disabilities
from the regular educational environment occur only if the nature or severity of the disability is such that
education in regular classes with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.
§300.115 Continuum of Alternative Placements
1) Great Hearts will make available a continuum of alternative placements to meet the needs of children with
disabilities for special education and related services.
2) The continuum of alternative placements will include:
a) Instruction in regular classes, special classes, special schools, home instruction, and instruction in
hospitals and institutions;
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b) Supplementary services, such as a resource room or itinerant instruction, to be provided in conjunction
with regular class placement.
§300.116 Placements
1) The placement decision for each child will be:
a) Made by a group that includes the parents and other persons knowledgeable about the child, about the
meaning of the evaluation data, and about the placement options;
b) In conformity with the LRE provisions of the IDEA regulations;
c) Determined at least annually;
d) Based on the child’s IEP; and
e) As close as possible to the child’s home.
2) Unless the IEP of a child requires some other arrangement, the child will be educated in the school that he
or she would attend if not disabled.
3) In selecting the LRE, consideration will be given to any potential harmful effect on the child or on the
quality of services that she or he needs.
4) A child with a disability will not be removed from age-appropriate regular classrooms solely because of
needed modifications in the general education curriculum.
§300.117 Nonacademic Settings
1) In providing or arranging for the provision of nonacademic and extracurricular services and activities,
including meals, recess periods, and other nonacademic activities, Great Hearts must ensure that each
child with a disability participates with nondisabled children in the extracurricular services and activities to
the maximum extent appropriate to the needs of that child.
2) Great Hearts will ensure that the supplementary aids and services determined by the IEP team to be
appropriate and necessary are provided to allow the child to participate in nonacademic settings.
AAC R7-2-401.H Least Restrictive Environment
1) Great Hearts shall establish, implement, and make available to its school-based personnel and parents,
written procedures to ensure the delivery of special education services in the least restrictive environment
as identified by IDEA and its regulations, the state statutes, and the State Board of Education rules.
2) A continuum of services and supports for students with disabilities shall be available through each public
education agency.

Individualized Education Program (IEP) Policy & Procedures
POLICY

Great Hearts shall ensure that an IEP is developed and implemented for each eligible child served by Great
Hearts and for each eligible child placed in or referred to a private school or facility by Great Hearts in
accordance with §§300.320–300.325 of the IDEA regulations.

PROCEDURES
§300.320 Contents of the IEP
1) The contents of each IEP will include a statement of:
a) The child’s present levels of academic achievement and functional performance, including:
i) How the child’s disability affects the child’s involvement and progress in the general education
curriculum; or
ii) For preschool children, as appropriate, how the disability affects the child’s participation in
appropriate activities;
b) Measurable annual goals, including academic and functional goals designed to:
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c)
d)

e)
f)
g)

h)
i)

j)

i) Meet the child’s needs that result from the child’s disability to enable the child to be involved in and
make progress in the general education curriculum; and
ii) Meet each of the child’s other educational needs that result from the child’s disability;
iii) For children with disabilities who take alternate assessments aligned to alternate achievement
standards (MSAA and AIMS A), a description of benchmarks or short-term objectives;
How the child’s progress toward meeting the IEP goals will be measured and when periodic reports on
the child’s progress toward the goals will be provided;
The special education and related services to be provided to the child, the supplementary aids and
services to be provided to the child or on behalf of the child, and the program modifications or supports
for school personnel that will be provided to enable the child:
i) To advance appropriately toward attaining the annual goals; and
ii) To be involved in and progress in the general education curriculum and to participate in
extracurricular and other nonacademic activities with other children with disabilities and
nondisabled children.
The extent, if any, to which the child will not participate with nondisabled children in the regular class
and in extracurricular and other nonacademic activities;
Any individual accommodations that are needed to measure the academic achievement and functional
performance of the child on State and district-wide assessments;
If the IEP team determines that the child must take an alternate assessment instead of a particular
regular State or district-wide assessment of student achievement, a statement of why:
i) the child cannot participate in the regular assessment; and
ii) the particular alternate assessment selected is appropriate for the child;
The projected date for the beginning of the services and modifications and the anticipated frequency,
location, and duration of those services and modifications.
Beginning not later than the first IEP to be in effect when the child turns 16 (or younger if determined
appropriate by the IEP team) and updated annually, the IEP will also include a statement of:
i) Appropriate measurable postsecondary goals based upon age-appropriate transition assessments
related to training, education, employment, and where appropriate, independent living skills;
ii) Transition services (including courses of study) needed to assist the child in reaching those goals.
Beginning not later than one year before a student reaches the age of 18, the IEP will include a
statement that the parents and the student have been informed of the rights under Part B, if any, that
will transfer to the student on reaching the age of 18.

§300.321 The IEP Team
1) The IEP team for each child with a disability will include:
a) The parents of the child;
b) Not less than one regular education teacher of the child (if the child is, or may be, participating in the
regular education environment);
c) Not less than one special education teacher of the child, or where appropriate, not less than one
special education provider of the child;
d) A representative of Great Hearts who:
i) Is qualified to provide, or supervise the provision of, specially designed instruction to meet the
unique needs of children with disabilities;
ii) Is knowledgeable about the general education curriculum; and
iii) Is knowledgeable about the availability of resources of the public education agency;
iv) May be a Great Hearts team member described in (b) through (f) if the above criteria are met.
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e) An individual who can interpret the instructional implications of evaluation results, who may be a
member of the team described in (b) through (f).
f) At the discretion of the parent or the agency, other individuals who have knowledge or special
expertise regarding the child, including related services personnel as appropriate; and
g) Whenever appropriate, the child with a disability.
i) A child of any age if the purpose of the meeting is to consider postsecondary goals and transition
services needed to assist the child in reaching the IEP goals.
ii) If the student does not attend the IEP meeting, Great Hearts will take other steps to ensure that the
student’s preferences and interests are considered.
h) To the extent appropriate and with consent of the parents or the adult child, Great Hearts will invite a
representative of any participating agency that is likely to be responsible for providing or paying for
transition services.
i) For a child who is transitioning from AzEIP, representatives from AzEIP must be invited to the initial IEP
if the parent requests.
2) A member of the IEP team described in (1)(a) through (1)(e) is not required to attend the IEP meeting if the
parent and the school agree in writing prior to the meeting that attendance is not necessary because the
member’s area of curriculum or related services is not being modified or discussed in the meeting.
3) A member of the IEP team described in (1)(a) through (1)(e) may be excused from attending the IEP
meeting in whole or part when the meeting involves a modification to or discussion of the member’s area
of the curriculum or related services if the parent and Great Hearts consent to the excusal, in writing, and
the member submits to the IEP team, in writing, input into the development of the IEP prior to the
meeting.
4) In the case of a child previously served by AzEIP, an invitation to the initial IEP team meeting must, at the
request of the parent, be sent to the AzEIP service coordinator to assist with the smooth transition of
services.
§300.322 Parent Participation
1) The agency will take steps to ensure the parents of a child with a disability are present at each IEP meeting
or are afforded the opportunity to participate by:
a) Notifying parents of the meeting early enough to ensure that they will have an opportunity to attend;
and
b) Scheduling the meeting at a mutually agreed on time and place.
2) The meeting notice will:
a) Indicate the purpose, time, and location of the meeting and who will be in attendance; and
b) Inform the parents of the provisions relating to the participation of other individuals who have
knowledge or special expertise about the child and of representatives of the AzEIP (if the meeting is for
an initial IEP of a child transitioning from AzEIP).
3) Beginning not later than the first IEP to be in effect when the child turns 16, the notice will also:
a) Indicate that a purpose of the meeting will be the consideration of postsecondary goals and transition
services;
b) Indicate that the agency will invite the student; and
c) Identify any other agency that will be invited to send a representative.
4) If neither parent can attend, Great Hearts will use other methods to ensure parent participation, including
individual or conference telephone calls.
5) A meeting may be conducted without a parent in attendance if Great Hearts is unable to convince the
parents that they should attend. In this case, Great Hearts will maintain a record of its attempts to arrange
a mutually agreed on time and place, such as:
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a) Detailed records of telephone calls made or attempted and the results of those calls;
b) Copies of correspondence sent to the parents and any responses received; and
c) Detailed records of visits made to the parent’s home or place of employment and the results of those
visits.
6) Great Hearts will take whatever action is necessary to help the parent understand the proceedings at the
IEP meeting, including arranging for an interpreter for parents with deafness or whose native language is
other than English.
7) Great Hearts will give the parent a copy of the child’s IEP at no cost to the parent.
§300.323 When IEPs Must be in Effect
1) At the beginning of each school year, Great Hearts must have in effect for each child with a disability in its
jurisdiction, an IEP as defined in §300.320.
2) Great Hearts will ensure that:
a) A meeting to develop an IEP for an eligible child is conducted within 30 days of a determination of
eligibility for special education and related services.
b) As soon as possible following the development of the IEP, the services indicated in the IEP are made
available to the child.
c) An IEP will be in effect at the beginning of each school year.
3) For children aged 2 years 9 months through 5 years who were previously served by AzEIP, the IEP team will
consider the contents of the child’s IFSP. An IFSP may serve as the IEP of the child if:
a) The agency has provided the parents with a detailed explanation of the differences between an IEP and
an IFSP;
b) The parent and the agency agree in writing to the use of an IFSP;
c) The IFSP contains an educational component that promotes school readiness and includes pre-literacy,
language, and numeric skills; and
d) The IFSP is developed in accordance with IEP procedures.
4) Great Hearts will ensure that each child’s IEP is accessible to each regular education teacher, special
education teacher, related service provider, and any other service provider who is responsible for
implementing the IEP.
a) Each teacher and related service provider will be informed of his or her specific responsibilities in
implementing the IEP; and
b) The specific accommodations, modifications, and supports that must be provided for the child in
accordance with the IEP.
5) For a child with an IEP who transfers into Great Hearts from another public education agency in Arizona,
Great Hearts, in consultation with the parents, will provide a free appropriate public education (including
services comparable to the services described in the existing IEP) until Great Hearts:
a) Reviews and adopts the child’s IEP from the previous public education agency or
b) Develops, adopts, and implements a new IEP.
6) For a child with an IEP who transfers into Great Hearts from another state, Great Hearts, in consultation
with the parents, will provide a free appropriate public education (including services comparable to the
services described in the existing IEP) until Great Hearts:
a) Conducts an evaluation for eligibility for special education in Arizona or determines that such an
evaluation is unnecessary; and
b) Develops, adopts, and implements a new IEP, if appropriate.
7) To facilitate the transition of a child enrolling from another public education agency, either from within or
from outside of Arizona, Great Hearts will take reasonable steps to promptly obtain the child’s education
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records, including all records pertaining to special education, from the previous public education agency in
which the child was enrolled.
8) When a records request is received from another pubic agency, from either within or outside of Arizona,
Great Hearts will promptly respond to the request.
§300.324 Development, Review, and Revision of an IEP
1) In developing each child’s IEP, the IEP team will consider:
a) The strengths of the child and the concerns of the parents for enhancing the education of their child;
b) The results of the initial or most recent evaluation of the child; and
c) The academic, developmental, and functional needs of the child.
2) In consideration of special factors, the IEP team must:
a) In the case of a child whose behavior impedes his or her learning or that of others, consider the use of
positive behavioral interventions and supports and other strategies to address that behavior;
b) In the case of a child with limited English proficiency, consider the language needs of the child as those
needs relate to the child’s IEP;
c) In the case of a child who is blind or visually impaired, provide for instruction in Braille and the use of
Braille unless the IEP team determines, after an evaluation of the child’s reading and writing skills,
needs, and appropriate reading and writing media (including an evaluation of the child’s future needs
for instruction in Braille or the use of Braille) that instruction in Braille or the use of Braille is not
appropriate for the child;
d) Consider the communication needs of the child, and in the case of a child who is deaf or hard of
hearing, consider the child’s language and communication needs, opportunities for direct
communication with peers and professional personnel in the child’s language and communication
mode, academic levels and full range of needs, including opportunities for direct instruction in the
child’s language and communication mode;
e) Consider whether the child requires assistive technology devices and services.
3) The regular education teacher of a child with a disability, as a member of the IEP team, must, to the extent
appropriate, participate in the development, review, and revision of the child’s IEP, including the
determination of:
a) Appropriate positive behavioral interventions and strategies for the child; and
b) Supplementary aids and services, program modifications, and/or supports for school personnel that will
be provided for the child, consistent with §300.320(a)(4).
4) In making changes to the IEP after the annual IEP meeting, the parent and Great Hearts may agree to
amend the IEP without a meeting to make those changes and instead, develop a written document to
amend or modify the child’s current IEP. Great Hearts must:
a) Inform all members of the child’s IEP team of those changes and
b) Upon request, provide the parents with the revised copy of the IEP.
5) To the extent possible, Great Hearts will encourage the consolidation of evaluation, reevaluation, and IEP
meetings for a child.
6) Great Hearts will ensure that the IEP team reviews the child’s IEP periodically, but not less than annually, to
determine if goals are being achieved and revises the IEP, when appropriate, to address:
a) Any lack of expected progress toward the annual goals and in the general education curriculum, if
appropriate;
b) The results of any reevaluation;
c) Information about the child provided to, or by, the parents;
d) The child’s anticipated needs, or other matters.
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7) If a participating agency other than Great Hearts fails to provide the transition services in an IEP, Great
Hearts must reconvene the IEP team to identify alternative strategies to meet the child’s transition
outcomes.
§300.325 Private School Placements by Great Hearts
1) Before Great Hearts places a child with a disability in a private school or facility, Great Hearts must initiate
and conduct a meeting to develop an IEP for the child and ensure that a representative of the private
school or facility attends the meeting in person or by conference call.
2) Subsequent IEP reviews may be initiated and conducted by the private school at the discretion of Great
Hearts. However, Great Hearts must ensure that:
a) The parents and Great Hearts representative are involved in any decisions about the child’s IEP; and
b) They agree to any proposed changes in the IEP before those changes are implemented.
3) Great Hearts remains responsible for ensuring FAPE to a child placed by Great Hearts in a private school or
facility.
§300.327 Educational Placements
Great Hearts must ensure that the parents of a child with a disability are members of any group that makes
decisions on the educational placement of their child.
AAC R7-2-401.G Individualized Education Program (IEP)
1) Great Hearts shall establish, implement, and make available to its school-based personnel and parents
written procedures for the development, implementation, review, and revision of IEPs.
2) Procedures for IEPs shall meet the requirements of the IDEA and its regulations, the state statutes, and the
State Board of Education rules.
3) Procedures shall include the incorporation of Arizona academic standards as adopted by the State Board of
Education into the development of each IEP and address grade-level expectations and grade-level content
instruction.
4) Each IEP of a student with a disability shall be developed in accordance with IDEA and its regulations, state
statutes, and State Board of Education rules. If appropriate to meet the needs of a student and to ensure
access to the general curriculum, an IEP team may include specially designed instruction in the IEP that may
be delivered in a variety of educational settings by a general education teacher or other certificated
personnel provided that certificated special education personnel are involved in the planning, progress
monitoring, and when appropriate, the delivery of the specially designed instruction.
5) Each student with a disability who has an IEP shall participate in the state assessment system. Students
with disabilities can test with or without accommodations or modifications as indicated in the student’s
IEP. Students who are determined to have a significant cognitive disability based on the established
eligibility criteria will be assessed with the state’s alternate assessments as determined by the IEP team.
6) A meeting of the IEP team shall be conducted to review and revise each student’s IEP at least annually, or
more frequently if the student’s progress substantially deviates from what was anticipated. Great Hearts
shall provide written notice of the meeting to the parents of the student to ensure that parents have the
opportunity to participate in the meeting. After the annual review, Great Hearts and parent may agree not
to convene an IEP team meeting for the purposes of making changes, and instead may develop a written
document to amend or modify the student's current IEP.
7) A parent or Great Hearts may request in writing a review of the IEP and shall identify the basis for
requesting review. Such review shall take place within 45 school days of the receipt of the request at a
mutually agreed upon date and time.
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Procedural Safeguards Policy & Procedures

POLICY

Great Hearts will establish, maintain, and implement procedural safeguards that meet the requirements of
§§300.500 through 300.536 of the IDEA regulations.

PROCEDURES
§300.501 Opportunity to Examine Records; Parent Participation in Meetings
1) Great Hearts will ensure that the parents of a child with a disability shall be given an opportunity to inspect
and review all education records with respect to the identification, evaluation, educational placement, and
the provision of FAPE to the child.
2) Great Hearts will ensure that the parents of a child with a disability shall:
a) Be given an opportunity to participate in meetings with respect to the identification, evaluation,
educational placement, and the provision of FAPE to the child.
b) Be provided notice consistent with §300.322 to ensure they have the opportunity to participate in
meetings.
c) Be members of any group that makes decisions on the educational placement of their child.
3) If neither parent can participate in a meeting in which a decision is to be made relating to the educational
placement of their child, Great Hearts must use other methods to ensure their participation, including
individual or conference telephone calls, or video conferencing.
4) A placement decision may be made by a group without the involvement of the parent, if Great Hearts is
unable to obtain the parent’s participation and has maintained a record of its attempts to ensure their
involvement.
§300.502 Independent Educational Evaluation
1) The parents of a child with a disability have the right to obtain an independent educational evaluation of
their child. Great Hearts must provide to parents, upon request for an independent educational evaluation:
a) Information about where an independent educational evaluation may be obtained; and
b) Great Hearts’ criteria applicable for independent educational evaluations. Great Hearts’ criteria for the
independent educational evaluation must be the same as the criteria Great Hearts uses when it
conducts an evaluation, to the extent consistent with the parent’s right to an evaluation.
2) A parent has the right to an independent educational evaluation at public expense if the parent disagrees
with an evaluation obtained by Great Hearts. If a parent requests an independent educational evaluation at
public expense, Great Hearts must, without unnecessary delay, either:
a) File for a due process hearing to show that its evaluation is appropriate; or
b) Ensure that an independent educational evaluation is provided at public expense, unless Great Hearts
demonstrates in a hearing that the evaluation obtained by the parent did not meet criteria.
3) If a due process hearing decision is that Great Hearts’ evaluation is appropriate, the parent still has the
right to an independent educational evaluation, but not at public expense.
4) If a parent requests an independent educational evaluation, Great Hearts may ask for the parent’s reasons
for the objections, but may not require the parent to provide an explanation and may not unreasonably
delay either providing the independent educational evaluation at public expense or filing a request for due
process to defend its evaluation.
5) A parent is entitled to only one independent educational evaluation at public expense each time Great
Hearts conducts an evaluation with which the parent disagrees.
6) The results of any independent educational evaluation that is obtained by or provided to Great Hearts:
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a) Must be considered by Great Hearts if it meets agency criteria in any decision with respect to the
provision of FAPE to the child; and
b) May be presented by any party as evidence in a due process hearing.
7) If a hearing officer requests an independent educational evaluation as part of a due process hearing, the
cost of the evaluation must be at public expense.
§300.503 Prior Notice by Great Hearts; Content of Notice
1) Written notice must be given to the parents of a child with a disability a reasonable time before Great
Hearts:
a) Proposes to initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or educational placement of the child or
the provision of FAPE to the child; or
b) Refuses to initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or educational placement of the child or the
provision of FAPE to the child.
2) The notice must include:
a) A description of the action proposed or refused by Great Hearts;
b) An explanation of why the agency proposes or refuses to take the action;
c) A description of each evaluation procedure, assessment, record, or report Great Hearts used as a basis
for the proposed or refused action;
d) A statement that the parents of a child with a disability have protection under the procedural
safeguards of this part, and if this notice is not an initial referral for evaluation, how a copy of a
description of the procedural safeguards can be obtained;
e) Sources for parents to contact to obtain assistance in understanding the provisions of this part;
f) A description of other options that the IEP team considered and the reasons why those options were
rejected;
g) A description of other factors that are relevant to Great Hearts’ proposal or refusal.
3) The notice must be written in language understandable to the general public and provided in the native
language or other mode of communication used by the parent.
4) If the native language or other mode of communication used by the parent is not a written language, Great
Hearts must ensure:
a) The notice is translated orally or by other means to the parent in his or her native language or other
mode of communication;
b) That the parent understands the content of the notice;
c) That there is written evidence of these requirements.
§300.504 Procedural Safeguards Notice
1) A copy of the procedural safeguards available to the parent of a child with a disability must be given to the
parents only one time a school year, except that a copy also must be given to the parents:
a) Upon initial referral or parent request for evaluation;
b) Upon receipt of a first complaint to the State or first request for a due process hearing in a school year;
c) When a disciplinary change of placement/removal has been initiated; or
d) Upon request by a parent.
2) The procedural safeguards notice must include a full explanation of all the procedural safeguards available
under §300.148, §§300.151–300.153, §300.300, §§300.502–300.503, §§300.505–300.515, §300.520,
§§300.530–300.536, and §§300.610–300.625 relating to:
a) Independent educational evaluations;
b) Prior written notice;
c) Parental consent;
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d) Access to education records;
e) Opportunity to present and resolve complaints through the due process hearing and State complaint
procedures, including;
i) The time period in which to file a complaint;
ii) The opportunity for Great Hearts to resolve the complaint;
iii) The difference between due process hearing and State complaint procedures, jurisdictions, issues
that may be raised, timelines, and relevant procedures.
f) The availability of mediation;
g) The child’s placement during the due process hearing;
h) Procedures for students subjected to placement in an interim alternative educational setting;
i) Requirements for unilateral placements by parents of children in private schools at public expense;
j) Due process hearings including requirements for disclosure of evaluation results and
recommendations;
k) Civil actions, including timelines; and
l) Attorney fees.
3) This notice must meet the same requirements for understandable language as for the written prior notice
described in §300.503.
§300.505 Electronic Mail
The parent of a child with a disability may elect to receive required notices by an electronic mail
communication if Great Hearts makes that option available.
§300.506 Mediation
1) Great Hearts will establish procedures to allow parties to dispute (including those matters arising prior to a
request for a due process hearing) to resolve disputes through mediation. Procedures will ensure that the
mediation process:
a) Is voluntary on the part of the parties;
b) Is not used to deny or delay a parent’s right to a due process hearing or any other right under the IDEA;
and
c) Is conducted by a qualified and impartial mediator who is trained in effective mediation techniques.
2) Great Hearts may establish procedures to offer parents and schools that choose not to use mediation an
opportunity to meet at a time and location convenient to the parties with a disinterested party:
a) Who is under contract with an appropriate alternative dispute resolution entity, a parent training and
information center, or community parent resource center; and
b) Who would explain the benefits of and encourage the mediation process to the parents.
§300.507 Filing a Due Process Complaint
1) A parent or Great Hearts may file a request for a due process hearing relating to the identification,
evaluation, or educational placement of a child with a disability.
2) The request for a due process hearing must allege a violation that occurred not more than two years
before the date the parent or Great Hearts knew or should have known about the alleged violation.
3) Great Hearts must inform the parent of any free or low cost legal and other relevant services available in
the area upon parent request.
§300.508 Due Process Complaint (Hearing)
1) Great Hearts will have procedures that require either party, or the attorney representing a party, to
provide to the other party a confidential due process complaint.
2) The party filing the notice for a hearing must forward a copy of the request to the State.
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3) The due process hearing complaint must include the following in order for the complaint to be heard:
a) The name of the child;
b) The residential address of the child;
c) The school of attendance;
d) A description of the nature of the problem of the child relating to the proposed or refused initiation or
change, including facts relating to the problem; and
e) A proposed resolution of the problem to the extent known and available to the party at the time.
4) The due process complaint will be deemed sufficient unless the party receiving the complaint notifies the
hearing officer and the other party in writing, within 15 days of receipt of the complaint, that it believes the
complaint does not meet the content requirements.
5) Within five days of receipt of notice, the hearing officer must determine whether the complaint meets the
requirements and notify the parties, in writing, of that determination.
6) A party may amend its due process complaint only if:
a) The other party consents in writing and is given an opportunity to resolve the complaint through the
resolution process; or
b) The hearing officer grants permission, but in no case is it amended later than five days before the due
process hearing begins.
7) If a party files an amended complaint, the relevant timelines begin again.
8) If Great Hearts has not sent a prior written notice to the parent regarding the subject matter contained in
the due process complaint, it must do so within 10 days of receiving the complaint.
9) Within 10 days of receiving the complaint, the receiving party will send to the other party a response that
specifically addresses the issues raised in the due process complaint.
§300.510 Resolution Process
1) Within 15 days of receiving the notice of the parent’s due process complaint and prior to the initiation of a
due process hearing, Great Hearts must convene a meeting with the parent and the relevant members of
the IEP team who have specific knowledge of the facts identified in the complaint that:
a) Includes a representative of Great Hearts who has agency decision-making authority;
b) May not include an attorney of Great Hearts unless the parent is accompanied by an attorney.
2) The purpose of the meeting is for the parent of the child to discuss the due process complaint and the
factual basis of the complaint so Great Hearts has the opportunity to resolve the dispute.
3) The resolution meeting need not be held if:
a) The parent and Great Hearts agree in writing to waive the meeting; or
b) The parent and Great Hearts agree to use the mediation process.
4) The parent and Great Hearts determine the relevant IEP team members to attend the meeting.
5) If Great Hearts has not resolved the complaint to the satisfaction of the parent within 30 days of the
receipt of the complaint, the due process hearing may occur. The timeline for issuing a final decision begins
at the end of this 30-day period.
6) The failure of the parent to participate in the resolution meeting that has not been mutually agreed to be
waived will delay the timelines for the resolution process and due process hearing until the meeting is held.
7) If Great Hearts is unable to obtain the participation of the parent after reasonable efforts have been made
and documented, Great Hearts may, at the end of the 30-day period, request that the hearing officer
dismiss the parent’s due process complaint.
8) If Great Hearts fails to hold the resolution meeting within 15 days of receiving the complaint or fails to
participate in the meeting, the parent may request that the hearing officer begin the hearing timeline.
9) The 45-day timeline for the due process hearing starts the day after:
a) Both parties agree in writing to waive the resolution meeting; OR
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b) After either the mediation or resolution meeting starts but before the end of the 30-day resolution
period, the parties agree in writing that no agreement is possible; OR
c) If both parties agree in writing to continue the mediation at the end of the 30-day resolution period,
but later, one party withdraws from the mediation process.
10) If a resolution is reached at the meeting, the parties must execute a legally binding agreement that is:
a) Signed by both the parent and Great Hearts representative who has authority to legally bind the
agency; and
b) Enforceable in any state court of competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States.
11) Either party may void the agreement within 3 business days of the agreement’s execution.
§300.518 Child’s Status during Proceedings
1) The child involved in the due process hearing complaint must remain in his or her current educational
placement:
a) Unless a discipline appeal has been filed as provided in §300.533;
b) During the pendency of any administrative or judicial proceeding regarding a due process complaint
notice requesting a due process hearing under §300.507; or
c) Unless Great Hearts and parents of the child agree otherwise.
2) If the complaint involves an application for initial admission to public school, the child, with the consent of
the parents, must be placed in the public school until the completion of all the proceedings.
3) If the complaint involves an application for initial services for a child who has turned 3 and is transitioning
from Part C to Part B, Great Hearts is not required to provide the Part C services the child had been
receiving. If the child is found eligible for special education and related services under Part B and the
parent consents to the initial provision of services under §300.300(b), then Great Hearts must provide
those services that are not in dispute.
4) If the hearing officer agrees with the child’s parents that a change of placement is appropriate, that
placement must be treated as an agreement between the State and parent for the purposes of (1)(c) of this
section.
§300.519 Surrogate Parents
1) Great Hearts will ensure that the rights of a child are protected by assigning an individual to act as a
surrogate for the parents when:
a) No parent can be identified;
b) After reasonable efforts are made, no parent can be located;
c) The child is a ward of the State (with no foster parent); or
d) The child is an unaccompanied homeless youth as defined by the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance
Act;
2) Great Hearts will have a method for determining when a surrogate parent is needed and for making
surrogate parent assignments.
3) Great Hearts will ensure that a person selected as a surrogate parent:
a) Is not an employee of the State, Great Hearts, or any other agency that is involved in the education or
care of the child;
b) Has no personal or professional interest that conflicts with the interest of the child the surrogate parent
represents; and
c) Has knowledge and skills that ensure adequate representation of the child.
4) In the case of an unaccompanied homeless youth, appropriate staff of emergency shelters, transitional
shelters, independent living programs, and street outreach programs may be appointed as temporary
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surrogate parents until a surrogate parent can be appointed that meets all the requirements of this
section.
§300.520 Transfer of Parental Rights at Age of Majority
1) When a child with a disability reaches age 18, unless that child has been determined to be incompetent:
a) Great Hearts will provide any notice required by the IDEA regulations to both the child and the parents;
and
b) All rights accorded to parents under Part B of the Act transfer to the child.
2) When the rights are transferred, Great Hearts will provide notice to the child and parent of the transfer of
rights.
AAC R7-2-401.I Procedural Safeguards
1) Great Hearts shall establish, implement, and make available to school-based personnel and parents of
students with disabilities written procedures to ensure children with disabilities and their parents are
afforded the procedural safeguards required by federal statute and regulation and state statute. These
procedures shall include dissemination of information to parents about Great Hearts’ and the state’s
dispute resolution options.
2) In accordance with the requirements of IDEA, prior written notice shall be provided to the parents of a
child within a reasonable time after Great Hearts proposes to initiate or change, or refuses to initiate or
change, the identification, evaluation, educational placement or the provision of FAPE to the child, but
before the decision is implemented.

Discipline Policy & Procedures

POLICY

A child with a disability may be disciplined for a violation of the student code of conduct, including removal
from his or her current placement to an appropriate interim alternative educational setting, another setting,
suspension, or expulsion in accordance with IDEA Regulations §§300.530 through 300.536.

PROCEDURES
§300.530 Authority of School Personnel
1) On a case-by-case basis and in consideration of any unique circumstances, school personnel may remove a
child with a disability who violates a student code of conduct from his or her current placement to an
appropriate interim alternative educational setting, another setting, or suspension, for not more than 10
consecutive school days (to the extent those alternatives are applied to children without disabilities), and
for additional removals of not more than 10 consecutive school days in that same school year for separate
incidents of misconduct, as long as those removals do not constitute a change of placement under
§300.536.
2) After a child with a disability has been removed from his or her current placement for 10 school days in the
same school year, during any subsequent days of removal, Great Hearts must provide services to the
extent required to:
a) Enable the child to continue to participate in the general education curriculum, although in another
setting, and to progress toward meeting his/her IEP goals; and
b) Receive, as appropriate, a functional behavioral assessment, behavioral intervention services, and
modifications that are designed to address the behavior violation so that it does not recur.
3) Great Hearts is only required to provide services during periods of removal to a child with a disability who
has been removed from his or her current placement for 10 days or less in that school year, if it provides
services to nondisabled children similarly removed.
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4) After a child with a disability has been removed from his or her current placement for 10 school days and
the current removal is for not more than 10 consecutive school days and not a change of placement, school
personnel, in consultation with at least one of the child’s teachers, determine the extent to which services
are needed, so as to enable the child to continue to participate in the general education curriculum and to
progress toward meeting the IEP goals.
5) If the removal is a change in placement, the child’s IEP team determines the appropriate services.
6) Within 10 school days of any decision to change the placement of a child with a disability because of a
violation of a code of student conduct, Great Hearts, the parent(s), and relevant members of the IEP team
must review all relevant information in the student’s file, the IEP, teacher observations, and any relevant
information to determine:
a) If the conduct was caused by, or had a direct and substantial relationship to, the child’s disability; or
b) If the conduct in question was the direct result of the public education agency’s failure to implement
the IEP.
7) The conduct must be determined to be a manifestation of the disability if either (6)(a) or (b) occurred, and
if the IEP was not implemented, Great Hearts must take immediate steps to remedy that deficiency.
8) If Great Hearts, the parent(s), and relevant members of the IEP team determine that the conduct was a
manifestation of the child’s disability, the child must be returned to the placement from which the child
was removed, unless the parent and Great Hearts agree to a change of placement. The IEP team must
either:
a) Conduct a functional behavioral assessment, unless one has already been done, and implement a
behavioral intervention plan; or
b) If a behavioral intervention plan has already been developed, review the plan and modify it, as
necessary, to address the behavior.
9) School personnel may remove a student to an interim alternative educational setting for not more than 45
school days without regard to manifestation of disability if the child:
a) Carries a weapon to or possesses a weapon at school, on school premises, or to or at a school function
under the jurisdiction of a state or public education agency;
b) Knowingly possesses or uses illegal drugs, or sells or solicits the sale of a controlled substance, while at
school, on school premises, or at a school function under the jurisdiction of a state or public education
agency; or
c) Has inflicted serious bodily injury upon another person while at school, on school premises, or at a
school function under the jurisdiction of a state or public education agency.
10) Great Hearts will notify parents and provide notice of procedural safeguards on the day Great Hearts
determines the student has violated the code of conduct and the violation constitutes a change of
placement (i.e., interim alternative education setting).
AAC R7-2-401.P Suspension and Expulsion
1) Great Hearts shall establish, implement, and make available to personnel and parents written procedures
for the suspension and expulsion of students with disabilities.
2) Great Hearts shall require all school-based staff involved in the disciplinary process to review the policies
and procedures related to suspension and expulsion on an annual basis. Great Hearts shall maintain
documentation of staff review.
3) Procedures for such suspensions and expulsions shall meet the requirements of the IDEA and its
regulations, and state statutes.
§300.531 Determination of Setting
The child’s IEP team determines the interim alternative educational setting for services.
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§300.532 Appeal
1) The parent of a child with a disability who disagrees with any decision regarding placement under
§§300.530 and 300.531 or the manifestation determination may appeal the decision by requesting an
expedited due process hearing in conformance with §§300.310 through 300.314 and AAC R7-2-405.I.
2) Great Hearts that believes that maintaining the current placement of the child is substantially likely to
cause injury to the child or others may appeal the decision by requesting an expedited due process hearing
in conformance with §§300.310 through 300.314 and AAC R7-2-405.I.
§300.533 Placement during Appeals
The student must remain in the interim alternative educational setting pending the decision of the hearing
officer or expiration of the interim setting, whichever comes first, unless the parent and Great Hearts agree
otherwise.
§300.534 Protections for Children Not Determined Eligible for Special Education and Related Services
1) A student who has not been determined eligible and who engaged in a behavior that violated a code of
student conduct may assert protections if Great Hearts had knowledge that the child was a child with a
disability before the behavior that precipitated the disciplinary action occurred. Great Hearts must be
deemed to have such knowledge if:
a) The parent of the child expressed concern in writing to supervisory or administrative personnel of Great
Hearts, or a teacher of the child, that the child is in need of special education and related services;
b) The parent of the child requested an evaluation of the child pursuant to §§300.300 through 300.311; or
c) The teacher of the child, or other personnel of Great Hearts, expressed specific concerns about a
pattern of behavior demonstrated by the child directly to the director of special education or to other
supervisory personnel of Great Hearts.
2) Great Hearts would not be deemed to have knowledge if the parent of the child:
a) Has not allowed an IDEA evaluation of the child;
b) Has refused special education services for the child; or
c) The child has been evaluated and determined to not be a child with a disability under IDEA.
3) If Great Hearts does not have knowledge that a child is a child with a disability prior to taking disciplinary
measures against the child, the child may be disciplined as other children without disabilities who engage
in comparable behaviors.
4) If an evaluation is requested during the time in which a child is subjected to disciplinary measures, the
evaluation must be conducted in an expedited manner.
a) Until the evaluation is completed, the child remains in the educational placement determined by Great
Hearts, which can include suspension or expulsion without educational services.
b) If the child is determined to be a child with a disability, Great Hearts must provide special education
and related services in accordance with this part, including the requirements of §§300.530 through
300.536.
§300.535 Referral to and Action by Law Enforcement and Judicial Authorities
1) Great Hearts may report a crime committed by a child with a disability to appropriate authorities to enable
Great Hearts to exercise its responsibilities.
2) When Great Hearts reports a crime committed by a child with a disability, it will ensure that copies of the
special education and disciplinary records of the child are transmitted for consideration by the appropriate
authorities to whom Great Hearts reports the crime, but only to the extent permitted by FERPA.
§300.536 Change of Placement Because of Disciplinary Removals
1) A change of placement occurs if:
a) The removal is for more than 10 consecutive school days; or
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b) The child has been subjected to a series of removals that constitute a pattern:
i) because the series of removals total more than 10 school days in a school year;
ii) because the child’s behavior is substantially similar to the behavior in previous incidents that
resulted in a series of removals; and
iii) because of such additional factors as the length of each removal, the total amount of time the child
has been removed, and the proximity of the removals to one another.
2) Great Hearts will determine on a case-by-case basis whether a pattern of removals constitutes a change of
placement, and such determinations are subject to review through due process and judicial proceedings.

Confidentiality Policy & Procedures
POLICY
Great Hearts will ensure that protection of the confidentiality of any personally identifiable data, information,
and records collected or maintained by the agency will be in accordance with 34 CFR §§300.611–300.627.

PROCEDURES
§300.613 Access Rights
1) Great Hearts must permit parents to inspect and review any education records relating to their children
that are collected, maintained, or used by the agency under IDEA. Great Hearts must comply with a request
without unnecessary delay and in no case more than 45 days after the request has been made and before:
a) Any IEP meeting;
b) Any hearing involving a due process complaint or disciplinary hearing; or
c) Any resolution session.
2) The right to inspect and review education records includes:
a) The right to a response from Great Hearts to reasonable requests for explanations and interpretations
of the records;
b) The right to request that Great Hearts provide copies of the records if failure to provide those copies
would effectively prevent the parent from exercising the right to inspect and review the records; and
c) The right to have a representative of the parent inspect and review the records.
3) Great Hearts may presume that the parent has authority to inspect and review records relating to his or
her child unless Great Hearts has been advised to the contrary by legal proceeding involving guardianship,
separation, and divorce.
§300.614 Record of Access
Great Hearts will keep a record of parties obtaining access to education records collected, maintained, or used
under IDEA (except access by parents and authorized employees of the agency), including:
a) The name of the party;
b) The date access was given; and
c) The purpose for which the party is authorized to use the records.
§300.615 Records on More Than One Child
If any education record includes information on more than one child, the parents of those children have the
right to inspect and review only the information relating to their child.
§300.616 Lists of Types and Locations of Information
Great Hearts must provide parents on request a list of the types and locations of education records collected,
maintained, or used by Great Hearts.
§300.617 Fees
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1) Great Hearts may charge a fee for copies of records that are made for parents if the fee does not
effectively prevent the parents from exercising their right to inspect and review records.
2) Great Hearts may not charge a fee to search for or to retrieve information.
§300.618 Amendment of Records at Parent’s Request
1) A parent who believes that information in the education records collected, maintained, or used by Great
Hearts is inaccurate or misleading or violates the privacy or other rights of the child may request the
agency to amend the information.
2) Great Hearts must decide whether to amend the information in accordance with the request within a
reasonable period of time of receipt of the request.
3) If Great Hearts refuses to amend the information in accordance with the request, it must inform the parent
of the refusal and advise the parent of the right to a hearing under §300.619.
§300.619 Opportunity for a Hearing
Great Hearts must, on request, provide an opportunity for a hearing to challenge information in education
records to ensure that it is not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of
the child.
§300.620 Result of Hearing
1) If, as a result of a hearing, Great Hearts decides to amend information determined inaccurate, misleading,
or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the child, it must do so accordingly and so inform
the parent in writing.
2) If, as a result of a hearing, Great Hearts decides that the information is not inaccurate, misleading, or
otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the child, it must inform the parent of the parent’s
right to place in the maintained records a statement commenting on the information or setting forth any
reasons for disagreeing with Great Hearts decision.
§300.622 Consent
1) Parental consent must be obtained before personally identifiable information is disclosed to parties other
than participating agencies, unless the information is contained in education records and the disclosure is
authorized without parent consent under FERPA.
2) Parental consent must be obtained before personally identifiable information is released to officials of
participating agencies providing or paying for transition services in accordance with §300.321.
3) If a child is enrolled, or is going to enroll, in a private school that is not located in the boundaries of the
district of the parent’s residence, parental consent must be obtained before any personally identifiable
information about the child is released between officials in the district where the private school is located
and officials in the district of the parent’s residence.
AAC R7-2-401.J(4) Confidentiality
Upon receiving a written request, Great Hearts shall forward special education records to any other public
education agency in which a student has enrolled or is seeking to enroll. Records shall be forwarded within the
timeframe specified in A.R.S. § 15-828(F). Great Hearts shall also forward records to any other person or
agency for which the parents have given signed consent.
§300.623 Safeguards
1) Great Hearts must protect the confidentiality of personally identifiable information at collection, storage,
disclosure, and destruction stages.
2) One official at Great Hearts must assume responsibility for ensuring the confidentiality of any personally
identifiable information.
3) All persons collecting or using personally identifiable information must receive training or instruction
regarding the State’s policies and procedures under 300.123 and FERPA (34 CFR part 99).
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4) Great Hearts must maintain, for public inspection, a current listing of the names and positions of its
employees who may have access to personally identifiable information.
AAC R7-2-401.J(1) Confidentiality
Great Hearts shall establish, implement, and make available to its personnel and parents written policies and
procedures to ensure the confidentiality of records and information in accordance with the IDEA and its
regulations, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and its regulations, and state statutes.
§300.624 Destruction of Information
1) Great Hearts must inform parents when personally identifiable information collected, maintained, or used
for IDEA purposes is no longer needed to provide educational services to the child.
2) The information must be destroyed at the request of the parents. However, a permanent record of a
student’s name, address, and phone number, his or her grades, attendance record, classes attended, grade
level completed, and year completed may be maintained without time limitation.
AAC R7-2-401.J(2) Confidentiality
Parents shall be fully informed about the requirements of the IDEA and regulations, including an annual notice
of the policies and procedures that Great Hearts shall follow regarding storage, disclosure to a third party,
retention, and destruction of personally identifiable information.
§300.625 Children’s Rights
1) The rights of the parents regarding educational records are transferred to the student at age 18 under
FERPA.
2) If the rights of the parents regarding educational records are transferred to the student at age 18 under the
IDEA, Great Hearts must provide any notice required under the procedural safeguards provisions.
AAC R7-2-401.J(3) Confidentiality
The rights of parents regarding education records are transferred to the student at age 18, unless the student
has been adjudicated incapacitated, or the student has executed a delegation of rights to make educational
decisions pursuant to A.R.S. §15-773.

Graduation Policy & Procedures
POLICY

The public agency shall provide a FAPE to all eligible students until termination of eligibility due to
graduation from secondary school with
a regular diploma or due to exceeding 21 years of age, in accordance with §300.305 and ARS 15701.01(A)(3) and (B).
ARS 15-701.01(B) and AAC R7-2-301(D)(1)

PROCEDURES

1) The public agency ensures that the governing board shall prescribe graduation criteria for students with
disabilities from its high schools, which shall include accomplishment of the academic standards in at least
reading, writing, mathematics, science, and social studies, as determined by district assessment.
2) The public agency ensures that the governing board shall develop a course of study and graduation and
promotion requirements for all students placed in special education programs in accordance with R72-401 et seq.
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§300.102 Limitation—Exception to FAPE for Certain Ages
1) The public agency will not be obligated to provide FAPE to students with disabilities who have graduated
from high school with a regular high school diploma.
2) The exception does not apply to children who have graduated from high school but have not been
awarded a regular high school diploma.
3) Graduation from high school with a regular high school diploma constitutes a change of placement
requiring prior written notice in accordance with §300.503.
§300.305 Additional Requirements for Evaluations and Reevaluations
1) An evaluation is not required before the termination of a child’s eligibility due to graduation from
secondary school with a regular diploma or due to the child’s exceeding 21 years of age.
2) For a child no longer eligible due to graduation or exceeding the age of eligibility, a public agency must
provide the child with a summary of the child’s academic achievement and functional performance, which
shall include recommendations on how to assist the child in meeting the child’s postsecondary goals.
ARS 15-701.01(3) High School Graduation Requirements
Pupils with disabilities as defined in ARS 15-761 or children who receive special education as defined in 15763 shall not be required to achieve passing scores on competency tests (AIMS) in order to graduate from
high school unless the pupil is learning at a level appropriate for
the pupil’s grade level in a specific academic area and unless a passing score on a competency test is
specifically required in a specific academic area by the pupil’s IEP as mutually agreed on by the pupil’s
parents (or 18-year-old student) and the IEP Team.
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APPENDIX 12
SECTION 504 FORMS

GreatHearts®
Section 504 / Title II of the ADA
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Introduction
This handbook is intended to help parents and staff understand Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act is a civil rights statute designed to prevent discrimination against
individuals with disabilities and to assure that students with disabilities have educational opportunities and
benefits equal to those provided to non-disabled students.
It provides that:
No otherwise qualified individual with disabilities in the United States... shall, solely by reason of her or his
disability, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

Congress enacted a similar civil rights statute, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), in 1990, also for the
purpose of preventing discrimination against individuals with disabilities. While Section 504 only applies to
recipients of federal financial assistance, the ADA protects individuals from discrimination by both public and
private entities.
This handbook will focus on the Great Hearts Academies’ compliance with Section 504. Both Section 504 and
Title II of the ADA include similar nondiscrimination requirements. Since Title II applies to public institutions
such as state governments, not just to schools, it does not include the same level of detail as Section 504 with
regard to certain obligations of schools in educating students with disabilities (e.g., in providing students a
free appropriate public education [FAPE]). Practically speaking, when this handbook refers to specific FAPE
requirements under Section 504, those same requirements will be followed in order to comply with Title II of
the ADA. However, if you would like more information about ADA and Title II, please visit our website
(www.greatheartsamerica.org) and navigate through the “Finance and Compliance” link on the home page for
contact information.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act:
No two students learn alike or have the same educational need. Some students who need extra help at school
in order to learn may need 504 services due to a disability that substantially limits one or more life activity.
Such services include regular or special education and related aids and services, or ancillary services that are
designed to meet individualized educational needs of students with disabilities as adequately as the needs of
non-disabled students. Section 504 does not guarantee certain results (e.g., “A” grades in class) but ensures,
through an individualized process, that qualified students with disabilities have an equal opportunity to
achieve those results.
Great Hearts Academies has an affirmative obligation to identify and evaluate students suspected of being
individuals with disabilities. The 504 Teams at Great Hearts Academies follow certain steps outlined by the
U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights when deciding whether or not a student's needs should
be met by providing 504 services. Every attempt is made to meet the student's needs in the regular classroom.
A team approach is used with built-in checks and balances to ensure that children with disabilities who need
504 accommodations will receive the appropriate services.
·
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Students benefit more from their education when their parents are involved and well informed. Parents are
important team members and are entitled to participate with the 504 Team in planning their child's program.
Parent and student rights and procedural safeguards are included as an integral part of the 504 process.

What is Section 504?
Section 504 is part of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 that prohibits discrimination against persons with a
disability in any program receiving federal financial assistance. The federal act defines a person with a
disability as anyone who:
1. has a mental or physical impairment which substantially limits one or more major life activity (major
life activities include activities such as learning, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, caring
for one's self, performing manual tasks and working);
2. has a record of such impairment; or
3. is regarded as having such an impairment.
In order to fulfill its obligation under Section 504, Great Hearts Academies prohibits discrimination in policies
and practices regarding its personnel and students. Discrimination against any person with a disability will not
be permitted.
As a network of public schools, the Great Hearts Academies have specific responsibilities under the Act which
include the responsibility to identify, evaluate, and if the child is determined to be eligible under Section 504,
to afford access to appropriate educational services.

What is the difference between 504 and Special Education?
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) is a federal statute that funds state special education
programs and attaches specific conditions to the receipt of IDEA funding (as opposed to Section 504 and Title
II, which prohibit discrimination on the basis of disability but do not provide any type of funding). Section 504
and IDEA have different criteria for determining who is protected under those laws. Many students with
disabilities are protected under both IDEA and Section 504/Title II, and districts may comply with certain 504
requirements for students by following IDEA procedures. However, students who are not eligible under IDEA
may nonetheless be eligible for protection (and for services) under Section 504. To be protected under IDEA, a
child must have a particular disability listed in IDEA and need special education and related services. Under
Section 504, a student with a disability is protected regardless of whether the student needs special
education. The following diagram illustrates the relationship between 504 and IDEA:
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All students that qualify for IDEA also qualify for protection under Section 504. The reverse, however, is not
true. When a student has an Individual Education Program (IEP), the student does not need a separate 504
document.
Regarding Section 504 eligibility, it is important to recognize that even if a student is not eligible for special
education services under the IDEA, a Great Hearts Academy will consider the student for eligibility under
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, including the provision of “special education or related services”
or other accommodations.

When is eligibility for a 504 plan considered?
In order for a student to be eligible for a 504 plan, he/she must have a mental or physical impairment that
substantially limits one or more major life activity. A medical diagnosis does not automatically qualify a
student for services. However, a medical diagnosis may trigger an evaluation as it may give Great Hearts
Academies a reason to suspect the student has a disability. To be eligible for services, the student must need
appropriate educational services to have his or her needs met as adequately as the needs of students without
disabilities. For example, if a student has Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and the symptoms are being
effectively controlled through medical intervention, he/she may be able to progress in the general curriculum
without accommodations.
Great Hearts Academies has an affirmative obligation to identify and evaluate students suspected of being
individuals with disabilities, including but not limited to upon parent request. There are several ways that a
student might be referred or identified for consideration of eligibility under Section 504:
1) Referral from student, school staff, outside professional, or parent:
If a student is having difficulty progressing adequately in the general curriculum, a Student Study Team could
be convened to discuss the concerns. Any documentation of medical diagnoses or any evaluation reports
would also be considered. Interventions would be developed and implemented to assist the student.
If the interventions are unsuccessful after a reasonable period of time the 504 Team could be convened to
consider eligibility under Section 504 and if the student was found eligible a Section 504 plan would be
developed. It is important to highlight that while a parent can initiate this process, it is not a requirement that
they do; Great Hearts Academies has an affirmative obligation to identify and evaluate students suspected of
being individuals with disabilities, and that obligation extends beyond simply responding to the requests
parents. Teachers, counselors, and other school staff should be aware of the responsibility to evaluate
students who may need special education or related services and, thus, should refer for evaluation students
they suspect might have a disability.

2) Student previously eligible under IDEA:
Students who were previously eligible under IDEA may be considered for eligibility under Section 504. For
example, once students demonstrate that they no longer need specialized instruction and related services
through special education, they may be referred to the 504 Team to determine whether they need
accommodations to continue to progress academically.
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3) Transfer from another public school:
If a student has already been determined eligible for a 504 Plan at a previous school, the 504 Team will
convene to review the student’s needs and whether the accommodations are sufficient and appropriate to
meet the student's individual needs. Until the team can convene and develop an appropriate plan for the
student, the existing 504 plan will be implemented. The school will request all school records from the
previous school within five school days of the student's enrollment (A.R.S. 15-828 (f)). To ensure a smooth
transition, the family should provide any previous documentation upon enrollment.

What is the 504 evaluation/eligibility determination process?
Eligibility for protection and services under Section 504 is considered by a team comprising people who have
knowledge about the student, knowledge about the meaning of the evaluation data, and knowledge about the
placement options. This occurs before the child’s initial placement in a regular or special education program
and before any subsequent significant change in placement. The team typically includes the
parents/guardians, general education teachers, the 504 Coordinator and an administrator or designee. If
necessary, other professionals may be invited such as the school nurse, school counselor and/or the college
counselor. The family may also wish to invite any relevant outside person(s).
In addition to the input provided by parents, information from a variety of sources is reviewed by the team.
This may include:






Medical information including hearing,
vision, medications, and any relevant
developmental history
Aptitude and achievement tests
Academic grades and transcripts
Primary language (home and student)








Discipline records
Attendance
School history
Teacher reports/observations
Social or cultural background
Adaptive behavior

After reviewing all of the relevant and available information, the team addresses the following questions:
1. Does the student have a physical or mental impairment? Some examples include asthma, diabetes,
allergies, arthritis, ADHD, cystic fibrosis, anxiety, depression, renal disorders, temporary conditions such as
a broken limb, conditions in remission such as cancer, and episodic conditions such as seizures.
2. Does the impairment substantially limit one or more major life activity? Some examples include learning,
walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, caring for one's self, performing manual tasks and working.
This does not mean a severe restriction or inability in performing the major life activity.
3. What are the child’s individual education needs? Needs are identified by looking to a variety of evaluation
sources, including those listed above.
A student who is eligible for safeguards (right to written notice; right to review records; right to an impartial
hearing; right to a review procedure) under Section 504 may not be eligible for a placement that includes
services.
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To document the process of eligibility, the 504 Eligibility Determination form is completed (please refer to the
sample form in the last section of the Handbook).

What is the 504 placement process?
After the student has been evaluated and the team determines that the student is eligible for a 504 Plan
under Section 504, the team decides upon the student’s placement. “Placement” is broader than simply
physical placement or setting and includes all appropriate educational services designed to meet the
individual needs of students with disabilities as adequately as the needs of students without disabilities are
met.
To determine a student’s placement, the team carefully considers the evaluation/eligibility information from a
variety of sources and all significant factors impacting the student’s ability to receive a FAPE. The team
documents all the information considered and does not rely on assumptions regarding persons with
disabilities or classes of such persons. The student’s individual circumstances are considered in determining
the weight accorded various information sources. The types of placements are (1) regular education, (2)
regular education with supplementary services, and/or (3) special education and related services. All students
will be educated with non-disabled students to the maximum extent appropriate to the needs of the student
with a disability. Placement should be in regular education unless an appropriate education cannot be
achieved satisfactorily with supplementary aids and services. The student’s placement is documented on a
Section 504 Plan, as is a date for review/assessment (please refer to the sample form in the last section of the
Handbook).

How is a 504 Plan implemented and reviewed?
The 504 Plan is implemented within the student's classes and on campus and school activities and is
periodically reviewed for effectiveness. The school is responsible for making sure that each teacher, as well as
relevant staff members, is aware of the plan and their responsibilities to the student. The student and parents
may also advocate for student needs with support, as needed, from school staff.
The team will reconvene on an annual basis, or more often if needed, to review and revise the plan. At these
meetings, the following are some questions that may be asked:
1. Is there new information that needs to be considered?
2. Are the accommodations working?
3. Do any changes need to be made to the Plan?

How are concerns or complaints resolved?
Any individual who believes that he or she is a victim of discrimination prohibited by the regulation may file a
complaint. Complaints on behalf of classes of individuals are also permitted.
Please see the attached complaint procedure for a complete description of Great Hearts Academies’ process
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for fielding, investigating, and responding to complaints.
The availability and use of this grievance procedure does not prevent a person from filing a complaint of
discrimination on the basis of disability with the U. S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights, 1244
Speer Blvd., Ste. 310, Denver, CO 80204, (303) 844-5695, fax (303) 844-4303, https://ocrcas.ed.gov/.

Questions and Further Information:
If you have additional questions or need further information, please contact Great Hearts Academies’ Section
504 Coordinator or ADA/Title II Coordinator:

Great Hearts Section 504 Coordinator
Great Hearts Academies
3102 N. 56th Street, Suite 300
Phoenix, AZ 85018
Great Hearts ADA/Title II Coordinator
Great Hearts Academies
3102 N. 56th Street, Suite 300
Phoenix, AZ 85018
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Discipline for Students Protected Under Section 504
Discipline
p
A child with a disability under Section 504 is subject to the same disciplinary action as a non‐disabled
student when the discipline does not constitute a significant change in placement. Discipline that does
constitute a significant change in placement triggers the need for a re‐evaluation before the discipline is
imposed.
Significant Change in Placement
Short‐term exclusionary discipline of 10 days or less (such as a single 1‐day suspension) does not
constitute a significant change in placement and the academy will follow the same policy and
procedure as for non‐disabled students.
Exclusionary discipline of more than 10 consecutive days (such as out‐of‐school suspension/expulsion
of 11 consecutive days) constitutes a significant change in placement.
A series of exclusionary discipline that are each under 10 days but total more than 10 days may
create a pattern of exclusion and thus constitute a significant change in placement. The
determination as to whether a series of exclusionary discipline has created a pattern of exclusion is
done on a case‐by‐case basis. Factors to be considered include: the length of each suspension, the
proximity of one suspension to another, the nature of the behavior, and the total amount of time the
student is excluded from school.
Re‐evaluation/Manifestation Determination
Section 504 requires a re‐evaluation before the academy takes disciplinary action that constitutes a
significant change in placement. This re‐evaluation should include (at a minimum) a “manifestation
determination,” in which the student’s Section 504 Team determines whether the conduct in
question was a manifestation of the student’s disability. The academy uses the Section 504
Manifestation Determination Form to conduct this process.

1. If the 504 Team concludes that the conduct is a manifestation of the student’s disability, the
discipline process will end. The proposed discipline will not be imposed, but the 504 Team,
consistent with evaluation and placement procedures, will review the 504 Plan to determine if
changes are appropriate.

2. If the 504 Team concludes that the conduct is not a manifestation of the student’s disability, the
student will be subject to the same disciplinary action that any non‐disabled student would
receive for the same violation.
Note: Section 504 has no explicit provision stating that the school district must provide Free and
Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) to students who are suspended or expelled.
The Manifestation Determination Team
The manifestation determination will be made by a 504 Team that, consistent with the academy’s
evaluation and placement procedures, consists of persons who have knowledge of the student, the
meaning of the information that will be reviewed, and the placement options. When possible, the
members of the 504 Team will be the same members who designed the student’s 504 Plan. School
personnel responsible for school disciplinary procedures, such as the academy headmaster or dean of
discipline, may present pertinent student information to the 504 Team to consider when making their
decision. The student’s parent is to be afforded due process rights with regard to the manifestation
determination.

The Manifestation Determination Procedure
The 504 Team will use the Section 504 Manifestation Determination Form. The Section 504 Team will
review relevant information when making a manifestation determination. Such information might
include any relevant information provided by the parents, any teacher observations, and all relevant
information in the student's file, including the sources of evaluation data listed on the student’s Section
504 Eligibility Determination. The manifestation determination must be based on current evaluation
data and not be presumed based on the category of the student’s disability.
Using this information, the 504 Team will determine whether the conduct in question (1) was caused by,
or had a direct and substantial relationship to, the child's disability; or (2) was the direct result of the
academy's failure to implement the student’s 504 Plan. Note that this determination involves more than
whether the student knew right from wrong. If the 504 Team determines the conduct in question was the
direct result of the academy's failure to implement the 504 Plan, the academy must take immediate steps
to remedy those deficiencies. Those steps will be consistent with the academy’s evaluation and placement
procedures.
If the 504 Team answers either question in the affirmative, then the behavior is a manifestation of the
student’s disability and the proposed disciplinary action can be taken.
If the 504 Team answers both questions in the negative, the behavior is not a manifestation of the
disability, and the academy may impose whatever long‐term discipline it would impose under the same
circumstances if a non‐disabled student were the offender. The academy has no obligation to continue to
provide educational services (FAPE) to the student during the period of a long‐term suspension or
expulsion.
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SECTION 504 MANIFESTATION DETERMINATION
FORM
*Conduct a review before finalizing preliminary disciplinary decision.
Notice Date:

Student Name:
DOB:
YES
1.

SAIS #:
Grade:
NO

□
□

□
□

□

□

Has the parent received prior notice of this meeting*? Attach notice.
Has the parent received Notice of Rights under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973/Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990?
Are the required Section 504 team members (person(s) with knowledge of child, person(s)
with knowledge of program, person(s) with knowledge of interpreting data) in attendance?
Sign below.

If NO is checked in response to ANY of the above questions, this conference must be discontinued.
*Meeting may proceed if parents are not in attendance and school has made multiple attempts to have parent(s)
attend or parent(s) have indicated they would not attend. Attach attempts to notice, or indication they would not
attend.

2. Description of incident causing consideration of discipline:

3. THE 504 TEAM HAS REVIEWED THE STUDENT CONDUCT REPORT AND THE CUMULATIVE RECORD AND HAS
CONSIDERED ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE ITEMS CHECKED BELOW:
Current Evaluation and diagnostic results
Information provided by the parents
Other:

Observations of the student
The student 504 Eligibility and Section 504 Plan

*******************************************************************************
Student Name:
SAIS #:

DOB:

Grade:

4. MANIFESTATION DETERMINATION Question 1: The 504 Team has reviewed the above information and has
determined that the conduct in question
□ WAS □ WAS NOT caused by, or in direct and substantial relationship to, the student’s
disability.
Comments:

5. MANIFESTATION DETERMINATION Question 2: The 504 Team has reviewed the above information and has
determined that the conduct in question
□ WAS □ WAS NOT the direct result of the academy’s failure to implement the student’s
Section 504 Plan.
Comments:

If the 504 Team checks “was,” the academy must take immediate steps to remedy those deficiencies. Those steps
will be consistent with the academy’s evaluation and placement procedures. Describe those steps or other actions
to be taken here:

6. FINAL MANIFESTATION DETERMINATION: If the answer to Manifestation Determinations Questions 1 and 2 were
both answered “Was Not,” then the conduct WAS NOT a manifestation of the student’s disability. If either
Manifestation Determination Question 1 or 2 was answered “Was,” then the conduct WAS a manifestation of the
student’s disability. Check the appropriate box:
The conduct WAS
WAS NOT
a manifestation of the student’s disability.
*******************************************************************************
504 TEAM PARTICIPANTS
Knowledge of program:
Knowledge of interpreting data:
Knowledge of student:
Knowledge of student:
Knowledge of student:

I have received and reviewed, and I understand the attached rights afforded by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973/Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.

Signature of Parent(s)/Legal Guardian(s)/Surrogate:
I

Date:

□ Agree □ Disagree with the Manifestation Determination as noted above.

If not in attendance, the Manifestation Determination Form and Notice of Rights was sent to the parent on

by Name/Title:

________

Date:

Copies:
*Parent
*504 Folder
*Cumm File

GreatHearts
classical education , revolutionary schools

NOTICE OF RIGHTS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES AND THEIR PARENTS UNDER
§ 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973 AND TITLE II OF THE AMERICANS WITH
DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990
The rehabilitation act of 1973, commonly known in the schools as “Section 504” (§ 504) is a federal
law passed by the United States Congress with the purpose of prohibiting discrimination against
persons with disabilities who may participate in, or receive benefits from, programs receiving
federal financial assistance. In the public (and public charter) schools specifically, § 504 applies to,
among other things, ensure that eligible students with disabilities are provided with educational
benefits and opportunities equal to those provided to non‐disabled students. Congress enacted a
similar civil rights statute, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), in 1990, also for the purpose of
preventing discrimination against individuals with disabilities. Practically speaking, when this notice
refers to specific requirements under Section 504, those same requirements will be followed in
order to comply with the ADA.
Under § 504, a student is considered an “individual with a disability” if he or she has a physical or
mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of their major life activities, such as
learning, walking, seeing, hearing, breathing, caring for one’s self, working, and performing manual
tasks. § 504 also applies to students with a record of such an impairment, or who are regarded as
having such an impairment even if they do not. Students who are not eligible for special education
under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) may nonetheless be eligible for
protection (and services) under § 504.
The purpose of this notice is to inform parents and students of the rights granted to them under §
504 and the ADA:
1. You have the right to be informed about your rights under § 504. [34 CFR 104.32] This
document represents written notice of rights as required under § 504. If you have questions
about your rights, contact your school or the district’s § 504 Office (contact information
below) and they will assist you in understanding your rights.
2. You have the right to have your child take part in and receive benefits from public education
programs without discrimination based on disability. [34 CFR 104.4]
3. Your child has the right to a free appropriate education. This includes the right to be
educated with students without disabilities to the maximum extent appropriate. It also
includes the right to accommodations to allow your child an equal opportunity to
participate in school and school‐related activities. [34 CFR 104.33]
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4. Your child has the right to services, facilities, and activities comparable to those provided to
non‐disabled students. [34 CFR 104.34]
5. Your child has the right to an equal opportunity to participate in non‐academic and
extracurricular activities offered by the Charter School or District.
6. Your child has the right to an evaluation prior to determining his or her appropriate
educational placement, and also before every subsequent significant change in placement.
[34 CFR 104.35]
7. Testing and other evaluation procedures must comply with the requirements of § 504
regarding test validity, proper method of administration, and appropriate test selection. [34
CFR 104.35] The Charter School or District will consider information from a variety of
sources in making its determinations, including, for example: aptitude and achievement
tests, teacher recommendations, reports of physical condition, social and cultural
background, adaptive behavior, health records, report cards, progress notes, parent
observations, scores on tests of state standards or Stanford 10 tests, among others. [34 CFR
104.35]
8. Evaluation, eligibility, and placement decisions regarding your child must be made by a
group of persons (a § 504 committee) knowledgeable about your child, the meaning of the
evaluation data, possible placement options, and the requirement that to the maximum
extent appropriate, students with disabilities should be educated with non‐disabled
children and in comparable facilities. [34 CFR 104.35]
9. If your child is identified as eligible under § 504, he or she has a right to periodic re‐
evaluations. Generally, an evaluation will take place at least every three years. [34 CFR
104.35]
10. You have the right to be notified in writing by the Charter School or District prior to any
action regarding the identification, evaluation, or placement of your child. [34 CFR 104.36]
11. You have the right to examine relevant documents and records regarding your child
(generally documents relating to identification, evaluation, and placement of your child).
[34 CFR 104.36]
12. You have the right to an impartial hearing with respect to the Charter School’s or District’s
actions regarding your child’s identification, evaluation, or educational placement, with
opportunity for participation by you and your child and representation by an attorney. [34
CFR 104.36]
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13. The individuals responsible for coordinating compliance with § 504/ADA are:
Great Hearts Section 504 Coordinator
Great Hearts Academies
3102 N. 56th Street, Suite 300
Phoenix, AZ 85018
Great Hearts ADA/Title II Coordinator
Great Hearts Academies
3102 N. 56th Street, Suite 300
Phoenix, AZ 85018
14. Grievance Process: Any person who believes she or he has been subjected to discrimination
on the basis of disability may file a grievance. It is against the law for Great Hearts
Academies to retaliate against anyone who files a grievance or cooperates in the
investigation of a grievance. Great Hearts Academies will make appropriate arrangements
to ensure that disabled persons are provided other accommodations, if needed, to
participate in this grievance process. Such arrangements may include, but are not limited to,
providing interpreters for the deaf, providing taped cassettes of material for the blind, or
assuring a barrier‐free location for the proceedings. The § 504 Coordinator will be
responsible for such arrangements. Please see the attachment titled “Section 504 and Title
II Grievance Procedure” for a complete description of the grievance process procedure, or
find it here:
http://www.greatheartsamerica.org/finance‐compliance/
15. You also have the right to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education Office for
Civil Rights:
United States Department of Education
Office for Civil Rights – Region VIII
1244 Speer Boulevard, Suite 310
Denver, CO 80204
(303) 844‐5695
OCR.Denver@ed.gov
https://ocrcas.ed.gov/
16. For more information regarding § 504/ADA in Arizona and for additional help in many areas
of your child’s education, contact:
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Raising Special Kids
2400 N Central Avenue, Suite 200
Phoenix, AZ 85004
Tel: (602)242‐4366
Fax: (602)242‐4306
Toll Free: (800)237‐3007
Email: info@raisingspecialkids.org
www.raisingspecialkids.org
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GreatHearts®
Section 504 and Title II Grievance Procedure
Process

I

1. Introduction
It is the policy of Great Hearts Academies not to
discriminate on the basis of disability. Great Hearts
has adopted an internal grievance procedure
providing for prompt and equitable resolution of
complaints alleging any action prohibited by Title II
of the Americans with Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C. §
12131) or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 (29 U.S.C. § 794) or of the U.S. Department of
Education regulations implementing the
Act. Section 504 prohibits discrimination on the
basis of disability in any program or activity
receiving federal financial assistance, and Title II
extends that protection to all the activities of state
and local governments regardless of whether or not
they receive federal funds. Programs and activities
at Great Hearts Academies, as public schools, fall
under both of these laws.
Title II Law and Regulations may be examined in the
office of Jennifer Whitmire, HR Director, who has
been designated to coordinate the efforts of Great
Hearts Academies to comply with Title II.
Section 504 Law and Regulations may be examined
in the office of Thomas Doebler, National Director
of Exceptional Student Services, who has been
designated to coordinate the efforts of Great
Hearts Academies to comply with Section 504.
Any person who believes she or he has been
subjected to discrimination on the basis of disability
may file a grievance under this procedure. This
procedure applies to complaints of discrimination,
including harassment, carried out by employees,
other students, or third parties. It is against the law
for Great Hearts to retaliate against anyone who
files a grievance or cooperates in the investigation
of a grievance.

Guidance Notes

IUI

The availability and use of this grievance procedure does
not prevent a person from filing a complaint of
discrimination on the basis of disability with the U. S.
Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights, 1244
Speer Blvd., Ste. 310, Denver, CO 80204, (303) 844‐5695,
fax (303) 844‐4303, https://ocrcas.ed.gov
Great Hearts Academies will make appropriate
arrangements to ensure that disabled persons are
provided other accommodations, if needed, to
participate in this grievance process. Such arrangements
may include, but are not limited to, providing
interpreters for the deaf, providing taped cassettes of
material for the blind, or assuring a barrier‐free location
for the proceedings. The Title II or Section 504
Coordinator will be responsible for such arrangements.

I

GreatHearts®
2. Initial discussions
Great Hearts Academies encourages any member
of the public to bring their complaint or concern
first to the person with whom they have a concern.

Informal discussions should resolve the vast majority of
grievances. Our experience is that bringing concerns to
the attention of the alleged offender is the swiftest way
to a successful resolution.
NOTE: Grievances or information involving an ongoing
or imminent threat to a student’s well‐being should
skip this stage and be immediately directed to the
Headmaster.
NOTE: To pursue a formal grievance as explained in
Stage 3, you must do so within 30 days of the date the
person filing the grievance becomes aware of the
alleged discriminatory action. That 30 days includes
any time in initial discussions or Stage 1 or 2. You have
the right to end this stage and begin the formal process
at Stage 3 at any time.

3. Stage 1
If you feel that the matter has not been resolved
through informal discussions, you should put your
grievance in writing to the person with whom you
have the concern (again, the one directly
involved). The employee must offer a response
within 5 working days in an endeavor to resolve the
matter.

4. Stage 2
If the matter is not satisfactorily resolved, you may
raise the matter, in writing, with the employee’s
direct report (for academy employees, the
Headmaster) who must give a response within five
working days. This response may take the form of a
letter and/or follow‐up meeting with the
complainant and any employee(s) involved in the
matter. This meeting will be led by the supervisor.

The first stage should allow the person and the GH
employee to resolve the grievance without the
involvement of the Headmaster, GH Section 504
Coordinator, GH Title II Coordinator, or Board of
Directors. The aim should be to resolve the grievance at
the lowest relevant level.
NOTE: To pursue a formal grievance as explained in
Stage 3, you must do so within 30 days of the date the
person filing the grievance becomes aware of the
alleged discriminatory action. That 30 days includes
any time in initial discussions or Stage 1 or 2. You have
the right to end this stage and begin the formal process
at Stage 3 at any time.

The Headmaster is the acting supervisor over all
academy employees.
NOTE: To pursue a formal grievance as explained in
Stage 3, you must do so within 30 days of the date the
person filing the grievance becomes aware of the
alleged discriminatory action. That 30 days includes
any time in initial discussions or Stage 1 or 2. You have
the right to end this stage and begin the formal process
at Stage 3 at any time.

GreatHearts®
5. Stage 3
If the issue is not resolved by the Headmaster, the
aside is the procedure for submitting a formal
grievance with Great Hearts’ Section 504
Coordinator.

Grievances must be submitted to the Section 504
Coordinator or Title II Coordinator within 30 days of the
date the person filing the grievance becomes aware of
the alleged discriminatory action.
Grievances relativef Section 504 plans must be
submitted to:
Great Hearts 504 Coordinator
Great Hearts Academies
3102 N. 56th Street, Suite 300
Phoenix, AZ 85018
602‐438‐7045
Grievances relative to discrimination under Title II must
be submitted to:
Great Hearts Title II Coordinator
Great Hearts Academies
3102 N. 56th Street, Suite 300
Phoenix, AZ 85018
602‐438‐7045

NOTE: Your complaint may be relative to either Section
504 or Title II or both. If you are unsure of which law
applies, file with the Section 504 Coordinator.
The complaint must be in writing, containing the name
and address of the person filing it. The complaint must
state the problem or action alleged to be discriminatory
and the remedy or relief sought.
The Coordinator (or her/his designee) shall conduct an
investigation of the complaint. This investigation may be
informal, but it must be thorough, affording all
interested persons an opportunity to submit evidence
relevant to the complaint. The Coordinator will maintain
the files and records of Great Hearts to such grievances.
The Coordinator will issue a written decision on the
grievance no later than 30 days after its filing. The
Coordinator’s response will also include steps that will
be taken to prevent recurrence of any discrimination
and to correct its discriminatory effects, if appropriate.

GreatHearts®
6. Stage 4
The person filing the grievance may appeal the
decision of the Section 504 Coordinator or the Title
II Coordinator by writing to the Academy Board of
Directors within 15 days of receiving the Section
504 Coordinator’s decision.
You are entitled to have a meeting with the
grievance committee established annually by the
Board of Directors and comprised of directors. This
committee will formally respond in writing by
setting a meeting or taking another course of action
within 30 days. If the Board as a whole is convened
to address the grievance, all applicable public open
meeting laws will be followed, including prior
notice and the right of the complainant to request
an open meeting or an executive session for the
hearing. The Board’s decision will be in writing and
is final.

If the Board understands that stage 3 has not been
completed, this may be a requirement prior to further
action or hearing from the Board.
The committee shall issue a written response. A
response by the committee may include a dismissal of
the grievance, a formal reprimand of the school
employee or Headmaster, and/or a directive for staff to
develop an additional policy recommendation for Board
consideration.
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SECTION 504 PLAN/NOTES
Student Name:
DOB:
Eligibility Date:

I Meeting Date:
I

I SAIS #:
Grade:
Annual Review Date:
Periodic Review Date:

MEETING TYPE:

□ Initial Meeting

Modify Current
□
Plan

review
□ Annual
□ Periodic review

□ Other _______

DESCRIBE THE STUDENT’S PHYSICAL OR MENTAL IMPAIRMENT THAT SUBSTANTIALLY
LIMITS ONE OR MORE MAJOR LIFE ACTIVITIES (refer to the Section 504 Eligibity
Determination):
[NOTE THE PHYSICAL OR MENTAL IMPAIRMENT]
[DESCRIBE HOW THE IMPAIRMENT SUBSTANTIALLY LIMITS ONE OR MORE MAJOR LIFE ACTIVITIES USING THE
EVALUATIVE INFORMATION/DATA ]

DESCRIBE THE STUDENT’S INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION NEEDS (refer to the Section 504 Eligibity

Determination):

[Note what the student needs (accommodations, etc.) relative to the limits to the student’s major life activity]

ACCOMMODATIONS:
Teacher Responsibility:
Specific
1
/_
Need/Setting
1.
2.

Accommodations/Services/Other

\ \, )

\\////

((

"-

'·-

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

·-·=·•...,.,.," · · · . .

-

"\\'\\

)

'\

\./

~-)

Who Will Implement

Standard Testing
Accommodation

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

May include learning environment, lesson presentations, assignments/test taking, related services, any other special
considerations or needs of the student.

1
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Parent’s Responsibility, if any:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Student’s Responsibility, if any:

I

1.
2.
3.
4.

I

OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION:
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Student Name:

DOB:

Meeting Date:

504 Plan Participants:
My signature indicates that I have been informed and received notice of this Section 504 Plan and further acknowledge I
am familiar with my rights and responsibilities pursuant to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.
I was provided the Notice of Rights _____________________________________ on ___________.
(Parent signature)
(date)
Name & Role

Signature

/

~

This Person has Knowledge of
The child
The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data
The child
/ ......
The/ program
/ / options

/;_;&

\,~~)/
"

/'.

~

\~
~<\

~~

The,,,,•··•'/
meaning of the evaluation
data
The child

"'

The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data

i>~\~:>

The child

I ~~

The child

The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data

The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data
The child

'-./

The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data

Parental Rights:
I was provided the Notice of Rights _____________________________________ on ___________.
I

(Parent signature)

□ Agree □ Disagree with the Section 504 Eligibility Determination as noted above.
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(date)

Copies:
 Parent
 504 Folder
 Cumulative File

Prep/Archway Crest Here

SECTION 504 ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION
Student Name:
DOB:

Grade:

SAIS #:
Re-evaluation Date:

Meeting Date:

Meeting Type:
Initial Evaluation

□ Re-evaluation

□

Section 504 Eligibility Inquiry: “Does the student have a physical or mental impairment that substantially
limits one or more major life activities?” This breaks down into the following questions for the 504 Team to answer.
Question 1: Does the student have a physical or mental impairment? Per OCR’s January 2012 guidance, a
handful of impairments will, in virtually every case, result in eligibility. They are: diabetes, epilepsy, bipolar disorder,
autism. Other examples of impairments that result in eligibility include asthma, allergies, arthritis, ADHD, cystic fibrosis,
anxiety, depression, renal disorders, temporary conditions such as a broken limb, conditions in remission such as cancer,
and episodic conditions such as seizures.
Sources of Evaluation Information: (indicate each one used and attach supporting documents)
Parental Input
□ Medical
Report (including hearing,
□
vision, medications, any relevant
developmental history, medication)
Diagnosis __________
Assessments
□ Cognitive
Achievement Tests

□

Aptitude Tests
□ Teacher
Reports/Observations
□ Grades/Transcripts
□ Student Work Examples
□ Parent Feedback
□ Social and Health History
□ Social or Cultural Background
□

Adaptive Behavior
□ Discipline
□ AttendanceRecords
Records
□ Primary Language
(home and
□
student, including PHLOTE Form)
and Vision Screening
□ Hearing
Other (specify) ___________
□

Describe the nature of the impairment/document reasoning here (attach extra sheets if needed):

Team Conclusion as to Question 1:

□ Yes □ No

Question 2: Does the impairment substantially limit one or more major life activity? This does not mean a
severe restriction or inability in performing the major life activity. Specify the major life activity:













Hearing
Walking
Breathing
Seeing
Caring for oneself
Performing manual tasks
Eating
Sleeping
Standing
Lifting
Bending
Speaking



Other (specify) ___________



Learning










or access to learning
Reading
Writing
Motor aspect of writing
Math calculation
Concentrating
Processing
Communicating
Working fluency
Other (specify)

___________



Major bodily functions
 Functions of the
immune system
 Cell growth
 Digestive, bladder, and
bowel functions
 Neurological and brain
functions
 Respiratory and
circulatory functions
 Endocrine functions
 Reproductive functions
 Other (specify)

___________
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Describe how the impairment substantially limits the life activity(ies)/document reasoning here (attach
extra sheets if needed):

Team Conclusion as to Question 2:

□ Yes □ No

If both Questions 1 and 2 above were answered “Yes,” then the Student is eligible under Section 504, and
the Team should go on to answer Question 3. If either Question 1 or Question 2 were answered “No,” then
the Student is not eligible for a Section 504 Plan, and the Team should skip Question 3.
Question 3: What are the student’s individual education needs? Needs are identified by looking to a variety of
evaluation sources, including those listed above. Consider whether the student needs regular or special education or
related aids or services, including adjustments or accommodations, for his/her educational needs to be met as adequately
as those of non-disabled peers.
Describe the student’s educational needs/document reasoning here (attach extra sheets if needed):

ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS

□ Not Section 504 eligible. The student is not eligible under Section 504 as the impairment does not meet the criteria in Questions
1 and 2 above.
□ Section 504 Eligible + No Plan. The student is eligible under Section 504 but does not require a 504 Plan at this time. The
student is eligible for safeguards under Section 504, including manifestation determination, procedural safeguards, periodic ReEvaluation or more often as needed, as well as the nondiscrimination protections of Section 504. Should need for a Plan develop, the
504 team will reconvene to evaluate the new information and develop an appropriate Section 504 Plan if necessary.
□ Section 504 Eligible + Plan. The student is eligible under Section 504 and will receive a Section 504 Plan that governs the
provision of a free appropriate public education to the student. The student will receive manifestation determination, procedural
safeguards, periodic re-evaluation or more often as needed, as well as the nondiscrimination protections of Section 504. The Team
should continue on now to develop the Section 504 Plan appropriate for the student, or schedule a subsequent meeting for this
purpose.
□ Section 504 Dismissal. The student is no longer eligible for Section 504 and is exited from the program. The student will now
receive regular education without a Section 504 Plan. The student will receive the nondiscrimination protections of Section 504 as a
student with a record of impairment, together with procedural safeguards, but will not receive manifestation determination, or periodic
Re-Evaluation.
□ IDEA Eligible. The student has been determined special education eligible by an IEP Team. Consequently, the student will not be
served through a Section 504 team. If the student has been determined eligible for Section 504, the student will be exited from the
program. The student will receive a free appropriate education through the IEP Team, together with the nondiscrimination protections
and procedural safeguards of Section 504.
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TEAM SIGNATURE: Section 504 requires “a group of persons, including persons knowledgeable about the child, the
meaning of the evaluation data, and the placement options” to make eligibility and placement/services decisions.

I agree with the Section 504 Eligibility Determination as noted above:
Name

Signature

This Person has Knowledge of
The child
The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data
The child
The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data
The child
The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data
The child
The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data
The child
The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data
The child
The program options
The meaning of the evaluation
data

Parental Rights:
I was provided the Notice of Rights _____________________________________ on ___________.
(Parent signature)

I

(date)

□ Agree □ Disagree with the Section 504 Eligibility Determination as noted above.
Copies:
*Parent
*504 Folder
*Cumulative File
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[School Crest Here]

INVITATION TO SECTION 504 MEETING
Notice Date:

Student Name:
DOB:

SAIS #:
Grade:

Dear Parent(s),
We are convening the Section 504 team for the following purpose(s):

□ Initial Meeting
□ Modify Current Plan
□ Annual review

□ Transitional Meeting (entering
new school with existing 504 plan)
□

Review eligibility

□ Other _______

You’re invited to be part of the team as a valued member with knowledge of the student. The following members have
been invited to be part of the team because they have knowledge of the student or the program/placement options, or
are able to evaluate the data and information:
Knowledge of
program/placement options:
Knowledge of interpreting data:
Knowledge of student:
Knowledge of student:
Knowledge of student:
Knowledge of student:
Knowledge of student:
Knowledge of student:
If you would like to invite someone from outside the school to the meeting because you feel they would be able to add to
the team’s knowledge of the student please let me know at least 48 hours prior to the meeting.
The meeting is scheduled for:
Date:

Time:

Location:

Rm. #

If you have questions or would prefer an alternate date, please contact me:
Academy 504 Coordinator ________________________________________ Tel # _______________________________
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN TO SCHOOL
□ Yes, I plan to attend
□ No, I’m not able to attend
□ Please call about another meeting time. I can be reached at (tel. #): ___________________________________
Parent Signature ________________________________________________________ Date _____________________
SCHOOL USE ONLY

Date of 2nd Notice _____________________ Method of Notice ____________________________
Date of 3rd Notice _____________________ Method of Notice _____________________________
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Copies:
 Parent
 504 Folder
 Cumm File

